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a

to the public differing fundamentally
particularly on Medicine, it is reasona
the principles on which the system is predicated
It will accordingly be examined under the four

system is offered

from standard works,

more

ble to expect that
will be set forth.
fallowing heads, viz:
1. Of what are animal bodies composed.
2. How supported and perpetuated.
3. What constitutes disease.
4. The antidote or remedy for disease.
The elementary substances composing animal bodies are much
more numerous than was supposed by the ancients ; which, according to the doctrine of Aristotle, (and the same has been copied by
some recent pretended theorists,) was confined to the four follow
since been
ing: air, fire, water and earth. But its falsity has long
detected by chemical analysis, and proved that neither of those
substances can be considered elements, if by the term we mean a
and
simple substance. For air, in its purest state, contains oxygenis still
; earth
nitrogen ; water is composed of hydrogeu and oxygen&c.
Less ex
of silex, clay, lime,

complex, being composed
ception, however, maybe taken

more

to fire

as an

element, although
and

inconfinable, and is connected with light, electricity
:
ism, and combines with all bodies in a latent state yet

it

is

magnet

it cannot be

animal bodies.
as one oftl-.e constituent principles of
which has in
First. Animal bodies have nitrogen for their base,
be com
connection carbon, oxygen and hydrogen, in which may
of albumen,
prised the immediate materials of animals, consisting
and fibrine. To these may also be added other substances,
alka.
aa forming the hard parts,>uch as lime, phosphorus, sulphur,

considered

Gelatine
*

animal bodies depends
Secondly. The support and perpetuity of
from the air, by
twoprinciplcs. viz: osygenandnutrition. Oxygen
substances ttirough the
coming in contact with the other elementary
new com
medium of respiration and cutaneous absorption, produces
septic acid, and con
pounds, consisting of carbonic acid gas, water,
It is also absorbedI and se
heat.
sequently free, caloric, or sensibleand converted into a pecuhai sub
creted by the brainular system,
motion and volition to
stance called nervous fluid, giving sensation,
nutrition the system is perpetu
the whole animal economy. From
on

ated,

which

b,y

reception digestion,

the successful process

ot

.
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assimilation and conversion, supplies the wastes and. continues the
growth of the system; then by decomposition and expulsion, it is
dismissed the service, to give place for new and animalized substaur.es, which in their turn, after passing through the same successful
processes, go again into the common stock of heterogeneous mate
rials, to be rendered subservient to nutrition by vegetable life.
Thirdly. The immediate cause of disease is constituted in a tor
pidity, relaxation or an exhaustion of the nervous system, producing
a
derangement and diminution in all the animal functions; conse
quently the more viscid and excrementitious substances are not re
moved as they become deleterious by decomposition, and septic
acid (the germ of disease) increases in the same proportion. Con
striction, the natural consequence of relaxation, prevents the free
caloric from passing off as it accumulates, thus producing an in
crease of temperature on the surfuce called fever.
Fourthly. The antidote or remedy for disease may be comprised
under the four following principles, viz: First. Of nervines, to res
tore the lost energy and excitement in the nervous system.
Second.
Of cathartics, to excite an increased action in the prima via, and re
move septic acid and other excrementitious and offensive substan
Third. Of sudorificks, to remove constrictions or spasms on
ces.
the exhalants, and promote an increased excretion of the viscid,
wornout and noxious fluids, and equalize the circulation.
These
constitute the leading principles in the removal of disease. Fourth.
Of tonicks, to produce a proper excitement in the parietes of the
stomach, increase their secretions, and thereby promote the assimi
lation of nutrition.
Notwithstanding the numerous publications on medicine, and al
though some of them are from the ablest pens that ever graced the
literary world, yet there is none to which numerous objections have
not arisen.
Most of the medical productions now extant are too
volumijous and abstruse, and so much encumbered with learned
lumber, medical references and technicalities, as to be completely
above the comprehension of persons of common advantages and ca
pacities; while others are diminutive, illiterate, and founded on such
false premises as not only to be wholly uninteresting to the scien
tific, but arc also calculated to mislead the unlettered: and in all,
there appears to be a great want of knowledge in medical
botany.

contemplating on the great variety in the vegetable kingdom,
perfumes and beautifies our groves, fields and gardens, we
naturally led to enquire concerning the cause of such a profu
sion, when so few are suited to the growth and perpetuity of the
system under a healthy standard. A belief in an omniscient Beiii"-.
who does nothing in vain, will bring us irresistibly to the conclu
sion, that they are destined to answer some important purpose in
the restoration of the system while laboring under disease, or a de
rangement of its chemical operations which constitute heat and an
In

which
are

imation.

by this unpardonable neglect of one of the most pro
bounties oi Providence, aided by several years experience in
the practice of medicine iu the Northern, Western and Southern
States, and a particular examination of the vegetable productions of
Stimulated

pitious
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the different States to ascertain their specific qualities, will, I trust,
suffice to convince the reader that the undertaking has not been
merely to increase the number of medical works, but to introduce
a concise,
plain and philosophical system of botanical practice, un
incumbered with foreign matter and simplified to every capacity.
In regard to the composition and arrangement of the work, many
circumstances might be mentioned by way of apology for the nu
merous inaccuracies and omissions.
But in a work embracing so
great a variety of subjects, consisting almost entirely of practical in
formation, and probably comprising more useful matter than has
ever
appeared in so small volume, it is to be hoped that candor will
incline the reader to spread the mantle of charity over the errors
that have crept into the work, as such things are unavoidable in the
first impression, and which will be remedied in the next edition.
In the compilation of the following sheets, many subjects might
have been considerably extended: and, indeed, it appeared neces
sary, to give a full understanding of the whole matterintended to be
illustrated.
Others might also have been much abridged, had the
work been designed exclusively for one class of citizens. The au
thor, however, has endeavored equally to avoid hasty brevity and
How far he has succeeded, is submitted to the con
tedious detail.

sideration of a candid public.
The work now ottered embraces almost every subject connected
with the preservation of the species; hence the inquisitive reader
will find a concise theory, containing the elements composing ani
mal bodies, the principles and manner in which nature, by the oxydation of the different elementary substances, aided by the as
similation of nutrition, designed them to be perpetuated ; in what
disease'is constituted, and the principles of application in its remo
in carrying
val.
Anatomy unfolds to view the economy of nature
the several visceon the
grand mechanism ; and by a knowledge ofand
secretions
excretions, the
ra, circulation, and of all the glandular
(as the basis
philosophical practitioner is furnished .villi materials,
of a superstructure,) to direct all his prescriptions. Medical botany
no pains have
having been the primary object in this publication,
been spared in its examination, designation, classification and com
from
position. The frequent fatal consequences resulting &x\bleeding,
but also
not onlv from a puncture of a nerve tendon, artery,
of animal
source
from wasting that precious fluid, (the blood) the
rise to a short dissertation on
support and regeneration, has given
treatment of dis
tie subject.
Surgery, and more particularly the
moment, and every attention has
ease", "is a matter of the greatest
beeiAiven in particularizing their cause, symptoms, and theis most
sub
which
i-idicious mode of administering to their removal; to
and a vocabulary of medical
joined a brief sketch of midwifery,
a copious
To facilitate the mode of consulting the work,
terms.

table of contents has been annexed.
leave to sug.
I'reviouslvto closing n^y introductory remarks, I beg
consideration of the married ladies,
fjest ;• few observations for the
human
•Ts occupvingonc of the most important stations in which a
10 truth as
individual can be placed. I should be much wanting
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well as in courtesy, not to place you upon an equilibrium, in a men
tal point of view, with the other sex, or not to award you great in
fluence in the religious, moral and civil world; and a reference to
history clearly shows that your weight in the scale of beings is in
proportion to the advancement of literature and civilization. How
delightful the task for the intelligent mother to wander with her
tender offspring in the paths of virtue and literature, unfolding to
their latent minds as they begin to expand the beauties of the one
and the benefits of the other. And how pleasing would be the
thought to the man of understanding, whose mind is engrossed with
business, to know that his wife not only conducted the dispositions
of his children with equanimity and correctness, but was also quali
fied to watch over their healths, and administer to their relief on the
first indication of indisposition.
Those married ladies who are bringing up families of children,
will find much valuable instruction relative to the origin and cause
of the numerous diseases to which they are liable, and the proper
course of treatment to
remedy those causes before they endanger
the life of the child or incur the expense of a physician.
It will al
so
put them in possession of correct principles, not only on medi
cine, but also relative to the elementary substances of animal bod
ies, and the manner in which nature designed them to be supported ;
which may be taught to their daughters whom they are fitting to oc
cupy stations equally responsible as those to which they have been
called. By thus instilling in their tender minds the principles of
things they become as familiar as any other domestic duty, how
Aud may I not be allowed to second the suggestion of
ever trivial.
the immortal Rush, that the period was probably not far distant
when every person would go as familiarly to the fields for their
medicines, as they do for there bread stuff.
It is not to be presumed that every person will find such interest
ing matter as that contained in a novel or a tale ; but I trust the in
telligent and philosophical will not only be entertained but in
structed.
Although the principleson which the practice isfonndcd are entire
ly new, still I am sanguine that they are philosophical and strictly
The sentiments and theories which I have inculcated, arc
correct.
the result of much observation and reflection, derived from the in
tercourse which I have had with society, the productions of nature,
and the best elementary works.
They are most cordially submitted for the investigation of the
publ'iGk; and 1 shall patiently await the issue, and posterity will re
cord it.
That you may accept of this as intended for a source of instruc
tion, calculated to enlarge your capacities and opportunities for
u«eful«e-s through life, is the earnest wish of
THE AUTHOR.
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Absorbents. Vessels that take up fluids from
the body.
Abdomen. The belly.
Evacuations by stool.
Alvine excretions.

c

avitk

s

in

Sharpness, pungency.
Albumen- Coagulable lymph.
The white of eggs, &c.
Alcohol.
High wines, spirits of wine.
The natural healing power.
Anima Medica.
Antiseptics. Medicine which prevents mortification.
Anti-spasmodic. Medicines to remove spasms.
Anodynes. Medicines to remove pain.
Abscess. A tumour that contains pus.
Affinity. The attractive tendency of substances.
Aneurism. Dilation of an arter}\
Asphyxia. Faintness, a partial suspension of the heart.
Analysis Chemical. Separation of the constituent parts
of compounds.
Atrophy. Nervous consumption, wasting of the body.
Medicines having a grateful spicy smell.
Aromatics.
Aperients. Gentle laxatives.
Anti-corbuticks. Medicines to obtund acrimony, remove
Acrimony.

scurvy, &c.

Assimilation.

The conversion of nutrition into

our

owu

substance.

Auxiliary.

Helping, assisting.

The French term for nitrogen.
Azote.
It is the base of
animal bodies, and of deleterious air; it constitute sthree
fourths of atmosphere air, combined with oxygen, forms
nitrous acid, or aqua-fortis.
Animal functions. Are constituted in circulation, diges
tion, respiration, assimilation and secretion.
Base. The principle or foundation.
Botany. Science of plants.

Caries.

Rottenness of bones.

XI

Medicines containing iron.
Carbon. The base of vegetable substances, the radical of
carbonic acid, deleterious air, disengaged by the decom
position of vegetables.
Chronic. A disease of long standing.
Constipation. Costiveness.
Choylification* The act of converting nutritious substan

Chalybeates.

ces

into

chyle.

Catheter. An instrument to draw off the urine.
Calculi. Stone-like substance in the human bladder.
Cataplasms. Stimulants applied to the feet.
Caloric. The chemical term for latent heat.
Climacteric. A critical year in life, as the 7th, 21st, &c.
Cochineal. A drug, an insect taken from the Indian fig
tree.

Minute tubes.
A condition of the body.
Decomposition. The separation of the constituent
ples of bodies.
Dentition. Cutting teeth.
distinguishing diseases.

Capillary.

Diathesis.

Diagnossi. Symptoms
Diaphoresis. Perspiration
Demulcents.

Medicines

to

or

sweat.

diminish the effects of stimuli.

Boiling.
Effervescence. An intestine

Ebullition.

princi

.

motion occasioned by the dis

substances.
engagement of gaseous
Elements. Bodies incapable of decomposition.
formation of flesh.
Excrescence. Any preternatural
on the skin.
Exanthemata. Eruptions, pustules, &c.
the stomach.
Eructations. Belching of wind from
Faces. The arvine excretions.
A medicine that abates fever.

Febrifuge.

Fcetid. Emitting an offensive scent.
fifth month.
The child in the uterus after the
Fatus
or pismires.
Formic acid. The acids of ants
Proud flesh.

Fungus.

Fusion. Melting.
Funis. Naval string of infants.
into elastic fluids
Gas. Substances converted

Chemical electricity.
dissimilar.
Heterogeneous. Foreign, unlike,

Galvanism.

by

heat,

Ml

A

Hydrogen.

simple substance,

one

of the constituents of

water.

Indication.

That which shows what ought to be done.
that take up the chyle in the in

Absorbents

Lactcals,
testines.

The acid of sour milk.
Absorbents that convey a fluid called lymph.
A room fitted for chemical operations.
Faeces of unborn infants.
Meconium.
Oxygen. A simple substance, the principle of animation,
combustion, acidity, and peutrescency.
Oxidize. To combine oxygen with a body, without pro
Lactic-acid.

Lymphatics.
Laboratory.

ducing acidity.
Ovaria.

Small bodies attached

to

the uterus,

resembling

eggs.

The changing of substances into bone.
Os-externum. The external organs of generation.
Placenta. The after birth or secundine.
Perineum. Parts between the privates and arms.
Paroxysm. A fit, a periodical return of a disease.
Patlwlogy. The doctrine of diseases.
Pectorals. Medicines that act on the chest.
Physiology. The doctrine or science of animal bodies.
Pubes. The private parts.
Pneumonia. Inflammation of the chest.
Prima Via. The stomach and bowels.
Prolopsus Uteri. A falling of the uterus.
Rubefacients. Medicines that redden without blistering.
Roborants. Strengthening medicines.
Rigour. Coldness on the surface of the body.

Ossification.

Saponacious. Soapy, having appearance of soap.
Sinapism. A poultice of mustard and vinegar.
An increased secretion of saliva.
The blood vessels.
■Subsultus Tendinum. Twitching of the tendons.
Sphincture. Contracting muscles that closes some passage.
Sui Generis. Of itself; not like any thing else.
Saturate. To impregnate till no more can be received.
Saline. Partaking of the properties of salt.
■Syncope. Fainting with paleness and coldness.
Thermometer. An instrument to show the degree of heat.

Salivation.

Sanguiferous System.

A BRIEF

SBBTOH;

OF

The illustrious

Bell, has ingeniously compared

anatomy of the human body

to

a

(he

circle ; with this view ot

the

subject, it is not material at what point we set
on
tracing the various assemblage of thepjrtsequaU
ly dependant on each other, we arrive at the pi ice of euibarcation.
It being equally convenient to commence with
the skin, as it first presents itself to view, and
envelops the
oat, for

whole animal

system, and in a measure, characterizes the
being.
According to the most modern Anatomist*, the skin is
composed of four lamance, or folds : viz. the cuticle or scarf
skin; mucous body, or reticular tissue ; cutisrcia.oT true
skin ; aad from this, lli-ie i< separated a vascular mernbran •, which is its organized surface. The cuticle or 'cutside is wholly insensible, and' serves to shield the extreme
nerves from ir.i ation, and is that
part which is removed by
the application of blisters. The mucus I ody or second
coat is in t-like, transparent, and gives to the
body the dif
ferent shr.de< and colour*, from the European to the A friean ;
it is subj( ct to disease and changes, altering sensibly the
colour, acquiring a considerable degree of acri:noi;v, thereby
deranging the excivtoiy vessels, and gives rise V, many cu
taneous discas ■?■,, such as the leprosy, scald-he J i\".
The
cuiisvera, or third layer, is a fibrous membiv.n' of consider
able sf;;n;;th, endowed with the nicest sen«:bilil\, and is
furnished with nerves terminating more n.iiui'ely than any
microscope can reach, and serves in mok mccsure, to sive
human

The inn r hner or fouilli coat is
to the muscles.
connected with t'i^ more firm parts of the kin, being a tis
sue of vessels serving as a support, but ils particular cilice
The
and organization has not been di^'i ><"?h explained.
A

strength

2

kin, carried over the whole surface of the body, serving u«
shield, and is supplied with necessary function for carry
ing on the important process of sensible and insensible per
spiration, which may with propriety be considered one of
the most important processes in the regulation of the living
being : as, through this medium are removed all excremen
titious substances as they become deleterious by decompo
a

sition.

Having given a concise, but general description of the
skin, it is considered proper to trace the muscles, as they
stand next in connection.
Every portion of flesh is called
a muscle, which has its origin, insertion, and termination in
some bone, through the medium of the periosteum.
Many
of the large muscles terminate in tendons^ which increase
their strength, but have no power of themselves, and are
acted upon only by the muscles, which are made up of fi
bres, the distribution of which varies the moving power of
the muscles ; some are adapted to strength, others to mo
tion; those with long straight fibres constitute the strength,
while those running more obliquely give velocity. The first
are called rectilineal and the latter
penniform muscles.
What is singular in the muscular power, is, that they loose
theprincipal part of their srength immediately after death.
—

illustrious Bell justly supposes the muscular
derived wholly from the nervous system.
power
The whole muscular system has a sheath or covering, giv
ing great strength to particular parts; in the thigh for ex
ample, it is called the cellular membrane, but where it acts as
a brace, Anatomists have givenit the name Fascia, where it
passes over bones, or where tendons come in contact, it is
much thicker & secretes a fluid, lubricating & soothing the
The

to be

—

part1;.

Having passed briefly over those muscles that are under
the influence of the will, a few remarks on the involunta
Of these
ry muscles, will close our enquiries on this head.
the heart and diaphragm are the principal.
The heart is a muscular organ lying principally on the
left side, and beats from the first formation of the punctum
Saliens, (the first moving principle in the germ,) to the close
of life. The diaphragm is the principle agent in respira
tion, which, by setting into the abdomen aided by the ex

pansion

of the

ribs, produces

a

vacuum,

8
A few observations
course.

concerning the arteries eoi/c- flext in
a clear understanding of them.i:
to be more iniinile in the description ci

In order to

get

will be necessary
the heart, which is a strong hollow viscus, with four cavi
ties called ventricles and auricles, two of each ; the auri
cles are more shoal, being sack-like appendages \> this or
Beiween the auricles and ventricles is a valve or
gan.
flap which suffers the blood to ptra into the heart, but pre
vents its return.
From the righTventricle arises an artery
called the pulmonary artery, which enters the lungs and
branches, into innumerable small ramifications, & supplies
From the left ventricle, arises the
every part with blood.
great artery which conveys the blood through the whole
body, called the aorta, it passes up the spinal marrow and
gives off branches to supply the head, neck, and arms, and
then turns downwards, and passes along the left side of the
until it reaches the pelvis where it gives off many

spine

branches to nourish the whole abdominal viscera, pelvis,
thighs and legs ; each branch divides as it passes towards
the extremities into innumerable ramifications until they
The veins take their
terminate minutely on the surface
rise from the termination of the arteries, increase in size
as they progress towards the vena cava, which terminates
The veins are much more
in the right auricle of the heart.
numerous than the arteries, and according to the best Anat
omical writers, contain three fourths of the blood ; they
are situated more superficially, have less strength, and car
hence the necessity of
ry the blood up in most instances,
valves with which they are furnished.
Our enquiries will next be directed to the bones, as for
ming in a measure, the structure of the human subject.-—
Anatomists have made different arrangements in the divis
ion of the skeleton ; but it may probably be examined with
viz :
equal convenience under three prominent particulars, for
the head, the trunk, and the extremities. The bones
frontal form
ming the skull-cap are eight in number; the
(he sides
ing the forehead.; the two parietal bones forming of the
of the head: the' occiput forming the back part
situate
head, and attached to the neck : the temporal bones bone
ethmoidal
on each side and forming the temples: the
the nose
is small and square, and divides the hollow of
by the olw>o;n the ciivitv of the skull ; it is

perforated
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fcpry nerves giving it a seive like appearance, from which 4i
derives its^name ; the sphenoridal bone is not so particular
ly described. The bones are joined together with sutiwet:,,
so called, from the bones
being dove-tailed into each other.
The coronal suture passes across the head to each ear, and
joins the parietal bones to the frontal.
The laiitbdoidal suture runs from behind one ear over the
head to the other, and in form resembles the letter V.
The sagittal suture extends from the lambdoidal vulure to
the coronal, confining the parietal bones together.
The temporal sutures connect the temporal, frontalj par
ietal and occipital bones.
Having described the principal sutures, which in con
nection with several ^thers, confiue the bones together, and
ahield the brain audits appendages from external injuries
equally as well as one solid box of bones. The only ad
vantage resulting from this division is to aid parturition,
which in their infant and cartiliginous state, by a continued
pressure pass by each other, thereby lessening the volum,
of the head.
At the junction of the frontal and parietal bones, a space
remains for a few years, called the fontanellc, which some
times under certain diseases dilates to a considerable ex
The bones of the head are perforated with many
tent;
holes which serves as a passage for the medulla spinalis
nerves and vessels,
required to carry on the grand mechan
ism.
The bones of the face are something numerous forming
the upper jaw and nose ; a minute description of which,
would be wholly uninteresting to the reader.
The form and use of the under jaw is familiar to all,
therefore requires no description.
The jaws have sixteen teeth each, the lour front or fore
I :eth in either jaw are called huisorcs, the two next canine,
thejesidue are called molaries, the four last of which as
sume the name of denies sapientioz, in
consequence oj|' their
not appearing until years of discretion.
The bones of the neck are seven in number, (the two
first of which are called atlas and daitala, and are peculiar
Those of the back
for giving easy motion to the head.)
are twelve in number, possessing great strength and elas
ticity, aad are connected with the ribs through its whole

o

course, and it has a considerable channel which is occup.cd
by the medulla spinalis, (spinal marrow.) Between the
vertebra there is a cartilaginous substance
very elastic.
yielding to almost any motion of the body accomodating it
self to any position, which
by long continued contraction
on one

side,

and an enlargement on the
other, produces de
be noticed in what is called round shoulder

formity, as may

ed persons.
It is evident that by a continued pressure during the day, a
person is about an inch shorter than in the morning ai'te:
a

quiet repose.

The sternum or breast bone is composed of eight
piece?
infancy, but in manhood there is hot three, and frequent
ly in old age the cartilages become ossified, and the ster
num is one entire bone.
The clavicula or collar bone iconnected with the upper part of the sternum.
The ribs
are twelve on either side, seven are called true ribs in con
sequence of their being attached to the sternum ; the oth
er five are called false ribs, being situate below the sternum,
and are not attached to it but are connected by cartilage*.
ATI the ribs except the two lowermost, are connected to the
bones of the spine at two points, and are immediately con
The sacrum and coxcyx being the
cerned in respiration.
termination of the spine forms a part of the pelvis. The
forms the back part of the pelvis being a flat
sacrum
wedge-like bone, to the lower end of which is attached the
coxcyx, a small bone composed of a number of pieces turn
ing inward, and gives some support to the parts within the
pelvis, it facilitates parturition by straightuing, which en
larges the lower aperture, and is the only moveable part of
In tracing the subject, we must not omit to men
the pelvis.
tion the five bones of the loins, which forms the lower part
of the Spine, which withthe servical or dorsal make twen
The pelvis has two cavities one on
ty-four vertebra.
either side called ace tabu hi which furnishes a firm socket
for the thigh bones ; in infancy it consists x>f several pieces
Theillium is a large
which become solid in riper years.
flat bone forming the haunch ; the ischium or hip bone, the
the
part on which we sit, toother with the pubis, to which
acetabelform
in
the
all
connection
are
attached,
genitals
form*
Jum on each side, and with the sacrum and cure;in
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The thigh bone caMed femur, is attached
the whole pelvis.
the pelvis by a large knob or head, and is very hard v.nd
solid, it has a neck one and a half inch long ; its lower,
end is more spongy, formed of two knobs called condyles,
those form the upper part of the knee joint through vhrch
several muscles are inserted.
The leg has two bones called the tibia and fibula ; the
former of which, is connected with the thigh bone in form
ing the knee joint. Over the joint is the patella or knee
pan, a small flat bone of a triangular form, and piays like a
pulley. The fibula is attached to the tibia a little below
the knee on the out side. The tibia and fibula form the
ancle joint, the former being the inner, the latter the outerThe astragalus
The foot is formed of seven bones.
ancle.
The
is attached to the leg bone in forming the ancle joint.
oscalcis forms the heal, to which the tendino aehillip is at
tached. The other bones of the foot it will not be neces
sary to describe ; I only would remark, that all the toes
have three bones except the great toe, which has but two.
Having finished our remarks on the head, trunk and
lower limbs, it remains to give a description of the arms and
fheir appendages in the completion of the skeleton.
The clavicle which is on each side being attached
to the sternum without capsular ligaments which attends
other joints, there is however interposed between it and
the sternum a cartitage serving to facilitate motion, and
prevent friction. This bone is nearly round, playing on the
sternum iand is connected with the scapula, or »houlder
blade, by ligaments confining in a measure its motion.
The scapula is divided by Anatomists into parts ; it is a
thin flat bone of some considerable dimensions, and is con
nected tc the ribs by strong muscles without impeding its
At the upper edge of the scapula is a considerable
motion.
projection, called the acromion the office of which is to pre
vent the humerus or shoulder bone from slipping upwards.
Below this and nearly attached is the glenoid cavity to which
is attached the head of the humerus by a shallow socket
which renders it more exposed to dislocation than any oth
Tlie humerus or upper arm bone is nearly round
er joint.
and smooth with a large head where it is connected with
I he shoulder blade ; at its lower end it has two prominences
called cottier.. w}:;'-h form the upper |.?rt of the elhcw
to

—
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The fore arm is composed of two bones called ihc.
The radius is connected to the outer con
radius and ulna.
a rouud head which gives the arm its
the
of
humerusby
dyle
the
rotatory motion, & forms the principal connection with
The ulna forms a considerable
ecrpus or bones of the wrist.
portion of the elbow joint, and is connected with the tuner
condyle of the humerus and with a hook like protrusion ex-tends round the arm bone, forming a hinge like joint, this is
The wrist
to injury.
'and is
called the

joint.

olecranon,

.

subject

is composed of eight bones called mctacapal, five in num
ber ; the fingers consist 9f three bones each, the thumb but
Having
two, which is not necessary to particularize.
briefly passed over the description of the bones, the cartila
ges stand next in order.
Cartilages, or gristle, cover the knobs or heads ol bones
at the joints almost insensible, smooth and peculiarly calcu
lated to facilitate motion with producing friction. The car
Car
tilages have no preceptable blood vessel in an adult.
tilages form the whole skeleton of the fatus, which are gradually ossified by the deposition of the phosphate of lime, &
become harder, which tends to impede motion in old age.
each end
Up to the twentieth year the cartilages forming
of the bones, will separate from it by being macerated in
Not until that period does the skeleton arrive at
water.
shall be in
perfection ; and most nations have agreed man
The
dependent, or be of age at the twenty-first year.
whole skeleton is covered with a membrane called, the
it has received the
peritoneum except on the head where
substance
name of peficraneum, this strong membranous
attached to the circumference of the joints, forms a strong
covering called the capsule answering the double purpose
and
the
dislocation, here It
of

confining

assumes

the

preventing
syrcowa,
of ligament.

name

OF THE BRAIN.

di
The brair. is a pulp like substance, of much greater
and is
mensions in the human subject than in animals ;
a firm membrane
nicely encircled in its larger divisions by
are ear
called the Dura Mater ; its more minute divisions
olosed in a fine delicate membrane called the Pia Mater,
these divisions

arc

sailed Ventricles, and are filled with

wa-

s

dropsies of the head. Anatomists divide the braift
into several parts, the Cerebrum composed of two lobes, oc
cupies the fore part of the head ; the Cerebellum and Madalla Oblongata, the back part being the smaller portion.
Th^Madulla Spinalis or spinal marrow and the nerves are an
elongation of the brain, similar in principle, but of differ
ent consistence, being more firm and dense in the spinal
marrow than in the brain, still more so in the nerves.
The
brain is composed of two parts, called the Cortical and
Madnllary ; from the latter, the nerves have their origin ;
they are small white eord like substances, surrounded with a
memhrane slmular to that which
envelopes the brain, and
is supplied with blood vessels in their distribution through
the system ; they are forty on either side, nine pair ot
which arise from the brain properly so called, and thirty
one from the
spinal marrow ; one pair arising from the up
per part of the spine passes through the head, has led some
Anatomists to conclude that it had its origin there.
The
nerves have a
general connection often forming knobs cal
led Ganglions, and other collections of a net like form cal
led Plexus.
A particular designation of all the nerves and
their use would be tedious and uninteresting.
The nerves
of the senses are the following : the
Olfactory supplying the
organs of smell ; the Optic, that of sight or vision, the Audatory for that of hearing, the Gustatory for tasting and
the cutaueous for the touch or feeling, terminating in a soft
pulp like matter.
fer in

OF CIRCULATION.
By the term circulation, is understood, that motion
by
which the blood is carried to all parts of the
body by the
and
the
veins
returned
the
uses
of this circu
arteries,
;
by
latory motion are the following : first to expose the blood
changed by being mixed with chyle and lymph, to the airin the lungs through the medium of
Respiration ; second
to convey it to the several viscera in which it
passes through
different processes of purification by the Secretions
; third
to distribute it to all the organs whose
growth it
and whose wastes it is to
supply by the nutrative
and animalized part of the blood brought into a state of
per
fection by the successsive processes of Nutrition. The

continues'

0
bloodPfcorn the whole system

is returned to tie vena
eavo,
where it meets with the chyle from the thoracickduct, enters
the right Auricle of the heart, and by its peculiar snmulu?-,
causes it to dilate untd it is
filled, then suddenly (entracts,
as; I sends the
blood forward into the right ve; ;cle
(a
valve prevents its return,) the ventricle by the Some stim
ulus dilates and contracts in like manner, and forces the
blood into the pulmonary arteries, which carries it into the
lun;>;s,|through innumerable finall ramifications, passe., from
the numberless arterial extremities to the Pulmonary \eins,
which decrease in number until they unite in one grea-i
vein, called the pulmonary vein, which enters the leit Au
ricle of the heart, and then passes into the left ventricle,
from thence into the Aorta and is circulated through every
part of the system. It may be proper to remark that the
blood in traversing the lungs undergoes a great change by
disengaging Carbon, detrimental to health, and absorbing
Oxygen, the living principle, which is clearly demonstra
ted by the florid red colour, the arterial blood assumes. Ticblood in its course passes through every part, supplies eve
.

glandular secretion, and excretion, (except the alvine, )
gland or vessel taking a certain property peculiar to
itself, some consisting of fluids calculated to aid in the im
portant process of nutrition, others to carry oft" worn ou!
ry

each

and excrementitious substances which have become del

eterious

by decomposition.
OF THE BLOOD.

Anatomists have considered it as being composed et
three parts, called the Crassamentuin, Serum, and red 67/,bulcs, it varies considerably in colour and temperature in the
different vessels, being darker and of a less elevation ej
teroperaturein the veins. It is found by chemical analysis
to be composed of water, albumen, muriate of potash and
soda, fibrim, iron and colouring matter, with traces of sore1
other substances ; it has a saltish taste, considerable odour,
readily "coagulates in an elevation of temperature, its spe
cific gravity a little more than that of>water.

OF THE VISCERA.
Under this head will be inc-iuded all the organs of the
■ehest, abdomen and pelvis with their appendage:. The
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Umax

or

chest is that part situate between the neck and

diaphragm, or midriff and contains the heart lungs, media
stinum, pericardium, pleura the thoracickduct and great

blood vessels. The heart is a strong fibrovs substance of a
conical figure, enclosed in a firm sack like membrane cal
led the Pericardium, its use and structure has been describ
The lungs which consist of two lobes and these are
ed.
divided again into several smaller lobules. Besides the
blood vessels already described, they are furnished with
air vessels called the Bronchia, being extremely fine ramifi
cations in the lungs they increase in size, and lesson in
number until they terminate in the Trackte or windpipe
which ends in a small openingxalled the Glottis, in the back
part of the mouth. Over the Glottis is a flap or lid called
the Epiglottis, calculated to prevent food or drink from en
tering the trachea over which it passes during deglutition,
(swallowing) and such is the wonderful mechanism that
difficulties rarely occur. The whole chest is lined with a
fine membrane of great sensibility, called the Pleura, be
ing the seat of a disease which has received the name of
the pleurisy ; it has also a double membrane, called the
Mediastinum, which separates the two great portions of the
lungs. The thoracickduct, or great chiliferous vessel, and
great blood vessels have their origin in the chest.

OF THE PRIM AVIA, OR FIRST PASSAGES.

This

comprehends the whole digestive tube. First:
food, intended to nourish the body, is
received, to undergo mastication, (chewing)and in saliva
tion from the adjacent glands.
It then passes into the oeso
phagus, through the pharynx, and from thence to the stom
ach, there to undergo digestion by being mixed with the
gustrick juice, a powerful solvent which reduces it to a pulp
like mass, called Chyme, which is then
conveyed through
the Pylorous, (which is furnished with a valve) into the in
testine Duodenum, where it meets with the Bile and Pancriatic juice, which further dissolve and
produce a separation ot
term

of the mouth where

the nutritive parts, called
Chyle, from the excrementitious.
The mass then passes into the
Jejunum and Illcum or small
intestines, which are supplied with a great number of ab
•

wtments, called Lactcals, who*" office

i* i«« to take up th<.
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chyle or nourishing part of the food, and convey it into the
miseutary glands, and from thence through the thoracick
The excrementitious parts, together
duct to the blood.
with a small remaining portion of chyle is conveyed into

the Colon which is furnished with a much less number of
This portion of the intestines has a second
absortmeuts.
attached to its side, called Ccecum, which is a mear blind
appendage, which in connexion, form the large intestines,
being peculiarly calculated onaccountof their size to retain
the feculent matter, without inconvenience, for a consider
able time, which is peculiar to the human species. After
the
passing the valve of the colon it goes into the rectum,
last portion of the intestines, the passage of which is com
manded by the spincter muscles of the anus, which is in
some measure under the influence of the will.
OF THE LIVER.
of all the glands, of the system; and is
circumstance of being travers
It occupies the
ed both with venous and arterial blood.
to the diaphagm ,
right side of the abdomen and is attached
with which it moves, whose office it is to secrete the bile

This is the

largest

distinguished by

the

peculiar

from the blood, which is one of the most important ingredi
ents in digestion, and is conveyed to the duodnum, through
bilia
the orifice of the Ductus Choledochus, communis (or
in
a membranous bag, called
after
being deposited
ry duct)
Vesicula Fellis, in consequence of its being almost constant
fluid of a greenish co
a
ly filled with bile, which is peculiar
is
found
bile
The
taste.
by chemical expe
and bitter

lour,

to consist of water, albumin, pichromel, soda, phos
and lime; and
of
of
phate lime, common salt, phosphate soda,
and
solvent
auticeptic proper
is one of the most powerful
ties in nature.
rn
The Pancreas or sweet bread, is situate transversely
of
a granand
stomach
virtebra;
the
the abdomen, between
ulous structure, bearing some analogy to the saliviary glands
the duodenum. 1 his
It has an excretory duct which enters
which joins it
canal arises from a great number of radicals,
as they ap
Ike the feathers of a quill; its size increases
ot
combination
The
the
of
end
pancreas
proach the large
the
with
fluid-, mixing
chyme in
and

riments,

.

.

the txmereatic

biliary
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tfie intestine duodenum, penetrates it, and renders it flmcr
animalizes, and separates the nutritious, from the excremen
titious parts, and precipitates the chyle.
In br nging about this separation, the bile divides into two parts its oily,
coloured, and bitter portions pass along with the excreiaent
sheathes and imparts to the intestines the stimulatins qual
ities requisite to keep up the peristallic motion of the diges
tive tube.
Its albuminous and saline properties combine
with the chyle absorbed with it, and reter.is into the circu
lation.
When the quantity of bile is considerably dimin
ish'"!, either from a tur^ idity of the liver or an obstruction
of the d.icius communis ckoledoclvs, the feces assumes a light
er
appearance, and costiveness succeed-* in consequence of
a lack of the
stimulating qualities of its bitter and colouring.

principle.

OF THE KIDNIES.
The fluid secreted by the kidnies, is more abundant tha»
that secreted by any other gland; being the more acquecu<
parts of the blood, and entirely excrementitious, requiring
immediate expulsion after being deposited in the bladder.
The kidnies arc situate in the abdomen on the vertebral colvmn
nearly under the liver and spleen; they are supplied
with blood from the aorta, by the renal artery, and receive
a
greater quantity than any other gland, in proportion to their
The kidnies are covered w ith a great quantity of fat,
size.
they secrete the urine from the blood and is conveyed to the
bladder by the ureters which originate in the kidneys.
The bladder is a contractile sac, serving as a receptacle for
the urine, which is expelled from the system, through a
canal, called the urethra. The urine is found, by chemical
—

—

analysis, to contain water, urea, a glutinous animal matter,
muriate and phosphate of soda and animonia, phosphate cf
lime and magnesia, phosphorus, uric and' benzoic 'acids.
The urine has a greater tendamy to putrifactfon than anv oth
er fluid, hence the
injury the system sustains by its bein«
a.
long time retained in the bladder. The spleen is situa'e
in the left hypocondrium and attached to the stomach.
It
having no duct leading from it. can be considered
a
preparatory organ.

By

kas been found to be

only

so in?

an

physiological

auxiliary,

to

experiments"'
the liver, which'

it
i

ia

proved by the fact, that a removal of it, in which case, im
perfect bile was secreted. The abdominal cavity is lined
with a sensible membrane, called the peritoneum ; over the
fore partis spread a net like covering, called the omentum,
which is generally covered with fat.
OF SALIVA.

The glands concerned in this secretion, are the paroted,
situated before the ear, and behind the neck, and the branch
of the jaw. The submaxillary, is situated below, and on the
front of the body of this bone; the sublingual, is placed
under the tongue : the paroteds and submaxillaries, have only
one excretory duct : the sublinguals have several ; all of
these glands, are formed by the union of granulations, oi
different forms, and dimensions : they receive a consider
able quantity of blood in proportion to their size, and several
nerves are
conveyed to them from the brain and spinal mar
This important fluid, serves to moisten and lubricate
row.
the mouth, dissolve the masticated food, aid deglutition, and

promote digestion.

properties of the saliva, according to Bcrwater, mucus, muriate of soda and potash, tar
of soda, with animal matter and soda.

The chemical

zelius,
trate

are

OF THE GASTRICK JUICE.

stomach, receives a greater number of blood vessels
proportion to its volume, than any other organ in its membrano-muscular parietes, or folds ; which are a little more
than the twelfth of an inch in thickness, and secrete the
fluid in question. This secretion is the most active, at the
instant food is received into the stomach, which excites an
iritation of its parietes, previously collaps d. When the
TiiE

in

stomach i cmrtv, very little blood can be received into
its vessels, in ce i-eqeence of their contraction, which will
account for an increased secretion during a state of fullness.
The gastric!, juice, is neither acid nor alkaline ; but nutralizes either of those substances in certain quantities: and
solvents and antkepticks ia
is'one of the most
,

powerful

nature ;
nous

hence the

and mortified

of its s pplieation, to gangre
In addition to the
cancers, &c.

propriety
ulcers,
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1 iid already described, may be noticed riu. mucus, accre
ted by the membrane that lines the whole intestinal ctnal ;
which lubricates its surface, shields it from iritation, aids
its peristaltick motion, and removes excrementitious fluids
A constriction on this membrane, pro
from the system.
duces iritation, and gives rise to a disease termed dysentary.

OF CUTANEOUS TRANSPIRATION.
Br this term, is meant a fluid that is constantly passing
the exhalents, or pores of the skin. This fluid has
considerable odour, a saltish acid taste, and has received
the term of sensible or insensible perspiration, according to
the state of the fluid.
In cases of a constriction on the ex
halents, (as in fever) the perspirablejmatter is continued in'a
volatized state, in consequence of the increased heat of the
surface, and is'insensible to the naked eye, which has led
most medical writers into an erroneous idea, that the per
spirable is wholly stopped under a fever. That the reverse
is the fact, which will be obvious to every one, on a little re
flection : as it is well known, that heat volatilizes liquids, and
renders them more inconfinable. During the stage of fe
ver, the temperature of the body is incpeasecl, which dissi
pates the fluids, and they pass off in the form of gas, or
volatile vapour, and is called insensible perspiration.
When the exhalents are relaxed, and the temperature of
the body diminished, the fluid exuding from the surface
condenses, and is rendered perceptible to the eye : it is
Its chemical pro
called sensible perspiration, or sweat.

through,

—

perties, (according

to

Berzelius,)

are,

saliva,

osmazome,

lactic acid, lactate of soda, and hydrochlorate of potash and
The quantity of the perspirable matter under or
soda.
dinary circumstances, is considered about five eights of
;11 the substances taken into the body: it is however, in
creased or diminished by the variations of the urinary se

cretions.
OF

RESPIRATION,

OR BREATHING.

By this term, is meant the process of
,nto the
,».•■.'■

be

lungs,

and

regarded

as

receiving the

aii
This process
the great moving
principle of anima

expelling

it from them.

ly
nun.

The

blood, which

the veins transmit to

and which is from thence

me

hea

-,,

conveyed to the lungs, is of a dark
colour, low temperature, (only thirty degrees, Reaumur's
Thermometer,) and contains a large proportion of serum.
The blood, which is returned from the
lungs, through the
pulmonary veins, to the left side of the heart, and from
thence carried to every part of the system by the arteries
to
supply all the secretions, is of a forid red colour, war
mer
by two degrees, coagulates more readily, and contain,'
a much smaller
quantity ofserum. All these differences, so
apparent, arise from the changes the blood has undergone,
by coming in contact with the atmospherical air in the
hongs.
OF THE ATMOSPHERE.
The pressure of this fluid upon bodies, is at the rate of
pounds on each square inch of surface ; consequent
ly man sustains a pressure of about thirty-six thousand
(his surface being computed at fifteen or sixteen
eet;) hence the propriety of cupping glasses, and shielding*plasters, to remove this pressure on diseased parts.
The body, however, resists this pressure, without any in
convenience, (under a healthy standard,) by its being ap
plied ec^.ially in all directions.
The air, which was considered a simple substance by the
ancients, is found by chemical analysis, to be composed of
about seventy-three hundreds of azote, to twenty-seven of
The proportions
oxygen, and one or two of carbonic acid.
Of azote an<lox'ygen, are nearly the same under all the dif
ferent temperatures and elevations, from the equator to the
poles, (according to erudiometrical instruments.) Its salu
brity, or fitness for respiration, cannot therefore, be owing
entirely to the proportion of oxygen, although about twentv hundreds are required to answer the puposes of respira
tion, vet if the quantity is reduced to ten or twelve parts o_.
an hundred, the system can with difficulty be supported,
although the breathing is laborious, and sometimes asphyx
It is therefore evident, that the lurc;s are no!
ia ensues.
capable of extracting all the oxygen from the air. From
hence, it must be concluded, that the impurity of the at
mospherical air, does not arise from a lack of oxygen, but
from an excew of carbon,

fifteen

fiounds,

—
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Mephetic gases, yolatilized, putrid, animal and vegeta
ble remains, (the basis of which is carbonic and septic acid
gases) constitute the deleterious qualities of the air.
—

in

close room, or where a large
number of persons are assembled, increases carbonic acid
gas, and diminishes oxygen; the former, on account of its
specific gravity, se'ttles the most depending part, and ren
ders extinct, any living body, that comes within its envel
People, thus collected, also render the air impure
opes.
by bodily exhalations, which are constantly emanating
from the cutaneous vessels in the form of gas, which is
again received into the system, by respiration; before it is
decomposed by the atmospherical air; often proves the germ
of disease.
The quantity of air, received into the lungs of an adult, at
each respiration, is estimated, at about forty cubic inches;
on examination after
expiration, it is found to contain the
same quantity of azote ; but the
oxygen is considerably di
minished, and carbonic acid increased in the same propor
tion ; with the addition of a quantity of aqueous vapour,
which is produced by the union of oxygen with hydrogen.
As oxygen cannot enter into these new combinations, with
out parting with a portion of its latent caloric ; which keeps
it in a state of fluidity ; this accounts for the increased tem
perature of arterial, over venous blood.

Burning charcoal, (carbon)

a

OF ANIMAL HEAT.

The temperature of the human

body, is generally be
ninety-eight, and one hundred degrees (of Fahren
heit's Thermometer,) and preserves nearly the same degree
of warmth, in the frigid, temperate, and torrid zones, in all
the variety of seasons. All animal bodies, have a temper
ature, peculiar to themselves, independent of the atmosphere.

tween

Caloric, in a latent state, is combined with all, bodies, and
is disengaged, or made free, during every change, whether
from a gaseous to a liquid, or a liquid to a solid.
Animal
bodies are a kind of labaratory, in which many different
changes are constantly taking place. The blood is constant
ly receiving supplies of new ^materials for assimilation &
decomposition, through the thoracickduct, arising from the
chiljferous vessels; and from the air, through the

lungs, and
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cutaneous obsorption.
All these new substances bring
with them into the blood, latent caloric, which they hold
in combination, and which is disengaged, or made free; du
ring the different changes they undergo from the influence
of the organs, through which they pass.
Oxygen, which
is conveyed to the blood, by means of respiration, has the
power cf communicating heat, which is disengaged by com
ing in contact with the venous blood. Combining oxygen,
with hydrogen, forms water; oxygen coming in contact
with carbon, produces carbonic acid gas; both of which pass
Gaseous
off by pulmonary and cutaneous transpiration.
substances, evidently contain the largest quantities of com
bined caloric, (their elasticity and fluidity, are owing to
this principle,) which is disengaged when changed into li
quids. This accounts for the increased heat of animals, that
have the powerof combining their fluids with the greatest
quantity of oxygen from the air. A reference to the birds
In
and reptiles, will serve as an elucidation on this head.
the former, whose lungs are spacious, extending into the ab
domen, and are connected with some of the lar^e bones,
whose respirations are frequent, the blood passes through
the system with great velocity, aud whose motions are
quick, all causes, in connexion, account for their increased
temperature, which is many degrees over that of man.
Keptiles, on the contrary, with contracted lungs, respiration
less frequent, a heart with only one auricle and ventricle,
circulation sluggish, are of a very diminished temperature.
have been emphatically stiled the "cold red blooded
—

They

animals."
But the great, and principle source of animal heat, is
through the medium of the nervous system, by the absorpsion, secretion, and modification of oxygen, in brain and
spinal marrow, which converts it into a peculiar substance,
called nervous fluid which is distributed through every part
of the system by the nerves, giving heat, sensation, and vo
By a section, paraH
lition, to the whole animal system.
it pas
sis, or contusion of a nerve, the part, through which
asd all voli
ses, looses a portion of its heat, sensation,
de
tion. The principle reasons, why children are a few
an adult, is, in consequence of the
warmer than
grees
and brainular system, in
greater dimensions of their lungs
to their size, in connexion with their more fr\i

proportion
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quent respiration, and their increased assimilation, of nutri
If liquids, changed into solids, disengage heat; as we
'i vec'early sho-sii, ;>y a course analogous reasoning, the con
do fluids, absorb heat, or what was form
vert '■• ■•; of -olids
erly ;alied producing cold, but this idea, has however, be
come okseicte, it having been proved, by chemical analysis,
that cold is merely an absence of heat; therefore, a positive
existence cannot with propriety, be ascribed to a negative
being. When a body is surrounded with air, whose tempe
rature is greatly elevated, the convertion of &olids intofluids, increase with great rapidity, and pa'ss oft' by cutaneous
and pulmonary transpiration ; absorb heat, and thereby pre
serve the uniform temperature of the body, which suffers
no other
particular inconvenience, than a diminution of
tion.

'

weight.
To shew the falsity, of some modern theorists, who assert,
that animal bodies cannot exist in a greater elevation of
temperature, than that of blood heat, I will mention the ex
periments of Blagdeu and Fordyce of England ; and of Duhamel and Tillet of France ; whose experiments prove, that
the human system is capable of enduring an elevation of
temperature, sufficient to bake animal substances.
M. M. Banks and others, having exposed themselves to
a heat of two hundred and
sixty degrees, Fahrenheit, found
their fiiodies preserved nearly the same degree of tempera
ture : A profuse perspiration was the
consequence, which

measurably supplied by drinking freely.
Franklin,
whom science is much indebted, ■for many useful discov

was

to

and ingenious observations, was the first, who discov
ered the reason why animal bodies would resist so
strong a
heat. He showed the cause to be, cutaneous and pulmon
ary transpiration. Many other experiments have been tried,
with similar results, which are unnecessary to enumerate.

eries,

2&eca$)ftulatton.
It is obvious, from the arguments adduced, and the ex
that the absorpsion, secretion, and modifi
cation of oxygen, in the brainular system, and the conver

periments quoted,

sion ofgasis into fluids, and fluids into solids, are what en
able animal bodies to resist the rigorous atmosphere of the
ooLr regions, and preserve their natural temperature.
And

-
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the conversion of solids into fluids, and fluids
intogase?,
orthe absorpsion of heat, is the cause, wrhy animal. bodies
will endure so great an elevation of temperature, and retain
their natural warmth.
OF THE ORGANS OF SIGHT.
The eye, is encircled with different layers, called coats,
the outer of which is called the sckrotick coat, of a strong
texture, and surrounds the eye, except a small part in front :
it terminates in a circular opening before, and into this
opening, there is a circular transparent coat inserted, called
the cornea, this resembles the chrystal, set in a watch.
Over these coats are spread a thin membrane, containing a
great number of veins, which become inflamed in some
The hallow globe, which is filled
diseases of the eye.
with fluids, is divided into two chambers, called the anterior
and posterior chambers. This partition is called the iris, &
is that part which gives colour to the eye, as the black, blue,
&c : through this coat is a round hole, called the pupil. The
iris possesses the power of contracting under a strong light,
which reduces the pupil to a small size, to defend the nerve'
from too great an iritation ; it also, has the power of ex
panding in a feeble light, that more rays may be collected,
and operate on the optic nerve. The contraction and ex
pansion of the iris, is greater in some animals, (the cat,)
than in man, this enables them to discover less luminous
bodies in the night. Behind, and attached to the iris, are
the chrystalline lens, resembling the glass of a spectacle,
(the seat of cataracts.) The jelly like substance of the
anterior chamber, is called the aqueous chrystalline, and vitreous
humours* Immediately in connection with the vitreous hu
mour, and on the inner side of the bottom of the eye, is a
pulp like expansion of the optic nerve, called the retina.
In explaining the manner in which light operates on the
optic nerve, it will be necessary to make some observations
The rays of this fluid, moves with great velocity,
en light.
passing through a distance of seventy-two leagues in one
second.
According to the calculations of Roemer, and the
tables of Cassini, it traverses in something less than eight
minutes, thirty three millions of leagues, the distance of
the sun from the earth. The rays of light move in direct
—
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they pass through a rarer to a denser body,
angle, striking towards the centre ; the re
If the
verse, when they pass from a dense to a ran r bod;,
transparent body, is of a regular shape, (as a spectacle-glass,
for example ;) the rays strike on, and in p ^ieg out of a
convex surface, they incline to a point, and four, a focus,
which will be at a greater or less distance, accowin.g to its
convexity. The cornea being convex, the water be
ing denser than the air, and the chrystalline lens, and vitreous
humours, still more dense ; the rays of light are brought to
a focus on
the nerve, at the bottom of the eye, and thus,
the image of the object conveyed to the mind.
If the lens
of the eye are not sufficiently convex, or the humours too
thin, the rays of light will strike the retina before a focus
■is formed, which gives a very imperfect impression on the
object before us, as in old people ; which is remedied byconvex glasses.
It the lens of the eye are too convex, con
cave glasses are
required, to spread the rays, before entering
the eye, thereby carrying the focus to the retina; hence the
importance of concave glasses for near sighted people.

lines,
form

and when
an

.

OF THE ORGANS OF HEARING.
Sound is

not like

light, a body having a distinct exis
of sound is given to a sensation experien
ced whenever the vibration of any elastic substance strikes
the ear.
When a sonorous body is struck, a tremulous mo
tion is communicated to bodies applied to its surface.
The
air which surrounds the sonorous body, (thus
struck,) re
ceives and transmits its vibrations with more effect, in con
sequence of its greater elasticity. The external ear, owes
its structure to cartilages : and is ingeniously adapted to the
purpose of collecting sound, and its internal parts are de
fended from accidents, by the secretion of
semen, (wax,)
and by hair, which prevents insects, or dust, from enter
From
the
internal ear, a passage communicates with
ing.
the mouth, called the eustachian tube, which is subservient
The audatory nerves are
to hearing.
deeply seated, and
present a soft pulp like gelatenous fluid, contained in a thin
tence ; the

name

membranous

cavity.
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OF THE ORGANS OF SMELL.
The nasal fossce, within which this organ is situated, has
depth of the face, and extend backwards

two cavities in the

into other cavities, called frontal, ethmoidal, spenoidul, pal
atine and maxilla y sinuses.
A thick mucus membrane : al
of
in
the
tissue
which, the olfactory, and a con
moist,
ways
siderable number of other nerves ind vessels, are distribu
ted.
This membrane, called pituitary, is soft and ypougy,
and is the organ which secretes the mucus of the nose.
The smell appears more delicate in proportion to the capa
city of the nasal fossce. This organ seems destined to in
form us with regard to the composition of bodies, more
particularly of those used for food. Generally speaking, a
substauce emitting a disagreeable odour, is of little value for
nourishment. A particular description of the other senses,
would lead to no particular improvement of the understand
ing, as it is well known that taste, is confined to the mouth,
and principally to the tongue ; the sense of touch, or feel
ing, exists throughout every part of the system, but is more
nice, and in greater perfection in the fingers. The organs
by which they operate, are a pulpy termination of the
nerves which rise up in little points, called papillce.
—

OF EXERCISE.
As life is nothing but motion, it would follow as a matter
of course, that exercise properly regulated, and distributed,
would contribute much to the perpetuity of this motion.—
Exercise is one of the great physicians of" nature ; life with
out, it would be feeble, painful, and would soon become exHow happily has nature combined health with extiaet.
ercis ; that which serves to regulate all the functions of the

body, procures it a support. Notwithstanding the general
agreement amongst all classes of society, on the salutary
effects of exercise, even from th« earliest periods of antiqui
mod
ty; yet most people wish to avoid it. Laborious exercise,
ified with discretion, increases the circulation ; the lungs

expand & dilate more freely, which enables the salubrious
air to impart more oxygen to the system, giv'ng energy to
the nerve, increasing the assimilation of food, converting
tfoids into 59! ids, and thereby disengaging heat, and cans-

2i2

of the principle const'N
in
order
to be useful, must mi
beauty. Exercise,
be excessive, but regular and constant, though not immedi
ately after meals. Half an hour should be set aside at each
meal, where circumstances will admit, for the digestive or
It having been proved by an e~
gans to desolre the food.
periment on two animals, fed at the same, with the same
One of these animals
kind of food, in equal quantities.
was kept in violent motion for several hours, the other per
fect still.
They were killed at the same time : and it was
found on examination, that the food of the one kept in mo
tion, was very little changed, while the food of the other
was
perfectly dissolved, and passed into the intestines.
Moderate exercise, however, does not materially retard di
gestion, but should be quite moderate, especially with the
delicate and dispeptic habits.
Exercise on horse back, is
the best calculated to give a general circulation to all the
fluids of the system ; those persons that cannot bear this
kind of motion, should have recourse to carriages, in which
they should exercise more freely. As this subject will
claim some attention, while treating of some particular
diseases; further remarks will be omitted in this

ihgacrimjon glowir.g colour, one

uents

of

-

—

place.
OF SLEEP.
As people of temperate habits, generally enjoy uninter
rupted sleep; few remarks will be required on this head.
Many people spend too much of their time in bed ;
six or eight hours, out of twenty-four, of quiet deep, are

the nervous system, all the tone and
be derived from that source, (children Ex
cepted,) who should be indulged in as much sleep as they
desire, until about the seventh or eighth year, when a little
restriction may be necessary.
They should retire to bed
early, and rise with the family, at an early hour. Regu
larity should be particularly obaPt-.ed it .ill times, in re^
gard to sleep, as one of the g>eat sources of aealth ; whieh
should be <uij.iv."! iT>. Mjacb'.is rooms, with a suitable proporti >i of co*' ■r'-ng, adapted to the weather. Beds for
summer's use, should be composed of chaff, straw, husks,"
sufficient to
energy that

often

restore to
can

exposed $othe air,

with linen

covering,

and

frequent-

•
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in order to e;.je.y XiniiiterrupicJ
a reasonable proportion of
nour stung :ood in their stomachs, that is easy of digestion,
Re
to M-i> cede ihe bruin to a discharge of its functions.
tiring to bed languid, an iritation of the parietes of the
stomach is produced, occasioning the sedation of hunger ;
sleep is disturbed by dreams and imaginations. Similar
effects are produced by full meals of indigestible substan
ces, which oppress the stomach, and produce restlessness.
Intense thinking, grief, angry passions, and great anxiety,
The evening should be usher
are all unfriendly to sleep.
ed in, with a suitable degree of mirth and festivity : which
produces a relaxation of the mind. Pleasantry and- con
cord, all lead to sound sleep. Under ordinary circumstan
ces
sleeping in the day time, and in the usual wearing ap
parel should be avoided.

)v

changed.

Persons,

■deep: should retire

to bed with

OF

CLOTHING.

The principle object of clothing, is to preserve a suitatde degree of warmth, to render the body comfortable.
The articles selected for this purpose, therefore, should va
In the more cool parts, our
ry, accord ng to the season.
clothing should consist of such materials, as arc bad con
ductors of heat; among these articled, wool should be se
lected, as, claiming the preference. Of this article, there
Sufficient
fore, our clothing should be made, for winter.
—

quantities only should be used, to preserve a natural warmth,
of the body, which ought to be applied, so as to give free

The changes should vary ac
circulation to all the fluids.
cording to the temperature of the air, but we should rath
The change
er err, on the side of warmth, than otherwise.
should be gradual on the approach of warm weather in the
spring, i h.nen constitutes the best clothing in the warm
er
part of the season, for the health) youth &. the Uoor:oie-,
in consequence of its being less susceptible of absorbing the
bodih exhalations, than other artich.s, of which our cloth
Lut the ageO, and th<* weakly, cieU
is g' n rally made.
icate feuude, should v. eai flannel next the skin, to preserve
a Lateral warmth of tne surface, which keeps the exhalents,
pliant and healthy, so serviceable to health. Clothes should
be otten ch^n^c* and cleared from the Aides with which

ing
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they are constantly impregnated, from the cutaneous ves
sels.
Children are materially injured by too manv clothes,

as the temperature of their bodies, is a few degrees above
that of an adult, consequently less clothing is required.
The great disideratum in clothing, consists in its being
clean, loose, and in sufficient quantities to render the body
perfectly comfortable.
The injury, youngfemales sustain, by tight lacing, must
be obvious to all. By compressing the abdomen and chest,
the lungs cannot sufficiently expand, to receive a sufficient
quantity of oxygen, to supply the waste of the nervous flu
id, and the "oxydation of the blood, which relaxes and de
bilitates the nervous system, renders torpid, the digestive
organs, deranges all the secretory and excretory vessels,
consequently food is not properly assimilated, fluids become
airimonious, and consumption, clothed in its hideous garb,

attends the

subject into dissolution.
OF ALIMENT.

By the terra

susceptible of

aliment, is

meant those substances

that

arc

decomposition, through the
digestive apparatus of organized beings, and

assimilation and

medium of the
of being converted into their own substance to continue
All ali
the growth, and supply the wastes of the system.
mentary substances, whether derived from the animal or
vegetable kingdoms, may be resolved into a few simple ele
ments, the principles of which are, nitrogen, cardon, oxygen,
hydrogen lime, phosphorus and sulphur. The great variety of
elimentary substances, so manifest on the face of nature,
are
owing to the variable proportions of these constituent
principles. These are the simple bodies that are constant
ly passing through different processes of purification by
vegetable life, which is a kind of labaratory, by whicli
mineral substances (too hetrogeneous in their natures, to our
own, to admit of assimilation ,) are converted into nutri
tion .; which by reception, assimilation", decomposition and
expulsion, through the functions of the animal system,
continues its growth, and supplies >ts wastes.
Although
animal substances, -obtain all the proxi'?;
priixe'. ie of
our own

bodies, they

must

'

undcrg--

etable aliment when assumed

as

•

-

.

u-ua.

,

tty

t,ie

o--

structure

2.j
m
the human body, and experience,
prove that they ;r.c
destined by nature, to derive their
support from both "king■doms.
It is however, obvious, that animal substances r,e

nutritious, easier of digestion : at the same time mor^
stimulating, and have a greater tendency to putrifactien
thau vegetable, which renders it
improper for the whole
of our daily aliment, which has been proved in a
great va
riety of instances, among sailors, soldiers, &c. ; who by a
long and exclusive use of animal food, are over stimulated;
which exhausts the excitability of the system, impairs di
gestion, renders torpid all the secretory and excretory ves
sels, and gives rise to scurvies & other cutaneous diseases.
Vegetable aliment on the other hand, has a great tendency
to acidity, more difficult of
digestion, less nutritious, and
less susceptible of producing iritation : hence the
necessity
of the greater capacity of the digestive apparatus of herbivirous animals.
Experience has clearly evinced, that in
the human species a due proportion of vegetable and ani
mal food, *are more conducive to the perpetuity of the sys
tem, than either of those substances separately, as the stim
ulating and putrescent qualities of the nitrogen, oxygen
and hydrogen of the animal, are counteracted by the carbon
of the vegetable.
The proportions of these alimentary
substances however, should vary in different climates and
While the inhabitants of the polar regions de
seasons.
vour
great quantities of animal food, whose stimulating
qualities are required to counterbalance the stupii'ving in
fluence of the low temperature of the atmosphere ; tho^e
of the tropical climates, require the carbon of the vegeta
ble, to nutralize the putrescent and decomposing influence
of the rare atmosphere, against the influence of which.
they are under the necessity of shielding themselves.—
Having briefly made a few general observations on tf.'e prin
ciples of alimentary substances, Ave shall make a few gen
eral remarks on their different properties; and those of the
vegetable kingdom will first calm" attention. They are
of the following classes, viz.
Farinaceous or mealy aliments :
are wheat,
barley, oats,
rye, rice, maize or corn, potatoe, sago, pease, beans, &c.
Mucilaginous aliments: carrots, beetroot, -turnips, cab
bage pumpkins, melons, asparagus, lettuce, artichoke, v c.
more

—

—

C

$Q
Saccharine

£ots, &c.
Acidulous

or

or

sweet aliments:

acid aliments

:

—

—

sugar,

oranges,

figs, dates,

gooseberries,

airi^

straw

berries, raspberries, mullberries, peaches, apples, grapes,
prunes, sorrel, &c.
Fatty and oily aliments : cocoa, olive nuts, animal fat,
and oils, butter, &c.«
Gelatinous aliments: the tendons, cellular membrane,
young animals, &c.
Albuminous aliments : the brain, nerves, eggs, &c.
—

—

—

Fibrinous aliments

mals,

:

—

the flesh and blood of different ani

&c.

Caseous aliments : milk, cheese, &c.
A small portion of the alimentary substances
—

ted,

are

nature

enumera

presents them, being in that

more nutritious, and easier of assimilation, such as
milk, and a few others ; they are however, generally
prepared in a manner suitable to the organs of digestion, or
the fancy, habit, and fashion of the people.
First, in importance, for the nourishment of the human
body, may be placed the Farinaceous. Bread constitutes
•one of the
principle articles of diet, and would be much
more easy of digestion
(when composed of wheat or rye
flour,) if only the coarser parts of the bran were removed
For doubtless many dispeptic cases owe their ori
from it.
gin to superfine flour. Dough, before it is baked, of what
ever kind of flour it is composed, should, undergo a pecu
liar rising* called the panary fermentation. Bread should
be thoroughly baked in a moderate heat, and should not be
used until several hours old.
Puddings composed of corn
meal, should be much used. A kind of pudding, called
hommanymade of corn coarsely ground, and boiled over a
slow '■•" until perfectly soft, furnishes one of the mostpleasant and i.ealthy diets combined with milk, probably in na
ture.
By a free use of such diet, with proper exercise and
suitable clothing, a disease called rickets, peculiar to chil
dren, whould be rarely known. Animal food is more nutricious and easier of assimilation than vegetable ; but on
account of its stimulating qualities and septic
tendency,
should be used in le..*s quanities, particularly in the warmer
The kinds of animal food
the season.
of
parts
principally
iTSed in the United States, are pork, beef, mutton, .poultry

state

eggs,

•1

employed as

r~

m

,^nd fish, which

all wholesome, and should coivtnuie a
aliment : the fatter parts should be selected'for summer's use. Animal food should be combined
w ith
vegetable in soups, with a suitable proportion of sea
soning, rendered perfectly tender by boiling, & confined as
much from the air as possible.
Butter, fat and cheese,
should be used in small quantities, being difficult of assim
ilation, and when rancid should be wholly rejected. A
suitable proportion of molasses, honey, apple butter, &c.
with pickles, composed of beets, potatoes, turnips, &c. well
boiled before pickling, all are wholesome, when used in
suitable quantities; onions, beans and peas, should be con
stantly employed, together with potatoes and carrots. It
will be proper to remark,'that whatever substances are used
as food, should be rendered perfectly soft, and their adhe
sive properties destroyed by cookery, before they are re
Condiments should not be very
ceived into the stomach.
and
middle aged,more especially
used
the
by
youth,
freely
in the cooler part of the season : such as horseradish root,
mustard seed, pepper, vinegar, &c. but to the convalescent
and aged they come in as a necessary stimuli, exciting aictiOn
of the parietes of the stomach, and give tone to the organ?
A few observations on drink, will close this
of digestion.
of
the
subject. Water unimpregnated with foreign
part
bodies, is the best beverage for the healthy youth, and mid
dle
liquors come in as a stimuli, and when

portion

of

our

are

daily

aged. Spiritous

used in due proportions, prove an exciting beverage to
wards restoring the health of the valetudinarian ; and maytend to preserve the equalibrium of declining years, by its
stimulating qualities on the torpid functions of the system,
and sooth its passage down the current of life, by keeping
the excitement is lost. But when
up a general action until
on life by exhausting the excita
it
hurries
used to excess,
the equali
bility, brings on premature old age, destroys
a train of evils, attend the subject,
with
disease
and
brium,
Coffee and tea, in whose favour little
desolution.

into;

too
are used in too great quantities, and drank
nervous system, and conse
the
debilitate
which
warm,
Many of
quently weaken all the functions of the body.
a more pleasant
our vegetable productions would furnish
beverage, possessing nutritious and cordial properties.—
Prdvr
It does" not appear consistent with the bounties of
can

be

said,
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tiiat
;-:rcc, that amongst the great variety of vcgitabhs
our groves and fields, none are sufficient to answer
this demand.
To assert that exotic plants are more con
genial to our natures : better adapted to the preservation of
health, does not come with a very good grace from an Amer
ican.
Happy will be the aera when tea and coffee shall
be banished i'rom the country: for millions are consumed
annually, for this more than useless beverage. A few* ob
servations of a general nature, on the foregoing, will close
this part of the subject.
Serious injuries are sustained by
eating too much food at a time ; which oppresses the stom
ach, and retards the progress of digestion ; we should
■aerefore, not indulge our appetites to the full extent of
their requirements: but eat more frequently.
One errour
f wish to correct prevalent in many parts of society, which
is, that exercise immediately after eating a full meal, is ne
cessary to the removal of the oppression in the stomach,
which has directly the opposite effect. During digestion, a
degree of lassitude is experienced through the whole sys
tem ; the mind is inactive, and the:e is a
propensity to
sleep. Nature seems to concentrate her force to the digesrive organs, and in a measure forsakes all others : hence
(he necessity of quiet repose, that the stomach may be en
abled to perform its office without interruption.
Digestion
is generally better performed during sleep, than any other
time in a healthy person, it necessarily follows, that
sup
pers should constitute our fullest meals ; which althougii
substantial, should be easy of assimilation, and as much
A variety is both
as may be of a simple substance.
agree
able and healthy, and we may change our diet at
every
meal if we choose, but avoid different substances at the
More animal food should be used in winter
-ame
meal.
than in summer. All our diet, whether animal or vegeta
ble should be of the best, materials ; perfectly sound, clear
In the warmer
of must, sourness or putrescenq
part ol
the season more succulent soft and gentle food, should be
Used, which will supercede the necessity of much drink,
which, when used in large quantities, relaxes and impairs
Pure water is without taste, col
the organs of digestion.
our or smell, and combines readily with soap.
This iluid
which contains the greatest proportion of oxygen, of any
grace

.

'.•i'her known substance,

drccordjng

to

chemical, analysis,}

>
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the most

and should be used in prober
in all our drinks, in its natural state ; to which
may be added molasses or sugar, with a little ginger, galengal, vinegar, lemon, currant, grape juicej & c. Where wa
ter cannot be had in a pure state, fermented'beers should be
substituted; the better mode of making it, will be given
in another part of the work.
Cider, when made of good
sound apples, properly fermented, void of all impurities,
is an agreeable beverage, and when used in small quanti
ties, make a nutritious stimulant, and may be used by the
aged and convalescent ; but should be rejected when it be

healthy beverage,

quantities,

acid.
As men, from the time of Noah, down to the present,
have more or less indulged themselves in the excessive use
of ardent spirits ; and as a change of habit cannot reason
ably be expected : a few hints on the subject may not be
altogether inadmissible. Spiritous liquors should never be
used in the fore part of the day, at which time the excita
bility is active and easily excited to the stomach, which has
a sufficient proportion.
By this excitement, the
comes

already

stomach suffers from an excess; while other parts are rob
bed of a due proportion of excitability, languor and torpid
ity of the nervous and muscular system, is the consequence.
But at the close of ihe day, after the stomach has become
measurably exhausted ; ardent spirits in due proportions.
in as a welcome stimuli, to call from other parts of
come
the system this excitability, so important in the assimila
It must be recollected, however, that no nu
tion of food.
trition is imparted, it serves only as a spur, and must be
fujiov.od immediately with nourishing diet. Before clos
be
ing this subject, I will remark, that food should always
received when the stomach craves, and the stomach is great
accus
ly under the in litre rice of habit, we should therefore
tom ourselves to
meals, as it is found thai lonp,
-

frequent
fasting produces rancid secretions,

e
mqje particularly cf t;
is rendered nauseous, and unhealthy; it i.
however soon remedied by the digestion of nourishing
It will follow, that regularity in diet, and that com
food.
should be observed by those
of the best

milk/which

posed
that

materials,

particularly ; and the convalescent.
remarks if properly attended to, ill be sv.L.iM.

nurse more

Thes?

^

C2

'

t

#0
those in h.alth; for the
another part of the work.

>a/i

sick,, direction will

he

givendti

OF WATER BATHSA bath is a large vessel, capable of containing a sufii"ient quantity of water, to immerse the body; and'is de~
.".omiuated differently, according to the different tempera-ores of the water used in
bathing, as cold, tepid (or warm•i.cl hot.
The cold bath, which includes every degree of temper
ature from the freezing point, up to fifty degrees, of Fall
gives tone to the nervous system, by imparting oxygen,
disengaging carbonic acid gas, and caloric, (or matter of
heat.) That such is the effect, appears evident from the
chemical changes which are necessarily produced by a uni
on of the oxygen of the water, with the carbon of the
blocd. By its tonic and constricting qualities, it operates
powerfully upon the exhalents, the great regulators of the
system, and thus presents one of the most important reme
dies in nature.
Indeed, the medicinal virtues of the cold
oath, have been known and appreciated from the earlies1
The Ancients used it with marked ad
ges of antiquity.
vantages, in all cases of debility, and nervous affections,

in. rheumatisms, consumptions, &c. Through stupidity
ignorance, or, by some other cause, it fell into disuse in
the middle ages, but was revived again by the Europeans,
who resorted toitout of shere necessity, as the only availble remedy in cases of a relaxed, nervous system, a prevai
Its salutary effects upon all
ling disease of the climate,
the internal' corroborants, are owing to its immediate acticn
..pon the excitability of the system, without the delays us.;iCiliy attending other remedies: hence also its great value in
It has been found to con
cases of suspended animation.
tribute materially, to the cure of hydrophobia, the bite of
venomous reptiles,
agues a:*d fits, when the application is
Salt
accompanied with proper evacuations of the body.
vater bathing is very useful in cases of dropsical habits and
defective hearing. It is not, however, pretended, that ba
thing o; any kind, |s, of itself, a remedy in any of the disfonod
:a:::s 1.0: tioneh. nor will it be
good auxiliary,

find
or

-

si
be govvrneu by wholesome rules uuti
such as de todoning.
First: the cold be th should, in r.o case, h ;pp..-<- whoa
the system is in a sitete ol exhaustion, hj fa.i;_uecr c-inerwise; as such an imp vert cut use ol it, would deotrov the re
maining excitability: nor should it be resorted to, ur medi
ately after meals, when the excitability of the system is in
a
great measure concentrated in ti. stomach, which occa
the

•Uit e..s

practice

regulations,

sions a degree of general lascitude, accompanied sometimes
with slight tremors: under the^e circumstance.-, tne cold
bath would exhaust a portion of the excitability of the sur
face, and by diminishing that of the stomach, would neces
The cold bath
sarily weaken the powers of digestion.
should also be avoided, when the surface of the body is quite
cool, and the circulation torpid, as under these circumstan
ces, it would dissipate the heat of the body, diminish the
excitability of the surface, and thus pi event the desired re
From what has been said, it will rea
action of the system.
dily be seen, that the morning is the most auspicious time
for cold bathing, after the system has been invigorated by
the assimilation of food, and the nervous fluid renovated by
sleep and repose; but even then, it should be preceeded by
some excitement on the surface of the skin,
produced by
exercise or friction, or by the use of the vapour bath, in or
der to secure the necessary reaction upon the exhalents and

the nervous system.
Another important consideration attending the cold bath,
is to adapt its temperr.ture and regulate its duration to the
sta*te of the patient. In all debilitated and feeble cases, the
bath should be of a medium temperature, and of very short
duration, which should be varied according to circumstan
the side of prudence.
ces, but we should always err on
and inconvenience attend the
As considerable

expense

baths, and as they probably claim no preference over
shower bath, the latter should therefore be substituted

water

the

in consequence of the convenience of regk gelationsits
ulalhm
...niperatute and oumtity: simular
should be reserved in regard to the application of the show
water bath.
er bath, as are recommended for the
of the bath, the surface of the body
After the
more

particularly

application
dry,

c-,0pi(i h'- rubfcH

with flannels, and the

pdk-nt

n;?*
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retire

or

dress,

tke circumstance of the case,

as

seem

to

indicate.

OF COOL BATHS.

baths, are those of the variable temperatures, be
fifty and seventy degrees of Fah. They may be re
to when the patient cannot endure the cold bath.

Cool
tween

sorted

OF WrARM BATHS.
Warm baths

are

of the different

temperatures, between

ninety-eight, (blood heat,) and seventy degrees of Fah.
The efficacy of the warm bath, has been fully demonstrated
in all cutaneous diseases, and inveterate chronic complaints,
when properly applied.
It lubricates the surface, removes
constriction, dissolves congealed fluids, and gives tone to
the exhalents; also very serviceable in all paralitic and in
sane cases,
parched rough skin, &c.
OF HOT BATHS.
Hot baths are those, whose temperatures are between
Mood heat, or ninety eight; and one hundred and
twenty de
grees of Fah. But as they will rarely be resorted to, any
further remarks will be omitted.
OF THE VAPOUR BATH.
The vapour bath claims the

preference

over

the hot wat

if properly constructed, which should be so arran
ged, as to have the vapour produced by applying cold wa
ter to hot substances, which should come in contact with
the surface of the body in a proper receptacle.
The impor
tance of applying the vapor that is first
dissipated from the
water, will be acknowledged, when it is considered that the
oxygen, (the principle of animation,) is removed in the grea
ter proportion, while heating; which has been
proved by
experiments made on fish, which soon suffocate, when pla
ced in water that has b<?en boiled and again
which is
er

baths,

o.i

cool,

lack of oxygen.
In order to
impress
the minds of the reader, the importance of the baths I

evidently owing

to

a

thought proper to make an extract from the Do:o'.s>
tick Encyclopedia, relative to the baths of the Russians.
"
We allude to the sweating, or vapour bath, which is used
by persons of every rank and age, in almost every disorder,
before and after a journey, hard work, &c. These are
frequented at least once a week, or as often as possible,
whether in a state of health or sickness : the extraordinary
degree of heat produced by the evaporation of water
thrown on hot stones, in a-close room raises the thermome
ter from 146 to 168 degrees, the latter of which number,
is a degree of heat considerably above that which melts
of wine.
wax, and only 12 below that for boiling spirits
In such a bath, the Russians lie naked on a bench, and con
hate

tinue there, notwithstanding, a profuse perspiration, some
times for two hours, occasionally pouring hot water oyer
their bodies ; thus some with a view to promote perspira
and
tion, and completely open the pores, are first rubbed,
then gently flagellated with leafy branches of birch, while
others wash their bodies with cold water, and all of them
at length plunge overhead in a large tub of water ; many
and either
however, rush out almost desolvcd in sweat,
from the bath room into ad
throw themselves
_

immediately
joining river, or in winter, roll themselves in
the most piercing cold, without suffering

snow,

during

any inconve

we
understand
nience, and probably wiLh advantage, for
there
that rheumatisms are scarcely known in Paissia, and

use of
is great reason to attribute this exemption from the
\hc vapour bath.
Iirdeed, they differ from all balnea of an
modern orientals, in the
tiquity as well as from those of- the
whence their
circumstance of not being dry sweating baths,
excellence in many cases, when hot water baths

peculiar

an un
would be inefficacious or even hurtful. By exciting
usual degree of perspiration, they promote cleanl.ne>,,
while they render the skin soil an. smooth ; hence, again,

they

canno

b«

compared

to tin

voluptuous

baths of the

of effemin
Greeks and Roman, , because all the causes
Iron, the
obviated.
here
are
completely
acy and lu\urv
education
;
and
effeminate
a
prejudices imbibed during soft
this v,i hY: transition from heal to intense cold, piears _t».
the
\ .but it certainly hardens
us dangerous and unuaH.
e all tne vicisbrav
to
him
.-fable*
body of the Russian, t.<& ■•!! the severities of the climate .5
of the
.

■■

ejtudes

weaker,

.
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tn order to

impress

on

the mind of the reader the medical

properties of this most important of all applications, I hep
leave to insert the just observations of the Rev. W. Tooke,
"
It is no*
woo resided
many years among the Russians.
to be doubted that the Russians owe their longevity, their
robust state of health, their little disposition to certain mor
tal diseases, and their happy and cheerful temper, mostly
to these baths, though climate, aliment, and habit of living

The great Lord Chancellor Bacon,
contribute their share.
and other sagacious observers of nature, and of mankind,
have lamented, and certainly not without cause, that this
bathing, has fallen into disuse among modern nations of Eu
rope, and justly wish the practice back again, in all our
In fact, when we consider that the
towns and villages.
old physicians so early introduced into their practice this
remedy of nature's own invention, and employed it with
such great success, when we recollect that Rome for five
hundred years together, had no physicians but only their
baths, and that to this day a multitude of nations cure al
most all their maladies merely by baths ; we cannot avoid
regarding the dismission of them, as the epoch of a grand
:« evolution, which has been wrought in the
physical state
of the human race, in our quarter of the world.
The nat
ural perspiration the most important of all excretions, must
naturally go on better in a body constantly kept soft by ba
thing. A great number of impurities which privily lay in
train to tedious and dangerous distempers
us, the
are timely
removed ere they poison the blood and
juices. All exanthematic diseases are abated by bathing,
consequently then the small pox ; and if this dreadful disor
der be actually less fatal in Russia than in other countries,
this phenomenon will not be attributed to any other cause
than the vapour bath.'*

OF FERMENTATION.

The different fermentations,

through

which substances

five in number, viz : the sacehariue or swe,f, the
•rinous, or wine producing, panary, or bread, the acetous or
acid, and the putrefactive, or septic. In the production
of these fermentations, certain requisites are necessary
a»ich as nutrition, moisture> heat and atmospherical rdr.

pass,

are

•
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Jf the succharlne Fermentation. In the production of
this fermentation, the seeds (of barley for example,) are
—

to a temperature of 70 degrees of Fah. in an airy
situation, (after being sufficiently moistened,) to germin
ate, and the temperature is continued, uutil the radicles of
the seed shoot about an inch in length ; the temperature is

exposed

then increased to more than one hundred ^legrees, and
continued a sufficient length of time to destwy fermenta
tion, and the insipid amylacious properties wl.u which the
seeds abound, are changed measurably into a ^saccharine
Carbonic acid gas is produced by the union of
substance.
the oxygen from the air, with the carbon, (the basis of veg
etable substances) of the seed, which is disengaged in the
for the increase of
process of fermentation, which accounts
in all fermentations, in the stacking of lime,

temperature
and maceration, (infusion) of fruit,

&c.

production of the vinous fermentation, a certain
proportion of sugar, water, acid and extract, are requisite
In the

with

a

temperature of about 80 degrees ; under the exis
circumstances, the substance is rendered

tence of all these
more

thick ;

a

commotion ensues, carbonic acid gas is dis

increase of temperature: during this
and converted into alkoholie principles, which is in connection with essential oils,
acids, extracts and colouring matter. The grape juice is
the principle substance used in the production of wine.
The lively sparkling appearance that liquor assumes in pour
of a
ing it into a glass or vessel, is owing to a retention of por
clo
which is the consequence
of corbonic acid

engaged, causing

an

process the sugar is

decomposed,

—

tion

gas,

to the
sing or confining the liquor from the air, previous
fermentative
the
of
process.
completion
In the acetous fermentation, vinous liquors are exposed

of Fah. in contact with
temperature of about 80 degrees
with a slight ele
motion,
intestinal
which
the air,
produces
vation of temperature, accompanied wirb a hissing noise,
and malic
and acrid smell: during this process, the alkohol

to

a

from the atmos*
oxygen is absorbed
a thick
; h-v o r. -comes clear.
*.:•£ I5
the
ho'otv
at
sediment
ropv
adding a proper
The pauai Ce,1T«.i:t:^u!,spxoo>

acid i*

decomposed,

phere and the acid is formed, having deported
-'..,..

quantity of v ast <e a p.u*U
flour, and placed in a temperature

wrth
,.„g water

<

ox

Cj

or

70

degrees,

a
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quantity ol gas is erolved, which measurably destroys
its adhesive properties, and is retained by the vicidity of
the p iste, which swells and becomes light or spongy, and
when baked forms bread.
Of Putrefactive [<\->.r<:icn'ation. This fermentation, prop
erly speaking, is cordi"°d to animal substances, whose base
is nitrogen, or azote.
The vegetable dec j nposition, which
takes place sj^a'ant:ously, has, however, some times assum
The most favourable situa
ed the name of putrefactive.
tion to accelerate this fermentation, is to expose the animal
substance to a -nnist atmosphere, with diout 80 or 90 de
In the decomposition
grees of elevation of te rape vat u re
of animal sub.-.raoees, otv" :i from -oe atmosphere, com
bines with the azote, .'.^d-ogsoi and car >on producing septic
acid, hydrogen gas, wiir and carbon A acid gas; all of
which are diss;;/ ted in tire form of gas i \? vapour, a most
noxious and deleterious substance; an
equentlv- the
jtermof many of the most malignant diseases.
Small

—

jL'i

t-EIERAL DIRECTION
FOR

THE COLLECTIOIV & PRESERVATION,
OF

In the selection of such vegetable medicines, as are used
in the treatment of disease, a preference should be given
to those that grow spontaneously on dry soils, as much ex
posed to the sun as is consistent with the nature of the sub
As vegetable medicines possess different proper
stance.
ties, a variety of preperations are necessary to preserve
them in their greatest perfection.
The odoriferous plants
have their medical properties concentrated in their essen
tial or volatile -oils, and are the best preserved by distilla
tion, or where this cannot be conveniently done, the herb
should be gathered in dry weather, when in blossom; dried
in the shade, a kiln is preferable, as soon as possible, pow
To this
dered and rut into casks and kept from the air.
class belong all plants that yield an essential oil, such as

mints,

&c.

The acrimonious and volatile roots that loose by drying,
should be dug in dry weather, washed and put into a cool
To this class-belong horse
cellar, enclosed in dry sand.
radish root, indioi turnip, ice.
Bienneal roots should be collected in the fall, of the first
year's growth, or in the spring of the second. To this class

belong mullen,

burdock, &c.
D
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Perencal roots

are

preferable

when

collected

in

the

expands, at which time they
most mucilage ; they may be collected in the
the
possess
fall, after the stalk begins to decay. To this class belwrg
the mandrake, golden seal, &c.
They should be washed
clean, and all decayed parts removed; they should be dri
ed in a morderate heat, and then confined from the air ;
large roots should be cut into slices to prevent their mould
ing.
Barlcs of roots, should be collected in the winter, before
the sap starts; and the ross removed from the inner bark,
dried, powdered and confined from the air. The barks of
bodies of trees should be collected in June, at their last
running. Seed should be gathered when fully ripe, be
fore they drop spontaneously ; kept in a loft, expose to the
ajr, and in their natural covering or husks.
spring, before

the

forming

OLEA VOLATALIA

bud

( Volatile or

Essential

Oils:)

Essential oils

are extracted from odoriferous substan
distillation ; but they do not yield in proportion to
their odour.
Rose, camomile flowers, and some few oth
ers possessing a strong scent, yield very little, while savin
and turpentine whose fragrance is much less, affords the
greatest proportion of any vegetable substance. Essen
tial oils possess all the medicinal properties of the sub
stance from which they are taken in the greatest perfection.
Thus the stomachick of mint, the nervine of rosemary, the
diurctick of juniper, the emmenagogue of savin, the sudorifick of sassafras, the tonick of cinnamon, the carminative
of the aromatic seeds, &c. &c, are concentrated in their
volatile oils. Most plants afford the greatest quantity of
oil when partially dried, they require, however, to be
gath
ered in different stages of their growth ; some give out the
oil
of
at
the
time
their
flowers begin to
greatest quantity
fall, while others yield the most in their young and tender
Stages. To the latter class belong sage, rue, & a few few oth
Aromatic herbs yield the greatest proportion when
ers.
cultivated on dry soils, <;nd in warm seasons. The sub
stance to be distilled, should be so prepared that the water
ean penetrate every particle, and volatilize the oil : wood
for example, should be rasped, sawn or shaved thin roots

ces

by

•
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'ai into thin slices, bark -i reduced to a fine
powder; seed,-?
gentry bruised, but herbs require no preperatioit ; and only
a short maceration,
(infusion,) before distilled; while the
more
firm and hard substances require several days or
weeks.
Soft water is preferable in distillation, and that

in which a little salt has been dissolved, to preveut fermen
tation, and the herb from burning. The quantity of water
used, should be in proportion to the moisture contained in
the substance; for those that are employed in their green
state, about three times their quantity will be" required :
the heat should be rai ed very quick, to a suffkieut tem
perature, which ahould varyaccording to the substance dis
tilled.
Rosemary, marjoram, lavender, and most of the
odoriferous plants have their oil much injured by too great
a heat.
Essential oils possess common properties of pun
gency, but differ materially in their medicinal qualities,
possessing all the virtues of its original substance. Thg
most valuable of these oils, are the following: Thus, the
oils of annis, fennel and caraway, are distilled from the
seeds; angelica from the steds and roots; lavender from
the flowering spike; juniper from the berries; savin, hem
lock, cedar, &c. from the leaves and boughs; sassafras from
the body, and barks of the body and roots; spikenard from

the roots; peppermint, spearmint, peneroyal, rosemary,
marjoram, baum, savory & some few others from the flow
ering tops and herbs; wintergreen from the vine andleaves;
cinnamon from the bark; cloves from the bud; turpentine,
icvill'd spirits of) from the gummy substance that exude
iron
white-pine trees, and -balsam of fir from the bought

and the gummy substance that exjudes from the fir tree.
Oils should stand a few days after distilation, lightly cov
ered with paper, to permit, the acrimonious odour to pas?
off, and the oil become limpid; they should t'uoi be bot
IUjsi of these oils
tled close, and kept in a cool place.
without being dispossess too much pungency to be used
olved by some menstrum of which al'-ci olis the greatest,
Essential oils
refined sugar next, n.ucdage thv, weakest.

—

and iriU. ion, but
possess common propertiesof pwrgerioy
differ materi.iily in their medicinut qualities, e<uh retak
wo.ch they
ing diiectly of the virtues of the plant fro 31
One peculiar circumstance attends these
are extracted.
which is, that the pungen* y of these oil* betHN

substance?,
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10 the
plant from which llrcy are taken, w.ii-«-r
oil ;
cloves
and
yield a mild and almost inodourous
pepper
The
cinnamon affords a pungent and almost caustic oil.
the lost
more
p;i:i gent oils, are used externally to restore
and energy of the nervous system.

«:.)

proportion

OF THE CLASSIFICATION OF VEGETABLE

MEDICINES.
As no particular advantage could be derived from a bo
tanical classification of the vegetable productions made
use of in the treatment of disease ; they will be arranged
only according to their medical properties, under the dif
ferent head to which they belong respectively, with a par
ticular designation of their peculiar qualities. This arfjurgemeut will enable the reader to reter immediately to
any article required, and to vary their application according
to peculiar circumstances.
The selection will be found
sufficiently extensive to give the reader an opportunity of
procuring a sudicieucy tc answer all the medical demand*
We admire the economy of nain the various climates.
!.ire in the variable productions of vegetable substances in
•he different climates.
While we discover a great variety
of anticepticks, stimulating spices and coudiments of the
tropical climates, calculated to counteract the septic and
acetous tendency of animal and vegetable aliment, we
witness a profusion of tonicks and astringents in the colder
climates, w hich are calculated to give tone to the digestive
organs, increasing the assimilation of nutrition, converting
fluids into solids, disengaging heat, and thereby counter
balancing the pressure of" tiie dense atmosphere. In addi-'
tionto these facts, we have the authority of the immortal
Rush, to whom great deference is due, that every country
produces its ovn medicines, which are better, specifies
more
congenial to its inhabitants than any foreign substance.
In the designation of vegetable I'otoey, it is considered ad
visable to give the botanical names, together with the most
common names, by which the couutry
people know them,
The variety of names by which the same vegetable is de
signated in different parts of the United States is so great*
that it would be difficult to give the reader an idea of what
article was meant by the common names only.
But by
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having the botanical inserted, all diiTiculties would be re
moved by referring to botanical treatises; as the names arc
As an example of the va
the same in such publications.
riety of names by which the same substance is known, I
will mention a plant whose botanical name is hydrastris
canadensis : it was called by the inhabitants of this state,
at its first settlement, gall of the earth, ague root, golden
seal, &c. In the southern states it was known by the
names of yellow root, canker root, yellow puccoon.
Dr,
Thomson has given it the name of Ohio kircuma, but by
what authority I do not know, as it has no more analogy
to the kircuma of the shops, than it has tocolumbo root, or
many other substances.

The botanical

inserted first, and then all the
we are

common

acquainted, given in italicks.
vegetable substances called

will be inwith which
We shall commence

with those

names

names

emeticks.

OF EMETICKS.
By this term, is meant medicines th?t are calculated to
an inverted peristaltick motion of the stomach,

produce

which cause a discharge of its contents through the mouth,
called vomiting or puking. The only rational object of this
tlass of medicines, is to remove trom the stomach some
deleterious and offending substance, or some nutritious
principle that is not susceptible of being readily dissolved
by the gastrick juice, and conveyed through the pylorus
As this evacuation of the stomach is
into the intestines.
contrary to tire general law of nature, and is attended with
considerable exhaustion of the nervous system, it should be
resorted to, only when some deleterious and offending sub
stance is accumulated, or has been deposited in the stomach,
of mineral and vegetable poi>ons, or improper
some of the constituent elementaiy prin
ciples; such as oxygen with nitrogen, which produces sep
tic acid : or oxygen with carbon which produces carbo

consisting

combinations ot

nic acid gas, which are offending deleterious substances,
and should be removed when in excess, by emeticks; also,
when large quantities of indigestable substances which the
juice cannot dissolve down, such as the epidermis,

?astrick
skins) of fruits, congulable substances,
m

Sac.

■*'£'
The doctrine

propagated by

some recent

writers

on

med

icine, that a quantity of cold jelly, (to quote their own ex
pression,) is constantly accumulating in the stomach un
der diseases, is preposterous and unfounded.
As it is well
known to every person that has the smallest acquaintance
with the anatomy of the human system, and of common
sense, that no other secretory vessels exist that deposit their
fluids in the stomach, except its mucous membrane, or pa
rietes, which secrete the gastriek juice, one of the most

solvents in nature: and is the principle of diges
These secretions like all others, are subject to de
rangement and disease, but the propriety of constantly
evacuating this fluid by emeticks, requires considerable
philosophy to explain. The only particular benefits that
can be derived from the use of emeticks (after one or two
evacuations in the most malignant case,) is to excite a gen
eral action of the glandular secretions, and excretions,
par
ticularly of the exhalents, which can be produced without
an
exhaustion.
so great

powerful
tion.

LOBELIA

INFLATA, (Indian Tobacco.)

The seeds

and leaves.

This is an annual plant, growing from one to two feet
high, with numerous branches, bearing single pale blue
blossoms, succeded by 6ma!l pods, containing very small

brown seeds.

Medical properties.
Emetick sudorifick and
antispas
modic^
The seeds in half tea-spoon doses in
powders
or twice the quantity of the
powdered leaves in warm
repeated once in twenty or thirty minutes, relieves parox
isms of the asthma, spasms, and thoroughly evacuates the
contents of the stomach, and proves a
powerful sudorifick.
The better mode of preperation however, is to infuse three
ounces of equal
quantities of the seeds of lobelia, ipecac
& indian cloves, all made perfectly fine, in one
quart of spi
It is very serviceable in all paraletick
rits.
cases, torpor of
the nervous system, arising from intoxication, or
opium.—
To be taken in tea-spoon- full doses, and
and in

water'

creased

as

the

necessity

of the

repeated

case

demands.
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It is an excellent remedy for the croup or
rattles, and is
rendered more powerful, by combining one fourth of a teaspoonful of the powders of bloodroot to each dose; also for
the thrust or canker in the mouth, combined with
equal
Lobelia should
quantities of the powders of goldenseal.
rarely be given alone, on account •fits exhar. sting effects
or the nervous
system, which renders it less efficacious for
the aged and debilitated, more particularly i» the warmer
climates. It is successfully employed, as an external ap
plication in rheumatick pains, iuflamations, &c. The lobe
lia is a powerful sudorifick, which constitutes its principle
It is said to have been used, with
medicinal qualities.
When this medi
great efficacy in cases of hydrophobia.
cine is employed for the asthma, a tea-spoonful of the pow
der of skunk cabbage root should be added to each dose, &
But
nervines, when given iu cases of cramps or spams.
as it will rarely be found necessary to resort to this class of
medicines in the removal of disease, if proper administra
tions are made at its commencement, any further remarks
in this place will be unnecessary.*

CEPHALIS

IPECACUANHA, (Indian Physic.)

This. plant is produced on the borders of the Ohio riv< r
It grows about two feet high,
and in the Southern States.
has a slender stalk, with deep indented leaves, and bears
Small white blossoms. The root is about the size of a pip
a
stem, and two or three inches long, tapering to point, and
is often bent short, when broken, a milky substance exudes

from it of

a

very

bitter,

nauseous

taste.

Emetick, Cathartick, Sudorifick,
Properties.
Anticeptick. The powdered root in doses of
sudorifick.
one or two teaspoonsfull, proves an emetick and
The same quantity in small doses, and repeated once in thir
and gentle diaas a cathartick
ty or forty minutes, acts
phoretick. AVhen administered in one fourth teaspoonfull
Medical

Tonick,

this article into
Thompson claims the honor of introducing
for the exckias medicine, and has obtained a patent
notice
particular
tee
sive use of this article, in cleansing the stomach, overpowering
told anil promoting a free perspiration.
*Dr.

-

and

doses it acts as a tonick, by promoting
trick juice and aidsdigcstiou.
It is very serviceable

tablespoonfull doses, with
,

a

secretion of the gas-

intermittants, (agues,) in half
drops of the oil of sassafras,
It is
hour before the paroxism.

in

ten

in molasses and taken one
serviceable in small doses combined with mu
cilages in all dispectic cases, and costive habits; and for the
dissentary, and piles, applied as a lavement in large quanti
It stays hemorrhages, when given in small doses to ex
ties.
The ip
cite a nausea, and promote a general perspiration.
ecac yields its virtues more readily to watery than alkoholick
Few medicines claim the preference over this
extracts.
in any stage of a disease, on account of its cathartick, sudo
rifick, and tonick properties, three of the most essential qua
It may be proper to remark that small
lities of medicines.
doses act as tonick, larger doses evacuate and exhaust the
The same may#be said of all other active medi
system.

particularly

cines.

EUPATORIUM

PERFOLIATE!, (Thorough-wort,
Bone-set, Crosswort)

Tins plant rises about three feet high, perforating the
leaves at each joint. The stalk is of a reddish colour, and
branches near the top, bearing light purple blossoms.

Medical

Properties.

and tonick.

teaspoonsful,

Emetick, Cathartick, Sudorifick,

The leaves and flowers, in doses of one
to be taken every two or three hours

or

two

during
removes the
disease;

the intermittent stage of the ague, often
it may be taken in watery or alkoholic extracts.
It is also
given with the happiest effects in small doses, in warm wa
ter, and often repeated in all cases of fever. We have the
authority of Dr. Barton, of its being administered suc
cessfully in cutaneous diseases, of which we can bear testi
It is also advantageously
mony.
employed in the forming
stages of the different species of dropsies, claiming the pre
ference over common sudorificks and tonicks, on account
•f its diuretick qualities: small doses act as tonicks.

doses exhaust.

large
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This

IIA.STxV.TA., ( Vcrvian, Blue and
cd.) The Herb.

plant grows

trom two to four

feet

high,

While flower*

with

nume

branches, terminating in long ta.-se!s of small white or
blue flowers, succeeded by caps containing four long brown
rous

seeds of

a

bitter taste.

Medici! Properties.
Emetick, Cathartick, Sudorifick,
It may be coubiood with the eupatorium, aand Tonick.
It is very efficacious in all
it possesses similar qualities.
consumptive cases in tea poouful doses of the powdered
YVh 01 steeped in warm water and
>eo<s, ! '..\cs, or seeds.
drank freely, proves a powerful emetick, sudorifick r-nd
'

cathartick.

OF CATHARTICKS.
Catiiahticks are mcdie'ncs calculated to increase the
ex
natural peristaltick motion of the stomach &: bowels,, by
which serves to
citing action of their mucous membrane-,
& evercineiitilious sub
remove from the system, vitiated
Hence their impor
ducts.
natural
their
stances, through
tance

in the

healing

PODOPI IVLLUM

art.

PEI./TATt*M,(:.r:ii<.Wi-c May Apple.)
The Root.

at the top
This plant rises about one foot high, dividing
From lie.
leaves.
in
large
into two branches, terminating
a white
centre of these branches a small stem rises, bearing
as large as a
an esculent fruit nearly
succeeded
by
blossom,

^

ol a f.agn.ot
11,
lien's egg, of a light, orange colour,
The root is about the
is much admired by some people.
under the giouud
size of a pipe str.n, running horizontally
colour.
brown
andis of a yellow
mi,<

Cathartick, Emetick Anticeptick
Medical Property.
u
ranks the
stimulating anlhalmintick. 'I h.^ p.ant
1 He
medicare?.
of
class
this
all the articles belonging to
k : po ,es. no medicai properleaves, however, art drasti
this yiA
be
wholly
rejected. The root 01
Tiey and should

highest
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calculated for a cathartick, extending its in*
through every part of the system, touching every
gland, when given in small doses and repeated every two or
h

peculiarly

fluence

three hours.

It is

particularly

serviceable in all

dropsical

intermittents, or in any other disease where a
general action is wanting. It is often successfully employ
ed as a vermifuge, (ivormdestroying medicine,) in tea spoon
The recent root bruised, or the
ful doses, and repeated.
dry root in powders, moistened with saliva, vinegar, or a
weak solution of alkaline salts, [pearlash.^ constitutes, an
excellent application for mortified sores, foul ulcers, gan
I will remark in regard to
grenous swellings, cancers, &c.
this medicine also, that small potions excite a general ac
tion , & stimulate the glands to a discharge of respective of
fices, while large doses evacuate and exhaust the system.
Some pretended botanists have pronounced this root poison
ous, but from what authority, is not stated, but it must ha\e
cases, and

.

—

been

on

the

authority

JUGLANS

of

ignorance.

CINEREA, iButternut,

White

Walnut."]

This tree, grows to a considerabe size, and is produced
in most parts of the United States, and is generally known.

Medical

Cathartick, tonick,

Properties.

and

stimu

The better mode 'of preparation, is to collect the
lant.
bark in the month of June, at the last runniug of the sap,
when the bark peals, after removing the ross, it should be
boiled in a sufficient quantity of water to extract its virtues;
then strain the liquor through a thick cloth, and boil it
down to the consistency of molasses.
It is an excellent
cathartick in doses from half to a table spoon-full combined
with an equal quantity of the powders of
slippery -elm, and
u table spoon-full of sale molasses, in all
dysenterick cases
costive habits; or in any other case where catharticks are
proper: or it may be reduced to a state of pilling, by additig equal quantities of the powders of slippery-elm, and
mandrake root, and rolled into pills, the : ize of common
peas; tukeu ongoing to bed, in doses from one to four io
very serviceable in dispeptic cases, and in torpidity of the
bowels &c. It often give * relief in cases of the cholera

?verbcs. sick stomach,

or

violent vomiting.
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SAN'GUINARTA

CAISADENSIS, (Llcod Root,
Puccoon.) The root.

Red

Tins phot rises eaily in the spring, about eight inches
high, bearine; round oii ve green leaves, and white blossoms.
The root is about the size of the little finger, of
colour, and exudes a red juice when broken.

a

dark red

Malic:!! Properties.
Cathartick, emetick, tonick, ex
pectorant, diaphoretick and anticeplick. The powdered
root in doses of

one fourth of a tea
spoonful, with an equal
of mandrake root, and one tea spoonful of the
poW'iersof slippery-elm, promotes fluid secretions, checks
the frequency of the pulse, excites action in the glandular
secretions, dissolves phlegm, and promotes its discharge.
A tincture made by filling a bottle half full of the recent
root sliced, and adding an equal quantity of spirits, and ta
ken in tea spoouful doses, several times a day, is very effi
cacious in intermstlents [agues,] jaundice, gonorrhoea and
dispepsia. The expressed juice is very serviceable in re
moving the effects of the bites of venomous reptiles, and
The powdered root sprinkled in foul ulcers,
cures warts.
removes fuugous flesh, and snuffed up the nose, removes
In hall tea spoonful doses, often repeated,
the polypus.
cures the croup or rattles ; combined with three times its
quantity of the powdered root of crane's bill, in doses from
half to three fourths of a tea spoonful, forms an excellent
oough powder, to be taken according to circumstances.

quantity

—

RICINUS COMMUNIS, (Parnea Christa, Castor

Oil)

This plant is cultivated in gardens and fields, and grows
from four to six feet high, with numerous long branches,
bearing a bur containing beans, from which the oil is ex

pressed.
Cathartick mucilaginous and ex
oil
The
gently as a cathartick, in table
operates
hausting.
ol ci the
spoonful doses, but is attended with some exhaust.
as a k < ondary
nervous system ; it can be considered only
and should be used only when other more valuable
Medical properties.

article,
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naedicir.es cannot be obtained ; its principle value is iu dys-*
enterick cases, attended with an obstruction of the duode
num.

OF SUDORIFICKS.

Sudorifictks,
on

the

are

medicines that

exhalents, [pores of the skin,]

tion, promote

an

are

and

increased secretion of

calculated to act
remove contric-

perspirable

matter.

and render it visible.
The important rank this class of
medicines holds in the healing art, will be duly apprecia
ted when it is considered that through these vessels are
removed from the system, worn out and excrementitious

substances which have been rendered deleterious by de
composition, [being according to the best experiments,
about five eighths of all the substances taken into the sys
tem,] which are no longer subservient to the perpetuity of
the system, to give place for new and animating principles,
which after undergoing the same process of assimilation
and decomposition, are in like manner dismissed the ser
vice to go again into the common stock of materials, to be
reconverted into nutrition by vegetable life.

COCHLEARIA

AMORACIA, {Horseradish.}

This plant is cultivated in
es, and is genarally known.

gardens

for

The Root.

culinary

purpos

Medical Properties.'
Sudorifick, diuretick and dif
The recent root scraped fine and infused in
cider,
or vinegar and water, and taken in tea
spoonful doses, and
often repeated, produces a general action through the svstem, particularly on the exhalents. It is particularly serviciable in all cases of torpor of the nervous system,
palsies
dropsies scurvies, catarrhs sciatic and rheumatick pains &c.
In small doses it excites action of the parietes of the stom
ach, and promotes digestion. The recent leaves external
ly applied, removes numbness of limbs, colick, timpany„
&c; applied to the feet relieves pain in the head.

fusible.

(9

ASCLEFIAS

TUBEROSA, [Butterfly root, Pleurisy
root, White root.]

This

bearing

shoots up several stalks about two feet high,
beautiful bright orange red flowers, succeded by

plant

slender

pods, containing seeds ; the roots are white, of a
spungy texture, of a carrot shaped, and frequently
three inches in circumference.
coarse

Medical Properties.
Diaphoretick, antispasmodick,
gently laxative, and expectorant. A strong decoction of
the root drank freely, or the powdered root in tea spoonful
doses, in warm water, and often repeated, removes all febrile
symptoms in the forming stage of fever, and promotes a
healthy action on the exhalants ; it is particularly service
able in all obstructions of the respiratory organs, pleuretic
pains, flatulency, cramps, rheumatick affections, tic. A
strong decoction applied in the form of a wash, removes
pain, reduces swellings, and stays mortification. The re
cent root bruised, or the dry root powdered, and moistened
with saliva vinegar, or a weak solution of alkaline salts, is
an excellent application to gangrenous swellings, and mor
A strong decoction should be
tified sores and cancers.
drank freely in all cases and stages of fever, or any other
disease.

POL YG ALA

SENEGA, [Seneca
Snake Root.]

Snah-e

Root,

Rattle

sends fourth several stalks "about one foot
white
blossoms ; the root is about the sizr
high, bearing
of the little finger, variously bent, bearing the appearance of
similar to the end of the tail of a rattle snake.
This

plant

joints

Diaphoretick, diuretick, expec;
steeped in a close vessel,
and made into a strong infusion, and taken in table spoonful
doses, and repeated every half hour, produces a general ac
Medical

Properties.

torant and stimulant.

The root

the exhalants removes obstructions, and cures the
of a rattle siurke, and gives great relief in pul
bite
croup,
and pro
monary complaints, by increasing the circulation,
of the urine.
also relieves

tion

on

moting expectoration;

suppression

;;0

AMOMUM

ZINGIBER, [Ginger.]

Medical Properties

The Root

Diaphoretick carminative, slightly,

Astringent, nervine and anticeptick. This is a valuable
medicine, and when taken in tea spoonful doses in warm
water, and repeated every half hour proves a valuable dia
phoretick, and is particularly serviceable in all dysenterick
Its effects are more durable,
cases, flatulency colick, &c.
and less iritating than capsicum, being calculated to give a
natural tone to the organs of the system, when combined with
one fourth its
quantity of mandrake root. It is an excel
lent ingredient in the mucilaginous poultices.
In large
quantities steeped in milk often gives great relief in the
gout, when taken in sufficient quantities.

GALENGAL, The Root.
one of the most valuable
spices of the tropical
and bears a strong analogy to the ginger root, but
it possesses more puagency, and its effects are more durable.

This is

climate,

Medical properties.
Diaphoretick, antispasmodick,
Taken in half tea spoonful doses
carminative and nervine.
iu powders and repeated every half hour, excites a general
action on the exhalants, removes -febrile symptoms and
gives tone to the nervous system. It is particularly effica
cious in epileptick and cramp convulsion fits, palsies, spasims, and in all cases of debility.

LAURUS SASSAFRAS,

(Sassafras,
oil.)

and essential

the bark

of the root,

This tree sometimes grows to a considerable size, but
generally not more than twenty or thirty feet high, and is a
production of the Western and Southern States and is
generally known.
Medical properties.
Diaphoretick, diuretick and stimu
lating. A strong infusion of the bark of the root taken free
ly produces a general action, and is very efficacious in agues, rheumatisms, venereal complaints aiid obstructions in
The essential oil has a more happy
the urinary organs.

01

effect in the above cases, and is very serviceable, when ap
plied to foul ulcere, stiff joints, &c: also in epileptick fits,
in doses from four to six drops on loaf sugar.

CAPSICUM ANNUUM,

(Cayenne Pepper.)

The Pod,

Dr. Adair Makitrick was the first that introduced capHe found it to be use
ricum into the practice of Medicine.
ful in Cachexia Africana [a morbid disposition of the sys
Dr. Wright says, that
tem; a fatal disease among slaves.]
in dropsical and some other cases, a minute portion of pow
dered capsicum is an excellent addition, and recommends its
This article has been success
use in lethargic affections.
fully employed in malignant diseases of the tropical cfimat.es.
It is particularly serviceable in cataplasms in tropic
It produces iritation, but rare
al fevers applied to the feet.
ly excites blisters. Dr. Adair gave six or eight grains for a
dose, in pills or alkoholic extracts by digesting half an ounce
Dose two drams
of powdered capsicum in one ptof alkohol.
diluted with water, [Dispensatory.]*
ARCTIUM

Clot
and leaves.

LAPPA, (Burdock,

Bur.)

The roots, seeds

Medical properties.
Diaphoretick, diuretick, and stim
The seeds or root in a strong decoction, taken
ulating.
freely, promotes a general action in the secretory and excre
V
tory vessels, particularly of the cutaneous and urinary.
The
also relieves colick pains and visceral obstructions.
leaves wilted and applied to swellings, disperses theia, ap
plied to the feet, relieves pain in the head. The recent root
combined with

equal parts of

dock root and scoke

bruised and moistened with cream, and placed in
ate heat, for several days, cures the itch.
SALVIA
Medial

and carminative.

Thompson

purpose of

over

has

a

moder

The leaves.

Diaphoretick, stomachic, slight

properties.

ly stimulating,
*Dr.

OFFICINALIS, (Sage.]

leaves, all

A strong infusion of the

patented Cayenne Pepper for the express
the cold, & promoting a free ncispirati'i

powering
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leaves drank freely, promotes a general aetioa, remove*
all de
flatulency, ajds digestion, and is very serviceable in

It is far superiour to
bilitated cases of the nervous system.
the tea plant, for a common drink, with a suitable propor
tion of sugar and milk, and should be drank rather cool, as
all hot drinks are relaxing to the nervous system.

SATUREJA HORTENSIS, (Summer

Savory.)

The herb.

Medical properties.
Diaphoretick, stimulating and cor
A strong infusion of the herb taken freely, gives a
dial.
general action to the perspiring vessels, and is the most stim
ulating of the herbs, cultivated in gardens. It yields an es
sential oil, which is very stimulating, and when applied to
a

carious tooth

on

SANICULA

cotton

or

wool often

removes

MARILANDICA, [Black

pain.

Snake

root,]

Sanicle.
This plant sends up several stalks about a foot high with
dark green leaves. The root is of a dark brown colour of an
aromatick taste.

Medical properties.
Diaphoritick, stimulating cordial
and stomachick.
A strong infusion of this plant drank free
ly, removes constriction on the exhalents, and stimulates all
the glandular secretions.
Few articles claim the prefer
ence over this, as a common
Taken on retiring
remedy.
at night removes all obstructions of the glands of the throat,
hoarseness, and cures the influenza.

LAURUS
This

BENZOIN, [Spice-bush, fever bush.)

or bush grows from
red berries.

shrub,

high, bearing

eight

to twelve

feet

Medical properties.
Sudorifick and gently aromatick.
A strong infusion of the twigs, barks or berries, taken treely, i rioves all febrile symptoms in the first stages ol fevers,
and is a pleasant beverage in all stages of this disease, ami
contributes much to its removal.
The berries are

able, and should be used freely.

>

prefer

S3
0OMFTONIA.

ASPLNIFOLIA, (Sweet fern.)

This bush grows two

or

three feet

with nu.neroufr
It is a production

high,

branches terminating in brown flowers.

principally

The topi,

of the northern and eastern states.

Mrdiml properties
Diaphoretick, nervine, ^lightly as
and tonick.
An infusion of the tops, lea- •>, or
bark, drank freely, produces a general diaphoresis, relieves
dysentery, and strengthens the nervous system; and is par
ticularly serviceable in the St. Vitus' dance and rickets.—
It should be drank for a considerable length of time.

tringent,

OF

TONICKS.

Tonicks are medicines that are calculated to be acted
upon, by the nerves of the stomach, and of imparting to the
a
peculiar stimuli, which gives tone and
parietes of the stomach, excites a secretion of
gastrick juice, and promotes the assimilation of nutri

nervous

system,

action to the

the

which rests the support, and in a measure, the
The important rank, this cla^s
of the system.
of medicines, holds in the restoration of health, will conse
It maybe proper to re
quently be duly acknowledged.
mark, that this class of medicines is used principally as .re
storatives.

tion,

on

perpetuity

ARABIA SPLNOSA, (Hercules all heal, ague bark, swamp

dogwood. )
Tins shrub grows from six to

eight feet high, bearing

resemblance to an apple tree sprout. The bark of the
root is of a light brown colour, thick, and of a very bitter pun
some

gent

taste.

Medical

properties.

The bark of the root possesses to

nick, stimulating and gently diaphoretick qualities.
particularly serviceable, in agues, prdsies, epilepsies,

It is
in

or

any case of torpidity of the nervous system. This valuable
medicine may be given in all cases, where tonicks are ne
cessary, in doses, from one fourth, to half a tea spoonful of

fhe

powdered bark,
El

of the root;

claiming the preference
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over common tonicks, on account ©fits pungent and stimu
The better mode of preparation, howev
lating qualities.
er, is to infuse one ounce of the powders in a quart of spir
its for a few days, to be taken in table spoonful doses, a lit
It will remove all colick pains, in half
tle before meals.
wine glass full doses, and repeated or increased, according

It is efficaciously admin
to the circumstances of the case.
istered for cough in table spoonful doses, of the tincture,
which is the most proper mode of administering. It should
be remarked that doses must be varied according to the age,
constitution, and habits, of the patient, beginning with the
smallest prescribed doses, and repeated or increased as ne
Cures the rheumatism and relieves ven
cessity requires.
ereal pains.

PREN ANTES

SERPENTARIA, (Lion's Foot,
Root, Mill? Weed.) The Root.

Snake

Tins bienneal

plant rises from four to'sixfeet high, set
long foot stalks, with webbed edges. The
root of first year's growth, is about the size of the little
finger, tapering to a point; when broken, exudes a milky
with leaves

or

substance of

a

pure intense bitter taste.

Medical Properties.
Diaphoretick and anticeptick.—
This is one of the best counter poisons, probably belonging
to the- vegetable kingdom, and is particularly serviceable m
all malignant diseases, such as the yellow fever, hydropho
bia, bites of venomous reptiles, stings of insect j, &c. To be

taken in half tea spoonfu' oses of the powdered root, or in
decoction of the recent root bruised, or the milky juice.
In cases of external poison, the same application should be
It may be administered in all cases
made to the parts.
where tonicks and stimulants are necessary. This plant
may be used in families with safety, having due regard to
the quantity, always beginning with the smallest
prescribed
Moses, and to repeat it until the desired object is accom
plished. There are several species of this plant, some of
which grow eight or ten feet high, possessing similar
prop
erties, and are particularly serviceable in all cases of fever,
—

dysentery,

&c.
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MAMTAIN FLAX.

a

The Root

This plant grows on dry barren soils, and the stalk bears
great analogy to flax, hence its name. The root is about

the size of

cing

a

lasting

a

pope st iu, of a light yellow
Seesaii >n in the mouth.

colour, produ

Medical Properties.
Pow< rlully tonick, diaphoretick
and gently anticepe.ek.
The powdered root in do. es from
half to a tea spoonful infused for a few minutes in a teacup
full of hot water, ami taken at intervals of twenty or
thirty minutes, to be increased and repeated according to
the age and circumstances of the patient, removes all febrile
symptoms in any stage of fever, and restores tone to the di
gestive organs. This article claims a high rank in the heal
ing art, and may be used with safety, in all cases of disease,
It is very serviceable in all
and generally with success.
cases of dysentary, dispepsia, and debility of the nervous
This powerful medicine should be used only in
system.
small quantities, and repeated as circumstances require.
GENTIANA OCHROLEUCA,

(Gentian,)

The Root.

This plant sends forth several stalks, two feet high,
bearing pale red or yellow berries on each leaf. The root
is of a light yellow colour, and bitter taste.
Medical properties.
Tonick, gently cathartick, & stim
The bark of the root in half tea spoonful doses in
molasses or warm water, or by infusing an ounce of the pow
ders in a quaitof spirits, and taken in table spoonful doses,
three or four times a day, excite- a secretion of the gastri; k
and
digestion. It is very serviceable iu all.

ulating.

promotes

juice,

of torpor of the nervous system, lethargies, py'-o -*
&e. or in auy other case where tonicks and stimulants arc

eases

necessary.

HYDRASTRIS C WA^iF.VSlS, (Yellow Root,
Golden

The stalk of this

bearing

a

deeply

plant

Seal.)

rises sebout twelve inches

indented leaf with

a

white blossom,

high.,'
sao-

5C

Deeded by a red

berry

our, about the size of

inchesloug,

with

; the root is of
a

pipe

numerous

a

bright yellow

col

stein, md from one to three
small yellovv fibers of a bitter

taste.

Medical

Tonick, slightly astringent, and

Properties.

The root in powders in half tea spoonAil do
ses, excites action of the parietes of the stomach, and pro
In cases of flatulency in the stomach, or
motes digestion.
pressure, arising from indigestion, and taken in half tea
spoonful doses of the powders in molasses, or warm water,
gives immediate relief. It is also, an excellent remedy for
It is a
the thrush or canker in the mouth, foul ulcers, &c.

stimulating.

valuable ingredient instomachick bitters, particularly ser
viceable iu very debilitated cases, combined with peack
kernel.

LIRIODENDRON TULPIFERA, (White Wood,

Tulep

Tree, Poplar.)
This tree grows to a great size, and bears white bell sha
blossoms.
Medical Properties.
Tonick, carminative, stimulating
The bark of the root in powders, or the
and vermifuge.
expanding buds in alkaholic extracts, is very serviceable
in all debilitated cases of the uervous system, fatulency,
ebolick, pains, dispepsia, &c. The powders in tea spoon
ful portions, & often repeated, proves a valuable vermifuge,
It is an excellent ingre
taken in cane molasses or sugar.
dient in tonick bitters, being peculiarly calculated to give

ped

tone to

digestive

organs.

.The root and leaves.

(MULLEN.)
Medieal Properties.
©f this

bienneal

The root of the first

——

year's growth

plant

possesses tonick, diuretiek and
slightly astringent qualities. The bark of the root is pecu
liarly calculated to restore tone to the nervous system, and
digestive organs in all low debilitated cases, where the
more stimulating tonicks would be inadmissible.
It is
very serviceable in the ague, combined with sassafras in
large quantities, taken in a strong decoction, as warm as
::-vn

be

bourn,

a

little before the chill commences.

It is

very efficacious in epileptick fits, consumptions, dropsies',
It should be made a constant drink, and used freely.
&c.
Boiled in milk relieves dysentary and piles, when drank
vin
freely, and applied by injection. The leaves wet with

in their forming sta
egar or water, and applied to swellings
in the breasts of
ges, generally gives relief, particularly
females.

CORNUS FLORIDA, [Box wood,
bark of the root.

Dog wood.]

The

This shrub grows from twenty to forty feet high, bear
white blossoms succeeded by bunches of red berries.

ing

Medical Properties.
The powders in

tick.

employed in

agues,

Tonick, astringent, and anticepspoonful doses, are successfully

tea

dysentaries, &c.

; and in all

cases

where

tonick* and astringents are necessary, by lessening the quan
ap
tity in debilitated cases. A strong decoction externally
and often removes white ^vei
foul
cleanses
ulcers,
plied,
relieves all dys
lings : applied to the bowels by injections,
Charcoal made from the wood, pulver
enteric symptoms.
combined with

an

ized, and taken in table spoonful doses,
of sweet milk, is
equal quantity of sweet oil, and one gill
bark should
The
the
for
an excellent remedy
dysentary.
not be

employed

in febrile

cases.

ALETRIS ALBA, (Unicorn, Fawn tail, Blazing star.)
The Root.

about one foot
The stalk of this evergreen plant, rises
are close to the
leaves
the
high,' bearing a white tassel;
corn
around, of a pale green colour, resembling young
from one
a
of
stem,
size
the
about
is
root
pipe
leaves : the
numerous wiry fibres.
to two inches long, very hard with

-Tonick , diaphoretick diuretick,
Medical Properties.
root taken r.r do~es; from
and stomachic. The powdered
to
a day, restores tone
half to a tea spoonful several times
cohck pains rheu
removes
flatulency
the 'digestive organs,
vessels and piematism ; and gives tone to the secreto.y
of the glands, or what i, c»U-l ^Kin,
rents

obstructions
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cold. It is particularly serviceable in cases of the mumps,
when from exposure, or any other cause, the disease is
translated to the scrotum in men, or the mammae in women:
by taking freely of the powdered root, and applying the
same, moistened who vinegar to the parts, and bathing oc
casionally with a strong decoction, gives immediate relief.
It should be added to the tonick bitters, as one of the most
important ingredients. The flowers dried and powdered
makes a valuable snuff.
ARALIA

NUDICAULIS, [Sarsaparilla,
The Root.

Yellow

Farilla,]

Tins vine grows from six to eight feet in
length, and
winds around any substauce with which it comes in con
tact ; the root is long,
slender, and of a yellow colour.
Medical Properties
Tonick, antiscorbutick and stim
It is an excellent ingredient in stomaehick
bitters,
calculated to strengthen the nervous system, and
promotes
digestion. It is very serviceable in venereal diseases; and
mercurial affections, combined with sassafras and horsera
dish, in a strong decoction, and drank freely. The root
only is used.

ulating.

SCUTELLARIA INTEGRIFOLIA,
Widowhooded Herb.)

(Scull Cap Blue,

The stalk of this plant rises to the
height of three or
four feet, with long branches,
bearing blue blossoms, suc
ceeded by caps.

Medical

Properties.

Tonick, diaphoretick and antisIt is very serviceable ,M
intermittents, and
debilitated cases of the nervous
svst-u, taken in doses
from hall to a tea spoonful of the
powdered leaves io warm
water, and repeated according to the
ease, taken in tea

pasmodick.

spoonful doses, repeated several tunes
drophobic affections. It is a valuable

dav, relieves hy

Ik, and mH> be
all cases where tonicks ire
iee.uh.-d ; particularly
agues, combined with the unicorn and

used
ia

a

ton,

m

prenauiis.
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1'RAZORA

WALTERI, (Columbo.)

The Root.

Tins plant grows from four to six feet high, with numer
short branches, bearing whitish blossoms, succeeded
by
seeds.
The root is large carrot shaped, of a
yellow colour,
and bitter taste.

ous

Medical Properties.
stimulating. The root

Tonick, gently astringent, and
spoonful doses, is anexcellent
tonick, calculated to give tone to the digestive organs,
& strengthen the nervous system ; also, for the cholerfc-morbus, taken in water or wine, to be repeated as necessity
requires.
in tea

COPTIS TRIPOLI A,

[Golden Thread.]

This small plant or vine, is generally found
The root is a yellow thread like substance of

The Root.
moist soil.
pure bitter

on
a

taste.

Medical Properties.
Tonick, slightly astringent, and
The root in powders or decoction is an
stimulating.
It
excellent remedy tor the thrush or canker in the mouth.
is an excellent tonick, promotes digestkm, and relieves

flatulency.
MAGNOLIA ACUMINATA,

[Cucumber tree.]

The

seeds and inner bark.
This tree grows to

a

'of large fruit, bearing

considerable size, and bears
resemblance to

some

a

a

kind

cucumber,

hence itsuame.
Medical
The seeds

Vmpcrtics.

Tonick, and gently cathartick.
infused in water, excites

alhoho'ir extracts,
action of all the secretions, and

or

tism, and promotes digestion.

It may be used in all

in

where tonick and stimulants

removes

are

wanted.

chronic, rheuma
cases
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CERASUS VIRGINIAN A, ( Wild cherry, Black

cherry.)

The bark and gum.

Medical properties.
Tonick, astringent, and anticepThe bark of the root claims the preference; and is
tick.
an excellent
remedy, for the ague, and all debilitated cases,
A
of the nervous system, and suppression of the menses.
strong decoction of the Dark forms a good wash tor foul ul
cers, cancers, &c.
SALIX

&>

ERIOCEPHALA; (Puss willow,

Rose

willotv.)

This shrub or bush grows from three to five feet high, of
reddish colour, bearing buds, and has a pure bitter taste.

Medical Properties.
Tonick astringent, anticpetick.
A strong decoction of the bark in milk, relieves all dysen
terick symptoms, in water, is an excellent remedy for ulce
rous sore throats, agues, &c. A strong decoction applied ex
ternally isavaluable anticeptick inall gangrenes, mortified
sores, foul ulcers and cancers: also an excellent ingredient
in stomaehick bitters.
—

(PEACH TREE,)

The

bark,

Kernels and Gum.

Medical properties.
Tonick, gently stimulating and
slightly astringent. The bark of the young sprouts, or the
kernels from the stone, are remarkably calculated to restore
tone to the digestive organs in all debilitated cases, where
would be improper.
more stimulating tonicks
The gum
that exudes from the tree, is anexcellent mucilage, and
may be used in all

indicated and is
possesses

equal

an

where this class of medicines are
excellent substitute for gum arabic, as it

cases

if not

superior properties.

(BLACK ROOT.)

The Root.

This plant gnyws about three feet high, set with four
leaves at each joint. The root is about the size of a
large
pipe stem, of a dark shade, and very bitter taste.

Medical

Properties.'-—Tonjck^ cathartick,

and

gently

,

SI

Vieforifick.

The root in powders or decoction
potions, often repeated, is a valuable cathartick
phoretick, and gives action to all the organs.

in small
and dia

The root.

HASTATA, (Culver's Physic.)

This plant rises from two to three feet hiuh, vyith whorls
of leaves, five or six inches apart, growing around the stalk,
which terminates in tassels of white flowers ; the root is
about tiie size of a pipe stem, of a dark brown colour, and
bitter taste.
•

Medical Properties.
Tonick, cathartick, sudorifick,
An infusion of the whoie plant,
and gently stimulating.
taken in small doses, and often repeated, proves a sudori
fick and cathartick, and gives tone to the digestive organs.
The bark of the root is preferable, and w lien ust d in
doses from half to a tea spoonful in powders, giv s a gener
al action to all the organs of the system, & rauv be taken in
cartharticks and sudcany case of disease where tonicks,
lificks are wanted.

OF DIURETICKS.
Diureticks

are

medicines that

act

on the
secretion ot urine.

particularly

urinary organs, and promote an increased
The importance of this class of medicii.es iu the healing
when it is considered that
art, will be duly acknowledged,
that are entirely
through these organs are removed, fluids
excrementitious, and no longer subservient to the perpetu

ity of

the system.

(TURPENTINE ROOT.)

The root.

This plant rises six or eight feet high, bearing numerous,
about the
white blossoms; the root is a mat. of white iiures,
an aromatic
sing
needle,
common
a
of
posse,
knitting
-»ize
to turpentine,
balsamic taste, bearing a little resemblance
from which it derives its name.
stim

Powerful diuretick, gently
Medical Properties.
or decocand
diaphoretick. The root in powders
ulating,
F

of the urine, arid
This article is perfectly
promotes
safe, and may be used with safety in cases of obstructions
of the urinary organs, arising either from the application
of blisters, gravel, kc.

freely,

tion drank

removes

suppression

general perspiration.

a

EUPATORIUM

PURFUREUM,(Qwecno/^emec<fcu:.)

The stalk of this plant rises from four to six feet high,
with five leaves at each joint, and bears purple blossoms.
The root is of a dark Brown colour, and fibrous, possessing
a

pleasant

te.de.

Medical

Diuretick, gently stimulating,
Pwperties.
diaphoretick. The root in decoction, or powders, in
warm water and drank frteJy, removes a
suppression oi the
urine, and is serviceable in rheumatisms^diopsie. gout, kc.
and

,

GNAPHALIUM

AMERICANUM, (Life evetlasilng,
old Jtld balsam.)

This plant grows about two feet high, bearing small
leaves, and white blossoms of a peculiar fragrant smell.

Medical

Properties.

Diuretick and

strong infusion drank freely, excites

stimulating. A
of the urinary

action

organs, and of the exhalents, and is seniceable in the grav
el, fiuor-albus, &. in all debilitated cfisesof the neivous sys
tem, aud consumptions. A bed made of the blossoms is
The
very efficacious for debilitated patients to sleep upon.
herb yields by distillation, an extract remarkably effica
cious in consumptions.

JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS,

(Juniper,

the berries and

essential oil. )

This ever green shrub, grows on banks of creeks, from
eight to twelve feet high, bearing a berry about the size of
a
large pea, of a pleasant spicy taste.
Medical Properties.
Diuretick, carminative, diaphor<-tick, and gently stimulating. A strong infusion of the

.

Gd
seeds taken

freely,

removes

suppression of the urine,

.'i.

j

The essential oil in do
! "iiey,and promotes perspiration.
se1? of six or eight drops on loaf sugar, or dissolved in alko
hol, has a similar effect. The berries inftw ! in alkohol,
makes a very plea<ant stimulant, and may be resorted to
with safety.
Ru-dics, high milk-weed, dwarf elder, are
good diureticks, and may be used with perfect safety.

OF ASTRINGENTS.

-

Astringents are medicines, that are supposed to act >n
the living iibios and bring the parts into more immediate
It is ho.vever, extremdy doubtful whether any
conticl.
article can act on the living principle, and produce con
striction or solidif.oat:on, as in the process of tanning.
But it is equally certain, that medicines called astringents
restrain hemorrhages, ('deeding,) and excessive alviie- dis
—

It would, I think, be more proper to ascribe
&c.
dischar
the effect these medicines have in checking the,
influence on the nervous
ges to their tonick and stimulating
The well
system, which produces a general circulation.
known effect that diffusible etimo ;i have on the system in
checking hemorrhages are in consequence of removing

charges,

■

constriction, promoting

lessening

the pressure

a

general circulation,

on

and

thereby

tlui parts.

GERANIUM MACULATUM, (Crane's bill, upland
evens root, jhtxworl.)

plant rises tenor twelve inches big!:,
with a small spike
blossoms,
bearing light purple
resemblance to a crane'ing from its centre, which has some
The root hi about the size d a pipe
bill hence its name.
of a dark brown colour, and
two or three inches
The stalk of this

^itrud-

long,

stem,
of

a

pure astringent

Medical

teste.

Properties.

Astringent, gently toeick, and

r-.-nt
The root of this phut in powders, or d.e
ffuxos
root bruised and boiled in milk, sievs hemorrhages,
third oi
and the cholera morbus, &c ; combined with one
no-.nfuic.oits qua ltd v of blood root and taken in half tee.
cures the thrush or
a< n-ccsritv

styptick.

ies

and

repeated

requires,
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relieves coughs, venereal complaints, and is ve^y
serviceable in all debilitated cases of the nervous systerb.
A strong decoction applied by injection, is very servicea
ble, in cases of the gleet gnorrhcea, dysentery and piles.

eanker,

(WINTER BRAKE.)
This

ever

height of

ten

The root.

green plant puts forth several stalks, to the
twelve inches, and is generally known.

or

Medical' Properties.
Powerfully astringent, & styptiek.
The powders in tea spoonful doies, in a tea-cup of warm
water, sweetened with sale molasses, is an excellent reme
dy for the dysentery. The powders moistened, or the
green plant bruised and applied to a bleeding orifice, con
tracts the parts and stays the discharge.

QUERCUS ALBA, ( White oak.)

The inner bark.

Medical Properties.
Astringent, tonick, and anticeptick. The inner bark boiled in milk or water, in small
and often repeated, relieves all dysenteric symptoms,
and is very serviceable in agues. A strong decoction makes
an excellent wash for foul ulcers, sprains, relaxed and de
cayed limbs, and applied to the surface of the body
strengthens the nervous system. The yellow oak possesses
similar properties, and is preferable in the ague and dys

doses,

entery.
ABIES CANADENSIS,

(Hemlock, Spruce.)

The

bark,

tops and oil.

Ik

This evergreen tree grows to a considerable size, and
on banks of creeks, and mountainous parts of the
United States.

is found

Medic!

Properties.

Astringent, diaphoretick,

and

A strong decoction of the boughs taken freely,
promotes a general action on the exhalents, and is a good
remedy in fevers, rheumatisms, dysenteries, after pains,
The essential oil
obstructions of the glands, coughs, &c.
kas a rimihr effect, taken in doses from six to twelve drop*

stimulating.

Ghj
loaf sugar, or dissolved in alcohol.
The oil is a power
ful stimulant, and is remarkably good in all weak debili
tated cases of the nervous system, raises the pulse, and in
creases the circulation.
on

ALLSPICE.
This

is used

spice

is

a

principally

production
as a

of the

tropical climates, and

condiment.

Mcdi'-a! Properties.
—Gently astringent, nervine, and
diaphoretick qualities. The allspice in pow bred doses,
from half to a t" spoonful, bos the most happy" effects in
—

a

alvine discharges, and debilitated cases of the
nervous system, and to allay its increased excitement ; the
quantity to be lessened, incn ased, or repeated according to
In very weak and low nervous cases, one
circumstances.
fourth of a tea spoonful is quite sufficient, and not very of
If a stricture, accompanied w ith a* sensation
ten repeated.
of heat follows the use of this or any other medicines, the.
diffusible stimuli should be resorted too such as horserad-'
This article claims the preference
ish root, sassafras, &c.
over common astringents on account of its nervine qualities,
which are equal if not superior to the valerian, and is pe
calculated to give a natural tone to all the organs of

all

excessive

culiar}'

the system.

(BLACK HAW.)

The bark of ih

^

root.

Tins shrub grows from twenty to thirty feet high, hear
a white blossoms succeeded by black berrie> of a very

ing

pleasant

taste.

Astring; nt and tonick. The bark
Properties.
of the root in doses from one fourth to half a tea spoonful
in warm water sweetened with sale molas.y.s, is very ser
viceable in all cases of a relaxation of the system, particu
Two ounces of the pow
larly of the alimentary canal.
ders infiisrdin a quart of spirits, and t hen in table spoon
Medical

ful doses, is an excellent remedy for infermhtsnts, jaundice,
and in all cases where astringents and tonicks are neces
It should be used only in small quantities, and re*
sary.
pcated as necessi:\ demands.
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POLYGONUM BISTORT A,

weed.]

[Great Bistort,

Snake

The root.

This plant grows two or thee feet high, with long inden
ted leaves, and bears light purple blossoms. The root is
about the thickness of the little finger, of a dark brown
colour on the outside, redish shade within, and is bent vermicularly, of a rough astringent taste.

Medical Properties.
Powerfully astringent, tonick,
styptick and slightly autieoptick. The root in powders,
in tea spoonful doses, and repeated as necessity requiresr
stays hemorrhages, and removes dysenteric symptoms; and
applied to wounded blood vessels, acts as powerful styptick,
Jt may be employed with safety in all hemorrhages either
internal

or

external.

OF NERVINES.
Nervines are medicines possessing a peculiar stimulus,
which, when acted upon by the absorbents, are calculated
to give toue, and allays an increased excitement of the ner
vous

system.

VALERIANA SYLVESTRIS, f V,ud

Slipper, Umbil.]

Valerian, Lady

The root.

Of thisgenusof plants, there are several species possess
similar qualities.
They are designated, principally by
the colour of the blossoms which are yellow, white, and
red or blue.
The yellow grows from one to two feet high,
with long ribbed leaves, bearing yellow blossoms of an ovei
form about the rize of a patridge egg.
The ir.r.t like fibrous
roots, are of a yellow brown colour, of an aromatick bitter
taste; this species grows in swamps. The white generally
grows on dry land, bearing a white blossom, and is very sim
ilar to the yellow in other particulars, but is stronger.
The
bh:e"br red shoots up a naked stem six or eight inches high,
bearing a bluish red blossom, about the shape and size of
doe former.
Two leaves rise from the root about six inches

ing

righ receding

from the stalk.
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Medical

Nervine, tonick, and antispasProperties.
The root in powders, in potions from half to
a tea spoonful in warm water, is veiy serviceable in all ca
of an increased excitement of the nervous system,
ses

modick.

spasm, cramps, hysterical affections, f en' umptions, epilep
tic fits, and in all debilitated cases of the system.
The
better mode of preparation, is to infuse three ounces of the
powders in one quart of spirits, to be administered in table.
spoonful doses, and repeated or increased according to cir
Water does not fully extract its virtues.
cumstances.

LACTUCA

ELONGATA, [Wild Lettuce.]

The root.

Tins plant grows about s'x inches high, bearing a thick
roundi-di leaf of a strong smell, containing a milky juice,
which exudes when broken.
Medical

Properties.

laxa

Nervine, diuretick, gently

An extract made by infusing the
bruised herb in twice its quantity of spirits, to be taken in
half tea spoonful doses, increased or repeated as necessity
requires, is very serviceable in all dropsical habits, obstruc
tions in the alimentary canal irritation of the nervous sys
tem", dysenteries, colick pains, and coughs. This is en ex
and promotes sleep, and maybe used in
cellent

tive, and diaphoretick.

anodyne,

watery extracts, ortbe expressed juice, with safety and gen
eral

success.

GENTIANA SAPONARIA,

Root.]

[So peirort,

Indian Snake

The root.

»

an ever green plant, growing ten or twelve inch
hich, with deep indented leaves, set on long foot stalks,
roots are
bearing a resemblance to brake b-iues. The
white and fibrous, of a pleasant arun>at;ck bitter taste.

Tins is

es

—

When

agitated

in soft water

prdduc.es

a

suds like soap.

Nervine, tonick, and gently dia
Properties.
The powdered root in tea spoonful doses, in
phoretick.
as circum

Medical

warm

water,

repeated, increased, or dinimisJied,

to indicate, allays irritation of the stomach,
chcie;r.
checks vomiting in the most deviate cases of the
stances

seem

G8
or sick stomach, [a disease peculiar to the wes
in all
pr-rt of this ^ate.] It also, is very serviceable
debilitated ca ,"s of the nervous system; obstructions on the
exhalents, and for tire bite of venomous reptiles, when ta
ken freely, and a strong decoction applied to the parts ef

morbus
tern

fected.
This is a valuable
with safety in families.

medicine,

ROSEMALINAS, (Rosemary.)

The

and may

be used

herb", flower,

and

essential oil.
This shrub is

possesses

a

Medical

a

fragrant

production
smell and

Properties.

of the
a

tropical

pungent bitter

climates and
taste.

Nervine, gently tonick and stim

An infusion of the herb, or flowers, drank freely,
or the oil, [which is
preferable] in doses of six or eight
drops on loaf sugar, allays an irritation of the nerves of the
stomach, and is very efficacious in hysterical affections, de
bility of the* nervous system, epileptic fits, spasms, &c., be
ing particularly calculated to produce a general action.

ulating.

HUMULUS LUPULUS,

(Hop.)

The flowers.

Medical Properties.
Nervine, tonick, anticeptick, gen
tly astringent, and anodyne. The better mode of prepanP
tion is to press a bcttle half full of the recent flower, then
Taken in potions from half
fill the bottle with good spirits.
to a table spoonful and repeated, as necessity requires, al
lays irritation, of the'nervous system, checks the fiequency
of the pulse, strengthens the muscular power, excites action
of the parietes, of the stomach, promotes digestion, and pro
A hop pillow placed under the pethnt's head,
cures sleep.
has produced slepp when other means have failed.
The

powders sounded

"strong

up the

nose

relieves tin' head ache.

decoction

A

applied to grae.grenous swellings, painfull
ulcer;?, cancers, &c, gives almost imme date relief. It Iras
sometimes been successfully employed in eases of the grav
It is particularly ser
el, or the suppression of the urine.
viceable in beer as id prevents the acetous ferment dk-n.
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OF CARMINATIVES.

on

Carminatives are medicines calculated, when a^fed up
by the stomach and bowels, to imp rt to those languid

organs
them to

a

proper degree of stimulus, which will enable
their natural functions & remove wind and

perform
flatulency.
ACORUS

CALAMUS, (Sweet flag.)

The Root.

This plant grows to the height of three or four feet.
The root is of considerable size, of a light colour, and pos
sesses an aromatick pleasant taste.

—

Medical Properties
Carminative, antispasmodick, and
Taken in doses from half, to a table
gently stimulating.
spoonfull of the powdered root, in warm water, gives im
mediate relief in cases of flatulency in the stomach and bovr-

ols,

spasms, &c, and promotes action

MENTHA PIPERITA,

on

(Peppermint.)

the exhalents.
The herb and

es

sential oil
This plant is cultivated in fields and
and is generally known.

gardens

for distilla

tion,

Carminative, antispasmodick, and
Taken in do^ s from two to six drops of the
oil on loaf sugar, and rep ated, removes flatulency from the
An infn.MO.i of the dry herb, in hot
stomach, and bowels.
a close vessel has a similar effect.
in
water, steeped
Medical

Properties.

stimulating.

MENTHA

VIRIDIS, (Spearmint.)

The herb and

essen

tial oil.
Carminative, nervine, and stomMedical Properties.
This medicine is similar to peppermint, but more
achick.
seioceable in debilitated cases. Fennel, caraway, annis, &
or
angelica seed and root are good carminatives in powders
are ail good carmi
csse-it.al oil
galengal,
Ginger, pepper,
natives, and .ii.iy betaken with safety in *:uM quantities,

arid

repeated

as

the

ci>e

demands.

*G
OF ANTISPASMODICS.
are medicines, when acted upon,
by
parietes of the stomach, remove. constriction and give
tone, and general circulation, to the nervous fluid and there
by relax spasms, and allay pain.

Antispasmodics^

the

SFMPLOCARPUS FCETIDA, .(Skunk

Cabbage.)

The

Root.
This article claims the first rank among the bulbous roots.
The stalk is from three to four feet high, hearing targe leaves
of a strong nau-c ous smell.
The root is bulbous, rough, of
a dark
biown, with numerous fibres, running deep into the

ground.
Mndicl Properties.
Antispasmodick, expect orant^
carminative and stimulating.
The root in powders, i n doses
from half a tea spoon to half a table spoonful in warm wa
ter, is particularly serviceable in spasms hysterical affec
tions, asthma, griping pains in the bowels, &c. A tea made
of the root, excites a general action, and helps diges
tion.
This valuable medicine may be used in families with
safety: The roots ami seeds are the only parts used. It is
aho used successfully in all consumptive cases, catarrhs, &c.

AMBROSIA ELATIOR,

(Rag weed,

Roman

worm

wood.)

The herb.
This

plant

numerous

blossoms,

grows from three to four feet

high,

and has

branches, with jagged dark green leaves, white
of an intense bitter taste.

Medical Properties.
Antispasmodick, tonick. and su
dorifick.
The herb taken in decoctiou, removes constric
tion, allays pain, and irritation of the stonaeh, and excites
a powerful action -on the exhalents.
Its anodyne qualities,
render it remarkably calculated to relieve after pains, hvsterical affections ami obstructions of the system in genera!.
It is very efficacious in ,di cases of the fever, peculiarly cal
culated to remove all febrile symptoms, especially in its for

ming stages.

"<1
C ARTH AMUS
Medical

Antispasmodick, anodyne, and
freely,
e.l 'avs pains an I excites n general action on

Properties.
A

stimulating.
removes

Ths flowers

TINCTORIOUS, ( Saf o:>.)

trong infusion of the flowery drank

.

spas;n>,

Ir

the exnahm's.

is

very serviceable

in

all

of

cases

nervous

hysterical affections, obstruction of the menses, kc. It
remarkably excites action on toe exhalents, in cases of what
is erroneously calh .1 striking in of eruptions on the surface
which is nothing uore tnan a torpidity of the exhalents ari
sing from a lack of stimuli. In this exhausted state of the

and

exhalents, the acrimonious iluids

blood,

as

they

are

deposited

The root

(Garlick.)
Medical
iek.

expresed juice

tions, paroxvsm-i

standing,

of the

or

clove.

relieves spasms,

asthma, particularly

d'uretah'ec--

hysterica;
iu

cases ot

long

whooping cough.

also in the

(Rue.)

seeu-t-vl from the

Antispasmodick, gently

Properties.

The

not

are

the surface.

ou

The

herb,

or

expressed juice.

of the green Iurb in doses from one
i'ul
in
molasses mucillage or milk, give*
spoon
affections of the lungs, also in
great relief in all sp..s.uod;ok
In addition to the foregoing list,
hysterical affections, &e.
whole mustard seed, to be t. ken in ta
may be e.nouerated,
as an excellent antispasmodic!-., end .has

The

expressed juice

to three tea

ble spionful doses,
nis, gouty adections,
the most happy effects in removing s<
Either in do.-eo from twenty drops, to
and Costive habds.
an excellent
antispasmod
a tea spoonful, in cold water, is
Y«! rian Jn tea spoon full doses of the powdered root,
ick.
loaf sugar,
oil of rosemary, in do^s, from six to ten drops on
with
nsed
be
and
safety,
may
are all

good antispasmodicks,

in all

cases

of cranps, spasms,

ice.

OF EXPECTORANTS.
ExrrcTolUNTs
to act

on

the

are

-viscera

mucu=, called

r-icdiciues tfi^t have been

of th-

eiiest and

expectoration, or spitting.

n^jv-cd

di,'. barge ot
But the doctr.iK,

promote

a
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which has been

generally propagated, that a quantity of mu-

constantly accumulating in the lungs, bioncliiea, or
The mat
trachea, under disease, is without foundation.
ter discharged by cougbing, is secreted by the mucus mem
brane that lines the back part of the mouth, called the pha
rynx, whose office appears to be, to remove from the blood,
excrementitious fluids, that have been retained in conse
quence of a torpidity of the exhalents, the natural medium,
through which they were designed to pass.
It appears contrary to the general law of nature to produce
a secretion that would be calculated to destroy the system.
*us

is

That the system would sustain an injury by a deposition of
avicid mucus substance, within the trachea, requires no oth
er evidence than the well known effect
produced on the
system, when the smallest quantity of any substance, how
ever
liquid, finds its way into the trachea or windpipe.—
"Let this suffice."

[COWFOOT.]

The Root.

This plant grows about eight inches high, several stalks
from the same root, bearing round light olive green leaves
about the size of colts foot leaves.
The root consists of
numerous dark coloured fibers of a
pleasant taste, acting
powerfully on the fauces. The root in powdered potions
of one fourth of a tea spoonful in water is one of the most
powerful expectorants probably in the vegetable kingdom.
It may be used in all cases where expectorants are proper,
with safety, and generally with success.

ARUM

TRIPHILLUM, [Indian Turnip, Wake
The Root-

Medical

Properties

robin..1J

Expectorant, stimulating, and
The recent root made into a conserve
with loaf sugar in the proportion of one part of the
turnip
to three of sugar ; taken in tea spoonful doses, excites ac
the
mucus
of
tion
membrane of the pharynx, and causes
It is very
a discharge of mucus.
successfully employed in
the whooping cough, catarrh, asthma, &c. The recent
root bruised and boiled in milk, is very serviceable in congently diaphoretick.
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The dried root

i?umptions.

efficacious, to be
molu.-ises, or water.
MARRUBIUM
This
merous

grated has a similar effect, bt.i
spoonful doses, in honey,

used in tea

less

VULGARE, [Hoarhound.]

The herb.

plant grows from one to two feet high, with nu
branches, bearing pale green leaves, and white blos

soms, possessing

a

very bitter taste.

Properties.
Expectorant, tonick, anodyne, and
The expressed juice, taken in doses from a ta
ble spoonful to half a wine glass in the morning, removes
hoarseness, excites expectoration, promotes digestion,
strengthens the nervous system, and relieves coughs, ca-i
tarrhs, &c. The dry herb infuse;! in water, or steeped in
milk, has a similar effect. To this class may be added sev
eral others, that are ranked under difieivni heads, which
also possess expectorant qualities; few of which will be en
Blcod root in pow
umerated as claiming the preference.
ders, combined with three times its quantity of crane's bill,
and taken in half tea spoonful doses, and repeated, is an ex
cellent expectorant. Elecampane in half tea spoonful do
Medical

diuretick.

ses

of the

powdered

tea

root, is

Angelica

taken in honey.

spoonful doses,

a

very useful expectorant, to be
is

a

good expectorant in half
honey; or the essential

combined with

eight drops on loaf sugar. A strong
applied by injection, removes colick,
spasms, paroxisms of the asthma, &c. Hys

oil in doses of six or
infusion of angelica,

pains,
sop

in

cramps,

infusion,

from six

to

or

essential oils, is a valuable expectorant:
the oil, is a sufficient dose.

eight drops of

OF MUCILAGES.
Mucilages are medicines calculated toobtund acrimo
and impart a de
ny, soothe and sheathe irritable nerves,
t:ie stomach ^ni bow
gree of nutrition to tie,system, when
els are not susceptible of acting upou oy mer. :n.dable sub

stances; they

administration,

houid
more

a

therefore, accompany almost every
in fevers, dysenteries, &c

particularly

#

*4

ULMUS FULVA,

[Slippery elm, Redelm.]

The inner bark

Medical Properties.
Mucdaginous, slightly astringent,
and anticeptick. The inner bark in powders, inter, tj oonful potions, in cold water, makes an excellent mucdage in

fevers, dysenteries, catarrhs, coughs, &c; also, fo be
to the bowels by injection, and often repeated.

plied

constitutes
ginger and

an

excellent

anticeptick

ap
It

when combiner; with

charcoal, and moistened with vinegar, and pplied externally to gaugitnous swellings, mortified sores,
cancers, &c.

in almost every disease

It should be used

and stage.

CONSOLIDA, [Comfrey.]

The root.

This plant grows two or three feet high, with long leaves,
bearing pale blue blossoms. The roots are blacl on the
outside, and white within, of a mild mucilaginous taste.
Medical Properties."
Mucilaginous and anticeptick.—
The recent root bruised in cold water, dorms an excel
lent mucilage in dysenteries, but preferable boiled in milk.
Itis particularly serviceable in casts of the f-uor albus, gleet,
gravel, &c. In the form of a poultice, it is an exr t llent
application for paintul swellings, and sores, particularly
where the joint is effected and attended with a discharge
It is an excellent ingredi
©f the synovia, [joint water.]
ent in the shielding plasters, and cordials.

HIBISCUS PALUSTRIS,

[March' Mallows,

Marsh

Mallows.]
Medical Properties.'Mucilaginous, diuretick, and ex
pectorant. The root boiled in milk or water is a very val
uable mucilage in dysenteries, fevers, obstruction of the
urinary organs, asthma, &c. The low mallows possesses
similar properties, and may be used as a substitute. It is
a very efficacious remedy in
consumptions, gouty affections,
and scoftula. Girm Arabick, is a good n ucilage: peach tree
gum, and black cherry tree gum, are rd.o good mucilages,
probably quite equal to gum arabick, they also pos^ ss gent
ly diuretick qualities, and may be used freely in alldjseajs;-

•

7»
cs

when mucilages

required.

are

bark of the root of the sprouts is
serviceable in
any inflamed and irritable

particularly
or

Basswood, [lin,]

the

good mucilage, and is
poultice, applied to burns, scalds,
a

sore.

OF ANTIC EPTICKS.

Anticepticks

are medicines calculated to retard decora.*
and prevent mortification; which is the conse
quence of a lack of a nutritious stimuli to supply the waste
of the parts.
This deficiency arises either from an increas
ed exhaustion, owing to an augmentation of heat and irri
tation, as in cases of gangrenous inflamation; or to a com
pression on the conducting vessels, as in cases of tight ban
dages, &c.: or from a general want, or deficiency in the great
6tore-house, the blood; as in cases of mortification on the exkemeties of old people.

position,

MYRRH A,

[Myrrh.]

A gum resin.

Medical Properties.
Anticeptick, tonick and stimula
ting. The tincture of rm frh has long been used, and high
ly extolled for external applications in mortified sores, cari
ous bones, attended with pain, and i.i all cases where anti«
pticks and stimulants are necessary. It may be taken
into the stomach, iu doses from half to a tea spoonful of the
powders in molasses, in cases of debility, or when stimu
—■ —

lants

are

wanted.

[NETTLES,]

The herb.

Tins plant is produced in roost parts of the United
and is well known by the itching sensation that is
ced, when it comes in contact with the skin.

States,

produ

Medical Properties.
Anticeptick and stimulating. The
bruised herb, or a strong decoction, applied to gano venous
—

and mortided parts, relieves pain and stays decomposition.
A strong decoction taken freelv, excites a general action in
The expressed juice taken in doses
the circulating r'luids.
of two or three table spoonfuls once or twice a day, cures
nittiri£of blood. A strong decoction drank freely has a
v
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similar effect. It also dissolves coagulated blood in ri.«
stomach. Alkalies and common salt, are good anticeptick'Sj
Common salt in
both externally and internally applied.
table spoonful doses, is an excellent medicine to stop bleed
ing at the lungs. It should be given in a dry state, and re
peated once in thirty minutes until relief is obtained; uater
It is also,
should not be drank immediately after the salt.
an excellent medicine in table spoonful doses, to give tone
Tothe listof anticepte ks here
to the stomach and bowels.
enumerated, may be added several others, possessing antioeptick qualities, which have been classed under different
heads, such as mandrake root, butterfly root, mustard seed,
box wood bark, which are all good anticepticks, and may be
used freely.

OF

Vermifuges,
troy

OR VERMIFUGES.

ANTHALMINTICKS,

worms

are

medicines that

are

calculated

in the human stomach and bowels ;

to

des

although

many more diseases are attributed to worms than facts
would warrant; yet that they do some times exist iu exces*
in the system, is certain; it will be proper to class those
substances under this head, that are the most efficacious
and safe in removing them from the system.

ANTHELMINTICUM, (

Oak

of Jerusalem.)

This plant is cultivated in gardens, and is generally
known.
Medical Properties.
Anthalmintick, emmenagogue,
and stimulating.
This plant in powders or decoction, and
expressed juice, cures worms; to be taken in teaspoonful
doses iu molasses, and often repeated.
It is also given with
success in all obstructions of the bowels.

PRINOS VERTICILATUS,

[Black Alder.]

Winter bark.

This shrub grows six

or
eight feet high, bearing red ber
continue until frost comes; the bark is inter
with small white spots, and when
chewed, the

ries, which

spersed
tle

assumes a

yellow

spit

appearance.
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Medical Properties.
Anthalminfick, tonick and anrieep-The powd -re 1 bark in doses from half to a teaspoontick.
ful in ;n >!.is,es, is a valuable vermifuge.
A decoction ot
It also allays pain
expr -s-e 1 juice, ha-i a similar effect.
and irritation of the stomach, and promotes dige-tion.
A
strong decoction of the bark externally applied, is anexcel
lent anticeptick, and resists putrefaction and relieves pain.
—

POPULUS

TREMULA, [.i7.ee/, shaking
poplar.]

asp, white

Tins tree grows generally from twenty to forty feet high,
The tops of the smaller
but some times to a large size.
growth are white and suioothe, of a very bitter taste.

Medical Properties.
Vermifuge, tonick, and slightly
stimulating. The inner bark in fine powders, taken iu tea
spoonful doses, combined with molasses, and often repeat
ed, proves an efficacious vermifuge. It is also, a good ton
ick, but rather haish on weak stomachs, and is far inferior
The greeu bark of the a'jpen simmer
ed in lard to a crisp, strained, and the oil applied to swel
lings in their forming stage, removes them, particularly in
the breasts of females. This application should not be
neglected on the first appearance of am obstructions in the
glands of the breast. The green part of the bark is to be
prcfered in making this ointment, and should be made as
r-trong as possible; burning destroys its eidcacy.
to the while wood.

CASSIA MARILANDICA,
This

plant

rises three

branches, bearing

pods containing
Medical

or

[American senna.']

The herb.

four feet high, with numerous
succeeded by long flat

yellow blossoms,

seeds.

Properties.

Vermifuge, cathartick, and gently

stimulating. The herb in powdr is ordeeo Im 1, is a valua
ble vermifuge and cathartick, when t.n.eu freely. A strong
decoction forms an excellent lavement to :ao> e the bowels.
In addition to this enumerated lis', may be added a fewothers that have been classed under didhreut heads, to
The foibwinc arc
which they more particularly belong.
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Mandrake root 1:1 powders
the. most safe and efficacious.
from half to a tea spoonful in molasses, and repeated as ner
cessity requires. The powder of milk-weed, in similar
doses, rs oiten a successful vermifuge, common salt in tea
or tabic
spoonful doses, and repeated as circumstances re
quire; sugar, lime water, are all good, and often prove effi
cacious, and may be resorted to with safety.
->

OF EMMENAGOGUES.
E.mmenagogues

medicines, that, when acted upon
the female system, are calculated to
a certain
stimulating principle which
promotes a secretion of the menses, and causes its dis
charge. That medicines when received into the circula
are

by the absorbents of
impart to the uterus
tion,

act

more

powerfully

on

particular

organs, require no
the well known tact of the
diuretick effects of jumper, the nervine of rosemary, &c.
But it may be proper to remark that the most valuable cmmenagogues are strong stimulants, and act powerfully on
the nervous system, and are often attended with some ex
It is, however, equally certain, that in all cases
haustion.
of a suppression ot the menstrai discharge ; this class of
medicines, judiciously administered, have the most happy
effects on trie female constitution, by regulating one of its
most important evacuations.

further proof than

a

reference

to

(Cuckold, Spanish needles.)

The herb and seeds.

grows from three to five feet high, with nu.branches bearing yellowish brown flowers ; the
seeds are black, forked, and are apt to attach themselves to
clothes that come in contact.

This

plant

merous

Medical Properties.
Emmenagogue, diaphoretick and
A strong decoction ot the herb drank free
ly removes all obstructions of the system, particularly of
It is, aho, very
the menses, and suppression of the urine.
serviceable in all cutaneous diseases, when taken freely
The bruised seed tteepfor a considerable length of time.
ed,"&a strong inluiion drank freely on going to bed, cures
the influenza, removes hoarseness, and all obstructions of

antiscorbutick.
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of the throat. The young plant dried in the shade
furnishes an excellent beverage, and should be sub
stituted for foreign teas, and custom will render it equally

the
or

glands

kiln,

pleasant.
CIMICIFUGA SERPENTARIA,

weed,
Tins plant rises five
branches terminating in

sqaw iceed.
or

(Black cohosh, Rattle
J

six feet

high, div;ding

into

long tassels of white flowers, suc
dire root is
ceeded by brown shells containing seeds.
black and fibrous, of a mild and pleasant taste.
Medical Properties.
stimulating and anodyne.

from

one

fourth
of

eepial quantity
in

warm

ick

vater,

Emmenagogue, diaphoretick,
powders, in doses
to half a tea spoonful, combined with an
mandrake root, and repeated once an hour

removes

The root iu

all female

obstructions, rheumat-

pains, gouty affections, colick, flatulency, &.C., and gives

This val
tone to all the secretory and excretory vessels.
uable medicine claims a high rank in the healing art, but
should be used only in small quantities, as well as other
powerful medicines. It should be used only to remove ob
structions ot the system.
\

JUNTPERUS SABINA,

[Savin.]

The

boughs

and

essential oil.
This ever green shrub is
grows in the northern states,
of creeks.

a

on

species
barren

of the juniper, and
soils, and 011 banks

Medical Properties.
Emmenagogue, diaphoretick, ver
mifuge and stunulaut. An infusion of the leaves taken
freely, proves a valuable emmenagogue, and is also effica
cious in removing catarrhs, hysterical aiiections and cuta
The essential oil has th« same effect
obstructions.
To be taken in doses of five or
and is to be preferred.
six drops on loaf sugar, and repeated as necessity requires.
The saviu iu powders, or essential oil, has sometimes been
successfully employed as a vermifuge A strong infusion
oi the leaves, or essential oil, externally applied, is a vaiu-

neous
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able

anticeptick in cases
bones, &c;

cers, carious

of gangrenous
and sometimes

swellings,
cures

foul ul

warts.

\

PYRETHRUM

PARTHENIUM, (Feather few, fever
few.)

The herb.

This garden herb, grows about two feet
high, bearing
yellow bios-.oms, of a bitter aromatic taste.
Medi- J Properties.
Emmenagogue, tonick, anodyne,
and diaphoretick.
A strong infusion of the
herb, drank
freely, proves a valuable emmenagogue and removes hys
terical affections, excites a
general action on the exhalents,
and promotes digestion.

( Cohosh, white,
These

are

cious; they
es, bearing
from which

Medical

a

species,

red and

of the

blue.)

The roots,

cimicifuga,

but less effica

grow about two feet high, with several branch
different berries, such as
white, red, and blue

they

derive their

Properties.

slightly astringent.

The

names.

-Emmenagogue, stimulant,

and

powdered root in tea spoonful
doses, and repeated as necessity requires, promotes the
menstral discharge, relieves fluor
albus, and hysterical af
A tea spoonful of the
fections.
powders, added to a stronoinfusion of spikenard roots, and taken/or five or six
weeks
before confinement, on
retiring to bed at night, is very effi
cacious for pregnant women,
being calculated to streno-then

the nervous system, and cause an
easy delivery.
Combin
ed with an equal quantity of
golden seal is a very good
for
the
or
canker in the mouth.
remedy
thrush,

ACHILLEA

MILLEFOLIUM, (Yarrow, Millejoil.)
The
herb.

The stalk of this plant grows about two feet
ing yellow blossoms.
Medical Properties.

high bear

Emmenagogue, tonick,

diaphor

etick, gently astringent, and simulating. A
strong infusion
of the herb is good in all female
obstructions, hysterical af
fections and consumptions. The
expressed juice is tonick
a 2d
promotes digestion.
-
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{Female flower, Regulator.)

The herb.

Tins plant grows about eight inches high, several stalky
together, with round deep green leaves, bearing a resem

blance to

cow-slips.

The

root is

about- the size of

a

pipe

stem, of ayellow browu colour on the out side, an I ofa redish shade within. It grows in swails iu timbered land.
Medical

Properties.
Emmenagogue and gently stimu
A strong infusion drank freely, removes female ob
structions and hysterical affections. Being p culi^rly cal
culated to regulate the menstral discharge, as it is equally
efficacious when the discharge is too profuse.
This medi

lating.

cine should be in the

possession

of every

family.

OF PARTURIT1ENTS.

Parturitients are medicines calculated to act
female system, and promote delivery.
TRILLIUM
There

are

ERECTUM, (Birth root.)

three

species

of this

on

the

The root.

plant possessing similar

red, white, and red aud white, which are
distinguished principally by the colour of the blossoms.
These plants rise about ten or twelve inches high, dividing
into three branches at the top, bearing large leaves ; at the
eentre of these branches, rises a small stem, bearing a bell
shaped flower. Their roots are about the size of the thumb,
with numerous small fibres, a light colour and pleasant taste.

properties.

The

—

Medical Properties.
Parturitient, stimulating, and
gently astringent. The powdered root in tea spoonful doses.,
in a strong infusion of spikenard roots, often repeated, won
derfully strengthens the nervous system, and aid* de
livery. It should be taken for several weeks before con
finement, once day o i retiring, in tea spoonful potions".
It is good in hysterical affectious, fluor albus, bleeding at
the nose, &c.
It is also successfully employed in asthmas,
Colicks, and gravel.
a
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(Red Raspberry.)

The leaves.

This species of briar o-rows froir four to five feet high,
bearing white blossoms succeeded by red berries ; the
leaves are dark
green on the upper side, and almost white
on

the under.

Medical

Properties.

Parturitient and

astringent.

A

strong infusion of the leaves drank freely, removes untime
ly pains of pregnant women ; and during labour, it stimu
lates the nervous system, and aids
parturition. Itis good im
dysenteries, and in any case where mild astringents are
accessary.*
TANACETUM VULGARE, (Tansy.)

The herb.

Medical Properties.
Emmenagogue, tonick and stim
ulating. A strong infusion of the herb drank freely, is
good to regulate travail -pains, remove female obstructions,
hysterical affections, &c. The expressed juice, taken in
wine glass full doses, a little before the
chilly paroxysm of
the ague,
greatly relieves the patient, and 'sometimes re
moves

the disease.

(WINTER CLOVER.)

The vine and leaves.

This

ever
green, grows in the form of a vine on banks of
and bears red berries about the size of
The
peas.
leaves resemble white clover leaves.

©reeks,

A

Medical Properties.

Gently stimulating,

and

anodyne.

strong infusion of this herb, taken freelv, is very seviceable to

regulate travail pains,
OF

and aid

parturition.

ANTISCORBUTICKS.

This class of medicines, is calculated
toobtund and nerltrahze the acrimonious fluids of the
system, and operate
some
friendly change on the cutaneous vessels, by stimu
lating them to a natural action, and promote healthy secre
tions.

K
l

[JMEX AQUATICU •;. (Water dock, Broad leafed
Dock. )

Tins
leav

grows for or five l
""he roots are large, of a

p'a:rt

„.

el hie,.i, with long broad
iigii'. colour, and a slight

taste.

astringent
Medical

Antiscoibutick, slightly astrin
The rent in |:owders or decoc;.on
takeo ;V> -ome time, is an exc.d ut rvmedy for ihe s. urvy,
& other ot menus diseases.
A strong decoction, oi the reeent root o>in>ed and mixed with lard, is very serviceable
An infusion of the brui
in the .y.tlt rheum, verier ii, c-cc.
sed roots m spirits or cid; r has a similar effect.
Properties.

gent, and stimulating.
<

CHLMAPiilLA

CORVMBOSA, (Pipsissiwa, Princes'
Pine, Pyrola.)

This is
es

high,

green plant, and grows eight or ten inch
thick dark green leaves, and bears small

an ever

with

shells containing seeds.
Mcd.ro!

gentlj

s'

he

Antiscorbutick, diuretick, and
Properties.
mating. The leaves in powders, in teaspoon-

repeated, excites action on the exha
acrimon >us fluids and is very servicea
ble in seroffulous aud cane-roes affections, rheumatisms, &
for weaknesses in the ori nary organs.

full doses and often

lents, and

removes

ARALIA

RACEMOSA, (Spikenard, Hungary Root.) The
Root.

This plant grows three or four feet high with several
Targe branches, bearing white blossoms, succeedt d by small
The roote are of a considera
bunches of purple berries.
ble size, of a whitish colour, and fragrant smell.

Medical Properties.
Stimulating, aromatick, and an
tiscoibutick. The root steeped in a close vessel, and drank
freely, or the essential oil which is preferable, is very ser
viceable in all cutaneous eruptions, foul ulcers and cancers:
and particularly for pregnant wo»en, combined with angel-
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ica, and taken, when retiring, for four or five weeks before
their confinement: dose from six to eight drops on loaf su
gar, for internal applications.
GOCHLEARIA OFFICINALIS,
Herb and oil.
This annual
known.

plant

[Scurvy Grass.]

is cultivated in

gardens

The

and is gene

rally

Medical Properties.
Autiscorbutick, diuretick, and
An ininsion of the heth drank freely, is an i rfistimulant.
•acious ivit».edy for tue scorvy, and other cutaneous diseas
es; also lor scorbutok alnctions of the gums and mouth.-^The es ential oil has a similar effect.

[WATER CRESSES.]

The leaves.

This } lantgrows in brooks, on rocks under water during
the winter, and has iong rou^li leaves. The roots are white
and dhroi.s.
Medical Properties.
Antiscorbutick, stimulating, and
stomaehick.
An infusion of this pluiu, taken for some time,
is ar excellent remedy lor theseur\\, and other cutane
ous diseases, and is
very serviceable in consumptions, ner
vous debility, and dispeptic cases.

RUMEX

ACUTUS, [Yellow dock,

Narrow

leaf dock.]

Medical Properties.
Antiscorbutick, and gently cath
artick.
A decoction of the root taken freely for a consider
able length of* time rs very efficacious in all cutaneous disea
'1 he bruised root
ses, cancerous affections, &c.
applied te
cancerous humours and foul ulcers, gives
gieat relief". The
root bruised and combined with
equal quantities of burdock
root, seoke leaves and cream, exposed, to a moderate heat
for several days, cures the itch.
OF LITHONTRIPTICKS.

Lithontripticks are medicines which are
supposed to
dissolve the calculi, or stone iu the human bladder.
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The calculi

owes

its

origin

organs, which

of the

to a torpid and deranged state
disqualifies them from decom

urinary
posing and neutralizing those elementary substances compo
sing the calculi, (the basis of which h phosphorick acid,)
These calcu
which have a strong affinity for each other.
lous substances are, however, susceptible of being dissolved
and their affinity destroyed, which has been proved by che
But whether those substances, called
mical experiments.
cal
lithontripticks, have any other effect in dissolving the
culi, than by exciting action of the urinary organs and liqui
fying its secretions, some doubts exist.

(LOW

BUTTON

BALL.)

The bark of the Root.

This shrub grows about six feet high, bearing balls simi
The bArk is rough, and of a dark
lar to the sycamore tree.
colour.

Lithontriptick, stimulating and to
The bark of the root in powders, or decoction taken
& in debilita
freely, gives great relief in cases of the gravel,
It is preferable, combined
ted cases of the urinary organs.
with mucilages which mey be said of all other medicines
of this class.
Medieal Properties,

nick.

[GRAVEL WEED.]
This

a mat like form, one leaf above ano
about the size of a half dollar, thick, and

plant grows in

ther, which
contain

The herb.

a

are

milky juice.

Medical

Properties.

Lithontriptick,

and

gently stim

-

and drank free
mutating. A strong tea made of the herb,
and
the
relieves
time,
suppression ot
some
gravel,
ly for
This is a valuable and safe lithontriptick, and
tire urine.
of this
or combined with other articles
may be used alone,
class.
•

H
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GAULTHER1A PROCUMBENS, (Winter Green, Pax-

tridge berry.)

*

This
green

plant

six or eight inches high, with dark
red berries about the size of small
aromatick taste.

grows

leaves, bearing

peas, of

a

pleasant,

Medical Properties.—— Lithontriptick, diuretick, & stim
The leaves in powders,ininfusion,or essential oil,
are all good
preparations for the gravel, suppression of the
urine, dropsical complaints, and for debility of tiie nervous
system. The oil however is preferable, and may be used in
doses from four to six drops on loaf sugar, aud repeated as
necessity requires. It is a valuable ingredient in salves &
<tomachick bitters.

ulating.

(JACOB'S LADDER.)

The Root.

This plant grows in the form of a vine, eight or ten feet
long, attaching itself to whatever substances, it comes ia
contact with, and bears heart shaped leaves and bluish ber
The roots are white, extremely hard, about as large
ries.
as the finger, and of a mild and pleasant taste.

Lithontriptick, gently diuretick,
Properties.
stimulating. The root in powders, or decoction taken
freely, relieves the gravel and other urinary complaints.
It should be combined with mucilages and other medi
Medical

and

—

cines of this class.

ARBUTUS UVA

URSI,,< Whortleberry.)

The leaves and

bark.

♦

Tins bush grows from two to four feet high,
white blossoms, succeeded by small purple berries.

bearing

Diuretick, tonick, and slightly as
The leaves and bark, in powders, are very serviceable in the gravel, end weakness in the urrnary system,
and in th- eaereal, dysentery, gleet and gonorrhoea.
Medical

tringent.

Properties.
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DAUCUS CAROT A,

( Carrol.)

The seed and root-

This biennial plant grows wild in rich 6oils to the heiglo
•f three or four feet, with numerous branches, bearing
yel
low blo^ enns, succeeded by smail seeds of an aromatick
smell and mild pungent taste.

Medical

Properties.

The seeds

uretick, carminative and stimulating.
and

ginous

lithontriptick, di
The roots, mucila

are

aoin-eptick.

The seedj bruised and steeped in a close vessel, and ta
ken freely, gives gr at relief in all casesof debility, and ob
structions of the urinary organs, flatulency, colicky &c.
The roots of the first years' growth beaten to a pulp, is a va
luable anti-eptiek, applied to foul ulcere, mortified tores,
—

It checks putres
gangrenous in.'lamations, and cancers.
cencvj softens indurated calous edaes, and allays pain. In
addition to this enumerated list, may be noticed, a few oth
ers,

possessing lithontriptick properties,

such

as

the follow

ing: Magnesia, li-ne water, alkali, and soda.
They are
however, calculated to weaken the digestive organs, when
Their valuable ef
used for a considerable length of time.
fects ou the system are probably owing to their antacid
(neutralizing acidity,) qualities. Onion, garlic, and radish
es are

ail

OF

good lithontripticks

ERRIIINES,

and may be used

freely.

OR STERNUTATORIES.

ErriiineS are medicines calculated to produce convul
sions of the muscles of the chest, called sneezing; which is
caused by an irritation of the olfactory nerve, or membrane
that lines the nose, by the stimulating qualities of the sub
stance.

MYRICA

CERIERA, (Bay berry, Myrtle

berry.)*

wax, Candle

The baikof the root.

This shrub or bush is produced principally in the eastern
It is, however, in small quantities on the borders
of Lake Erie, on the beach, and in swamps. It grows
from four to six feet high, bearing dark "green leaves, and
small green balls; from which a tallow is extracted.
states.
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Medical Properties.

Errhine, moderately astringent,

and stimulating. The bark of ''the root iu powders, used
In table spoon
iu the form of snuff, is a powerful^errhine.
ful doses, combined with an equal quantity of the pow
ders of slippery elm in warm water, is an excellent reme
dy for the flux, or any excessive alyine discharge. The
powders in tea spoonful doses,taken several tiroes a day are
a valuable
remedy for the ague. The quantity should be
varied according to the strength of the patient, and contin
ued for a considerable length of time, after the paroxisms
subside. The powders applied to the gums are good to re
move the scurvy.
It should not be employed iu febrile ca
It may be
ses, or where there is a structure on the lungs.
combined with the .tonick bitters, as a restorative.

( Wandering milk weed, silk weed.)
This

plant

rises about three feet

high,

The root.
with

a

reddish

stalk, branching near the top and bearing white blossoms,
succeeded by long slender pods hanging down under the
-stalk. The roots are about the size of the finger, running
some distance under the surface of the ground, often send
ing up other stalks in their passage. The stalky or root,
when broken, exudes a milky substance of a very bitter
taste.

Medical Properties.
Errhine, toniek, carthartick and
emetick.
The bark of the root dried, and reducedto a fine
powder, is a good errhine, and taken in tea spoonful doses,
in warm water and often repeated, acts as a cathartick, and
sometimes as an emetick.
Small doses combined with mu
cilages, relieves a costive habit, and promotes digestion.
It has been sometimes employed successfully as a vermi
fuge in tea spoonful doses, and often repeated.
—

OF OPHTHALMICKS.
Ophthalmicus are medicines that are calculated to re
inllamation of the eyes. In regard to these|applications
a. few general rules ought to be
particularly observed, such
as the following : washes containing
powders, and a. 11 hot
substances should be carefully avoided as being pernicious

move

to the eyes.
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( Cat Tail Flag.)
Medical
ble.

Properties.

The root.

Gently mucilaginous and

diffusi

The recent root brused and moistened with spring
water, is an excellent application for an inflamation of the
eye, and should be repeated as often as they become warm.
and continued until relief is obtained. It is also a very ser
viceable application for any iuilamed swelling.

( Green Ozief, Pigeon Berry.)

The bark.

This shrub grows six or eight feet high, bearing white
blossoms succeded by small blue berries. The bark is of a
dark green colour interspersed with white specks.
Medical Properties.
Ophlhalmick, gently emetick
and diffusible. The green bark bruised and moistened
with spring water is good applied to inflamed parts, particu
larly to the eyes. The dried bark smoked is said to relieve
The twigs of sassafras j ht or bruised, and
the asthma.
put into twice its quantity of water, makes an excellent
ophthahnick, aud should be ap; heel freely in all inflamations of the eye.
Spring water, or milk and water is a
valuable application to inflamed eyes, and if thoroughly ap

plied in due season, will remove the most inveterate cases.
Spring water should be applied to the eyes <*ery morning
by putting the face into a vessel of water, and open and shut
This application, if duly attended to, will ef
the eyes.
fectually prevent inflamation of the eyes, and measnreably
prevents dimness of sight. This is the most valuable ap
plication piobably in nature, for the eyes. A mild salution of capsicum is an excellent remedy for all chronic cases
of sore eyes. The expressed juice of the recent root of
goldenseal, or a strong decoction of the powders, are good
remedies for sore eyes. A solution of lobelia, or the ex
pressed juice has some times been successfully employed.
A weak solution of alkaliue
are
as

valuable

salts, (pearlash,) is

one

of the

applications for inflamed eyes, with which we
acquainted, it should be applied cold, and not so strong

most

to irritate.

H-2

»
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Having given a description of those vegetable medicines
with a designation of their different properties that belong
to certain classes, it remains to notice some valuable articles
that possess only general exciting qualities.
Amongst this
class the following may be enumerated as the most im
portant.
VESCULUS HIPPOCASTANUM, [Buckeye, Horse-chesnut.] The bark of the root.
This tree is found on rich bottom lands, and is a produc
tion principally of the western and southern states. It
some" times grows to a considerable size, with a thick light
coloured bark, bearing balls from which starch may be
made.

Medical Properties.
Anticeptick, stimulating, and
gently astringent. The bark of the root bruised, and infus
ed in warm water, is an excellent application for gangrennous inffamations, paiuful swellings, cancers, &c, aud in
all cases of inffamations, where mortification is apprehend
It is also an excellent lavement in all cases of mortifi
ed.
cation of the bowels. The root bruised to a pulp, is very
serviceable when applied to foul ulcers ,and sores of long

standing.

( Consumption Brake,

Rock

Polly Pod.)

The root.

This species of brake grows in bunches, about one foot
with finely cut leaves.
The roots are dark brown,
about the size of a small goose quill, growing in bunches,
resembling a nest of black worms.

high,

»

Medical Properties.
Anticeptick, mucilaginous, and
gently stimulating. A strong decoction of the root is veryserviceable, applied to painful swellings, and gangrenous
It is also, very efficacious in all con
and irritable sores.
*
sumptive complaints, and for a dry cough, in sirups sweetened with honey. The root bruised, makes a good external application for cancerous ulcers, old sores, &c.
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ZANTHOXYLUM
The

RAMIFLORUM, (Priekly Ash.)
bark, husk and berries.

.

This shrub grows six or eight feet high, with numerous
thorns, and bears dark brown -berries. The roots are of t
light yellow colour, and possess a pungent arometkk taste.
The shuck or husk, [called Indian cloves,] that contains
the

seed, is the

most valuable.
The cloves tinctured in
is an excellent remedy for the rheumatism, hsthargy,
obstructions of the urine, epiliptick fits, agues, suppres
sion of menses, &c; it is also a good ingredient iu the stom
aehick bitters. A strong infusion of the bark has a simi
lar effect. The tincture is piepared by adding three oun
ces of the pulverized cloves, to one quart of fourth proof
spirits. To be taken in doses from half to a table spoonful,
and repeated according to the necessity of the case. This
article should pot be used for more than two weeks in suc
cession, as it is liquifying to the blood.

spirits,

POTENTILLA SIMPLEX,

(Cinque Foil,

Five

Finger.)

The vine.

This vine bears

a

comd-terable resemblance to the straw

it has five leaves where the straw berry
vine has but three. This is a valuable medicine, & may be
freely used as a diet dunk in almost any disease;as possess
ing gene id exciting qualities. It is particularly servicea
ble in urinary complaints, seroffulous habits, and in all de

berry vine, only

bilitated cases; being

gently tonick

and

astringent.

ALBIES CANADENSIS, [Hemlock

Tree, Hemlock

Spruce.]
and is
green tree often grows to a large size,
ol
are the
essential
and
The
known.
boughs
generally
The boughs in a strong infusion,
most valuable parts.
This

ever

drank freely, promote a general action, remove soreness
of the muscles, rheumatick pains, coughs, obstructions of
the glands of the throat, influenza, &c. The essential oil
is a powe^ul stimulant, diffusing itself through the system,
lessening the arterial excitement, and removing construc
tion on the exhalents in febrile diseases. It is also partic-
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cemceable in all debilitated cases of the nervous
system, raises the pulse and gives tone to all the functions
It relieves after pains, in doses from six to
of the body.

ularly

twelve

drops

on

loaf sugar.

NEPETA CAT ARIA,

[Catmint, Catnip.]

An infusion of the herb drank

freely, proves

The herb.
a

powerful

stimulant, excites aetion of all the secretory and excretory
vessel-, and gives tone to the nervous system, and digestive
organs.

LAURUS

CINNAMOMUM, [Cinnamon.]

The bark

and essential oil.

The bafk ir a strong infusion, or the essential oil is one
of the most powerful stimulants belonging to the vegetable
kingdom. The oil in doses from one to three drops on loaf
sugar removes flatulency from the stomach and bowels, and
is very serviceable in all debilitated cases, epileptick
fits, palsies, &c, or in any other case where tonick and
stimulants are wanted ; but should not be employed in feb
rile eases. A drop applied to the nerve of a carious tooth,
on cotton wool, or some other substance, removes the
p'ain.

PERSICARIA URENS (Arse Smart, Smart
The herb.

Weed.)

A strong decoction of this herb applied to gangrenous in
ffamations, sprains, bruises, &c., gives great relief. Takea
internally, gives tone to all the organs, and stimulates
them to a healthy action, removes soreness of the muscles,

and all obstructions in the glandular secretions and excre
Boiled in milk, and taken according to the
strength
of the patient, is very efficacious in the consumption. It
may be employed with perfect saf.-ty in any stage of dis
The herb
ease, with considerable prospects of success.
bruised and moistened with a strong decoction of the
same,
and applied to mortified sores, painful swellings, &c,
gives

tions.

great relief.
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[Chickloe.]

The root.

Tins plan: r: os six or eight inches high, bearing a whi
tish I idsv.-m. The roots are white, bearing a strong analogy
to chickens7 to's, hence its name.
The root in powders
in l.df tea spoonful doses, excites action of the parietes of
the .ejmach and promotes digestion.
AN .TIEMIS

NOBILIS, (Chamomile.)

The Flowers.

An infu-'ion of the flowers drank freely removes flatu
and colick pains, and excites a genera! action, and
rerrov-'-i female obstructions.
It is an excellent ingredient
in salves and o'ntments for external application, for which
it is principally used.

lency

MAY-WEED, (Stinking Chamomile,)
Possesses sonilar properties, and may be substituted
for the former : 'die bruised herb or strong decoction, applied
to

swellings, sprains, contusions,

This

relief.

gives

DULCIS, (Bitter-sweet, Woodbine.) The Bark.

AJVARA

climbing

&c.

woody plant grows
u;

on

twelve

"whatever substance

or

fifteen feet

comes

beai ie -' bonches of red berries.
able distance under ground ; is of a reddish
Medic-: I

Properties.

high,

in contact with,
The root runs a consider
it

yellow colour.

Powerfully stimulating, gently

The bark of the body and root in teaspoonful
a
doses, in powders, and repeated two or three times day
for a con -ider.ible length of time, removes all obstruction
It
of the -vtero, particularly of the liver and spleen.
dissolves coagulated fluids, aud promotes their discbarge.

diuretic \.

ft is an excellent
ointments, &r

ingredieut

in stomaehick bitters,

salves,

ABIES BALSAMIFERA, (Balsam of Fir.) The Gum
and Essential Oil.
This evergreen tree is

a

northern and "e astern states.

of the
very valuable

production principally

The balsam is

a

--

.-.

■--,-..

t

-'
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.

for recent wounds, old sores, foul ulcers, &c;
and is very efficacious as a shielding plaster applied to a
The oil distilled from ''u boughs or balsam
weak back.
is an excellent medicine in rheumate-5 pains and debilitated
.ternall and internally
eases of the nervous system, when
This is the most valuable artifle derived from

application

.■

applied.

this class of medicines.

PINUS SYLVESTRIS, (Pin'.) The
oil

turpentine

and

(spirits ot.)

he pine tree is an ex
The turpentine that exudes iV~
ee-lent ingredient in salves, shielding ; Ls'.ers, &c. Taken
in pills the size of common pees, imree or four at a time,
circu:es;ances of the
several times a day, according to
is
an efficacious remedy he fhe fluor albus, piles,
patient,
gleet and de'viity of the urina y o"o..ns. A table-spoonful
mixed with an equal quantity of mohisses and the pow
ders of slippery elm, diluted with a M.fficicnt quantity of
water, constitutes an exc '"lent lavement in all of the above
The ess'-ntial oil (cai nl s[ --ir.ts of turpentine,) is a
ca;es.
,

"

in srm h pot.ons acts as a diuretick
It has been eiV-n successfully employed as
small potions on K.f sugar.

powerful stimulan%
and sudorifick.
a

vermifuge

hi

HELONIAS

DIOICA, [Co;.<x Root, DeviVs Bit.]
The Rooi.

The stalk rises two or three feet high, with long pointed
'! he root is of a dark
leaves growing all around the sulk.
colour, bulbous, and of <;n aromatic, pungent taste. The
s jn warm
root in powders, in tea-«poo:d'u! d o
water, re
lieves colick pairis, allays vomitin?, promotes digestion, and
The qmnt.y should be increased
removes a fetid breath.
o: diminished according to the
necessity of the case.

OROBANCHE VIRGINIAN A
Tins

plant

[Dec :h drops, broom rape.-]

grows iu bunches uu-V-r l>eech

alight colour, without leaves, of

a

timber,

is of

narseous, bitter taste.

The recent plant bruised and applied ro '"owl ulcers, cancers,
Itc gives great relief. The expressed juice often proves
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very

serviceable, applifcd to sore eyes.
ly<enteric symptoms.

A

strong infusio»

removes

PLANTAGO, [Plantain.] The Leaves

and Root.

Tns.it: are several species of this plant, which posses*
similar properties. A strong decoction of the root drank
freeh is very efficacious in all cases of obstructions in thr
glandular secretions and excretions, particularly of the

and is an excellent remedy in all febrile cases.
The leaves bruised and applied to the part affected, cure the*
bitrs of spiders, venomous reptiles, &c. A strong decoction
has a similar effect: the expressed juice should be drank
freely during the process. It is aim a good application for
recent wounds or old sores.

exhalents;

(Cancer Root.)

The root.

This substance grows out from the roots of oak trees, .<■
the form of a knob of an irreguldr^hape, of a brown colour..

The stalk rises two ort!..
and rough, coarse texture.
inches high about the size of the finger, bearing loose scales.
This is a valuable article in cancerous affections, sore mouth,
drank
&c, in decoction or powders. A strong decoction
is a good remedy in all febrile cases.
>

freely,

[Sumac]

The berries and bark of the root.

This shrub grows about ten or fifteen feet high, bearing
bunches of red beiries of a pleasant, acid, astringent taste.
The berries in a strong decoction drank freely, are very
serviceable in cases of a relaxed state of the nervous system
in brandy as
& removes night sweats. The berries tinctured
in the diabetes,
as it can be made, gives great relief
strong
the nervous system,
dysentery, and all debilitated eases of
bruised ;■•>)
fluor albu.;, gleet, &e. The bark of the root

milk, is an e:.:ellent application for
burns, scalds, and gengrenous swellings.

steeped
eqres,

in

[(lll-Grov:-over-the-(jround.]
a

uni

.:d«

The Herb.

and h-:;n*
This low plant or viue has a small round leaf,
of low mallows. A
rescmbhiuoe
a
has
aud
blue blossom,
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strong decoction of the herb drank

freely, is very serviceable

in the

whooping cough, consumption, influenza,
tickling cough.

SAMBUCUS CANADENSIS, [white Elder,

and for

sweet

a

Elder.]

This shrub or bush grows five or six feet high, bearing
bunches of white blossoms succeedee by purple berries.
A strong decoction of the flowers, or i ark of the roots or
body, taken in sufficient quantities, proves a gentle laxative.
The green bark of the body is an excellent ingredient in
salves. The expressed juice of the berries evaporated to
the consistency of salve, is very efficacious, applied to old
sores on the shins or other
parts of the body, giving them a
healthy appearance, and causing them to heal. The same
taken in table-spoonful doses for a considerable time, re
lieves a costive habit, and removes dropsical complaints.

COFFEA, (Coffee.)
Take the best coffee ^recently scorched, and prepared
after pulverizing in ounce doses, and drank as
strong as it can be made without sugar or milk, relieves
jiaroxysms of the asthma. It is also good in agues, diarrhcea, and in periodical head-ache when it arises from de
bility of the digestive orgaus. We have the authority of
Dr. Jameson of its being a valuable lithontriptick, and that
of Dr. Barton of its being an emmenagogue.

immediately

ALSINE, [Red- Chick weed.]
This
with

plant

grows from twelve to

branches of a reddish
succeeded by small shells

numerous

blossoms,

and possesses

an

irritating, pungent

The Herb.

eighteen inches high,
shade, bearing purple
containing fine seeds;

taste.

Medical Properties.
Powerfully stimulating, and gen Jy
diaphoretick. The herb in powders in half tea-spoonful
potions, or an infusiou of the green herb taken freely, cures
the hydrophobia, aud is very serviceable in intermittents,
epilepsies, cramp convulsion fits, spasms, &c. The dose
should be repeated or increased, until relief is obtained.
—
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This article should be cultivated in
its scarcity.

HEPATICA

gardens,

NOBILIS, [Noble Liverwort.]

ou

account •(

The Leaves.

There are several species of this plant, but that which
grows on dryland is preferable to that growing on rocks
in the water.
This plaut is a production of most parts of
the United States, and is generally known.

Medical Properties.
Gently stimulant, expectorant, and
fluid-secreting. An infusion of the leaves drank freely, is
a
very efficacious remedy for the consumption, scrofula,
eoughs, catarrhs, &c. The leaves bruised and conserved
in honey is however preferable.
—

(Misletoe.)

The Leaf.

This substance is found growing on limbs of trees, and
That which grows on oak
continues green until winter.
timber is considered preferable.
Medical Properties.
Stimulating, nervine, and gently
tonick. Taken in tea-spoonful doses of the powdered leaves,
is particularly calculated to relieve epilectick fits, spasms,
convulsions, and all debilitated cases of the nervous system.

the description of the most important
intended for internal application ; It is thought
advisable to designate a few that are particularly calculated
The following are the most effi
for external application.
cacious.

Having

completed

vegetables

IRIS VIRGINIC A, [Blue

Flag, Flower de luce.]

The Root.

The stalk grows from twelve to fifteen inches high,
bearing blue flowers. The roots are about the size of the
little finger, from four to six inches long, producing a pow
crful effect on the fauces, when chewed.
I
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Medical Properties.

Anodyne, anticeptick, cathartick,

'

and stimulating. The recent root bruised, or the dry root
in powders, moistened with vinegar or. a weak solution of
alkali, and applied to the parts, cures felons, and remove!
rheumatic or sciatic pains. It is also an excellent applicatioB
for gangrenous swellings, mortified sores, cancers, &c; and
relieves venereal pains. It may be used in small quantities
as a cathartic, combined with mandrake root; one-fourtk
tea-spoonful is a sufficient dose.

PHYTOLACCA
*•

DECANDRA, [Seoke Root, Garget
Root, Poke Root.]

Several stalks rise from the same root, of a reddisk
five or six feet high, bearing, white blossoms suc
ceeded by purple berries.

colour,

Medical Properties.
Powerfully stimulating, cathartic
and emetic. The root roasted and applied in the form of
a
poultice, or the leaves wilted, applied to gangrenous swel
lings, mortified sores, felon3, cancers, sore breasts, biles, &c.
gives immediate relief. The expressed juice of the leaves
cures the itch, and ring-worms.
A decoction of the root
forms an excellent external application in all cases of torpor
of the exhalents in dropsical cases, rheumatisms, and vene
real pains. The root boiled, and the strength extracted and
boiled down to the consistency of molasses, cures cancers,
wens, and is very serviceable applied to«cariows bones.

DATURA TATULA

STRAMONIUM, [Jamestown

"Weed, Thorn-Apple.]
This annuel plant rises four or five feet high, with large
branches bearing white flowers, succeeded by a thorny bail
nearly as large as a hen's egg, containing black seeds of a

poisonous

nature.

Medical

Properties.

Anodyne,

and

astringent.

The

leaves simmered hi fresh butter to an oil, are an excellent
remedy for the piles, seal b;, burns, and irritable sores. The
leaves bruised and applied to pains, swellings, hard inflamed
tumors, sore eyes, wounds, nerves, &c. give great relief.

4
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We have the authority of Professor Barton of its efficacy in
maniacal cases, (madness,) but I cannot recommend the
inteuial U6e of this powerful medicine, from experien«e.
The green leaves wilted and applied to inflamed swellings,
particularly the breasts of females, give immediate relief.

ftndigo

PODALYRIA TINCTORIA,
Leaves and Root.

Weed.)

The

plant grows about two feet high, with long branches
white blossoms of a disagreeable smell. This plant
bruised to a pulp, or simmered in fresh butter to an oil,
is an excellent application for foul ulcers, irritable sores,
painful swellings and cancers.
This

bearing

PAPAVER

SOMNTFERUM, (Poppy.)

The Leaves.

This plant is cultivated in gardens, and is generally
known.
The leaves and flowers bruised, and applied to paiakil
swellings, biles, &c., remove the pain; applied to the fore
head, remove pain in the head.

RANUNCULUS ACRIS, (Crowfoot, Butter-cups.)
The Root.
This plant grows ten or twelve inches high, bearing
The roots are white and extremely irri
blossoms.
in spirits,
tating. The recent root bruised, and infused
makes an excellent wash for torpidity of the nervous system,
rheumatic pains, palsies, &c. If applied for a considerable
of time, it excites blisters.

yellow

.

length
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OF

CHARCOAL, OR CARBON.

Charcoal of wood is generally made by putting the
wood in a corneal heap, and covering it with five or six
a
inches of turf, or straw and dirt; leaving heles to admit
sufficient quantity of air, to support combustion, and only
ol
to dissipate the more light and volatile parts, consisting
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hydrogen, oxygen and acids ; Jeaving the carbon (the basis
of vegetables) one of the most durable substances, and the
least susceptible of decomposition of any part of the vege
table

or

animal

kingdoms.

Medical Properties. Anticeptick, cathartic, and antacid.
This is probably one of the most valuable anticepticks in
nature, and is particularly serviceable in dysenteries; gan
grenes, mortifications, costive habits, foul ulcers, scald
heads, fetid breath, scrofulous gums, carious teeth, &c.
The manner of its- operation on the system is by absorbing
oxygen, (the principle of acidity and putrescency,) for which
it has a strong affinity, and thereby neutralizing the septic
acid and removing fetor. Charcoal prepared from dogwood
claims the preference for internal application. It should be
used in potions from half to a table-spoonful in powders,
abd often repeated.
Combined with equal quantities of
whole mustard, and taken in table- spoonful potions once or
twice in a day in molasses, and repeated for some time,
removes the most obstinate constipation (costiveness) of the
bowels: by adding golden-seal and lion's foot' snake-root,
one fourth the quantity, removes dyspepsia. 'Few medicines
claim the preference over this in the healing art; and it
should be resorted to as the most safe and efficacious, in
In
all cases where this class of medicines is indicated.
some inveterate cases of costiveness it should be given in
as large quantities, aud as often, as the stomach of the pa
tient will bear.
—

Besides the great

advantages

derived from Charcoal

as

medicine, the artist, manufacturer

and agriculturist, employ
It is successfully used in
it with the most marked utility.
removing the burnt flavor of ardent spirits, and in neutral
izing and depriving oil of its rancidity and noxious odour.
Animal substances that have undergone a degree of the

putrefactive fermentation,

are

rendered

perfectly

sweet

by

covered with powdered charcoal: and when fresh
meat has been kept for some time in warm weather, and
emits a fetid smell, it may be purified by boiling it iu water
impregnated with charcoal, or by adding a shovel -full of
live eoals from the fire-place to the water at the commence

being

ment of the process; after

a

short

time, the

water

should

lot
be

changed, and the process related.
diately inclosed in powdered charcoal

Fresh

meat imme

remains for months
in the warmer part of the season without undergoing any
sensible degree of decomposition. It is from this indisso
luble property of charcoal that. arise the benefits of charring
(burning) the ends of posts that are to be set in the ground:
they should be charred ten or twelve inches above the parts
sunk in the ground.
It must be recollected that charcoal
for medicinal purposes should be fresh made, and kept as
much as possible from the air. Sugar maple probably makes
the best charcoal for tooth powder, and should be diluted
with weak vinegtir,or vinegar and water, and daily used.

OF

ENEMAS, INJECTIONS, CLYSTERS

OR

LAVEMENTS.
By these terms are meant liquid substances, which arc
introduced into the intestines by the rectum.
Lavements
form a very important application, and should be resorted
to in every stage of disease of any considerable malignanWith a view to impress
cy,as au indispensable application.
more forcibly on the minds of readers the
necessity of these
administrations, I have thought proper to copy a few re
marks from that renowned author, Dr. Jamesou, in whose

sentiments

we

most

cordially

concur.

are of vast importance in the
practice of
and many are lost by the neglect of this invalu
able mode of administering remedies. Were I confined to
one
remedy for the cure of diseases, 1 should choose glysters.
They are not only safe, but highly useful in every disease,
in its forming stage, in dysentery, and many other diseases,
no physician can acquit Lis couscience for an omission of
this remedy. Every family should have an apparatus for
this purpose, and view it as a matter of the highest import
ance to
keep it in clean complete order. The best way, in
general, is to have a syringe fixed in a stool: this enables
the patient to use it without assistance; and this kind of
syringes are to be had for a small sum, at the apothecaries,
made of pewter, and are easily connected to a bench or stool.

"Glystbrs

mediciue;

12

log
or those who are too weak to sit up, the
instrument made ol bladder and a small ivory pipe,
should always be in readiness. All heads of lamilies should

But for children,
common

make it a matter of the greatest importance, to save bladders
in time of killing.
There is no doubt, with me, but a very
great number of persons are lost every year, in the country,
for want of glysters ; and this want ari.es from several

causes, as the want of instruments, want of persons to ad
minister this simple remedy, aversion to their use, and an
omission on the part of physicians, arising, often, from the
aversion or incapacity in the attendants, and sometimes from
the want of knowing the vast importance of this remedy.
In every family one or more persons should be competent

to this business.
Where modesty is likely to interfere, a
small leather tube may be connected to the bladder and
pipe, and carried under the bed-clothes by the patient.—
We are enabled by glysters to evacuate the contents of the
bowels, to sheathe and cool them, and thus allay pain and
fever; to check a purging, &c.; and in cases where the
patient is unable to take nourishment on account of swelling
of the throat, or wounds, and other causes, we may nourish
the patient, and thus save life till food can be taken in the
usual way. Physicians! Nurses! Parents! Let me humbly
admonish you, that this is a most important matter: for I
have seen many cases, in country practice, where almost
any thing would have been given for a bladder which could
not be procured, and willingly would a hog, a sheep, or an
ox, have been sacrificed for the bladder; but this, alas!
would not answer, because the bladder must be dried.
If
it, then, really be a fact, that a life may be lost for want of
a bladder, with how much care should we
preserve them!
And if they are so beneficial, why so childishly neglect their
iise, because, to those unaccustomed to them, they seem
indelicate ; but what has delicacy to do with matters which
jeopardize huniuu life ?"

MEDICAL COMPOUNDS.
The following is considered the better mode of com
pounding and preparing the vegetable medicines recom-
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mended in this work, to remove disease and restore the lost
I will remark that, when
eaergy of the ne;eous system.
all the particular articles recommended in the compound,
canno. be convenh
.dy obtained, others of the same class
may be substituted, or a part omitted.
To *ave repetition, we have been particular, under the
classification and description of medical botany, to designate
what part of the substance is to be preferred, and the proper
manner of
preparing: for example— the roots only of man
drake, black cohosh, lion's-foot snake root, ipecacuanha,
&c. (in powders, unless other preparations are mentioned;)
carrot, angelica, &c., the seeds and roots; scurvy grass,
herb ib
sage, rue, &c, aud most of the annual plants, the
the inner
used
&c,
whitewood,
aspen,
;
elm,
principally
If these few
bark of the body and roots, and the buds.
attended to, they will afford sufficient direchints are

duly

tions,for

the different

preparations.

CATHARTIC POWDERS.
Take of the

powders

of

mandrake, slippery elm and

to be well mixed, and taken
doses in sale molasses, to be repeated once

butternut, equal quantities;
in
an

tea-spoonful
hour: in all

cases

tery, cholera morbus,

of obstructions of the

bowels, dysen

&c.

ipecac, thoroughwort, culvert's physic,
finely powdered, in equal quantities:
in molasses,
to be mixed and taken in tea-spoonful potions,
and repeated every two or three hours, in all dyspeptic
Another.

an

d

Take

slippery elm,

eases

all

aud costive habits.

Another.

Take

of whole mustard seed,
mandrake, mixed and adminis

equal quantities
and

charcoal, golden-seal
tered in potions from half

to

a

table-spoonful,

in

molasses,

calcu
and repeated once or twice a day. This is peculiarly
the bowels,
lated to produce a natural peristaltick motion ol

and

give

tone to

the

digestive organs.
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CATHARTICK PILLS.

equal quantities of butternut, white elder, boxwood
mandrake, all boiled in a sufficient quantity of water

Take
and

The clear liquor is then to be
evaporated to the consistency of tar in a moderate heat,
(burning destroys its virtues.) To be brought to a state of
pilling by adding the powders of slippery elm, galengal,
Indian cloves or ginger, and mandrake, equal quantities.
To be rolled into pills about the size of peas, and taken in
potions from one to four, and repeated as necessity requires.
They are very efficacious in all obstructions of the aliment
ary canal, and dyspeptic habits.

to extract their virtues.

Another. Take white ash bark, thorough-wort, and milk
weed, equal quantities : to be reduced to the consistency of
molasses, as directed in the above, and brought to a proper
state for pilling, by adding equal quantities of the powders
of slippery elm, alspice and valerian; to be taken as above
directed. They are very efficacious in all debilitated cases
of tbe nervous system, costive habits, &c.

CATHARTIC EXTRACT.
Take blue-flag mandrake, white ash, and black-cohosh,
equal quantities, aud extract their virtues and reduce them
to the consistency of molasses, as above directed: to be
taken in half tea-spoonful doses, in molasses. It removes
the most obstinate cases of constipation of the bowels, (cos
tiveness.) The potion to be increased, repeated or dimin
ished, as the strength and circumstances of the patient

require.
EMETICK EXTRACTS.
Take

equal quantities

of

ipecac, lobelia seed,

Indian

cloves, mandrake and wild lettuce finely powdered

mixed with
every three

and

in the proportion, of one quart t©
of the powders. To be taken in tea-

proof spirits
ounces

spoonful doses,

and

repeated

once

in ten

or

fifteen minutes.
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until the wished for object is
accomplished. To be admin
istered in all cases of poison, or in
any other case wherr
this class of medicines is necessary.

RESTORING LAVEMENT.
Take beef's gall half a tea-spoonful, thorough-wort and
.gentian one tea-spoonful each, slippery elm two tea-spoons
ful, hot water half a pint, to be infused twenty or thirty
minutes, strained and sweetened. To be applied in cases
of torpor of the bowels, and debility of the nervous system,
tnd repeated as necessity requires.

ANODYNE LAVEMENT.
Take half a pint of linseed tea, two tearspoonsful of
lettuce laudanum, and two teaspoonsful of alspice made
perfectly fine,, and mixed. To be applied in all cases of
■ervous

excitement, spasms, convulsions, dysenteries,

&c.

Take two tea-spoonsful each of the powders
elm hops and ginger, and add one gill of hot
water, to be strained, after the strength is extracted; then
add a gill and an half of new milk: to be applied as the
above.

Another.

of

slippery

LAXATIVE LAVEMENTS.
Take sweet oil two table-spoonsful, the powders of man
drake two tea-spoonsful, and one table-spoonful of common
salt, to be added to half a pint of chicken soup, or water:
to be applied in all cases of costiveness, inflammation of the
bowels, &c. In" cases of mortification two table-spoOnsful
of charcoal should be added to each application.
Another. Take one tea-spoonful of the powders of blood
one of galengal, two of fresh butter, and two of ipecac,
hot water half a pint. To be applied in cases of colick
pains, and torpidity of the bowels.

root,
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STIMULATING LAVEMENTS.
Take half a

tea-spoonful each of the powders

of hercules,

heall-all, gentian, blood root, Indian cloves, aud the seeds
•f lobelia, all reduced to a fine
powder, and added to a
half pint of hot water.
To be applied (when cool in two

lavements,)

in all

Another.

of torpidity of the
and sciatic pains.

cases

palsies, rheumatick

Take two

tea-spoonsful

of

nervous

galengal,

system,

half

a

tea-

of cayenne or red pepper, one
tea-spoonful of the
of blue flag, and one
tea-spoonful of lobelia, all
made fine and added to half a
and
pint of hot

spoonful
powders
as

water;

the above.

applied

ASTRINGENT LAVEMENT.
Take two tea-spoonsful each of the
powders of crane'sbill, alspice, ginger and valerian; add half a pint of hot
water. To be strained, and
applied in all cases of a relaxa
tion of the bowels, dysenteries, &c.
Another. Take one table-spoonful each, of the
powders of
bay-berry, common sslt, winter brake, boxwood, and Indian
cloves or galengal, and add half a
pint of water : to be applied
as

above.

MUCILAGINOUS LAVEMENT.
Take of the powders of
slippery elm one table-spoonful;
lion's-foot-snake root, and mountain
flax, two teaspoonsful
each; lettuce laudanum one tea-spoonful, added to a half
pint of flaxseed tea : to be applied in cases of the flux,
dysentery, &c, and all cases of irritation of the bowels.

Another.

Take

a

strong decoction of marsh mallows

or

comfrey, and add two tea-spoonsful of the powders of hops,
-inger and soap-wort : to be applied as the above.
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ANTICEPTICK LAVEMENTS.
Take gum myrrh, charcoal, and common salt, one tablespoonsful each; vinegar and water half a pint: to be applied
in all cases of mortification of the bowels,
putrid fevers, or
in any other case where mortification is apprehended. Thi«
is one of the best anticeptikcs probably yet known : it should
also be applied externally, and may be taken into the stom
ach in small quantities.
Another. Take
and

one

table-spoonful

each of ginger,

commoi

half a tea-spoonful of alkaline salts; t«
be added to half a pint of nettle juice, or a strong decoctios
of the herb, or water : to be applied as the above.

salt,

boxwood,

NUTRIENT LAVEMENTS.
Take beef cordial, which is made by cutting fine the
leaner parts of fat beef, and putting it into a bottle stopped
tight, without water, and boiling it in a kettle of water tw«
or three hours: remember to put the bottle into the water
when cool, and the cork to be put in loose, to permit the air
to pass off" as it expands by heating; after the water bolls
the bottle may be stopped close. The liquor that is extracted
is one of the purest nutritious substances, and is particularly
serviceable in all debilitated cases of the digestive organs;
slso to be applied as a lavement. Soups, jellies, broth, gruel,
or any other liquid nutritious substance, may be adminis
tered to the bowels in all cases of debility of ..the digesthc
apparatus, or obstructions in the oesophagus.

MUCILAGINOUS CATHARTIC.
of comfrey root and white oak
boil them in a sufficient quantity of water to
extinct the strength; strain and reduce the liquor to the
consistency of molasses; then add the powder of mandrake
•ufficient to bring it to the thickness of honey. To be taken
in
from half to a table-spoonful in molasses, in all
Take

equal quantities

bark, and

potions
dysenteric cases, costive habits, dvspepsia, cholera morbus.,
&c; the quantity regulated as circumstances require.
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DROPSICAL EXTRACTS.
Take equal quantities of black ash bark and elder rooto,
and extract the strength, aud evaporate it to the consistency
of thin molasses ; to be added to an equal quantity of elder
berry molasses: then add the powders of mandrake and
scorched egg-shells, equal quantities, sufficient to bring it to
the thickness of honey. To be taken in doses from half to
a tablespoonful, and repeated according to circumstances.
This is a very efficacious remedy for the dropsy, and torpw
of the stomach and bowels.

DROPSICAL POWDERS.
Take equal quantities of mandrake, egg-shells, and jalap,
in powders: to be taken in potions of one or two tea-spoons
ful in molasses, several times a day.
This preparation ii
peculiarly calculated to excite action of the secretory and
excretory vessels, and to remove the superabundance of
water in dropsical cases.
DROPSICAL CORDIAL.

.

Take equal quantities of elecampane, comfrey, horse
radish root, smart-weed, queen-of-the-meadow, and man
drake, four quarts; add four gallons of water, and boil it a
sufficient length of time to extract the strength; then strain
off the liquor, and add one pint of honey, and boil it down
to two quarts; th«n add half a pint of pulverized mustard,
and bottle it for use. To be taken in table-spoonful potions,
several times a day; the quantity may be increased to half
a wine-glass full, when the strength of the
patient will
admit. To be administered in all dropsical cases,
suppres
sion of the urine, cramps, spasms of the gravel, &c.

STIMULATING TONICKS.

.

Take equal quantities of the powders of hercules, golden
seal, gentian and mandrake, two ounces, and infuse in one
quart of spirits: to be taken in table-spoonful potions three
times a day, a little before meals.
The quantity should

however be reduced in debilitated cases, and diluted witk
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This is

water and sugar.

of torpor and

debility
epilepsies, dyspepsia, &c.
cases

particrllarly
of the

serviceoble iu all

nervous

system, palsies^

,

RESTORING TONICKS.
Take equal quantities of the powders of white wood,
peach kernel, unicorn, golden-seal, and cucumber seed*,
three ounces: to be infused in one quart of spirits, and
taken in potions from one tea-spoonful to a table-spoonful,

This is an excellent
several times a day, before meals.
ionick in all debilitated cases of the di ;c;(ive organs, when
the more stimulating tonick would be inadmissible.

GENERAL RESTORATIVE.
Take two

ounces

each of

Columbo,

skunk

cabbage.

golden-seal, female flower, unicorn, alspice, white Solomonseal, spikenard, & deer's horn in the velvet three, ounces of
bitter-sweet, and one ounce of gentian in powders; to be
added to one gallon of spirits. To be taken in potions from
a day,
a tea-spoonful to half a wine glass full, three times
before meals. This preparation is particularly calculated
to restore tone to the digestive organs, after the equilibrium
is established.

ANTI-DYSPEPTICK PILLS.
Take ipecac, mandrake, thorough-wort, and prenantes,
equal quantities, combined with half the quantity of the
of
powders of slippery elm, and one fourth the quantity
or cherry tree gum; after being made fine and suffi*
peach
ciently moistened with water, they are to be made into pills
of common size, and taken from one to four on going to bed,
and contiuued for a considerable length of time: it excite*
action of the parietes of "the stomach, promotes digestion
;

•nd stimulates the intestines to

K

a

natural "motion.

no

SUDORIFIC POWDERS.
Take equal quantities of the powders of mountain flax,,
galengal, Indian cloves,* ginger, and mandrake : to be taken
in tea-spoonful doses in warm water, sweetened, and re
peated once in twenty or thirty minutes, until relief is ob
tained. This medicine is calculated for a general application
in all diseases and

stages, with little variations.

Another. Take equal quantities of the powders of sassa
fras, unicorn,; cuckold, rag-weed, butterfly {rootj: to betakei
in half table-spoonful potions in warm water, and repeated
every fifteen or twenty minutes
They form a valuable
sudorifick, and may be freely used in anv disease, particu
larly in fevers and obstructions on the exhalants.
Another. Take Virginia snake root, plantain, and the
seeds of burdock, equal parts, in powders, in potions of one
or two
tea-spoonfuls, in warm water. Very serviceable i»
fevers, and all obstructions of" the system.

ANTI-COUGH POWDERS.

Take of blood-root one part, crane's-bill three parts, and
two parts, all to be reduced to a fine powder,
and mixed: to be taken in doses from half to a tea-spoon

elecampane
ful in

honey,

several times

a

day.

Removes

coughs,

and

promotes digestion.
EXPECTORANT POWDERS.
Take equal parts of the powders of Seneka snake-root,
skunk cabbage, and mandrake root:, to be taken in potions
of one half tea-spoonful, in cold water, or honey, and re
peated once in ten Or filtten minutes ; excites action of
the glands of the mouth and its mucous membrane, and
promotes expectoration or spitting. It relieves asthmatic
affections, strictures of the lungs, and coughs.

Hi
EXPECTORANT CONSERVE.
Take Indian

parts, added

turnip, horse-radish, and cowfoot, equal
quantity of honey or loal

to three times its

sugar; and simmered in a close vessel for half an hour:
to be taken in potions from half to a tea-spoonful, several
This is an excellent remedy for the asthma,
times a day.

coughs, consumptions, catarrhs,

&c.

SALIVATION POWDERS.
of the powders of mandrake root,
and the seeds of lobelia : to be
taken in one fourth tea-spoonful doses, in cold water, and
repeated once in fifteen minutes, prWnices a salivation
equal to calomel, without any of its deleterious effects. It
completely removes all obstrucitons of the glands of the
strictures of the chest, and gives great relief in the
Take

equal parts

cowfoot, blood

ro

,t

—

throat,
asthma, coughs, catarrhs, and consumptions.

DIURETICK POWDERS
Take turpentine root, queen-of-the-meadow, wild lettuce
and the seeds of burdock; to be reduced to a fine powder,
and taken irr potions from half to a table -spoonful in warm
It
fifteen or twenty minutes.
water, and repeated every
<rives relief in all cases of suppression of the urine, and is

serviceable in

gravelly complaints.
DIURETICK SOLUTION.

seed, scorched egg-shells, and mandrake,
of the recent
powders, equal parts, and two parts
well mixed; add one
root of horse-radish scraped fine, all
of the best of cider,
quart of this preparation to one gallon
from
bottled an I kept from the air. To be taken in potions
and repeated
half a table-spoonful to half a w ine glass full,
Take mustard

root

in

It relieves
the circumstances of the case.
of the gravel, and is
of
the
urine,
paroxysms
suppressin palsies, agues, scurvies, and particularly
very sen iceable

according

to

-n

for the uroy?y.
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ANTI-DYSENTERIC POWDERS.
Take of the powders of mandrake root, slippery elm,
and charcoal, and the powders of egg and salt prepared in
the following manner : Take a new laid hen's egg, break the
end and turn off the white, and fill the shell with common

salt, mixing it with the yelk; to be placed in a moderate
heat & scorched like coffee, & then powdered & mixed
with the other ingredients in equal quantities. To be taken
in' potions of a half table-spoonful, in sale molasses, and
repeated as necessity requires. This is probably one of
the most efficacious remedies for the
dysentery or flux yet
discovered.
It is also very serviceable in cases of the
cholera morbus.
ANTICEPTIC EXTRACTS.
Take of the powders of myrrh, camphor, Virginia snake
root, and boxwood, three ounces, to be added to one quart

of alcohol: and applied to all gangrenous swellings, in
flammations, mortifted sores, See. It is also very efficacious,
applied to the bowels in all cases of inflammations, and
niortifications.

STYPTICKS.
Take equal quantities of the' powders of crane's-bill;
winter brake and cobwebs; to be moistened with cold water,
and applied to bleeding orifices; it contracts the
parts, and

stays the discharge.

Another.
Take brandy, or good spirits one gill, castile
soap half an ounce, and pearlash one fourth of an ounce ;
-have the soap fine and dissolve it in the brandy; then add
the pearlash, and mix them well together: to be kept in
bottles closely stopped, for use
When applied, warm it by
the fire, and dip lint info it, and apply it to a bleeding wound.
It causes the blood to coagulate, and stops its

bleeding.

MINERAL SOLUTION.
Take
common

equal quantities of green copperas, white vitriol,
salt, and gunpowder made fine, four table-spoon-
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fuls; soft water three half pints: to be infused until perfectly
dissolved ; then strain and bottle it for use. This constitutes
an excellent external
swel
application in all cases of

painful

■

lings, sprains, bruises/rheumatick pains, gangrenous inflam
mations, head-ache, broken bones, cancer, &c. If the
preparation is
is also

too "strong, it
mrcy be diluted with water. Ii
successfully employed as an ophthalmick, properly

diluted.

HEMORRHOIDS OINTMENT.
Take the recent leaves of stramonium, mullein flowfcrs
roots, and the green bark of elder, one handful each, to
be added to half a pound of fresh butter, and simmered over
or

slow fire to a crisp; then strain the oil, and keep it from
the air for use : to be applied to the parts several times a
day, in small quantities. This is remarkably calculated
to give relief in cases'of soreness, and painful irritations of
the parts.
Or, take the roots of burdock, the tops of garden mallows,
catnip, and seoke leaves, one handful each ; to be simmered
in half a pound of fresh butter, strained, and applied as
directed for the above.
In cases of a protrusioti of the
rectum, apply a poultice of white beans as warm as can
be conveniently borne, (first putting bark on the parts if
practicable;) and occasionally apply a lavement of bea»
water, together with the astringents, to prevent its return.
a

r-

CHALYBEATE SOLUTION.
Infuse

pint

one

of

quart of spring water:
half to

remedy

a

wine

powdered

blacksmiths'

cinders, in a
a
day, from

to be drank several times

glass full
piles.

at

a

time.

This

a

very efficacious

for the

Take

a

To stop bleeding at the nose.
handful of feathers, and put them

on a shovel of
the smoke to the nose: this gives
When applied in cases of flooding or

burning coals, and apply
immediate relief.

bleeding piles,

the

K2

patient

should sit

oyer

the smoke.
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CONSUMPTION CONSERVE.
two parts, and mountain flax
part; to be bruised and added to an equal quantity of
honey, and simmered one hour, strained, and put into a

Take of upland liverwort

one

close vessel for use. To be taken in potions from half to a
tee. -spoonful, several times a day, according to the circum
stances of the case. An infusion has a similar effect. This
is>a very efficacious remedy for the consumption.

RESTORING SALVE.
•

Ta;:t. half a pint each, of wintergreen, stramonium, and
the green bark of elder bruised; and one gill each of tur
pentine, fr^sh butter, honey and mutton suet: simmer them
together in a close vessel to an oil; to be, strained and kept
This constitutes one of the most
from the air for use.
efficacious applications for recent wounds, old sores,' scalds,

burns, yet known.
Or, take ecu id quantities

of mutton tallow, beeswax,
root, balsam of fir, and wintergreen, all sim
mered together until the leaves are crisped; to be strained,
and eppiied as the above.

seoke leave

or

ANODYNE LINIMENT.
Take equal parts of bops, wild lettuce, and stramonium,
be simmered in an equal quantity ofneet's foot oil; then
strain and add to every pint half an ounce each, of the oils
of rosemary and pennyroyal: to be closed from the aii, and
to

kept

for

use.

This is

a

very valuable liniment for rheu-

matick pains, sprains, broken bones, coidracted tendons, &
for burns.
Or, take strong lime water, and add an equal queeify
of sweet or linseed oil, and add^half an ounce of spirits of
turpentine to every pint. This is particularly serviceable
for burns, scalds, and all irritable sores.

ANTHALMEXTICK EXTRACT.

;

Take equal parts of senna leaves, oak of Jerusalem, and
neer-mint: infuse one ounce in half a pint of water in a

11j
close vessel. To be taken in tah]c-s;\oo:iful potions, sweet
ened with sale molasses.
This is a valuable medicine to
remove worms.
Spear-mint tea often proves a valuable
vermifuge and stomaehick. It should be repeated every
half hour, until it gives relief.
Or, take equal parts oi' the powders of mandrake root
and cedar balls, in half tca-spoo:dul potions, in molasses;

repeated

to be

as

circumstances require.

RHEUMATICK ANODYNE.
Take one pint each of alcohol ue.d beef's gall, and one
of the oil of sassafras; to be well mixed together and
bottled for use. To be extc nially applied in all rheumatick

ounce

pedis, gouty affections, bruises, gangrenous inflammations,
scalds, burns, stiff joints, and contracted tendons. This
preparation is peculiarly calculated, to relieve pain, anl
give tone to the parts.
RHEUMATICK OINT -.<tENT.
Take the recent leaves of stramonium, seoke, and hop
flowers, equal parts, bruised, ami simmered in an eq ;al
> are
of fresh butter until the lea
crisped; then
strain off" the oil, and add to every quart one ounce of the
To be applied as the above.
oil of hemlock.

quantity

v.

,

CALOUS OINTMENT.

dog's oil one pint, angle worms half a pint, bitter(bark of the root,) and chamomile flowers half a pint;
to be simmered over a slow fire until the strength of the
substances are extracted ; then strain off the oil, and add
Take

■,wect

of rattlesnake oil to each quart.
This ointment
very serviceable application to stiff joints, contracted
tnidons, wens, and sciatic and rheumatick pains.

one ounce

is

a

CANCER SALVE.
Take

roots,
the

equal quantities of young seoke roots and mandrake
a sufficient
qnantity of water to extract

to be boiled in

strength

; then strain and boil it down to the

consistency
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*

of molasses; to which add half

of fresh butter and
mixed, and
bottled for use. To be applied to cancers, mortified sores,
carious bones, wens, &c.
The application should be re
peated several times a day, until the parts assume a healthy
If the preparation is too powerful, it may
appeararance.
be diluted with fresh butter, more
particularly after several
of the first applications.
Or, apnly the gastrick juice from the stomach of a dog
killed in a fasting state, or a part of the stomach.
This is
one of the most
powerful solvents in nature, and will dissolve
fungous flesh, and callous or indurated edges of cancers. It
is also an excellent
anticeptick, and is a very valuable ap
plication for mortified sores, foul ulcers, carious bones, &c.
one ounce

of

pearlash

to each

a

pound

quart:

to be well

CATAPLASM FOR THE GOUT.

Take black

cherry-tree bark, and boil it in a sufficient
of water to extract the strength; strain it and boil
it down to the consistency of common sirup; then add one
fourth of a pound of alum to two quarts of the sirup. To be
applied to the feet and legs, or affected parts: then apply
a
poultice of blue clay, moistened and kept wet with the
sirup ; to be changed twice a day. This application will
relieve pain in the most obstinate cases of the gout, or in
other painful swellings; aud will cleanse old sores, and
quantity

cause

them to heal.

STIMULATING POULTICES.
Take

equal quantities of bruised mustard seed, the recent
of horse-radish scraped fine, and Indian meal moistened
with vinegar: to be applied to palsied or

ioot

rheumatick or sciatic
cases in fevers, &c.

pains;

or

to the

decayed limbs,

feet in all debilitated

CARROT POULTICE.
Take carrot and seoke root, grated
fine, equal quantities,
and a sufficiency of good yeast to bring it to the
consistency
of a poultice: to be applied in all cases of
gangrenes, morti
fications, cancers, foul ulcers, &c.
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SLIPPERY-ELM POULTiCE.
Take recent bark of slippery elm, bruised, in cold water;
the dry bark in powders, and moistened with vinegar.
This is an excellent application tor strains, recent inflam
mations, to prevent suppuration, and for sore eyes. Bread
and milk boiled to a proper consistency ; Indian meal mois
tened with col I water, or boiled; flaxseed boiled and thick
ened with Indian meal; the roots of the white pond lily;
onions boiled soft, mashed in milk, and thickened with In
dian meal; beans ground and moistened with vinegar suffi
cient to make a poultice,
are all good emollients for strains,

or

—

bruises,

inflammations,

recent

gangrenous

swellings,

&c.

OPHTHALMICK SOLUTION.
Take of white vitriol and pearlash each one table-spoon
alum and loaf sugar two- table-spoonfuls each, and the
white of three hens'-eggs well beaten, all mixed with one
pint «>f soft water: after they are completely blended, it is
to be strained several times through a iie.en cloth, to render
it clear, aud bottled for use. This is a valuable application
fo: all chronic cases of sore eyes to b* applied several times
If it is too strong, it may be diluted with water.
a day.

ful,

—

Another.
while

\

.

t

Take

one

riol and

each of white copperas,
tafflc^jSipoonful
of
and three

pear-fish,
three pints

t

dfle-spoonsful

of soft water; to be scalded
over a slow fire a few minutes, and bottled for use.
Drop
This is a
a little into the eye two or three times a day.
inflam
very efficacious remedy for sore eyes: it removes
mation, and restores sight.
common

salt,

to

into the eyes, a few drops
good effect in restoring drill sight.
A liniment made of equal parts of a strong lime water and
sweet oil, is a remarkably good remedy for inflammations
The

at

a

juice of

rotten

time, often has

apples put

a

particular where the eyelids incline to stick
A mild solution of alkaline salts is a very effica
cious application for inflamed eyes. The oil of peppermint
is a very ser
applied to the cheek a little below the eye,
viceable remedv: the oil of marjoram has a similar effect.

of the eye, in

together.
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equal parts: the milk should stand a few
kours, and have been once skimmed. This application, if
thoroughly attended to, will relieve the most inveterate
Rose water
tsases; a little saffron improves its efficacy.
is- a mild astringent, and serviceable in chronic cases of
Milk and water,

sore

eyes.

NERVE OINTMENT.
Take mustard seed one gill; horse-radish roots, bitter
sweet, chamomile flowers, sassafras, red pepper and wild

lettuce, all well bruised, half a pint each: to be added to
pound of fresh butter, one quart of spirits, and half a
pint of sweet oil, and simmered in a close vessel until the
substances are crisped ; then strain and bottle it for use.
This is a very efficacious remedy for located pains arising
from broken bones, rheumatism, poison, sprains, or from
one

mercury, &c.

FEBRIFUGE.
Take of Virginia sna£e root, rag

weed, mandrake, plan

To be
and mountain flax, in powders, equal parts.
taken in tea-spoonful potions, with the addition of one fourth
of a tea-spoonful of alkaline sadterin a tea-cup full of warm
water; to be repeated every fifteen or twenty minutes, in
all cases of fever: also to be applied to the bfivels in twice
the quantity.
Or, take equal parts of lion's-foot snake root, seneka
snake root, sassafras, thorough-wort, ginger, and ipecac, in
powders. To be taken in potions from one to two teaspoonsful in a tea-cup of warm w ater.

tain,

Or, take horse-radish root scraped fine one pint, infused
in one quart of well fermented cider, or vinegar and water,
for several days: to be taken in table-spoonful potions, and
and repeated every half hour. This is a valuable febrifuge,
and may be freely given in cases of fever.
Or, a strong decoction of butterfly root drank freely, is
an

excellent febrifuge.
During these administrations, the body should be fre

bathed wdth the alkaline wash. This is also to be
taken in potions of one fourth of a tea-spoonful, properly

quently
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diluted;
spoonful

and applied as a lavement in
in half a pint of rain water.

quantities of one

ten-

RHEUMATICK POWDERS.
Take equal parts of the
drake and mountain flax, in

powders of black cohosh, man
potions from half to three fourths
of a tea-spoonful in warm water: to be
repeated once an
hour or oftener, according to the
necessity of the case. A
tea-spoonful of lettuce laudanum may be added to each dose
as an
anodyne, in the most severe cases. This preparation
removes

the

all obstructions of the system, excites actions of
and removes rheumatick pains.

glandular secretions,

ANTI-HEMORRHAGICK.
Take equal quantities of sage and nettle leaves , bruisr
them and express the juice ; to be taken in doses from one
to two

tea-spoonfuls two or three times a day: or a strong
freely, stops bleeding at the lungs or stomach

infusion drank

when continued for a considerable length of time: or fine
salt in a dry state in table-spoonful potions, and repeated
once an hour (water should not be drank immediately
after)
gives immediate relief, f*- Qr, take a strong decoction of
witch-hazel leaves, to be drank freely, or the recent leaves
chewed, stops bleeding at the stomach.

COMPOUND ESSENCE OF SPIKENARD.
Take half

an ounce

each of the oils of spikenard,

angelica,

rosemary, and hemlock; to be
combined with a sufficient quantity of alkohol to dissolve
the oils: to betaken in potions of fifteen or twenty drops,
in a strong infusion of mullein roots, se\eral times*a day.
This is a very efficacious medicine for ;d! debilitated case <

savin, wintergreen, sassafras,

of the nervous" system,

ularly

for

women

consumptions, asthmas;

and partic

to take for several weeks before their

confinement. It is also very serviceable in removing afterpains, female obstructions, &c, being particularly calculated
to regulate the female system.
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ANODYNE POULTICE.

heads, leaves or blossoms, seoke leaves
roots, stramonium leaves, and persicaria (smart-weed,)
equal parts, bruised, and moistened with vinegar. This is
Take of poppy

or

anodyne, and gives immediate relief, when
contusions, sprains, biles, white swellings, fever
sores, gangrenous inflammations, and sore breasts.
an

excellent

applied

to

TINEA OINTMENT.
Take four ounces each of .rosin, beeswax, honey and
verdigris, half a pound of turpentine, one pound of" fresh
butter, and three ounces each of tar and mutton tallow: to
This is a very effica
be melted and well mixed together.
cious remedy for the scald head: to be applied several times
a
day; at each application wash the head with a strong castile
It is also an ex
soap sud3, and apply powdered charcoal.
cellent application for any scrofulous humor, salt rheum,

tetters, &c.

Or, take equal parts of fresh butter, the yelks of roasted
eggs, and the bruised leaves of wintergreen ; to be simmered
together in a close vessel until tjig herb is crisped, to be
strained and kept from the a;r: and applied as the above.
This is an excellent remedy, and will generally cure the
It is also very serviceable, applied
most obstinate cases.
to old sores,* foul ulcers, &c.
OPODELDOC.
-

Take the best castile soap shaved thin, four ounces,
one and an half ounce, alkohol one
pint ; dissolve
the soap in the spirits, then add the camphor and half an
This is an excellent appli
ounce of the oil ot pennyroyal.
cation for burns, scalds, sprains, &c.

camphor

SHIELDING PLASTER.
Take equal parts of the roots of
spikenard, comfrey, and sarsaparilla,
sufficient quantity of water
strain, and evaporate it over

white Solomon seal,
and boil them in a

to extract
a

the

strength ;

then

moderate heat to the consist-
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ency of molasses; then add white pine turpentine and rosin,
equal parts, to bring it to the consistency of shoemakers"
wax.

To be

spread

stance, and applied

on

thin leather

or some

flexible snii-

to weak

backs, on to the side, stomach,
or
These applications are much more
any located pains.
serviceable in the healing art, than has been
generally con
sidered. They
itated cases, to

atmosphere; to
ulus, and to aid

indispensable, in all weak and debil
a
portion of the pressure of the
impart to the absorbents a degree of stim
are

remove

in

restoring

tone to the

parts.

CEPHALIC SNUFF.
Take the bark of the root of

baberry, the flower of hops,
golden-seal, equal parts, finely powdered, and sifted
through book muslin, scented with the oil of cinnamon,
or lavender, and bottled for use.
To be used in cases (■!'
wid

membrane that lines the nose. This
calculated to relieve pain in the head.
the bark of the root of wandering milk-weed
two parts, and sage leaves and whrte hellebore one part
eech; prepared and applied as the above.

torpor
is

of the

mucous

particularly
Ov, take of

DENTIFRICE POWDERS.
Take charcoal made of, willow or sugar maple, three parts,
and baberry one part; to be moistened with equal quantities
of vinegar and water: to be applied twro or three times a
This will give them a beautiful white
week to the teeth.
The ;: o..t»
appearance, and render the breath sweet.
should be rinsed every morning in vinegar and rose water.
or salt and water; also after meals.
Spring water may be

substituted.

Or,

take gum

myrrh, alum and charcoal, equal quantities.
water: applied as above directed.

diluted with soft

ANTI -SPASMODICK ELIXIR.
Take of the ( ils of cinnamon, sassafras and angelica, one
each, and alkohol three quarts; infuse for twenty-four
hours; then add Russia; --'tor, Indian cloves, and unicorn.
two ounces each: to be taken in potions fro;*
in
ounce

powders,
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thirty drops, in a strong muiieia-root tea, thre*
day. This is a very efficacious remedy for epileptic
fits, spasms, and debility of the nervous system. It should
he continued for a considerable length of time.
Or, take red chick weed, misletoe, u \iccrn and man
drake in powders, one ounce each: to be taken in petions
from one to two tea-epojufuls, three or four times a day.
This is a valuable remedy lor convulsive fits.
Or, tahe two quarts of spirits, and a hr.naful each of
dfieento

tirhes

a

—

mandrake roots, angelica roots, sassafras, b. "k, cinnamon
bark and valerian; to be put into a vessel in ie-ed'from
the air, and steeped until half evaporated. To be taken hi
table-spoonful potions several tinies a day. This is also a
valuable medic!. :e for fits, and should be used occasionally.^
for a change, while taking the other p: operatic::.;.
-

CIDER EXTRACTS.
9

Take ten gallons cf the best of w- 11 fermented cider, two
of horseradish finely scraped, one quart each of'
mustard seed i ::i mandrake roots, and two quarts of elecair.pane roots, in powders: to be infused for ten or twelve
days. To be taken in half or whole table-spoonful potions,
several times a day ; aud in violent cases two table-f poorffi is
This preparation is particularly
may be given at a time.
serviceable in all dropdeeal, cases, rheumatiek and sciatic
affections, pa! dees, agues, convulsive fits, gravel, &c.

gallons

EMOLLIENT OINTMENT.
'

Take fresh butter and wintergreen leaves, half a pint
each, and simmer them until the leaves are crisped; thin
strain, and add two ounces each of sweet oil aud ha;t..-kcn: :
to be kept from the air for use. This is remarkably calcu
lated to allay pain in any irritable sore from scalds, burns,
&c; or for sore breasts and nipples attended with pain and
inflammation.

It is also

rlieum, cracked

or

efficaciously employed for the salt
chapped hands, or any hard and dry sore.

,
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GENERAL EMMENAGOGUE.
Take four ounces of female flower, one ounce each of
Mack cohosh, blue cohosh aud Seneca snake root, half an
ounce of blood root, one ounce each of vervain
roots, burdock
•seed and saffron flowers, and half an ounce of hercules all
in powders; to be infused in two quarts of spirits.
To be
taken in table-epoonf d potions several times a day, accor
ding to the circumstances of the case. This preparation i"
particularly calculated to remove all female obstruction:aud hysterical affections. During the administration, drink
freely of a tea made of two-thirds bittersweet and one third
cucumber: this preparation ought to be taken for some time
after the complaint is removed.
—

EMMENAGOGUE EXTRACT.

i

Take alcohol one quart, oil of savin one ounce, to be
infused twenty-four hours; then add one gill of the ex
pressed juice of blood root, one gill each of bruised fennel
seed, birth root and mandrake root. To be taken in potions
from one fourth to half a tea-spoonful, and repeated as ne
cessity requires. This is an excellent*preparation to remove
obstructions of the female system, arising from general de
bility, and for hysterical affections.
Or, take black cohosh, mandrake and unicorn, the roots,
one ounce each, and the leaves of savin 'or juniper two
ounces; to be mixed, and taken in tea-spoonful potions,
in all cases of female obstructions and
and often

repeated,

hybterical

affections.

ANTI-COLfCK POWDERS.
Take of angelica, unicorn, Indian cloves, butterfly root.
To be
and galengal or ginger, equal parts, in powders.
taken in tea-spoonful potions, in warm water, and repeated
It generally gives relief in
once in ten or fifteen minutes.
bowels as
„all colick pains. It is also to.be applied to the
"an enema, in twice the quantity. It also removes flatulency,
and restores

digestion.
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Or, take a turf one foot square from a mearly rich soil,
bury it in the embers before the fire until it is thorgoughly heat; then moisten it with vinegar, and apply it
to the bowels as warm as the patient can conveniently
and

bear. This has
have failed.

given

relief after all internal

applications

RESTORING CORDIAL.
Take one pound each of whitewood, comfrey, spikenard,
mullein, peach-dree bark, and golden-seal, in a green state,
bruised ; to be put into a crock with four times its quantity

of water, inclosed from the air with a paste, and'bakefl in
an oven in a moderate heat until one half is
evaporated;
then strain off, and add honey or sugar, and spirits, to suit
the patient: to be bottled aud kept for use.
To be taken
in potions from half to a wine glass full, three times a
day, as a restorative after the disease is removed ; and in
all debilitated cases of the nervous system, consumptive
habits, &c.

DIABETEC EXTRACTS.
Take of the bark of the root of

rose

willow,

and

sumac

three ounces, & brandy one quart;
to be infused for several days, and taken in table-spoonful
potions, several times a day the quantity to be varied
according to the circumstances of the patient. This is a
very efficacious remedy for the diabetes, being particular!)
calculated to strengthen the urinary organs, and promote

berries, equal quantities,

—

healthy

secretions.

SYPHILIC DECOCTION.
Take equal quantities of the shavings of lignum vitae,
the bark of the root of sassafras, and the roots of sarsaparilla ;
to be infused in a close vessel, and made about as strong as
This is calculated
common chocolate, and drank freely.
more particularly for the first stages of the venereal
If the
patient has been salivated, the preparation should be much
stronger. It is also very serviceable in all cutaneous.diseases.
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CONSUMPTION SIRUP.
Infuse

one

handful,

each of the leaves of hoarhound,

liverwort, hyssop, and mullein roots, in four quarts of
water, in a close vessel, until one half is evaporated; then
strain the liquor, and add one quart of honey, and half a pint
each of Indian turnip and .elecampane roots, well bruised ;
to be simmered down to two quarts.
To be taken in half
This is a
times
a day.
several
table-spoonful potions,

sage,

valuable

coughs,

sirup

in all

cases

of the

consumption,

asthma-

&c.

JAUNDICE BITTERS.
Take equal quantities of black cherry, white wood, box
all dried,
the barks, and the roots of mandrake
ounces of the powders
infuse
three
mixed:
and
pulverized
To be taken in table-spoonful po
in one quart of spirits.
In the morning take a
tions three or four times a day.
beat and mixed with new milk. This
hens'
o/
eggs,
couple
the most obstinatecourse, if duly attended to, will relieve
It is also very serviceable in dys
cases of the

wood,

—

pepsia,

and

jaundice.
debility cf the digestive

organs.

OINTMENT FOR DEFECTIVE HEARING

.

Take one gill of peach kernel, half a pint of fresh butler,
and half a cake of the best castile soap ; to be simmered over
strain off the
a slow fire until the kernel is crisped; then
of lobelia,
oil, and add it to one gill of a strong essence

prepared by infusing for several days, two table-spoonsful
ot
pulverized seeds of lobelia, and one table-spoonful
and strain
powdered myrrh in a gill and an half of alcohol,
Te

of the

ing it;

—

to be well mixed

together,

and bottled for

use.

time, several
drops
of defective hearing. It may be

to the ear, three

or

four

at

a

be applied
limes a day, in all cases
little wool moistened with the same to the
proper to apply a
the
pressure of air on the parts. Washing
ear, to prevent
a
the ear with castjle soap suds once a day, accelerates
a good auxiliary in all cases
is
Salt-water
bathing
cure.
•f this kind.

L2
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NERVINE EXTRACT.
Take of vervain roots, sweet

medley, elecampane,

seoke

berries, lignum vitae, prickley ash bark, the saw-dust of
pine knots, and black 'snake root, in powders, one quart
each ; to be added to eight gallons of good rectified wliiskey.
To be taken in doses from half to a table-spoonful, three or
four times a day. This Is remarkably calculated to relieve
after-pains, and all female obstructions, child-bed fever,
cold feet; and is particularly useful in debilitated cases of"
the n"rvous system, pain in the limbs, Sac.

ALKALINE WASH.
Take

one ounce

of alkaline

Salts, (pearlash,) and dissolve

if in three pints of soft water: to be applied to the surface
of the body in all cases of fever, dry and parched skin,

of the exhalents : also occasionally during the
siohrsinistraton of the vapor : ?. This is a very important
replication in the healing art; being calculated to neutralize
septic acid, dissolve coagulated fluids,' qxcite actio* of the
excretory vessels, and promote a discharge of excreroentiiious substance:;.
i"cr a draught, take- from one ihirl to one half of a tea-prion fed, dissolved in half a pint of water.
It neutralizes acidity, liqnefies gelatinous & mucous sub•■{&• ses in the stomach, and promotes perspiration. It should
net be continued for any considerable length of tim°, on
a <:c junt.of its relaxing qualities.

torpidity

•

LIME WATER.
Ta:;e four curu-ss of the best quick-lime, and sprinkle *
until the lime is slacked ; vhen add two quarts of soft
water, and stir it v. ell, and let it stand until it settles anl
becomes clear; then pour it off immediately, bottle and
confine it from the air, or the lime and water will separate.
To he taken from two table-spoonsful to a wine-glass fall,
and frequently repeated. It has a similar effect on the fluids
-»f the system, as the aided, and is not so relaxing to the
stomach. It however should not bcvcontinued for mere
than one or two wee'"-; at a time.
water

,
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It may be considered
important, previously to entering
upon the treatment of di sea ,e, to give some general direc
tions for their prevention, as, to
quote the expression of the
illustrious Mb chill, 'one ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure.'
Regularity and Simplicity should be strictly enjoined as
the great and principal sources of health.
Under these
comprehensive terms may be included food, drink, exercise,
clothing, sleep, and all the passions; or whatever may be
calculated to debilitate the nervous system ; which, in
connection with a vitiated atmosphere, may be considered
the source of disease.
During the hotter parts of the season, particular attention
should be paid to cleanliness: the baths should be applied
two or three times a week, in addition to the alkali wash
not only for the purpose of removing filth from the surface,
and giving tone and energy to the nerves; but also to impart
to the : eastern through the absorbents, alkaline substances
The diet should
to neutf -d'.ze the acid already absorbed.
consist principally of vegetables, with the addition of a small
proportion of the fatter parts e.f salted animal substances.
Fat salted pork is probably the best, & should be broiled
end eaten daily, and occasionally with a little vinegar and
—

—

ot

vegetable
pne r. Mutton soups, with large proportion
and a proper quantity of seasoning; fowls, eggs, and milk
with puddings composed of corn meal, should constitute a
Salt fish may he eaten two
considerable portion of diet.
or three times a week for a change; arid beans, onions and
Fresh meat should be kept some
peas used occasionally.
time before it is cooked, to become tender aud more digest
a

oc

should however be taken to prevent putrescence,
it with powdered, charcoal, or by placing it in
ice-house
deep well. Unripe or decayed fruit of all

ible:

care

by covering
an

s

or*a,

kinds, and cherries, plums, &c even when ripe, are highly
noxious, and should be carefully avoided.
Costiveness should be viewed as a source of disease, and
remedied on its first indication, by a daily use of ecu: 1
seed, and one
quantities of charcoal and whole mustard
fourth the quantity of the powders of in: ldrake root, in

fable-spoonful potions, in molasses
repeated. as necessity require!-.

be

k
company the costive

hit,

or

water; which should

If acid eructations ac
the live water in table-spoonful

.
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potions, should be administered several times a day, and
frequently applied to the bowels as a lavement, in quantities
from one half to a gill, combined with an equal quantity
of new milk.
Or, take alkaline salts dissolved in one gill
of water, in potions of one third of a tea-spoonful for the
stomach, or twice as much for the bowels. The quantities
recommended are designed for adults, of ordinary constitu
tions and strength; and should be varied according to the
age and circumstances of the patient.
Many attempts have been made to fix precise potions for
persons of different ages; but it is perfectly idle aud pre
posterous to lay down any undeviating rules as to quantity;
every person of common observation must be aware that
much depends on the constitution, habits and state of the
patient. A few general rules, however, may be noticed as
a
guide under ordinary circumstances; but much must be
left to the discretion and judgment of the administrator, wdio
must vary the quantity as the constitution and strength of
the patient seem to indicate. The smallest prescribed doses,
in ordinary cases, should be first administered, then repeated
or increased as necessity requires; remembering to err ra
ther on the side of prudence.
Fora perspn, from twelve to eighteen years of age, three
fourths the quantity directed for an adult may be given.
From seven to twelve years, one half: from three to six,
one fourth : from one to two, one sixth : under one year,
about one eighth. Females require a little less than males.
as

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES OF LIQUIDS.

pint contains one pound ; a table-spoonfid is about half
; a tea-spoonful is about one fourth of a tablespoonful. Seventy drops are considered a tea-spoonful.
A

an

ounce

OF BLEEDING.

By the terms bleeding, bloodletting, phlebotomy, and ve
nesection, is understood simply the opening of a vein.
There are, however, othet modes of bleeding, such as ar—
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tei
iotomy, or opening an artery, local, topical bloodletting is
performed by scarification and cupping glasses, by leeches.
fee.
The application of
cupping glasses is highly benefi
cial in some located
pains, to remove the pressure of the at
mosphere, and cause an increased discharge of flui -Is, which
has been found effectual in
But a*
relieving the patient.
these applications \vill
rarely be resorted to, I shall confine
my remarks, to venesection, which is the common and usual
method of taking blood from the
system, and on the propri
ety of which, different opinions, amongst the most scienti
fic practitioners, have been entertained.
There has a period when bloodletting obtained great ce
as one of the most effectual means of
removing dis
ease, and prolonging life, which, by regularly opening the
veins at certain seasons the superabundant & vitirded blood
was removed, while the more salubrious and
active quali
ties were supposed to be retained,
But science and phis—
iology have, however, detected the falsity of the doctrine, &
discovered to every one of common capacity and inquiry
that the vitiated or corrupted parts of the blood cannot be
separated from the general mass, and preserve the purer
particles. When the blood becomes vitiated, if it is too
thick, or too acrid and serous, the whole mass consequently
partakes"ofit, and is circulated indiscriminately, through ev
By opening a vein, the contamina
ery part of the system.
ted portion can no more be separated from the healthy, than
by tapping a cask of acid, vitiated wine, and drwaing off a
part, would remove the impurities, leaving the sweet and
wholesome parts behind,
Every person that has paid the least attention to the ani
mal system, readily discovers that the blood derives its ori
This
gin and support, from the assimii itiou of nutrition.
fluid contains in it elf, all the proximate principles of the
whole organized body and is con. eyed to every part of the
system, to supply the secretions, continue the growth, and
supplv the waste of decomposition. It appears to be a gen
eral law of nature, in animal bodies to assimilate to them
selves, apariioo of nutrition suite i to its growth and wastes,
which fact is demonstrated in a variety of instances, partic
ularly amongst children and the laborious, whose systems
assimilate a muehlarger quan ity of nutrition, in proportion

lebrity,

(o their

size,

than the

aged

and the

sedentary;

and further.
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when the wastes of the system are less than the asrimihlion,
the weight of the body increases, and the reverse is the fact
when the wastes exceed* the assimilation.
It is evident
from this view of the
subject, that the system, under a heal
thy standard,does not assimilate to itself, more materials (the
to istituent
principles of blood,) than is required to carry
on the
machine, with vigour and regularity. If this course
of reasoning is correct, it will
reqtdre more philosophy, than
falls to the lot of common observers to
explain the propriety
of bleeding under disease or a
deranged state of the organs,
when the assimila ion of nutrition
wholy subsides which ren
ders the body languid and lessens the
circulating mass soapparent in trie diminution of weight, the body sustains un
der such circumstances.
The inquiry would naturally
arise, what course can be pursued, that would be para
mount to the practice
usually adopted, (bleeding) by the
principal physicians of the country under a high arterial ex
citement, accompanied with a fullness and pressure. Pre
viously to answering the question, it will be necessary to
jaunt out the state of the system, and the situation of the
blood.
First: Disease is constituted in a
derangement and tor
pidity of the organs ot secretion and excretion, whose offices
are, to remove from the blood particular fluids— some of
which are suited to the renewal of its growth, and the
supplying of its waste ; while others are entirely excre
mentitious, and no longer subservient but highly noxious

the system.
The blood, in consequence of the
sluggish and deranged
state of the organs, is
overcharged with the more gelatinous
and excrementitious portion, which retards its circulation
through the capillary system ; which gives rise to the pres
sure and irritation on the arterial
system.
In order to remedy this derangement of the
system, the
of
capillary vessels must be expanded by the
the alkaline wash and the vapor bath ; the
secretory vessels
excited, and the fluids liquified by the
the
to

application

nervous

sudorificks;
strengthened by the application of the
use of
nervines; and the digestive
by the administration of tonicks; and the

system

shower bath and the

organs restored
natural peristaltrck motion of the bowels excited bv the
of cathartick?.

use
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In addition to the remarks
already suggested, I shall raak<short extract from the Domestic
Encyclopedia, which ia
<*ntif!ed to the highest credit,
considering the source fro *
which it emanated.
"The blood contains in
itself, and affords to the vessels,
j.

muscles, membranes, tendons, ligaments, bones, f*
short, to the whole organized body, all the substance and
properties which enter into the formation of each, ard con
stitute them what they are.
Aud as die blood serves to

nerves,

supply the waste, and to make up the losses which those
parts occasionally sustain. It may be considered as tin*
original source of our whole organization. Now it re-e a.d..s
little reflection to perceive that, by v/aeting this, vital duiri,
the

of animal support & regeneration, are iu a great
obstructed and diminished. Although it be true
that the blood, lost by periodical bleedings, is soon re-pro
duced by the activity of the vital powers, yet this restoration
is not effected without considerable effort, and at the expemr
sources

measure

of the whole machine. As this exertion is tJrerefore a great
pressure upon the vital powers, it must of course be attended
with a proportionate degree of their consumption. And ex
perience has shown in numberless in; dances, that persons
accustomed to frequent blood-letting, are not only rendered
mdre delicate in their constitution, and more subject 'to
disease, but also that they die in. general at en earlier a*?
than others."
~

or stJRGXsnir.
Evert person of common sense may do much in all
casualties arising from dislocations, fractured bones, rup
would be attended
Immediate assistance is
frequently necessary to stay departing life, in partial dislo
It is not
cations of the neck and ruptured blood-vessels.
intimated that the few remarks that I shall make, will
enable a person to perform a capital operation : yet, with *
proper attention to the few hints suggested, a person posses
sing a mechanical head, common ingenuity, and just obser
vations, would be rendered competent in ordinary cases of
dislocations and fractures.

tured blood-vessels, &c, where a
with the most fatal consequences.

delay

OF DISLOCATIONS.
When
to

prevent

out of

bone is removed fiom its place at a joint, so
its natural motion, it is said to be dislocated,

a

as
or

joint.

In common dislocation.", if immediate assistance is r^pdered while the muscles possess their elasticity, and tend to
a restoration of the parts, it may be set merely by extension,
(pulling.) But it is generally preferable to relax the mus
cles, aud it is infispensably necessary when the parts have
become s\, ollen. For this purpose, a weak solution of
AH
alkaline salts should be applied warm to the parts.
that is nccessci \ after the dislocation is reduced, is to wash
the parts with vinegar and water, spirits and water, salt
and vinegar, and cold water, to contract the muscles, and
strengthen the nc rves. If inflammation accompanied witfi
pain and gangrenous symptoms appear, the antiseptick wash
or poultice should be applied, and repeated, as circumstan
ces

require.
DISLOCATIONS OF THE LOWER

JAW,

from blows, biting hard substances,
&c. In this case the patient cannot shut his mouth,
gaping,
and his chin is thrown on one side. In adjusting dislocations
May take

pla-e

1

xJO

of this kind, the patient should be
placed in alow podhorr,
with the head pressed against the breast of some
pers ;i to
keep it steady. The operator should wrap cloths around Wn
thumbs to prevent then from slipping; then place ti
,1 a>
far back in the patient's mouth as possible, and the fir_,.-undeT the jaw; then press firmly backwards and downward-',
which will bring the elapsed heads of the jaw iuto their
sockets.
■

»

OF DISLOCATION OF THE NEC!-:.
In

dislocations of the ncrk, if immediate

a
':< ...r
rendered,
adjusted, and the life of ;./•■•
patient saved, when a little delay would prove fatal. Cave;
of this kind may be distinguished by the following .symp

partial

is

•

■

the parts may be

A face bloated, and generally turned on one side, a
swollen neck, an I a total inability of the patient to move.
To reduce dislocations of this kind, the patient should he
laid on his back, when the operator places his knees against
the patient's shoulders, at the same time takes hold of 1 hi
head with both hands, then with a gentle and strong foree
pulls the head, (twisting at the same time, if the face hi
turned on one side,) until the joints are rc-jdecrd, which
will be known by the noise d .-y make when slipping into
their places, thee patient's breathing, and the head coutimiin^
Didoeadons of tins lonJ are easily
in its natural

toms:

position.'-

resolute women have happily performed it.
After the pa: t s are adjusted, gentle txcrche should be
iu
enjoined, and the external applications, made as directed

adjusted— and

other di. locations.
OF DISLOCATIONS OF THE SHOULDER.

'

From tie structure of the bemo.n system dds joint is
subject to injuries of this kind than any part of the
; but
bod*?. This joint m ,\ he dislocated in any directioe
dislocated d.owi.v, ards,v liich nrev be known
is o'nic
more

rally
byta cavity on

the top of the shoulder, mid
protuberance
To rede.ee dislocations of this kh.J, the
'"
iV.iced in a low pos;;i«>r: : the opci-o'or
am. end ^ near
< hid une'ei thbene!

under the arm
patient sh-enld
niacin" p
the body

patient's

■

as

possible,
M

and then

cm

smg.t icbe

e.o our i.u

1<t

own

*

two assistant?, one to hold the
position, while the other extends the
about half be.nt, the operator gently lifts

neck; then, by having
firm in his

patient
arm, keeping

it
the bore to its socket.
Or, instead of a handkerchief, jdr.ee a ball of yarn under
the arm as high as practicable; then by gently extendi rr::
the arm, and bearing down at the same time, the bone is
carried to its place.
If the dislocation is upward-., it m?y be reduced by ex
tension

only.
DISLOCATION OF THE RIBS.

Occc'itR^rsTES of tills kind seldom happen, by reason
of their being iiinrly attached to the back bone." But when
they do occur, if they are dislocated t.-pv.ards or downward..-,
which is sometimes t^ri case, in order ^o replace them, the
patient's arm of the irejercd side shouldbe suspended over
his head, which draws the ribs a&under; in this situation
A general action
they maybe crowded into their socket
l.cirid he maintained in the system, and similar applications
made to the parts, to those directed in other dislocations.
If they are dislocated inwards, very litde more can be
dor.e than to bathe the surface with applications recom
mended in other 'dislocations, and to promote a general
action in the system, accompanied with full meals of light
and nourishing diet.
..

DISLOCATION OF THE ELBOW.
A

dislocation

direction,

wddich it is
th-

of the elbow may take

& is known

pushed,

by

a

protuberance

and die inaeditv of the

in a:;y
the side to

place

on

patient

to

move

joint,

Tr.EA.T:,iEN7.

When the parts

swoiler, before an
should be fomented
with a weak: solution
to remove the swel
ling and relax the muscles. The operator is then to guide
the bone to its cavity, with the aid of two assis; u.ts, one to
confine the body, and the other to extend V\c arm; which
■<;oui .1 he kept in a padiicn that the fevveet number of
attempt is made

to ret the

are

jrirt, they
of alhaline salts,
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muscles are on the stretch, which is when the arm is about
half bent. After the parts are adjusted, a little rest will be
necessary, for the parts to regain their tone, with an occa
sional application of the mineral solution, vinegar and water,
Lc, as iu other cases of dislocations.

Dislocations of the knee, wrist, fingers, &c,

are

reduced

and sometimes it may require the
v.ssistauce of one person to guide the bone to its plaec.
which, when effected, may be known by comparing it with

simply by extension;
an

uninjured

part.

DISLOCATION OF THE HIP.
But as
I shah
describe the process* to be observed when the dislo
cation is inward, which may be known by the leg being a
little longer, and tlm knee's being separated.
The patient should be laid .on the uninjured side: the
operator, by plac'ngorie hand under the thigh, as near to
the bod as may be, and the other on the outside of the
knee, then by raising with the hand under the thigh, and
bearing down with the other, the thigh br4pe is brought to.
its pi tee, while two assistants are exfe iding^he limb, which
slum Id be kept in a position that the least number of muscles
are exert d, which is when the thigh forms nearly a right
angle with the body. This operation is easily performed
when the muscles are properly relaxed, ae.d in no case
should an a'tempt be made without it; as great injury l:-o
been sustained by udng too. much force: frequently the
force even of six men has proved ineffectual, when one
After
would have been sufficient with pr. per treatment.
the parts are aJjusted, similar treatment is required as di
Tiir.

they
only

hip may be dislocated four different ways.
require very little variation in treatment,

will

,

rected in other dislocations.

OF BROKEN BONES.
can be said that would be serviceable to the
die process of setting bones, as it 1j eirtir.dy a me-

Vi.tiy little

reader

on
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operation, and can be acquired only by experience,
by persons possessing judgment, a mechanical head, and
just observations.
Before a broken bone can be safely adjusted, the swelling
must be reduced by the process directed under the head of
Di locations.
The parts are then to be brought gently to
their proper places, and confined with a light pressure by
some flexible substance, such as paste-board,
leather, &e*,
which, by moistening, soon assume the shape of the parts to
which they are applied.
But whatever substance is used,
it should be applied sufficiently loose to give free circulation
ehanical

to all the

fluids, aud render the parts comfortable. The
best wash that can be applied at first, probably is the min
eral solution, vinegar and water, spirits and water, or spring
water: if swelling and inflammation attend, accompanied
with pain aud a gangrenous appearance, apply the anti
septic wash in addition to the mineral solution. A general
action of the system should be preserved by a proper ad
ministration of tonicks, ca'darticks, &c, as directed in other
cases ; with a light and uutritious diet. In cases of a fracture
of those limbs that support the body, the best position prob
ably is on the side, with the limbs a little bent; which is
the mqgt natural position for repose, as the muscles are the
least exerted in that situation. The long established prac
tice of confining a person on his back for a great length of
time, is productive of great inconvenience : it renders him
uneasy, often changing his position for relief; which not
ozrly endangers a removal of the bones from their proper
places, but debilitates the i.ervous system, and greatly tends
to retard the progress of a restoration of the parts.
It is important to have the patient kept clean and comfort
able by often changing his clothes and bedding, to prevent
excoriations and a depression of his spirits, which would be
unfavorable to. a speedy cure. When the patimit is changed,
he should make no exertions himself, and all causes avoided
oil ulatefl to agitate the body, such as coughing, sneezing,
!'; ights, &c; as they would tend to an injury of the fractured
If no accident befals the patient in leu or tv.eive
narts.
■i ev«. he may begin to "move himself a little; lid it thcaici
'

13:
be

quite moderate

at

find, carefully avoiding

the muscles of the affected limb.
In case of a ruptured

any exertlo;- of

blood-vessel, accompanied wi i.
copious bleeding, the patient should he placed in a hori
zontal position, and the limb raised above the
body, (if thr
wound is near the
extremity,)' to prevent a flow oi' blood :*

the parts: or a handkerchief
may be tied around the limb,
above the orifice if an
artery, or below if a vein; then by
placing some proper substance, (a small hr-ll of yarn for
example,) under the handkerchief and over the bleeding
vessel, and by twisting a stick in the handkerchief, it will
stop the bleeding until the dressim; can be complete- !.
The stypticks should be applied
together with the adhesive
[d'.,.tcr, which will close the orifice, and shield the. partmeasurably from the pressure of the atmosphere.
In cases of a fresh inei den or cup, the parts mould be
immediately brought together as close as possible, and the
adhesive plaster applied in strips, to confine the p^rcs; and
they will immediately adhere, if kept perfectly still, and
the circulation will be again resumed, and- no irritation or
This is called heading by the firs'.
soreness experienced.
Clue may be substituted for the adhesive plas
intention.
ter; it should be applied on strips of cloth as directed for
the plotter.
Contusions or bruises should be frequently bilked wilt
the mineral solution, vinegar and water, spirits and water,
salt and vinegar,.&c. If high, inflammation succeed, r.ttendeti
with pain, tiie anti-epiiehei shmdd be applied, with a free
use of ike sudorificks and tonicks, as directed in other cases,
accompanied with a udih idling diet. Fomentations of ;
weal: solution of alkaline salt.; are also vmy serviceable 1/;
the first stage:-.
Strains or sprains should be treated in a similar maimer.
They require rest, to enable the muscles to reg :'a\ their tone
and elasticity; as many serious consequences have arisen
from necjected spraius, although at first" apparently trivial.
A light bandage ought to be 'applied, to rirield the parts
from'"' too great pressure of the atmosphere, and .u'deie.dh
loose to render the puts comfortable.
Li deep wounds, an attempt should he male to close the
•
after remo. m/ ail extraneous imbalances and coag-

rifice,

m:

13S
Viled blood with the ringer;
avoiding the application of
vd liquids, as they prevent the adhesion of the
parts. Strips

of adhesive plaster should be applied on each side, sufficient
;.<♦ c»nfine the
edges of the wound, and shield it from toa
:;aeat a pressure of the atmosphere. If pain and inflam
mation succeed, the dres.dn^ must be removed, ami the

<..Yp0p:enf

poultice applied.

♦

OF

DISEASES.

THEIR

CAUSES, SYMPTOMS,

&

TREATMENT;

ALPHABE TICALL Y ARRANGED.

hb—an——■p—

OF ABORTION.
Those females most subject to this misfortune, are those
a delicate, irritable
constitution, and of a hysterical and
passionate habit, more particularly the voluptuous.
of

Causes. The most frequent causes of abortion are, fear,
grief, excessive exercise of any kind, particularly sudden
stooping, and lifting heavy burdens, convi.lsive fits, falls or
blows on the abdomen, violent coughing or sneezing, lux
urious or low diet, or whatever is calculated to debilitate the
.lcrvous s\ stem,
may be considered inducing causes.
Svmptoms. Pain in the back, and more particulajly iu
lower part of the abdomen, accompanied with a slight
dvering, nausea, depression, and softness of the breasts,
in in the thighs, sinking or bearing down of the lower
rtof the adomcn, attended with a discbarge from theut-

re

ne

organ-.

The most effectual method of prevent
Prevention.
such accidents, consists in a regular course of life,prei'-lv and daring gestation, gentle exerche in the open
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air, an occasional application of the shower bath, early ri
sing, cheerfulluess and equanimity of mind, an occasional

of charcoal catharticks and tonicks^
The most critical periods are about the third, fourth, or
fifth months of pregnancy, although it frequently happens at
If a woman is visited with shooting pains
ether periods.
in the back, extending to the uterus, the astringent lave
ments should be applied to the afflicted parts, and also tak
en into the stomach, together with the tonicks and nervines,
The astringent lave
accompanied with the vapour bath.
ments, with the addition of two tea-spoonsful of lettuce laudunum, should be- applied to the boweL, and repeated as

nse

necessity requires.

OF

ABSCESS,

OR BIBES.

This disease is a circumscribed tumour, generally attend
ed with inflammation and pain; the consequence of acri
monious fluids in the blood.

They arise, either

from an obstruction in the
in the vessels of the skin, which pre
vents the expulsion of the excrementitious fluids, as they
accumulate, causing irritation, an increased heat, and con
sequently decomposition of the parts, which is in proportion
to its being more or less deep seated.
Causes.

cellular membrane,
[

f

k

:

or

Treatment. The leaves or roots of seoke, applied to
the parts, gives immediate relief; or apply a poultice of
the roots of blue flag, cabbage knaves and poppy heads or
flowers bruised. The patient should take freely of the antisorbutick prepartions, particularly of burdock seeds and
roots, with the addition of one third of a tea-spoonful of man
drake to each potion, to be taken once in two or three hours,
until the bowels are gently evacuated.
This course of treatment will not only relieve in the most
desperate cases, but ohtead and neutralize the accrimonioos fluids of the system, am! prevent their accumulation.

y

Ml
OF ANIMATION

SUSPENDED,

AND RESUSCI

TATION.
As persons have been restored afl'-r having been a con
siderable length of time under water, our efforts should br
continued for several hours, although no signs of life are
visible. After the body is taken from the \v.der, it should
be divested of its clothes, and placed on a blanket, with a
light covering, and the head and shoulders a little elevated.
The lungs should beinfluted by means of a bellows intro
the other and the mouth) or
duced into one nostril,
a strong per- or, (where a bel
mouth
into
the
by
blowing
by
lows or proper instrument cannot be obtain :d) then press
the air out again, after it has remained in the lungs, ten or
fifteen seconds, and again expanded and pressed out as be
and ex jd ration should be
which alternate

(closing"

inspiration

fore,

six hours, if no signs of life previously
which the
The
temperature of the atmosphere in
appear.
or about 10
body is placed, should not exceed summer heat,
natural temperature
degrees of Fah. Thermometer. If tire
of the atmosphere, be considerably diminished, it should
be increased by degrees to about summer neat, by artifici
Dr. Goodwin very justly, observes, that the
al means.
all the changes which take place in the
water

continued for five

or

produces

the atmospherical
drowning, only indirectly, by excluding
air from the lungs, as they admit a very inconsiderable
immersion.— x
quantity of ffu.d to pas; into them, during the
lungs, by
Hence, therefore, the necessity of inflating
as cue of the principal sources of restoring
iu contact with the
The
life.
owgen from the air, coming
the lungs, new com
hydrogen and cm boo of the blood iu
heat is dis
ot
pounds are piod.u-e J, in the formation which, has not be
nervous system, or vital principle
the
if
engaged,
come" entirely extinct. External heat applied to the body,,
is attended with the most fatal consequences, by hastening
and waste on the surface, which can be sup

artificial means,

decomposition

■

of arterial circulation:
plied, only, through the medium
would also be, to
of
this
the
application,
tendency
'"urther,
more superfici
the
of
(being
veins,
increase the circulation
ot biood,
ally situated,) which would produce a surcharge
and retard its motion.
on "the heart, which is already gorged,
that the patrem.
Few attendants only, should be admitted,
anu
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may be in

of pure air. All irritating medicines,
emeticks, tobacco, &c, together with

possession

narcoticks, such

as

bleeding, carefully avoided. At the commencement of the
process, the body should be wiped, dry, with flannel, and
the body occasionally sprinkled wifli cold water, and again
wiped dry, and frequently bathed in spirits or vinegar, and
salt and water
During these applications, gentle friction
should be applied 10 the surface, with the hand and lave
ments of spirits and water occasionally applied to the bow
els, which should h* continued until circulation and sensa
At this period, brandy and
tion is measurably established.
water, or mild sudorificks, s;;ch as ginger, galengal &c, in
small quantities, in warm water sweetened, administered;
also, lavements, conposed of the same materials in much
larger que itilies app'mJ to the bowels, and friction increa
If extreme
dation and animation progresses.
friction should be increased with some coarse,
until the surface is considerably irritated, aud
the vapour bath applied during the ;; recess, which expand
the capilhiry vessels, and. give a general circulation to the
extremeties and relieve the pun. But it must be borne in
mind, that this extreme friction, should not be employed un

sed

as cik

pain ensues,
rough cloth,

til

a

natural

respiration, accompanied

with

a

considerable

degree of animation is established, as it is a well known
fact, that a reduced excitability is destroyed by powerful sti-

Electricity is also attended with the most fatal
agitating shock which is produced on the
system, extinguishes the Lcent spark of life, as has been
proved by experiments made on drowned animals by Kite.
To conclude, let no powerful stimuli, either from friction,
electricity, external Ik a', emeticks, & :•., or tobacco smoke,
injection, orbleeding, be applied, however renowned the au
thority, from which the recommendation of such applica
nmlous.

consequences; the

tion

comes.

Death, in cases of suspended animation, from lightning,
strangulation, mephitic g.raer, tic-, is also in consequence
of a deprivation of oxygen, therefore, one principle of ap
plication wuli be adajirndtoali, with rome trivial variations,
The restoration of oxy
owing to peculiar circumstances.
gen to the lungs, by means of artificial respiration, as before
directed, should be immediately resorted to, and continued
until animation is restored, together with the application of
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cold water, soirits, Cm., whli a gentle friction of flannels
moistened with spirit?, or by brushes} dipped in oil.
The
beneficial effects of sprinkling the body with cold water in

dangerous faintings

in the

lightning, diunkenness,

sm

pension

of

animation,

from

fcc, has been dely apprecited.

—

Croat caution

is, however, necessary, in its application, es
pecially in cases when the excitability is nearly exhausted,
in which cas- as ye have
already shown, the quantity must
be quite im,l', and gently applied.
,

:

On the examination of the production of animal heat, we
led to the conclusion, that it does not depend, for its sup
port, on extraneous ii at, either externally or internally ap
plied; but is engendered and maintained, within the body,
upon chemical principles, through the medium of oxygen
in the brainular system, by respimlion and cutaneous ab
sorption, and the assimilation of nutif'ion in the digestive
organs. An evidence that In at externa Vy applied is not the
cause of animal life and motion, a reference
may be hid to
ai dmal bodies in the
In the most rigorous
polar regionparts of the season, animal bodies preserve their uniform
temperature, ahhough every substance received into the
system is far below the freezing point. 1 he fishes may
add another testimonial that heat is not conveyed to the
system, but produced by chemical actions rf the vital prin
ciple; though this proposition is not strictly revehmt. In
addition to these remarks may he noticed the effects that
a contu ion of the brain, the wounding of a spinal marrow,
t'm inhaling of ah ieterious gases oi of air deprived of oxygen,
produces o.i the syau m; which is a suppression of animation,
while the system is in possession cf ail its parts, consisting
of blood, nerves, laeut heat, i~c. No other loss appears to
have been su: tai ed , but the chemical operation by which
this latent heat is disengaged, by the action of oxygen on
It appears
the brainular system, as heretofore explained.
evident that a greater elevaiion of temperature surrounding
an inanimate body than summer heat, would be attended
with the most fatal consequence. Notwitl Ending the long
established celebritv of warn application m the restoration
of suspended animation, vet doubtless they owe '.heir pop
to the
necessarily attending tire didicuity or"
are

.

ularity
procuring
would bo

delays
during which time animation probably
considerably advanced hy respha.icn, friction, &c.
them ;
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Lastly, the
cold,

dense

effects of heat

atmosphere, or

on

persons

to frozen

long exposed to a
are very
injuri

limbs,

ous, as faintness and mortification are well, known to be the
consequence, From the same principle, heat applied to an
inanimate body, whose temperature is greatly diminished,
would be attended with the most unfavorable results.
I shall conclude by a few general remarks on all cases of
suspended animation. Tire subject, after having been care
fully taken out of the water, should be conveyed to some
convenient spacious room, (if the weather is inclement) &
laid on a mattresswith the shoulders considerably raised, &
lire head inclining to the fight side.
The clothes are to be
removed, without delay, in the gentlest manner possible,
& the frolh and mucus removed from the mouth, by means
of a feather dipped in oil.
The body should be wiped dry
with a warm flannel, and covered with a blanket, and arti
ficial breathing commenced, as before directed, wdth spirits
occasionally applied to the surface, accompanied with gen
tle friction, sprinkling cold water over the body, and again
wiping it dry; and the flesh brush dipped in oil, occasion
ally applied; lavements, composed of warm water and salt,
administered.
As soon as symptoms of life appear, the greatest caution
is necessary to cheri.di the spark by the most soothing and
gentle means. All harsh means must now be abandoned,
such as bathing, strong stimulants, &c.
Moderate friction
with soft flannels dipt in warm spirits and water, may be
used: a little brandy diluted with water and sugar, may be
taken iuto the stomach, or a little ginger or galengal in
warm water.
Warm bricks enclosed in cloths wet with
vinegar, are to be applied to the leet, and fomentations of
aromatic herbs, to the pit of tire stomach. The patient may
remain for a little time without any applications, if no pain
is experienced. If spasms and extreme pain, attended w ith
convulsions, accompany the subject, the vapor bath may be
applied in the gentlest manner, with the anodyne lavements,
continued and increased gradually, until the circulation is
established through the extreme vessels and the equilibrium
resmred. Gentle exercise should be enjoined, with the use
of tonicks, nervines, sudorifics, and the baths, as necessity

requires.
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OF*

APOPLEXY.

Tins disease is a sudden deprivation of sensation, and
all voluntary motion.
Those persons most subject to this
fatal disease are, the plethoric aud corpulent, those that lead
a
sedentary life, those that indulge thCmselvesin luxuiy and*.
intemperance, and those that have passed the meridian of
life.

Symptoms.
sonorous

bloated

neck,

Giddiness, sound sleep, attended jvith a
breathing, difficulty of swalloSving, and a fiori d,
»

face; and a distension of the blood-vessels of the
while the pulse of the writs is weak and almost

imperceptible.
Treatment.

The holy should be supported in an erce;
and the head kept in its proper position,
accorcpanied with friction and cold bathing to the surface, to excite
action of the capillary vessels, and increase the circulation
of the blood on the extremities, and thereby relieve the
The vapor bath should be applied
pressure in the head.
without delay, attended with a free use of the sudorificks
end stlm dating lavements.
Bleeding in the jugular veins
ami temporal arteries may be resorted to, to stay departing
life, when the delays attending the u/>ual remedies would
prove fatal. The emetick solution in table -spoonful potions,

posture,

Errhines applied to
should be added to each lavement.
excite sneezing, and promote a discharge of mucus hem the
nose, and every other means, should be taken, calculated
to excite action, and remove the pressure in the head.
*

b»ii 1 1

n^Twnraa

OF ASTHMA.
Tiii'-r is a spasmodic affection of the organs of respiration,
and more particularly of the gluis, attended with a difficulty
of breathing, and sometimes accompanied with a cough.
There are two species'of this complaint, but require very
little variation in treatme/it. When the disease is attended
with a sec-pdion and discharge of mucus, it is called humid
asthma: if tfic disease 'is attended with, a dry cough, unae-

N
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wdth expectoration, it is termed dry asthma. Per
that have passed the meridian of life are the most subject
to this disease, and the male more than the female sex.

companied
sons

Causes. Violent exercise, and sudden expdsure to a
cold or wet air, while the body is in a state of exhaustion ;
juhafing the fumes of minerals; scrofula; a retention of
acrimonious fluids during certain diseases, such as the
measles, small-pox, &c; obesity, distension of the abdo
men, and obstipation; in a word, any thing that debilitates
the rmrvou-j system, and impedes the natertl action of t»e

respiratory

*

'

organs.

As this dlseare generally makes its appear
in paroxysms, the first object is to allay the excitement.
Ti.c emetick solution in tea-spoonful potions, with an equaj
quantity of the powders of skunk cabba: e, repeated once
in ten or fifteen minutes, gem rally gives relief. Co'd water
applied to the breast will often give immediate relief. Ex
pectorants, composed of blood root, skunk cabbage, Indian
turmlp and butterfly root, in equal quartd.es, in potions of
A tea-cap
one or two *ea- -eoonfuls, is very serviceable.
full of strong cohhe, made from the best materials recer.tiy
burnt and ground, drank without Sugar or milk, often has
the most happy effects in removing spm'.ms.
Lavemeits,
rmrmosed of half a pint of strong co-fee, and two tea-spoon
ful:', e a eli of powdered angel. ca seed, emetick solution, ami

T.teat::eis"T

ance

laudanum, repeated every twenty or thirty minutes,
usefully employed. Garlic taken raw, cue or two cloves
at a time, also rubbed on tire spine as hot as the patient can
bear, often proves a valuable auxiliary in removing parox
Inhaling the vapor of tar in a state of liquefaction,
ysms.
(mClti.ig,) or smoking dried poppy heads, leaves or flowers,
Wash
or the leaves of stramonium, frequently gives relief.
ing the body with a seoke 'wash, prepared by adding one
quart of the bruised root to a gallon of spring water, applied
cold, "is of service: if the ca6e is urgent, the root may be
i.'ttree
are

-

infused in hot water for fifteen

or

twenty minutes, and

when sufficiently cool.
The diet of asthrnatical person*1 should be composed
principally of vegetable substances j»4hose however 'should
be avoided that induce flatulency, such as cabuage, turnips,

applied
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When animal substances are used, they should
rather be boiled than roasted, and those of young animals
are to be preferred.
Soups and broth should be much used
also tight puddings, and ripe fruit variously prepared : cohl
water and coffee riiould be the principal leverage.
Ligllt
meals should be particularly observed, especially at night;
and costiveness should always be removed on its first im-

jn.ilk,'&e.

.

ditjation.
worn next the shirr, to preserve a
warmth, and promote a proper actiou in the per
spiring vessels; al-o woollen stockings aud thick shoes:
this will be found of singular -err ice to all asthmaticrd per- '»

.Flannel should be

suitable

sons.

Cataplasms

of roasted seoke root should be

to the feet.

Exercise
to

on

increase the

lungs

to

appKecl
"\" /

important in tire asthma,
circulation, promote digestion, and c&ime the
horseback is very

expand^and

dilate

more

frequently:

this enables

which,
impart
by coming in contact with the hydrogen &*ca.rbon, produces
chemical changes, in which aqueous and deleterious vapors
are dissipated; thereby' relieving the pressure gn the lungs.
the ambient air

to

to. the blood

more

oxygen,

OF ATROPHY.

body, or some portion of it,
quantity of nutrition to supply
wastes, consequently gradually decays and wdstt Jway.

T:r:s is

a

disease wherein the

does not receive

its

a

sufficient

Causes. When the emaciation of the body is gent ral,
*i-L arises from debility of the nervous system, and torpor cf
the digestive o. gens;- when confined to some particular part
it is owing to a paraly -s of the r:ei* .ea.
of the

system,

The baths are particularly service able,
with
the flesh brush. The emetick solution
accompanied
taken according to directions at the commencement cl" dis
ease, and a proper use|>f the stimulating tonick, generaiiv*
give relief. In localises the parts shoafd be frequently
bathed with the imrve%nd other stimulating ointments: or.
-;
■vqdy a waali -composed of equal quantities of powdei
Treatment.

-

■'

f-»T***

mustard and lobelia seed, and twice the quantity of bruised
horse-radish root, infused in good vinegar. This application
generally gives relief in the most inveterate cases, when
accompanied with the other remedies. The cathartick pills
should be administered, as necessity requires, to give tone
to the bowels.
>

BITE OF A MAD

DOG,

OR HYDROPHOBIAr
*

contagious disease is communicated to the human
species only by inoculation from the canine species of animals, and is called cauir.e maMness, or in medical terms,
Hydrophobia, which literal iy signifies 'dread of water.'
This virulent and awtui calamity frequently does not
Tins

*

.
"

manifest itself for several mouths after the bite, althougfi
income instances it has made its appearance in eight or ten
days The wound generally heals as readily as incisions
of a similar magnitude ; though sometimes every effort to
close the wound proves unavailing, and it forms indurated
edges, and discharges considerable ri.atu r. Other symptoms
attending the approach of this disease, are peculiar twinging,
darting pains from the affected parts towards the throat. The
patient at length appears melancholy, seeks solitude, and
sometimes suffers under a sense of nausea. The characteristical symptom -is dread of water, which often attacks
the patient, and is attended with suffocation in attempting
This latter circumstance is
/to swallowjiquid substances.
reculiarrto the human sp, cues, as animals laboring under
the influence of this virus evince no such symptoms.
The volatile alkali or alkaline salts should
be immediately applied, after having the adjacent parts
removed by cutting, where it is practicable. The hydropho
bic powders taken freely, and a strong decoction applied to
the affected parts, give immediate relief. A poultice of the
lion's-foot snake-root bruised, should also be applied, and
renewed several times a day. The blue scull-cap in a
stron^ infusion, should be drank finely, and applied as a
The* baths should be fre/mently jymlied, more
lavement.
emcciailv the cold. Cupping, if imnwdiatelyTppliecl,-gen-

Treatment.

*
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crally prevents

The lion's-foot
any fatal consequences.
snake-root proves a
sovereign remedy, when timely and
thoroughly used. Under the paroxysms of this disease,
which are owing to a
spasmodic constriction of the glottis,
every means should be taken to prevent suffocation, which
doubtless is the cause of death under
hydrophobic affections.
For this purpose the
anti-spasmodicks, such as blood-root,
cowfoot, lobelia seed, skunk cabbage, Indian turnip, &c,
must be
freely taken in warm water.
Showering often
jives immediate relief.

BITES OF VENOMOUS REPTILES.
It has been proved by chemical analysis that the virus
of these reptiles, as well as most animal
poisons, are acid ;
hence the propriety of alkaline remedies.
*

Treatment.

Apply volatile alkali to the parts, and take
thirty drops internally ; to be repeated every

twenty or
twenty minutes for two or three hours: or take alkaline
salts, when the volatile alkali cannot be obtained. The
prenantes serpentaria, (lion's-foot snake-root) ia powders.

in potions in warm water, from half to a tea-spoonful,
taken once in fifteen or twenty minutes ; or the recent root
in a strong decoction, taken freely ; and the bruised root
applied to the parts, give immediate relief. Seneca snakeroot in powders, taken in warm water in
tea-spoonful po
tions, or a decoction of the plant taken freely, & the same
applied to the parts, is an excellent remedy. Blood root,
wandering milk-weed, aud plantain, are often successfully
employed when taken freely and applied to the parts.
Removing the parts by cutting, when it is practicable, has
been recommended.
Cupping gives relief if seasonably
applied : or sucking the parts immediately extracts the
Tirus; and may be performed with perfect safety to the
•perator,' provided he does not swallow during the process,
and the skin of the mouth is "unbroken.

—

N2
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BLOOD,
Under this

VOLUNTAR^tDISCHARGES OF.
head,

will be included bleeding at the nose,
cases of
piles, and excessive u-

lungs, stomach, bowels, in
terine

discharges.
BLEEDING AT THE NOSE,

0

More

during

frequently arises in
the adolescent stage,

men

than women, especially
between childhood &

(theperiod

puberty.)
Causes. Exposure to the be at of the sun, or to hot rgpms,
excessive exercise, in warm weather, particularly running,
contusions ou the head, strainffchy lifting, wrestling, blow
ing the nose, &c.
Treatment. At its commencement, if the discharge is
trivial, cold water applied to the back of the neck, temples,
forehead, &c. generally gives immediate relief. All tight
clothes, and ligatures, or any incumbrance to a free circu
lation of the blood, through the extreme vessels, immediate
ly removed, and the patient placed in anerect posture, in a
cool atmosphere, the powders of birth root snuffed up the
Should these appli
nose, also gives. 'immediate relief.
cations prove

insufficient, put

a

handful of feathers

on

patient inhale the smoke through
the nose.
This generally gives immediate relief in the
The vapour bath has the most hap
most desperate cases.
py effects in expanding the capillary vessels, and equalizing
burning coals, and

let the

circulation, aud thus prevent a pressure of blood to the
head. During the application of the bath, mild sudorificks
should be taken, and warm emollient lavements in large
quantities freely used. Dossils of lint or the inside of sole
leather, dipped in a solution of the styptick, put up the
The birth root and cranes'
nose, often proves successful.
bill taken occasionally; in teaspoonful potions, prevents a
the

return.

BLEEDING AT THE LUNGS,
be distinguished by the florid red and
the blood assumes, when discharged.

May
rance

frothy

appea
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Causes* It may be produced by running, more espe
cially in a cold atmosphergjlflowiug "wind instruments, loud
speaking," wrestling, &c.
_

Treatment. Fine salt in table spoonful
potions taken
in a drystate aud often repeated,
generally gives immediate
relief. Water should uot be drunk for some time afterwards,
or its effects will be obviated.
This administration must
be viewed rather as a palliative, and must be followed
bj|
some more permanent
remedies, such as birth root & cranes'
bill equal quantities in tea-spoonful potions, several times a
day, with the addition of half a teaspoonful of the emetick
The vapour
solution, in each potion to produce nausea.
bath and the lavements applied as directed, for bleeding at
the nose. Miid laxatives, such as manna, charcoal, whole
mustard seed, combined with marsh mallows, daily uses in
A
table spoonful potions, to excite action of the bowels.
light and nourishing diet and a suspension of all mental and
When the discharge
bodily exercise, strictly enjoined.
is profuse from the lungs, the patient should inhale the fumes
of burning feather.
Tonicks should be freely used, with an occasional use of
the sudorificks, to maintain a general action. Inhaling the
fumes of tar, while in a state of liquefaction iscalculated to
heal the excoriated parts and give tone to the lungs.
BLEEDING FROM THE

STOMACH,

Is readily distinguished by the dark colour of the blood
and ae it is attended with very little danger, few remark*
only will be necessary.
The astringents in cold water, generally
Treatment.
Fine salt as directed for bleeding at the lungs,
relief.
or the patient may chew w itch-hazel leaves, yellow-oak bark
Mu&c. and by swallowing the extract, often gives relief.
cillages should be much used to sheath and soothe the irri
The astringent tonicks taken before meals,
table parts.
such as box wood, black haw, and golden seal, in equal
and in halt tea-spoonful potions, combined with muci

give

parts

lages.

Warm drinks

or

food

particularly

avoided.

t
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EXCESSIVE

UTERLNfc DISCHARGES,

Are owing to a relaxation of the parts, which "generally
arises from debilily of the nervous system; hot confined
rooms, fear, grief, &c., may be considered exciting causes.

Treatment.
Cold water applied to the bowels by wet
ting a cloth, and applying it several thicknesses, frequently
gives immediate relief. During the application, the patient
should drink freely, of a strong decoction of yarrow blos

ginger tea. Should this prove ineffectual, shower
be immediately resorted to, which will relieve
the most dangerous cases of flooding.
In cases where the
patient is nearly exhausted, auda'delay would be attended
with hazard, throw cold water immediately on the body of
the patient, and let no prejudice or counsel, however res-

soms or

ing

must

pectahle, influence you to withhold this application, as n«
The patient
injury can result from the administration.
should be placed in a spacious room, with few attendants
that she may be in possession of pure air; carefully avoiding
too many bed

clothes, or too warm a room, which would re
lax the nervous system, and endanger hemmorrhage.
The
diet should be nourishing and easy of digestion, and the bo
dily health to be preserved as directed in other cases.
BLEEDING PILES.
Place the patient over the smoke of burning feathers;
this gives immediate relief: the astringent lavements should
be frequently applied.
Turpentine pills, the size of com
mon
peas, two or three taken once or twice a day, give*
great relief. The bowels should be kept active, by the use
•f the charcoal cathartick.

BREASTS,

OR

MAMMiE, INFLAMMATION

OF.

No part of the human body is so liable to injury,
from exposure, or to cancerous affections as the breasts of

females.
Sore breasts are very common attendants upon females
that nurse, accompanied with the most excruciating pains,
which are easily remedied in their forming stages, thereforr

require early attention.

t
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Sympto"*-, indicating this complaint are a slight hard
of the breast, with a sensation of dullness, darting pains,
attended with an increased heat.

ness

Treatment.
Seoke leaves orroots, bruised afed^appli-.
ed to the parts, gives immediate relief.
Stremonium, o:
mullein leaves, in their natural -tate, often proves success
ful.
Or, take the green part of the bark of white poplar,

(shaki.tg asp) scraped flue,

ai

d lard,

equal parts,

simmer

ed over amoderate heat, until the bark iscrisped: then strain
This preparation
tie- oil and close it from the air lor use.
applied to the parts, gives great relief, and will generaily
remove the swelling if applied before a separation takes
plaom and will relieve pain tn any stage of the complaint..
ingtJwmiHiliJWpgi

BREATH,

FETID.

Although this cannot be called a disease, strictly speak
it is a misfortune attended with very disagreea
ble consequences, to which many persons are subject, tho*

ing, yet

apparently

in

good health."

A fetid breath may else from carious teeth,
&c.
seroffulous
gums, ulcerations of the lungs,
putrid

Causes.

Rinse the mouth every morning, with
vinegar and water, or spriug water, also
all fragments of lood.—
immediately after mcaB, to remove three
times a week with
Wash the mouth and teeth, two or
the tooth powd.-r diluted" with weak vinegar, or vinegar
If the bowels arc costive, take a table spoon
and water.
ful of equ 1 quantities of whole mustard seed and powdered
charcoal in molasses, to be repeated as necessity requires.
abstain from
During the administrations the person should
This will remedy the most inveterate cases
animrd food.

Treatment

equal quantities

of

A strong decoction of boxwood with thr
of fetid breath.
addition of cha'f coal make an excellent gargle for the mcuth,
also chamomile tea and cak and water.
.
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BURNS AND SCALDS.

application of cold water is a ve*y ancient remedy,
generally attended with success, when the burn is
slight, and the application immediate. Rattlesnake oil im-#
medjaiery applied, gives almost instant relief, and prevents
blistering. Spirits of turpentine or alkohol applied on car
The

and is

ded Cotton, sufficient to shield the parts from the air,, is a ve
ry efficac.ous; lime water linament generally gives relief
and is particularly serviceable where the skin is removed.
If corisideiable pain attends the parts, apply the anodyne
pcmltiee. The sudorificks should be freely used, accompa
nied with the vapour bath, to keep up» a general action on
the exhadantSj when the burn is large and accompanied
with inflammation.
After the inflammation -and pain is re
moved the restoring salve may be applied and continued
until the parts are restored.
During these administrations,
the parts must be kept, as much as -may be, from the air,
which is calculated to constrict the extreme vca^fchi, and
produce fungus flesh, which prevents the parts from heal
ing. The general health of the system conduces greatlv
to a speedy cure, therefore claims particukir attention.
If
from exposure or any other cause, fungus ffc; h makes its
appearance, the povvdexs of blcodroot, sprinkled on the parts,

generally removes'lt.

OF CANCERS.
Tun often fatal disease, is generally located about Ihs
glandular parts of the system, such as the breaut, armpits,
throat, £ic, frequently commencing in the farm of a n ole,rising gradually, into an uneven, indolent tumor assuming a
dark colour, attended with*' darling pains and twinges.
If
neglected, the tumor increases, accompanied with excrucia
ting, and at length, discharges a thin excoriating matter

which corrodes tender parts when suffered to come in ecutact.* Pain becomes more severe, & constant fungous flesh
makes its appearance, protruding considerably above the
surface, with uneven edge's,
assuming the colour and ap
"*
pearance of a josei
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Causes.

origin

to

a

This

distressing malady, generally owes1"!^

derangement

of the,

glands cf

the affected

parts,

producing vitiated and crude .secretions, which coaguiate
slowly, through which the circulation becomes ^hAgish i a
consequence of its density, the excreinentitiolFfluids,
therefore,' are not removed, as they accumulate,
rodes, and produces irritation and pain.

which

cor

Treatment. Thi* disease which has prostratejd. so ma
ny of the human family, in all ages, and has baffled the skill
el the moat scientifick practitioners, has with some propri
And it douo'le^s ;,as its
ety been consfdered incurable.
iucure.ble stages, like-all other diseases, therefore requires
eail, attention.

But I

think, however,

no

good

reason

can

*

.

be»a'>-ri.";ned,Wii(f this disease will not yield to proi er admin
istrations as readily as other diseases of equal malignancy.
The e,reut object is to d.solve the coagulated excreceme,
promote a general circulation, and produce a healthy action
glandular secretions and excretions, and fobtund
For this purpose apply
in the circulating rluids.
the cancer salves to the tumour, excite action of the gfimdular secretions by the use of tire cathartick pills, ncutrrdize
the acrimonious fluids bydhe use of the antiseorbulicks, and
the nervous system, by the apj Ijeation^c-f t'ne

in all the

acrimony

.

strengthen

baths.
During the application of the plaster, if 'considera
ble painJs experienced, apply the anodyne j or.liice.
The caacer p '.lister should be continued together with
the oilier applications, until the tumor is. di>-oi\ ..-d, and the
Wash the part-, in a
assume a healthy appearance.

parts

;'rong castile soap suds, with the addition of a little -pearl
ash, at each dressing." The part; should be confined fioon
the

air,

as

much

as

possible by

the

anodyne poeitmc.

CALVUS, OR BALD HEADS.

a

Although baldness cannot be called a disease, yet it is
defect that many persons wish toeonceal, & have remedied.

Causes.
Amongst the predisposing causes, may be enu
merated iiiiemperence, excesrive indulgences, severe fits of
the
sickftes.-, attended with an increased* heat and pain in
head, general debility of the parts'in old age.
^

•
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Treatment.

Doubtless when baldness arises from old

general debility, and has been of considerable
But when it is ocstanding, it .is perfectly irremediable.
casioued »"by disease, and of recent origin, the growth of the
hair may oc accelerated by the following preparations.
Take boxwood, bark of the root, the expressed juice, the
expressed juice of the roits of burdock, honey, and proof
spirits, equal quantities, to be mixed together, and bottled
for use, aud applied to the deficient parts, several times a
day. At e%gh application, rub the head with an onion un
til- the parts assume a red appearance: rdso appty once a day
a thick
bo^cwoo 1 sirrup. The head, during the process
should be shielded from the air, by a flannel cap, to keep
the exh'ahmts pliable, and promote perspiration.
age, and

.

»

-t

'•*

CARDIALGIA,

•

OR HEART-BURN.

This disease is situated in the stomach, notwithstanding
its name, aud is generally accompanied by acid eructations,
and nausea, and sometimes attended with water-brash,
t>"(a discharge of an acrid fund from th*. stomach.)
w

sedentary life, an immoderate use of ardent
spirits, eating unripe fruit, drinking stale acid liquors, acid
ity in the stomach, 'indigestion, &c; or whatever is calcu
Causes.

A

lated to debilitate the neA'ous system, may be considered
"

inducing

•

causes.

In cases of considerable standing, th;
Treatment.
emetick solution may be administered, to excite the action
of the mucous membrane of the stomach, and produce vo
miting. During the administration, the patient should take
the alkaline draught, to neutralize the acidity of the stomach;
the charcoal cathartick, on retiring-, ami .the lime-water
draught in new mi'k, in the morning, with the use of
The baths have the most
tonicks before meals.
happy
effects in restoring tone to the nervous system, and in re
moving inveterate cases. Or, take the following prepara
tion: magnesia two ounces, ginger and refined sugar one
ounce each, blood root three fourths of* an" ounce, and
gum
Arabic or peach or cherry-tree gum three ounces; to be
well mixed, .and brought to a state for pilling by moistening

lor
it with water;
to be taken in
pills of the size of con
peas, from two to four, several times a day, accor Jiug to the
circumstances of the case.
Thi9 preparation is also very
efficacious in all dyspeptic cases, and iu any other casattended with acidity in the stomach.
—

.

-

OF CATARRH.
•

This disease is attended with
a

thin, acrid

no'ae,

an

increased secretion of

from the glands and mjnibmnes of
with a seme of fullness.

mucus

accompanied

the*.
.

Sudden exposure to a damp, cold air, after
Causes.
cons-.lerable fatigue, or v\ hen the system has been relaxed

by being confined in
in in

phere.

a warm room

; and also

being long exposed

going suddenly

a cold atmos
Hot suppers, &c, may be considered inducing

a warm

room

after

to

causes.

The vapour bath, accompanied. with the
Treatment.
shower bath, and the inhaling of the vapour produced by
pouring pure water on hot substances, ln-.< e the most happy
effects in removing catarrhal affections. Diluents and anliseorb#ticks are to be freely administered, to l.qi.efy the
viscid acrimonious fluids, and promote 'their discharge thro,i
their natuni ducts. The sudorificks should be freely used,
together with the catharticks, to excite action of all the
!..! em. iar secretions and excretions, and restore an equiiihriem in the circulating fluids. Mild expectorants with
mucilages should be frequently given, and an infusion of
Marsh mallows 'a,
savin boughs made a constant drink.
probably one of the best mucilages, as it possesses- some
expectorant qualities, and should be preferred r.ml freely
used; and gentle tonicks, occasionally. The patient's diet
should be easy of digestion, and nutritious. Flannel may
be worn next the skiu, to preserve a proper warmth, and
Riding on hor-elaek, or
a natural tone of the exhalants.
facili
journeying through a high, healthy country, greatly
The shielding plaster applh d to the back
tates a cue.
between the shoulders, six or eight inches square, or .a
O
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of white pine turpentine or burgundy pitch, proves
salutary remedy. This application \\ril be attended with
an itching sensation, and frequently numerous small white
The vapour should be applied to the
blisters will arise.
lungs after the patient retires to bed at night, to prevent
of tar in a state cf liquefaction
exposure : inhaling the fumes

plaster
a

is also Very efficacious.

OF CARBUNCLES.

JThese are pamful tumors, that rarely come to ahead
and* discharge like cancers or 'biles, but often assume a
They generally ewes its origin to
gangreimu appearance.
an

intemperate

use

of ardent

spirits,

and luxurious

living.

The applications recommended for cancers will generally
be found efficacious, if the patient strictly avoids every kind
of

intemperance.
EBSOBK&SLWEWB&I

OF -CHILBLAINS AND FROST-BITES.
These tumors are affections of the heels or other pad*
of the feet, and sometimes of the hands, accompanied with
swelling & an intolerable" itching & pain, cracking of the
skin, and frequently artcmLd with small white blisters.
Causes.
They proceed generally from exposure to frost
for a consiJeu.de length of time, ami then suddenly
exposing the parts to a warm atmosphere, which also haj
a great tendency to produce mortification.
Children are much more liable to this complaint than
aduite, and those n ore e pr « ia.ly pf a delicate ccm.tdu.iou ;
which may generally be prevented by wearing weol-mi
socks, and keeping the feet dry, and, when cool, warming
them by exercise, rather than large fires.

or snow

*

Treatment.
immerse the

At the commencement of this ccinprainl,
a few minutes in cold wafer; then
apply
of spirits of turpentine, sweet oil, and proof

parts

equal quantities
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spirits, several times a day, with the addition of the anodyne
poultice. vVhmi the pain is severe, the lime water liniment
often gives iclief: in mild caee-, equal quantities of alkoho!
and beefs gall, have the most happy effect.
Goose oil* is
also an excellent
e relief in the
remedy, and will often
~

most severe cases.

Parts frozen. Apply snow or ice watt to the parts,
with gentle friction, until circulation and sensation is re
established.
The same applications are then required, as
directed for chiiolairn. The patient mud particu.ariy avoid
going into a warm room until the parts are measurably restorm!, as pain and mortification would be the consequence.
.

For the better information of the reader on this subject,
and the better mode of treatment in cases of suspended
animation from frost, ! shall avail myself of a few-remarks
extracted from the Domestic Encyclopedia, a work of the
merit, and in whose' sentiments I fully coincide.

greatest
"

atmosphere, which causes water
or freeze: or it is that state of
congeal,
liquids
natural world in which the atmosphere so absorbs the

Frost,

is that state of the

and other
the

to

caloric from bodies

them,

more or

on

the suiface of the

less, without fluidity

globe^as

to leave

expansion.
fluids are capable

or

of
"It appears that water and o! her
caloric in two very different states. I- the one,
to imbibe it in such a manner that it redes all
the metiiods by which it is customary to ob e ve it, either
by our sensation of feeline;, or bv the thermometer; in the
other, it m-mifesfs Use If" obviously to the senses, either by
the touch, the thermometer, or the emission of light.
"In the first of these states, the body isea'Vd cold: but
here we are not to suppose a total absence of bait or caloric :
far even those fluids that are coldest couram it in a very
considerable proportion. Thus vapour, whi- h is roller to
the touch than the water from which it wa raased, has iu
its composition an immense quantity of caloric, even more
than sufficient to heat it red hot. The same rvmy be said of
If a quaohtv of each ot
common salt, and of snow or h--\
these substances be separately reduced o the degree of 2S
or 30 of Fahrenheit's thermometer, upon nrriximr them to
gether, the heat which would have raised the ttrermometer

containing
they seem
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that

now enters into their substance in such a
that the mercury falls down to 0. Here an exces
sive degree of cold is produced; and yet the substances
contain the very same quantity of heat tliat they did before
the mixture; fdr they absorb it from all bodies around them ;
and if water in a small vessel be placed in them,
they will
so draw out its calorie a- to reduce it to" a mass of ice.
"It seems, therefore, that the senses, even when assisted
by thermometers, can only judge of the state in which the
calotic is with relation to surrounding bodies, without regard
to its qnantity.
Thus, if the caloric llows from any part of
our bodies into any substance
actually in contact with it,
the sensation of cold is excited, and we cad that substance
cold: but if it flows from any substance into our bodies, the
sensation of heat is excited, and we call that substance hot;
without regard to lire absolute quantity in either case.
"In' roll countries, the frost frequently proves fatal to
mankind, not only [nducing moil iication, but even death
itself. The hands of those umc; tunate persons, who die in
consequence of intense cold, are first seized, till they lose
the sense of feeling; next a drowsiness pervades the whole
body, which, if indulged in, is attended with imperceptible

to

degree,

manner

dissolution.
"If animation is suspended from severe frost, the following
will be the/external symptoms: rigidity of the whole body;
and inflexibility of the limbs, which continue in the same
posture as the frozen person had adopted during the unfor
tunate accident; the teeth are closed; froth sometimes issues
from the mouth; there is a total insensibility to all stimu
lants, and the extremities are partly mortified, and, in some

instances, spontaneously s-q»iOi<(e.
"Notwithstanding these unfavorable appearances, every
exertion ought to be instantly made to restore life, if possi
ble, by strictly adhering to the following directions; because
there is a greater probability of recovering such p. .sons,
than those deprived of life, in consequence of drowning or
suspension by the cord.
"No external wermtb of any kind must be applied t«
frozen persons, till the internal or vital beat be excittd;
when the former also should be carefully and very gradually
adapted to the manifest degree of the latter, h nee the
v'mle process should be performed either in the <\ en air9
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in a cold room ; the body cautiously carried in a posture
somewdiat erect, to the nearest dwelling; the head turned
gently towards the right side; and the clothes carefully
taken off, without injuring the skin, or bending the limbs.
These precautions are necessary, as a rough treatment
may easily occasion dislocations of the joiuts, or fracture?
the bones. Next, the whole naked frame, excepting the

•
_r

gf
face,

should be covered with snow from twelve to eighteen
inches iu thickness; or, if this cannot be procured, cold

substituted, and cloths successively dipped
in it may be spread over the whole body, especially the
head and breast. After continuing these affusions, gentle
frictions with flannel or soft brushes, likewise immersed
into cold fluids, should be commenced ; persevering in these
to be
attempts for an hour at least, when the body ought
no signs of life ap
If
minutes.
some
for
undisturbed
left
with oil and vinegar, or six
pear, clysters of cold water,
and the former process
ounces of brandy, are to be given,
so that five or six hours some
and

water may be

again

times

again repeated;
elapse, before any symptoms of animation

are

per

ceptible."

OF

CEPHALGIA,

OR HEAD-ACHE.

of causes,
This painful sensation arises from a variety
oi
such as indigestion, torpor of the bowels, obstructions
the mucous membrane of the nose, and of other secretions,
of indigestible food, or
acidity in the stomach, a full meal
sometimes
severe exercise immediately after eating; fasting
When nausea accompanies, it is
head-ache.
the.
produces
called sick head-ache.
Treatment. The
diate relief when the

imme
cephalic snuff* generally gives
from a torpidity ot
arises
complaint
m

It should be applied several times
the olfactory nerve.
ot mucus.
to
small quantities,
promote a copious discharge
the mineral solution,
Bathing the forehead and temples with
relief. VV hen
vinegar or cold water, often gives temporary of the stomach,
the
of
a
from
the disease arises
parietes
torpor
solution
attended with acidity and indigestion, the emetick

02
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tea-spoonful potions, should be administered once iu
twenty or thirty miu ites, in a cup of some pleasant tea, with
a free use of chicken broth or gruel, until the stomach is
thoroughly evacuated. The restoring bitters and antidyspeptic pills may be taken according to directions. The boweli
should be kept active by the restoring lavement and the
catharticks. The lime water draught in new milk, may be

in

taken daily, to neutralize the acidity^f the stomach. Muttard seed and el.». end, in table-spoonful potions, have the
most happy effects in removing constipation ami neutralizing
acidhy. The baths are indispensably necessary in removing
the most obdinate cases.
The patiei.t should take in the morning, a couple of egg*;
well beat, mixed with a gili of milk just drawn from the cow;
and one table-s/joomul each of refined sugar and brandy:
tire diet to be in every respect nourishing and easy of diges
tion. Exercise mi horseback should be freely enjoyed.
»!!■ »'IIH5SCEgai

OF

CHLOROSIS,

OR GREEN-SICKNESS.

This disease principally affects young females after till
age of puberty. It is attended with a depraved appetite,
the face assuming a sallow and discolored or greenish ap
pearance; it is sometimes accompanied with a soft swelling
of the body, particularly of the feet and legs, during night;
gfeat lassitude and heaviness; difficulty of breathing after
exercise; head-ache, pi'm.uricn of the heart, and suppres
sion of catamenia (menses.)
Causes. A sed ;ntary life, exposure to damp places, wet
feet, low indigestible diet, a costive habit, a depression of
the passions, such as fear, grief, melancholy, &c; or what
is calculated to debilitate the
considered as inducing causes.

ever

nervous

system, may be

At the commencement of this' disease,
Treatment.
the mild emraenagogues, such as the cuckold, in a strong
decoction, may be drank freely for some length of time;
& one fourth of a tea-spoonful of thejpowders of mandrake
root is to be added to each potion, uutil the bowels are
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evacuated ; it Should then be discontinued, but the
cuckold continued, with the use of tonick nervines; and
the use of the baths occasionid!
y, will generally give relief.
If the disease should not yield to these administrations, th*
emmenagogue:, must be resorted to, in addition to the other
administrations; and whole mustard seed, in half tablespoonful potions, taken once a day in mffasses, until thbowels are gently moved.
This course of treatment will
relieve the most obstinate cases when of long standing, if
accompanied with a generous diet, daily exercise ou horse
back, early rising, ciieerful company, lkmeel worn next
the skin, and a removal of all tight lacing. We have the
authority ot Dr. Wiliich, of the most inveterate cases of the
chlorosis being relieved by inhaling de phlogistigated air,

gently

(oxygen gas.)

OF CHOKE

DAMPS,

OR CARBONIC ACID GAS.

of this gas is sometimes fonnd in wells,
caverns, with or without nitrogen gas.
Hence,
It will neither support animation nor combustion.
where a candle will not continue ;•; burn, life cannot h
As a test of the saf.d-' y of the air in wells,
sustained.
down before
caverns, &c, a lighted candle should be first let
any person is p< rmitted to descend. The gas may be pumped
out; or by throwing a quantity of gunpowder into the well,
and a shovel-full of burning coals upon*it, the deleterious
A

collection

mines,

old eel!

irs or

■■

Quick-lime
gas is generally removed in the oplosion.
thrown in with a suitable quantity o. water, has sometime*
he. .a found sufficient.

A person who has been deprived of animation by inhaling
this ;.i.s, muot be immediately removed to a cool, pure at
and friction
mosphere, the body sprinkle ei with cold water,
<

to its whoje surface: inflating the lungs by mean*
and
Hows, and then pressing gently on the abdomen
artificial breathing.
thus
the
air;
produces
expelling
For further information on resuscitation, the reader

anplicd
oi

a

Ik

•■<

referred to the observations

on

suspended

animation.

♦
COLD
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WATER,*FATAL

EFFECTS OF.

That fatal consequences have arisen from an immoderate
of cold water when the system was in a state of exhaus
tion from excessive fatigue, or from a long exposure to a
warm
atmosphere, requires no proof. The deleterious ef
fects of cold water on the system under the circumstonces
described, are in consequence of its exhausting the remain
ing excitability of the system by its stimulating qualities;
as we have
already shown under the head of Suspended
Animation, to which the reader is" referred, to save repe
?
tition.
More injury is sustained by an immoderate use of cold
liquids when the system is much relaxed, than is generally
imagined. Although the consequences are not always imme
diately fatal; cholera mm bus, dysenteries, colicks, gouts,
dyspepsia, &c, are the consequence, with a train of evili
too numerous to be particularized.
Itis with pleasure that I
can remark that the illustrious Rush, and other scientific
philanthropists, have by their humane exertions nearly
banished this baneful practice from the city of Philadelphia.
I would admonish every person that. values his health, te
be aware of its deleterious consequences, which may be
obviated by taking very small quantities at a time, and
washing the face and breast to stimulate the nervous system;
or by taking a few drops of the essence of
peppermint in
This last is a great preventative, and every
each draft.
traveller and laborer should keep it constantly wdth hint
in the warmer pari of the season, as an indispensable article.
The most important consideration in this complaint is its
prevention, which may be remedied in some measure by
a free use of vegetable, bland food, with a considerable
proportion of liquids moderately seasoned, with the addi
tion of a reasonable supply of ripe fruit, which will super
cede the necessity of much drink.
The symptoms described by the amiable Rvush are the
following: "In a few minutes after the water is swallowed,
he is affected by a dimness of sight; he staggers in attempt
ing to walk, and unless supported falls to the ground; he
breathes with difficulty, and a rattling noise is heard in hit
throat; his nostrils and cheeks expand and contract in every
act of respiration ; his face appears suffused with blood and
use

1G.5
•f a vivid color; his
imperceptible; and

extremitie- become cold, and his pulsunless relief be speedily obtained, the
disease terminates in death in four or five minutes."

Treatment.

The most dilutable stimul-nts should hr.

immediately administer, d ; such as the essence of pepp ermint, Virginia or Seneca snake-root, ^alengd, ether, spirits
of turpentine, oil of amber, cayenne pepper, ginger, &c.
Bathing the breast with the same stimulants or spirits, or
rubbing the breast with the hand or fl* nels, occasionally
dashing a little cold water on the breast, may be resorted
to; and lavement-' of ginger tea, with the addition of twenty
or
thirty drops of the oil of peppermint. After the patient
is measurably restored, the vapor bath may be applied, to
equalize the circulation.
We have the authority of the eel eh rated Rush, of the
efficacy of liquid laudanum in doses, from a tea-spoonful to

small table-spoonful as the case is more or less violent.
Although great -deference is due to the opinion of a man
who has so much euriei.ed medical science as lias this renowned author; yet, as the reasoning on which the admin
istration is predicated is not given, we have a just ri j,ht to
I:i the case before
doubt the propriety of the application.
of the nervotn
of
excitemer.-t
want
the
for
ensues
death
us
a cessation of the chemical changes
which
a

produces
system,
view of the subject, it follows,
that constitute life. Frii.i this

nervous
tone of th
that to excite the action and restore the
a m me philosophical admlnistraimn than
system, would be
dig sedatives, as opium is well known to
-

to

apply stupef,

belon?

to

that class of medicines.

OF COLICX.

ooastricdion of the colon attended with
This disease is a
distension of the bow
the mod excruciating pain, nausea,

w.th convulsions,
thirst, sometimes oecompanied
the life of the patient in two or
terminates
and frequently
three da) s.

els

ereat

I
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Causes. This complaint generally arises from acidity
It may als«
in the inte'stinal canal, the origin of flatulency.
irise from acid, indigestible fool, inhaling the vapour ari
sing from the decomposition of lead, poisonous substances,
taken into the stomach, immede. tie use of ardent spirits,

acid

wine, or cider,

harden e

!

faces,'

&e.

At the commencement of'this complaint
taken as warm as the patient can conveniently
bear, with the addition of half a tea spoonful of ; Ikeii, ap
ply dig, at the same time, a hot "brick, wrapptd in a cloth,
wet wrth vimrgm, or water, to the bowels, generally gives
immediate relief, particularly if the disease aretes from flat
ulency or a constriction of the' puts. In violent cases the
colick powders must he immediately resorted to, together,
with the most aetive calharticl s, and large emoliert lave
ments, often repeated, accompanied with the vapour bath.
If cosstipa.ion does not yield to those applications, inject in
to the bowels, oiij? pint of a strong decoction of angelica, or
burdock seed, with the addition of one tabiespoonful each of
theiemetick solution and 1 l:uce laudanum, and fifteen or
twenty drops of the oil of peppermint, to be repeated eve
Tohacqp smoke
ry twenty minutes, until reii f is obtained.
injection is recommended on the authority of Dr. Jameson,
which should be thrown up, by means of a large bladder,
until it sickens, in cases of nitro-susception (one.lidesiiiie

Treatment.

pinger. lea,

slipping

into

another.)

subject to this complaint, shoidd avoid eemo.vme
occasionally take a tabh spoonful of equal qur;:i ; s ol

Persons
and

oee fourth of a tea
of pearlash to execite action of the bowels aud
The diet should be nourishing,
neutralize the septic acid.
vand easy of digestion, avoiding ail acids, and vegetable sub

whole mustard seed and charcoal, and

spoonful

stances, that have

a

tendency

to

produce daluieimy.

OF CONSUMPTION.
a very comprehensive term, including all the va
of diseases, in which the body, from a defect iu nour^

Tins is

riety

lcr
is uric:

the

rs

pow
Our

gradually

red med to a state of emaciation; but
jsimg -of the body, arising from a de. jv, of i.he
of nature, b
-longs more particularly to a trophy.

„,

is

general

v

—

remarks

orcousunq

will t! eve-fore be

uou

of the

lungs.

confined,

to

the

yulmiiiaiy,

This fatal disease, which levels t;iou=an
Is, annually, i«
the Uniied States,
may arose from a great variety of causes,
such as a sudden
exposure to a cold, dense atmosphere,
wlide the body is.in a state of exhaustion,
by fatigue, or whe l
the system is much relaxed
by a warm icom, damp beds, a
compression of the chest orobdomen, which prevents a lull
air!
easy expansion of the iu-ngs, a suppression of the
customary evacuations, grief, intense study, excessive indulgenciesof the animal passions, an intemperate use of ar
dent spirits, mal-c .-nformalion of chest, ccc.
In short, what
ever is calculated to debilitate the nervous
system, may be

regarded

as

inducing

causes.

Symptoms.
The symptoms of the first stages of this dis
as described
by the illustrious Rush, are as follow:

ease,

"The symptoms, which mark its first stages are seldom
observed; or if observed, they are too often, with neglect,

physicians/. I shall brie ly enumerate theae
They are a limht fever, increased by the least
exercise; a burning and dryness in the p.dais o. the hammore
especially towards evenhg; rheumy eyes upon wak
ing from sleep; an increase or' urine; a dryness of the skin,
more
especially oftee feet, in the morning; an occasional
flushing in one, and sometimes in both cheeks, hoarseness;
a slight or acute pain in the breast; a fixed pain in one side,
or shooting pain in both sides; headache; occasionally sick,
and fainting fits; a deficiency of the appetite, and a general
indisposition to exercise or motion of every kind."
by patients

and

symptoms.

These

are

the most usual symptoms, that attend this dis

} if due attendance be given,
forming stages,
ith proper medicines and r gunen, this complaint is easily
removed & equilibrium restored. All that is required, is to
bath6
strengthen the nervous v stem by the application of the
and nervous; the constriction removed, and the fluids liquiease, in its

w

...
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by the sudoffficks; the secretory and excretory v essels,
by the catharticks & the diffusible stimuli; & the
digestive organs, restored by the tonicks. These administradons must be acconrpauh d with a car, Jul avoidance m all
debilitating*causes, such as intemperance, exj o.mie to udfied

excited

den transitions of weather, &c.
A generous diet, clu rful
company, flannel clothing, and exerc.se ou horseback, par
ticular! r enj hired.
VVrien the disease is neglected, or ia
cases where
injudicious administrations are made, and the
disease progresses, there is an increase of all the particulari
zed symptoms, attended with a cough, and a discharge of a
thick whitish mucus substance, sometimes streaked with
blood, excessive looseness of the bowels, slight chills suc
ceeded by flashes of heat, and a glutenoufc sweat, smalhiess
of the ends oi the fingers, with a. curving of the nails, respi
ration hurried and difficult, swelling of the feet ami legs, the
eyes sunk into their sockets, and assume, a gla.-vy a| ;.( amucc,
frequent vomitings, particularly ofter meals, cold extremeties; and death, as a wr Icome messenger, kindly urives witk
a gentle pa
port to convoy the patient to .mother world.
.

Treatment. The baths are of the greatest importance
and should be daily applied, with the alkaline wash. The
seoke root wash should be also hdly applied to the feet and

legs, and occasionally to the v. hole surface, m excite action
of the exhalants and remove the vitiated fluids from the
blood, which have been retained in consequence ©fa torpid
ii'a watery fluid
ity of the secretory -& excretory vessels.
accumulate under the cuticle in norm of pimples or blisters,
they should be opened w.tb a needle, or ihe parts may be
slightly scarified with a lancet. Theemetiek soli tion may
be occasionally administered in tea-spoonful potions, to ex
cite action of the parietes of the stomach, and promote an
increased secieticn of the gastiick juice; arrd also applied
to the bowels as a lavement, in a decoction of smart-weed
aud Indian turnip. The patient in the mean time should
make a constant use of noble liverwort, smart-weed and
Indian turnip, bruised and st>cp:-d in sweet milk. The
cathartick pills may be administer' d as necessity requires,
to give tone to the bowels, and their m Loral peristaltick
motion aided by iavemea!:;. Mild ionicks, combined with
mucilages,

such

as

peach

or

black

cherry-tree

gum, to be
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taken several times a day. The diet of consumptive r~
tients, clain s the utmost attention. It should be composed
ef the most nutritious substances, and so prepared as to be
easy of

digestion: such as beef cordial, calves' feet, jelly,
ohicken, veal and mutton soups, with a clue proportion of
vegetables and seasoning. The patient may take every
morning on a lasting stomach, a eoupje of eggs beat with a
gill of warm milk, immediately after being drawn from the
now; aud one table-spoonful each of loaf sugar and spirits.
Corn-meal pudding aud rice constitute an excellent repast.
particularly for supper. Mall soup, prepared in the follow
ing manner, may be used :— Let two quarts of barley malt
in one gallon of water in a vessel, inclosed from the air witk
—

an oven of a moderate heat, until
strain and press out the liquor,
then
evaporated ;
and season it to suit the fancy of the patient. This and the
beef cordial are the most nutritious, at the same time the
ac
most digestible of any sub stances with which we are
as a
quainted, and may be taken freely, and also appliedwhich
lavement.
Regularity in sleep is very important;
should be enjoyed in spacious rooms, the temperature kept
with early rising. Feather
as equal as possible, accomp uiied
of the season, are de
in the warmer

a

paste, be sirmnered in

one

half is

part
beds, particularly
bilitating, and ought to be substituted by those composed
It is
of the blossoms «f life-everlasting, husks, chaff, &c.
to render the body comfort
in
this
disease,
very important
able' with suitable clothing, and every impediment to a free
and full expansion of the lungs removed. Exercise adapted
be freely enjoyed, to
to the strength of the patient should
the circulation of
and
the
of
the
lungs
increase
expansion
arr to impart more
the blood ; which enables the salubrious
and thus to increase those chemical
oxygen to the system,
are constantly taking place m the system,
that
operations
which constitute animation.

disThe numerous volumes written upon this alarming
medical
by some of the ablest pens that have graced
has aftbr. >d for medical
science, and the ample field it
to
and discussion for centuries, are sufucrent
me from further remarks.
preclude
p

,

-

speculation

P

no
OF .CORNS.
Corns are hard excrescences produced by pressure and*
irritation on the parts, generally, occasioned by tight shoes,
which obstructs the circulation of the fluids through the
cuticle, causing the lymph to coagulate, and forming a union
of the skins, which gradually extends to the muscular flesh
and occasions extreme pain.
The callous, indurqAed parts should be
Treatment.
down as thin as possible;- then apply equal part's
of crow-foot and blood-root, bruised, and renew it several
times; at each renewal bathe the parts for some time in a
warm solution of alkali : or, apply the shielding plaster after
the parts are pared down and softened with the alkaii: or
apply a salve of equal parts of garlic juice and castile soap:
or
apply the cancer plaster. These are all efficacious rem
edies, and generally give relief. Loose shoes made of soft
A more
leather must be worn during the applications.
lengthy process is, to apply the adhesive plaster on thin
leather around the corn, leaving a- hole in the centre, to
prevent pressure on the affected parts; occasionally mois
tening the corn with a solution of alkali. This course will
generally effect a cure in five or six weeks.

pared

CORPULENCY,

OR OBESITY.

Obesity is a great accumulation of fat or animal oil,
which distends the adipose membrane. It is attended with
considerable inconvenience, although the person is appa

rently healthy.
Causes. Indolence, excessive use of fat animal sub
stances, indulgence in the use of wines, fermented liquors,
ardent spirits, sleep, &c.

Treatment. Take of castile soap three ounces, vinegar
and water half a gill each, mixed, and taken daily : frequent
exercise, vegetable diet, water or vinegar and water the

only beverage.
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CONSTIPATION,

OR COSTIVENESS.

Tins is an unusual retention and hardness of the excre
ment, attended with a dryness and difficulty of evacuation
Causes.
A sedentary life, a frequent use of drastic,
poisonous drugs, acidity in the stomach and bowels, copious
sweating, dry food, lean animal substances, debility of the
intestines, lastly, a neglect of the usual and regular periods
of going to stool, which checks the natural secretions of the
mucous

membrane of the intestinal canal.

Treatment.
Take equal quantities of charcoal and
whole mustard seed, in table-spoonful potions, in molasses,
or mucilage, two or three times a. day, with an occasional
The visiting of the custom
use of the laxative lavements.
once a day at certain hours, and en
retreats
regularly
ary
deavoring to promote a natural evacuation by gentle efforts,
by perseverance forms a habit of regularity, although they
should not at first succeed. Constant exercise in the open
air, and avoiding spiritwous and fermented liquors. The
diet should consist of the fatter parts of animal substances;
bread composed of corn meal, or rye with only the coarser
be at least twentyparts of the bran removed. It should
four hours old, with a due proportion of sauce beans, are
A draught of cold water, with two tablepreferable.
is
spoonfuls of sale molasses, taken early in the morning,
is very serviceable for costive habits. Mucilages often used
marsh mallows, &c, together with the
such as

slippery elm,
restoring bitu rs. In

obstinate cases the cathartick extracts
should be resorted to, and continued with the addition of
the laxative lavements until relief is obtained.

OF COUGHS.

Tins is an involuntary convulsive motion of the abdom
the air
inal mn« les and chaphragm, suddenly expelling
from the lungs with sonorous sound.
or chem
Causes. Acrid substance, either mechanically
which is lined with a membrane
to the

ically applied

glottis,
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of the nicest sensibility,
mildest

stimulus,

so

much so, that it cannot bear the

drop of cold water, without produ
respiratosy organs; which discharge

even a

cing convulsions of the
the air with a sufficient foree to remove all extraneous sub
stances
afwise provision of nature to prevent suffocation.
It may also arise from an increased excitement of the ner
vous
system, or from an increased secretion of the mucous
membrane that lines the back part of the mouth, and of the
salivary glands, attended with a defluxion of those fluids,
owing to debility of the nervous system, and torpidity of
the exhalants.
[Dr. Franklin used to say, that he could eat himself into
a cold or cough in three
days. Nothing more is necessary
than high living, hot suppers, warm clothing. This is true.]
—

Treatment. The principal object in this affection, is
strengthen the nervous system, and equalize the circu
lation, and excite action of the. exhalants, and thus prevent
an increased discharge from the glands of the throat.
For
this purpose the baths, accompanied with the anti-cough
powders, generally give relief. If the cough is of recent
origin, the expectorants are efficaciously employed ; and
the patient should take on retiring a strong deeoction of
the seeds of the Spanish needle, sage, hyssop, orthesudorifics; and apply to the feet some hot substance, such as
smoothing something, &c, wrapped in a cloth wet with
vinegar or water. This will relieve all ordinary cases.—When the cough has been of considerable standing, and
-arising from scrofula, catanhal affections, &c, the emetick
solution may be taken in tea-spoonful potions once an hour,
The patient
to excite action of the glandular secretions.
should also take freely of the anti-scorbutick powders, use
a nourishing diet, wear flannel next the skin, avoid
expo
sures of every kind, particularly to damp places, and keep
the feet dry and warm, and the body comfortable.
Mild
tonicks may be taken several times a day, with an occa
sional use of the catharticks, as circumstances require.
to

Coughs, although trivial in their commencement, may
be considered the origin of pulmonary consumptions, and
claim early" attention, as they are easily remedied at their
commencement.
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COUGH, HOOPING.
This is

a
contagious complaint, and rarely afflicts a person
than once in life. It makes its appearance in the form
of what is called colds, or an increased secretion of thick,

more

mucous

substance from the membrane that lines the back

part of the mouth, attended with
and sometimes with

a

difficulty

of

breathing,

dangerous suffocation.

Treatment.

The expectorants and anti-cough powders
very serviceable in exciting action of the glands, and
liquefying the secretions. Rubbing the spine with garlic,
as hot as the
patient can bear, greatly relieves severe par
Anointing the bottoms of the feet with lard, and
oxysms.
heating them for some time before the fire on retiring, is
The emetick solution in
also a very efficacious remedy.
half tea-spoonful potions, with the addition of one sixth of
a tea-spoonful of powdered blood root, often gives relief.
The juice of wasted onions in tea-spoonfuldoses, with tw«
or three
drops eaeh of rattlesnake's oil and spirits turpen
tine, is an excellent remedy. Emeticks may occasional iv
be given in any stage of the disease, with happy effects.
A plaster of turpentine or balsam of fir applied between tlshoullers, is very useful in violent cases. The emollient
lavements often administered to keep the bowels active,
The
and the cathartick extracts, as necessity requires.
diet light and nourishing; as broths, puddings, &c. witk
toast and water; h\ssop tea and cold water for the prin
cipal drink. E\po>ure of every kind should be carefully
avoided; and in the winter se.ison the temperature of t' ?
air should be kept as uniform as possible, but not too warm.
Mild tonicks with mucilages taken in small quantities sev
eral tunes a day.
are

CROUP,

OR HIVES.

This is a disease to which children are liable, and those
It consists i»
under the seventh year more particularly.
liner the
an inflammation of the mucous membrane that

glottis, producing

a

viscid, gelatinous secretion, obstructing
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with a wheezing and
and sometimes with suffocation.

respiration, accompanied
cough,

a sonorous

Treatment. This disease is completely under the con
trol of medicine in any stage. In the most violent attacks,
powdered blood-root in half or tea-spoonful potions in water,
or a
tea-spoonful of the emetick solution, and repeated once
in ten or fifteen minutes until relief is obtained.
Seneka
snake-root is a very efficacious remedy ; cow-foot in oneThe
fourth tea-spoonful potions, generally gives relief.
of roasted onions in half table-spoonful potions, with
the addition of three or four drops each of the spirits of tur
pentine and rattlesnake's oil, is a most certain remedy : it

juice

should be

repeated

OF

as

necessity requires.

VACCINA, OR COWPOX.
*

With a view to impress more fully on the mind of the
readers the importance of availing themselves of the advan
tages of this "heavenly JEgis," I shall make an extract
from the Domestic Fncyclopedia.
11

Cow-pock, Vaccine,

is

an

eruptive disease,

which at

tacks the udders of cows, and which, when transferred to
the .human system, effectually secures it from the Small

"I

Pox.
This disease, which may be justly considered as one of
the greatest temporal blessings conferred by Providence
was known
sixty years ago in Germany,
upon mankind,
and also the fact of its being a preventive of the small pox.
The same fact was likewise known in the dairy^counties of
England for nearly the same period, but in both countries
the evident application of the important principle connected
with it, was unattended to, until Dr. Edward Jenner brought
it fairly before the public about twenty years since in En
gland. The disease is now found in New-England among
The power of the disease to prevent the small
the cows.
at
js
length proved beyond all doubt by many million
pox,
in Europe and the United States.

experiments
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The

as communicated
by inocculation. in its
much resembles the small pox.
Tbwards
the close of the second
day, when the operation takes effect
(that is 36 to 48 hours, from the period of inserting the virus)
a light
speck of inflammation is perceived. On the fourth
day a minute pimple may be felt rising above the skin,
surrounded by a circular inflammation at its base.
It now
gradually increases in size, and by the close of the fifth day
begins to assume (especially if viewed with a magnifying
glass) that appearance which so much distinguishes it from
the small pox.
This consists in the perfect regularity, and
beautifully circumscribed form of the pock, which has a sur
face fla'tened, with a depressed centre, of a darker colour,
In the small
so as to give an appearance of elevated edges.
pox, on the contrary, by the sixth day, the inoculated part

distance,

commencement

to assume an irregular, or angulated appearance, &
its surface is not so flattened iu proportion to its diameter.
This circumscribed appearance is retaiued by thecowpock,
(vaccine) during its whole progress, even during the pro
cess of scabbing, while the small pox becomes, daily more
irregular, in consequence of the confluence of the adjoining

begins

—

About the fifth day the pock begins to change
from the red pimple to a vesicle containing a fluid which
through the cuticle much resembles the colour of whey.
This fluid is at its first formation, in its most active state, &
probably will be less liable to fail, if taken at this early pe
From the sixth to the
riod, than if delayed to a later day
tenth is mentioned as the proper period ler collecting it.—
About the eighth or ninth day, the pock having arrived to
maturity, the constitutional symptoms begin to shew them
selves: the general indisposition being preceded by swel
socket
ling and pain of the pustule shooting up towards the
of the »rm.
Langour, drowsiness, paleness, chiiluess and
and fulness of the eyes, loss
flushes of

pustules.

—

heat, headache, pain

of

appetite,

and

frequency

of

pulse

follow.

The

marginal

inflammation continues to extend one or two inches in dia
or areola, which
meter, forming a beautiful efflorescence,
has been

system

regarded

had taken

always exist,
is perfect.

and

proof that a general affection of the
does not
place. This aerola, however,
the preventive property of the disease

as a
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The febrile symptoms vary

considerably:

and sometimes

uglysores are induced by rubbing off the scab in its forming
atate, or by the friction of clothes. Care must therefore be
taken to avoid these causes.
For the above observations,
we are chiefly indebted to the late excellent
publication on
the vaccine disease by Dr. Coxe, which, should be in the
hands of every practitioner, and
from medical aid.

master of a

family

remote

Tlie following concise directions

for vaccinating may be found
useful:

1.
The vaccine pock matter being generally, when first
taken from the vesicle, a thin limpid fluid, it becomes,
when dried, scar-ely visible, either in glass, or on the end
of a lancet, even on a quite new one.
If the matter 'be ta
ken on thread, it will be perceived by the stiffness of'it
when dried.
*j^
2.
If the matter is not used immediately on its being ta
ken fiom the vaccine pock, it will of course be dry: & when
employed, it should be softened by the smallest particle of
hot water; and to avoid loo great dilution, it should be done
by a particle of hot water, hanging on the extremity of a
needle.
3.
The inoculation must be performed in, the same man
ner as for the small
pox; but it may be useful to recommend,
'

that,
Matter may he inserted in one place only in each arm
very small sciatrh or puncture of the skin.
5.
One armed lancet should be used for only one or at
4.

by

a

most two

punctures.

If the infection take, there will be seen in the inoc
ulated put, jr. four days or less, a red spot, like a small
gnat bite. In six days, there will be generally a vjery small
in nine days a circular vesicle appear?, as a pea,
vesicle,
In twelve days the red
often surrounded by a red areola.
aieola will generally surround the vesicle, which then begias to dry, and turn black iu the middle.
6.

Between the

ten

takes

P»y
a

eighth

aud eleventh

day

a

slight

fever of

place.

the fourteenth

day, the vesicle usually changed into
scab, which should by no means be

circular dark brown
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removed, but left to fall off, which it will do in two or three
weeks, leaving a pit.
11 in four days the gnat-bite appearance be not manifest,
the inoculation should be

repeated.

For inoculation, matter may be taken betweenr-the
sixth and tenth days, generally.
A considerable redness, like Erysipelas, sometimes
8.
the eleventh or
comes on, and spreads over the arm, about
twelfth day, which goes off of itself commonly in a day or
will often be of service and
7.

t.vo;

butcooling'applications

An emolient poultice should not be apphdo harm.
in
except
particular cases of phlegmonous intimation. in
The medical treatment is the same as thatot the
9.
oculated small p< x
small pox
As the vuccine inoculation, as well as the
10.
with
a local affection only,
sometimes
inoculation, produces
it will be
out any perceivable dis{ftdcr of the constitution,
the subject; and it
safest, in doubtful cases, to re-inoculate
an
oronlv
imperfect vesicle
no local disease be produced,
have been
of a few days duration, sufficient Security will
inoculation."
first
the
obtained by

never

_

a few
thought adviseable to make
w dl not he wise
as all probably
small
the
rcmajks
pox,
its ravages.
enough to secure themselves from
of the most
This disease is highly contagious and is one
the human family is bubwhich
to
maladies
alarming
the being from its dele
no latitude or season exempts

Under this head it is
ou

ject,as

terious effects.
to inflammatory
It attacks a person in a manner similar
with a chill suc
fevers measels, &c generally commencing
in head, back,
ceeded by beat, nausea, and vomiting, pain
make
fifth
or
pm pies
fourth
the
day,
About
and limbs.
in num
increasing
their ai-earau aeon the body, gradually
fluid.—
ber and size, and are filled with a limpid yellowish
and be
tenth
the
day
about
in
to
height
It .mnerally gets
hitee-mm
the
about
more dense and

disappears

comes

dis
The principle requirement in this
Tteatment.
an ex
cause
and
exhalants
on the
ease is to excite actions
rthe
are deposited by
cretion of tlm acrimonious fluid asthev
such a*
mild
sudorifick,
the
For this purpose
arteries.
'
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horse radish root,

together with
and burdock,

saffron, ginger,

the antiscorbu ticks,

&c. should be

particularly
and liquefy

freely used
the cuckold,
the fluids.
to stimulate

to obtund, nutralize
The cathartick pills taken in smalf quantities
the intestines and excite action of the iflands.
Stimulating
lavements should be also occasionally applied. The diet
nourishing and easy of digestion, avoiding hot rooms or ex
If from exposure or
posure to a cold damp atmosphere.
any other cause, the exhalants become torpid and the ex
cretions diminish or what has been erroneously called stri
king in of the irruption, the emetick solution in table spoon'ful potions, may be administered to the stomach, and also
applied as a lavement and repeated as necessity requires.
—

DANCE, ST. VITUS'S.
Tins convulsive and melancholy disease is said to derive
name from instances of some of the devotees of St. Vitus
exercising themselves in dancing, until their intellects were
disordered, and could be restored only by dancing again at
the anniversary of St. Vitus.

its

The most marked symptom of this disease, is an invol
untary motion of the arm or leg, and is generally confined
to one side, but sometimes the whole
body is affected.
—•

This disease is more particularly confiued to young persons,
and females are most subject to it.
It may arise from a suppression of the customary evacu
ations, falls, or injuries of the nerves; or, whatever is cal
culated to derange and debilitate the nervous system, may
be considered an inducing cause.

Treatment. The cathartick pills should be taken in
small quantities for a cons derable length of time, to excite
a general action; & the
patient's constant driuk should, be an
infusion of swert fern, with a daily use of the shower bath.
During th- administrations, the patient should make a
free use of in rrines, such as valerian, alspice, hops, asafcetida, &c, accompanied with the mild stimulants, gentle
exercise on horseback, cheerful company, and a light, nour-
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'ishingdiet.
used fer

These admi; i,i rations should be
time after the disease disappears

some

occasionally
to

prevent

a

Pills made of equal quantities of iron
filing*
and asafo&tida may be
daily taken, twoor three at a time.

recurrence.

OF DEAFNESS.

This

complaint may arise from a variety of causeajlsuch
ulcers, wounds, excessive noise, obstructions from ex
posure, hardened wax and dryness, or too great moisture,
or from
torpidity of the auditory nerve, &c.
as

Treatment. When the defect is owing to torpor of the
nerves, in consequence of old age, or from ulcers in the
But when it arises from catar
ears, it is rarely remedied.
rhal affections, the effect of long continued cold bathing or
exposure to a damp cold atmosphere, the Vapor bath should
be administered, succeeded by the salt water bath; and the
warmth of the ear preserved bv applying to its cavity a little
wool, moistened with a few drops of the ear ointment, or
sweet oil.
If the defect is owing to hardened wax ami dry
ness, apply a little of the ear ointment according to directions,
and syringe the ears with a strong castile soap suds, daily
continu ng the wool; or take one ounce of the oil of sweet
almonds, half an ounce of camphorated spirits of wine, and
two tea-spoonfuls of alkaline salts, mix them well together,
and place a few drops into the ear every night on retiring
to bed. A few drops of onion juice daily applied, with the
addition of a little cotton wool moistened with the same,
constantly worn in the ear, often proves a valuable remedy.
When the ears are overcharged with moisture, they should
be syringed with a strong decoction of cranes-bill, salt and
wrater, to be applied cold: bathing in salt and water is very
serviceable. Forcibly exhaling the air from the lungs, with
the mouth and nose closed, has been judiciously recom
mended. Setons or issues made as near the ear as possible,
have also been recommended, in cases of superfluous humors
Where the defect is owing to torpor of the
in the ears.
of the tincture of lobelia seed and
a few

drops
apply
capsicum, finely powdered, half

nerves,

an ounce

each, and gum
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one fourth of an ounce; to be infused in half a pint
alkohol: to be applied several times a day. This oftea
gives relief in cases of long standing. It may also, in auy
case of defective
hearing, be applied occasionally during
other administrations.

myrrh

—MB———

OF

DEATH,

OR SUSPENSION OF ANIMATION.

The cessation of life is not introduced as a disease, or for
the purpose of pointing out a remedy, but to enumerate
some of its most certain symptoms, when taken
collectively,,
in order to define what state of the animal system is conclu
sively indicative of" death. The frequency of hasty aud

premature burials has given rise

to these remarks, which,
if duly attended to, will enable a person to absolutely decide
when life is, totally suspended.
Cessation of the pulse and
respiration (breathing.) «A rigidity' and inflexibility of the
muscles, accompanied with a total loss of animal heat. Re
laxation of the lower jaw, dimness and a receding of .the
Dark spots on various parts of the body, attended
cornea.
with a cadaverous scent. Insensibility to all external appli
cations; putrefaction. These symptoms separately consid
ered, are not to be viewed conclusive; but when most of
them concur in the same individual, they are a criterion
the most conclusive of death.
Death is merely a want of the principle of animation
a
passive extinction of animal heat; therefore wholly free
With regard to the supposed
from convulsions or pain.
—

and agonies so frequently spoken of, they
the convulsions and agonies of life, not of death. Tain
arises from a constriction on the nerves, producing an ob
struction in the flow of the nervous fluid that is constantly
accumnlating in the brainular system in proportion to its
strength and energy, and the natural constitution. This
obstruction causes a pressure on the parts, and gives rise to
the sensation called pain. When the obstructions are of a

corporal sufferings
are

sufficient extent or continuance, as measurably to stop the
accumulation of this peculiar fluid, the body swoons, and is
rendered insensible; and life gradually becomes extinct,
unltss the constriction is removed. A reference to cases of
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palsies, drunkenness,

&c. which is a suspension of thi.-< pe
in old persons that die natural
is where the
excitability of ihe system gradually be

culiar

secretion,

(that

death,"

or

comes

the
as a

extinct,) or in cases atrophy (a general wasting of
body,) convulsions and pains are unknown, may serve
testimonial in support of the above remarks.
DROPSY.

This disease is distinguished by different names accor
ding to the location of the complaint, such as the following :

When seated in the cellular membrane,

it is called Ana
when confined to the abdomen, it is called Ascites
if located on the
chest, it receives the mime of Hydotho*
fax
and when it is seated in the brain, Hydrocphalus.
Causes.
This disease arises from a torpidity of the
'ibsorbents when confined to the cavity of the body, con

sarca

—

—

—

—

sequently

the

fluids secreted

lubricute the parts,
of the
In

are

by the exhaling

retained,

arteries to

which distends the

cavity

body.
cases

of

Anasarca,

the

canse

maybe

attributed

to

torpor of the excretory vessels, arising from debility in the
nervous
system.
Treatment.
The principal object is to restore tone in
—

the

system, and to exrite an increased action to
the secretory and excretory ducts. Tho seoke root and
nervous

alkaline

washes, and a proper administration of the Arca
accompanied with the baths, are admirably calculated
The sroke wash should be daily applied
for this purpose.
more
particularly to the feet and legs by rubbing with a
num,

flannel cloth wot with a strong decoction of the roots for
fife en minutes, then apply the wilted seoke, burdock or
mullein leaves, and drafts or roasted seoke root to the feet.
After the application of the wash, should pimples or blis
ters arise filled with a \ellcwish fluid, they must be scari
Diurefied with "a lance ti/pi-imit the water t«. discharge.
ticks, should be freely used, together with the ashes of sprnisli segars iu tea Spoenful potions in honev several times*

day, and the dropsical powders according to directions,
especially in dropsies of the abdomen : horse radish
and elkenard roots applied to the feet in the form ct
■bftuglits frequently has the most salutary effects*

n

more
;
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DIABETES.

peculiar characteristic of this disease, is an excess
discharge of a sweetish limpid mine : other symptoms
attending this disease are a dry surface, great thirst, lassi
tude sometimes accompanied with swelling of the loins,
costiveness, aud although attended with a voracious appetite,
the body gradually wastes away.
Causes. This disease generally owes its origin to luxu
rious living, an intemperate use of ardent spirits, strong
diuretic medicines, excessive indulgences in the animal
passions, &c.
Persons most subject to this complaint, are those that
have passed the meridian of life, and are of a feeble con
stitution, more especially the gluttonous and wine bibbers ;
and, whatever is calculated to debilitate the nervous sys
tem, excite an increased action of the urinary organs, may
be considered inducing causes.
The

ive

—

Treatment.

—

The great desideratum in this disease is

to

equilibrium in the secretory and excretory ves
sels, thereby relieving the urinary organs, and to strengthen
restore an

'•

the nervous system.
The vapour bath should be frequently applied, followed
with the cold bath, and a daily use of the alkaline wash.
If the disease is of considerable standing, the Arcanum
should be resorted to, followed with afroeuseofthediabatic
extracts : a gill of new milk in which has been dissolved
of al uror may be taken three times a
half a

tea-spoonfull

in wine glass potions, gin
at a time several times a
A decoction of rose
are very efficacious remedies.
day,
willow, the bark of the root used as a constant drink.
Flax-seed scorched like coffee, and used as a diet drink, ofthe most happy effects. The diet should claim
ten has

day

; lime

ger and

water

allspice

in new milk

one

tea-spoonful

—

which ought to consist principally of
animal substances rendered easy of digestion by proper
cookery and highly seasoned with salt and black pepper,
and eaten with crackers ; vegetables, and particularly all
acids to be carefully avoided. The emetic extracts iu
obstinate cases have sometimes been used with the most
mnrked advantages, and should be duly administered.

particular attention,

—

18fc
Huiinei should bo worn next the skin, and the flesh bruiw
daily applied to excite a proper action and preserve a
suitable degree of warmth on the surface, so necessary in
carryiug on the all important process of insensible peispiration.

DRUNKENNESS.
It may be doubted by some whether inebriation can wiih
be called a disease, but I know no good reason why
this affection of the system is not as much entitled to that

propriety

appellation
it

some

as

palsies, appoplexies, convulsions, fits, &c.

as

times proves fatal.

This debasing disease is one of those misfortunes that
the human family voluntarily bring upon themselves, and
generally for the purpose of removing distress of mind or
to satiate an
utieasy sensation arising from a habitual use
of ardent spirits, and has more or less prevailed in every
of the intoxicating
ngc and country since the invention
draught. This powerful stimulus acting on the nervous
of its fluids, gives
system produces an increased secretion
rise to the most exhilarating sensations, and convey to the
mind a train of associated and pleasurable ideas which con
tinue until the nerves become exhausted, and torpidity en
of dif
sues as a natural
consequence of an excessive use
The muscular power which de
fusible laxative stimulants.
rives its support entirely from the nerve, loses its action,
and animation is suspended in proportion to the torpidity
of the nervous system.
is to rouse the torpid state
Treatment.—-The first

object
equalize
the body,

its circulating fluids.and pouring il on the
Throwing cold water on
The emetic extracts, or
head has the most happy effects.
root of bloodthe powders of the seeds of lobelia, or the
ful potion, in a cup of ginger tea or
in

of the

nervous

system and

—

tea-spoon
relict.
water, generally gives i.nmediate
there thirst
Persons addicted "to this vice may remove
tartafavorite
their
into
liquor
or ardent spirits bv putting
to
ernctic and assafoeteda, and drinking a sufficient quantity
root,

warm

produce

excessive vomiting.
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DYSENTERY.
i*. is considered advisable under this head to notice all dis*
accompanied with excessive alvine discharges, violent

eases

&c. as tbey frequently attend each other and arise
from similar causes.
The incipient causes of this class of diseases
Causes.
are a vitiated atmosphere : drinking immoderate quantities
of cold water when the body is in a state of exhaustion by

vomiting,

—

fatigue or in a warm atmosphere or a sudden exposure to
damp evening air, eating crude indigestible substances ; un
ripe fruit or large quantities of plums, cherries &c. or the
lean part of fresh meat in the hotter part of the season.
The immediate cause of this disease is the formation of
septic acid in the alimentary canal arising from an im
proper combination of oxygen with nitrogen.
Previously to entering upon the treatment of this formi
dable disease I shall make a short extract from Dr.
Vought's excellent treatise on bowel complaints whose sen*
riments are in unison with philosophy and shed much light

the

•on

subject.

That which I conceive to be the true and sole came of
,this diseased state of the large intestines, has for many
years been discussed by the most eminent physicians of
the present age. It has been demonstrated by the most
Convincing arguments, and illustrated in such a manner,
and by such examples, as to remove all possibility of doubt
It is the only
fa the mind of every man ef common sense.
But it has
true cause capable of exciting the dysentery.
beeD, and is, and will be overlooked and undervalued,
through the ignorance or neglect of many who pretend to
be followers and practitioners of the science of medicine
To shew the falsity of the argu
in the United States.
ments, and overthrow the elaborate doctrines of those who
have pretended that the putridity of the bile was the cause
of billions complaints, (so termed,) such as intermitting and
"

remitting fevers, dysenteries, diarrhaeas, cholcra-morbus.,
much might be said. The valuable discovery of the
Cause of those diseasos, can never assume a higher rank
We say that nitrogen, so com
than it is justly entitled to.
&c.

bined with oxygen,

(the principle

of

acidity,)

as

to

form

an

•acid in the

alimentary canal, is the only (rue cause produ
cing dysentery. Pringle declares, that an acid exists in
the faeces, which he called the feculant acid.*
He united
nitrous acid with the ftcces to
allay the fcetor, but, to his
surprise, it greatly increased it. I have tried the experi
ment
myself, and found it to have the same effect. This
acid was called, by
Pringle and others, the mineral acid ;
but it has since been found to be of animal and
vegetable
origin, produced by putrefaction. Let it be implanted in
the minds, not only of medical men, but also of all parents
and

nurses, and that the increased fcetor of the stools of
under this disease, is a strong proof
that nitrous acid is the cause of this disease.
It is found
that the food made use of by the human species, contains
the basis of this acid, in a large proportion; and animal
diet is much more used than vegetable, among that class of

patients, labouring

which suffer most from this disease.
The fipces of a man fed upon coarse bread (says Rom
berg) have been found to contain a salt, that detonated
That its nitrous char
like nitre, when exposed to the fire.
acter is by no means ambiguous, its deflagrating on five
coals soon convinced him of its being nitre ; but its con
stantly taking fire in the retort as often as distilled, is a sure
proof that it is a nitrous salt. This acid, then, is formed
in the faces of those who live en bread or corn, but in a
in that of those who live principally
far

community

greater

proportion

muscular animal matter. Animal substances
a confined
place
(says Pringle) will putrefy much sooner in
than in the open air : it is therefore reasonable that they
the human bowels than out of
sooner in
should
upon lean

or

putrefy

that
It is also evident how dysenteries can arise in
can be discover
the
without
cause
no
body
season when
It
with.
ed, and when a few sporadic cases only arc met
a cause prodoes not follow that all dysenteries arise from
duced internally, but, on the contrary, a much larger pro
and volatile acid of
portion arise from the gaseous oxyd,
1 he atmosiu from without the body.*
taken
nitrogen,

them.

See Pringle's Diseases of the Army, p. 385.
of the Hon. Dr. Mitchit would refer the reader to the principles
in fever-, <Lciff. of New-York-, on the subject of alkaline remedies
k
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pestilential fluids may affect all
exposed to its operation, and who have a
predisposition existing in the system to receive the disease.
It enters into the pulmonic organs, and passing through tho
routine of circulation, leaves to the alimentary canal a por
tion of its deleterious quality. It is taken into the sto
mach during our meals, and is swallowed with the food.—
It is absorbed by tho food.
Expose a man's dinner for
several hours over a filthy pond of wator, where dead frogs,
ubere that is affected with
persons who

are

and the analogy between septic acid and other poisons, dated Janu
ary, 1797 : it will put him in possession of alkaline remedies, not
merely pure or caustic alkalies, but all such compounds of other bo
dies, with alkaline bases, as are capable of being^ decomposed by
septic or nitric acid, when they meet with it in the human body.—
(Medical Repository, vol. i. no. 11, p. 265.)
.

•■

Few physicians (says the Doctor) calculate how many alkaline
remedies they order for tHeii patients; and still less have any toler
able idea of their real manncrpf operating.
According to my judg
ment, there can be little doubt of the productions of septic acid in
the human mouth, from corrupting remnants of food of its opera
tion in encrusting and corroding the teeth, vitating the taste, ming
ling with the saliva, nauseating the stomach, he. In the healthy
state, the putrefactive tendency is checked by the gastric fluid id
the stomach ; and as long as it prepares good concoctive juice in
sufficient quantity, so ldng will the contents of it be prevented from
undergoing that process, whereby nitric acid is formed. But when,
from intemperate drinking, excessive exercise, exposure to cold, or
stom
too great heat, or from any other cause, the functions of the
ach are impeded, or entirely cease; then food will corrupt, for want
of sufficient power to concoct it, and the production will be a nitric
fluid. As long as a man can keep up his digestive organs and pow
internal causes of intestinal
ers, so long he will he be free from the
fevers and diseases. And these complaints would indeed happen
more
still more frequently, and be still
deadly, were it not for the
health preserving fluid secreted by the liver, and which is capable
of neutralizing any small excess of acidity that may prevail in the
bowels ; which secretion is still, by some, treated as an excrement,
and as the cause of febrile diseases, when, in fact, it is proved to be
♦he very antidote ot the evil it has been accused of producing. Tie
and other pestilen
yellowness of the skin, in cases of yellow fever,
tial diseases, is better accounted for, from the influence of nitric
acid causing such a colour, as it acts upon the skin, than from the
And the considerable quantity of bile secreted iu
presence of bile.
such cases, shows that it has prevented, in the intestines, the fatal
nitric acid produced there. Those who
consequences of much
have examined the dissections of the bodies of those who died of
■*e'!ow fever, are satisfied, that as far above and below the orifice of
—

as
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toads, newts, &c. ate undergoing decomposition by the
process of putrefaction, and I have no doubt it would ab
sorb a sufficient
quantity of pestilential matter to give hira
the dysentery, or some other
pestilential disease. It is
owing to the same cause that fever is produced ; and sucb
is the connexion of fever with dysentery, that it seems a
necessary symptom of this disease, except in sporadic ca
ses, where there is no corrupted state of the atmosphere.
So rapid is the absorption of this venom from the intestines,
the dectus communis choledochus as the bile extends, so far the
duodenum, and contiguous parts, are free from inflammation. Nitrio
acid, either in or out of the system, is called the poisonous cause of
disease. To explain the various methods by which" this acid U
communicated to the human body, 1 will mention the expression of
Dr. Miichill, which may, perhaps, be a new idea to some of m/
readters. No doubt but other poisons are acids. There are facta
that evince the same thing. And it is told, (says the Dr.) on the
wasps, and hornets,
authority of Mr. Hook, that the stings of bees,those
creatures dielikewise emit liquids of an acid nature, which
irritated ; and it is related on the same evidence,
on

charge

being

a
poison
that the thorns of the nettle plant hare sacks, containing
which it is
ous fluid at their bases, and holes near their tips, through
the fangs of serpents,
emitted, very much after the same manner of
turn out to be
and the stings of insects. This poison will probably
called
an acid, and throw light upon other poisons,
nettles
of
peculiarly differ
ivherein the formic acid and the poison
1 do not
from each other, and form the acid of pestilence,
that to whatever
At the same time, I think it probable
to know.
be ow.ng, they all have
cause their sftall degree of differences may
their character are mostly one
a nitric basis, and the greut trails of
and the same.

vegetable^—
pretend

emitted by the bite
The following case is a proof that the
Dr. Mood.e of
of a serpent is an acid. Itis communicated by
or PhU*
and recorded in the Medical and Fh losoph.cal tog»ter,
he doctor »ay he has
106.-1
i.
vol.
p.
Museum,
Medical

poison^

delphia

useS, with the greatest
in the
potas")

bonate of
viDer and who

stopped,

was

the aqua

of

a woman

apparently

in a

and the person savea, uy

™

&««*}£
condition.
dyingw;0^^""^!^,;

success
case

£ jh,

kal.pur.

A

i

7oflbe

"a-spoon

strong mineral
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that itis takeu iuto the circulation, and produces fever Al
most as soon as it effects the alimentary canal ; aiid fevei'
doe* exist sometimes previous to the affection of the inter
lines, when the cause is taken to the.blood by the pulmonic
Marsh miasmata and putrid fumes, are considered
organs.
the cause of the many febrile diseases which infect tho in
habitants of this globe.
We cannot see that they di tier in
Marsh miasmata, are the
any respect from each other.
fumes arising from marshes by reason of the decoriipositiou
of vegetable and animal substances that are found in those
marshes.
Hence they are putrid, and are nothing different
in quality from the nitric acid gas.
Whether they arise
from marshy grounds, from filthy tank9, or filthy cellars
and houses, from vegetable or animal matter, they are, in
substance, the same, and are capable of exciting malignant
diseases; and whether this teirible monster (Python) be
generated in the body or out of the body, it is a certain
fact, that it must, by some means, be communicated to the
system to act as the cause of disease ; and it is also a cer
tain fact, that it must exist in the large intestines to become
the cause of dysentery, whatever may be the predisposing
cause; and acid in the large intestines, is and ever will be
the only true cause of this disease."
Formidable indeed this disease may be considered and
it may with equal propriety be said that history mourns
less for those that are slain in battle than for those that
Its malignancy has
have fallen victims to this calamity.
frequently baffled the skill of the most scientific in tho
profession which doubtless was rendered more fatal by
their injudicious administrations arising from a want of
knowledge of its immediate, cause.
Symptoms. This disease in its forming stages is accom
panied with slight chills,' succeeded by fever, great debility
—

substance will-prevent them from any farther mischief. Or
if a person should accidentally swallow any of the mineral acids, or
muriate of mercury, or any other corroding salt, which an alkali
will decompose, a speedy exhibition of a solution of these alkaline
salts, in proper doses, will afford the most likely means of relief, and
1 am inclined to believe that
also means of preventing fatal effects.
the immediate application of the carbonate of potass to the bite of a
mad dog, would prove the means of preventing the disease called

o/.this

hydrophobia-
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nausea, and somtimes violent

tressing tenemus,

•

vomiting

attended with

disl

and excessive alvine discharges of
gluteuous substances streaked with blood.
Treatment. The first objects is to remove all obstruc
tions in the
alimentary canal nutralize septic acid and allay
irritation. For this purpose, the Anti dysenteric extracts
have the most salutary effects : it should also he applied to
the bowels as an enemas in twice the quantities for the
stomach in half a pint of a mucilage of slippery elm, with
the addition of half a gill of charcoal.
The alkaline wash
followed with the vapour bath proves a great auxiliary.
In cases of violent vomiting great debility, and cold sur
face, attended with a viscid albuminous sweat, take strong
vinegar saturated with table suit, one table spoon ful add
half a
of boiling water, when cool to be taken in table
—

gill
spoonful potions

every ten minutes, until the vomiting
the serface becomes warm ; similar prepara
tions should be applied as an enema in much larger quan
tities in half a pint of a strong decoction of the root of blue
cohosh. If excessive alvine discharges continue adminis
ter a strong decoction of low arkangel and rose willow in
half gill potions every twenty or thirty minutes ontiil the
Where great pain and
alvine excretions become natural.
irritation is experienced in the bowels apply several thick
with table
ness of flannel wrung out of hot vinegar, saturated
salt to the bowels to be repeated every few minutes until
drinks should be freely
relief is obtained.
ceases, and

Mucilaginous

used in all stages of the disease.
rn

It is very important to
the room of dysenteric

keep the temperature of the
patients about summer beat

aii
a'

different times.
he is necessarily exposed
Cleanliness should be particularly attended to; bed clothes
cleansed
which should he iw.sth linen often changed and
The
water.
and
patient
of
solution
weak
with a
peailash
clean as
as
obamber should be well ventilated, and kept
of soups made ol mut
possible. The diet should consist
malt
beef
cordial,
panada, gruel &c. saltfowls,
soup,
ton or
us
a little
with
pepper and vinegar,
te 1 fat pork boiled,
to

the air

at

•

with

eggs,
ereatfol repast, calves feet jellies,
the addition of a little nutmeg
pounded crackers, with
otten

a

■reasoning,

is

a

nourishing diet.

and

an"

.
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DYSPEPSIA Oft INDIGESTION

Symptoms.

—

This disease is

frequently

attended

will*

»iatulency acid eructations, nausea, costiveness, pain in the
pit of the stomach, and a sensation of fulness and depres
sion after meals general, debility, and sometimes
accompani
ed with a voracious appetite.
Causes.
This malady may arise from a variety of cau
ses, such as the following: a sedantary life, grief, intense
study, great anxiety, an immoderate use of ardent spirits,
more
particularly after meals, a frequent use of drastic ca
thartics, large quantities of hot tea or coffee, luxurious liv
ing, or any thing that debilitates the nervous system.
—

Treatment. To affect a permanent cure, in dispeptic
cases, the patient should adopt an entire change of living
from that which produced the disease.
In chronic cases, a
course of the Arcanum should be administered.
The anti-dispeptic pills taken according to direction. The charcoal
cathartic in table-spoon ful potions with the addition of
one
tea-spoonful of magnesia, thvee or four times a day,
to be continued until the bowels are gently evacuated :
then take the anti-dispeptic pills according to directions
until health is restored, occasionally using for a change, the
following: take of the Golden Seal, the whole plant, three
parts gentian and blood root, the roots one part, extract
their virtues and evaporate to the consistency of molasses ;
then add the powders of blue cohosh with one fourth part
of the powders of beef's gall to bring it to a proper state
for pilling, to be taken one at a time a little before meals.
The diet of dispeptic patients claims particular attention,
which should be nourishing and rendered easy of assimila
tion by cookery ; exercise in the open air, particularly on
horse-back, contributes greatly to the restoration of dis
—

peptic patients,
EAR ACHE,
The

ear

is

a

tender organ

and is

subject

to

injuries

in

a

variety of ways : by exposure to a current of cold air, wet
feet, &c. which produces a constriction on the membrane,
that lines its internal cavity; and from insects getting jntn
ihe internal canal.

J9J
Ireatment.—1T the affection is
apprehended to arise
an
insect, drop a little warm oil into the orifice, the

Jrom

person

lying

on

the affected side
; this will

generally cause
considerably irrita
insect, apply a few dtops of the
linament warmed, at the same time a little cot

the insect to
decamp ; if the parts
ted after the removal of the

are

lime water
ton wool moistened with the same should be
applied to the
external cavity to prevent too
great a pressure of the dense
atmosphere. Where the complaint arises from exposure,
foment the parts with a
strong decoction of hops and apply
a few
drops of the oil of spikenard, or, if that cannot be
leadily obtained, take the expressed juice of the root, to be
continued every evening until relief is produced ; apply
cotton wool moistened with the same as before directed.
Should these applications prove ineffectual and extreme
pain, accompanied with a throbbing sensation continue,
apply the anodyne poultice as warm as can conveniently be
bourn and often repeated until the abscess discharges.
The
parts should be syringed with a strong castile soap suds
moderately waim, several times a day ; after each applica
tion, syringe with a strong infusion chamomile in which a
little gum myrrh has been dissolved, the parts are to be
shielded by the application of cotton wool moistened with
the dentrifice ointment.
The oil of spikenard is a very efficacious remedy for

defective

hearing.
EPILEPSY.

Symptoms. The first indications of the approach of thi«
distressing malady is a roaring and confusion in the head,
debility, diminution of heat on the extremities, the counte
—

of a lack
assuming a darker aspect in consequence
of oxygen ; these symptoms are succeded by a tremulous agi
tation of the body a distorted countenance, a violent cryof the neck, an in
suspended respiration, a distention
arteries while the pulsatioi
creased action in the
nance

temporal

the wrists is almost imperceptablo.
m
This disease may arise from an irritation
Causes.
or from
the alimentary canal occasioned by the tape worm,

at

debility

in the

nerve;--

system, which

deranges

all

fVe
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operations consisting of the absorpsiou of oxygeu>
disengagement of carbonic acid ; cosequently the
equilibrium of the circulating fluids are destroyed and the
Chemical
and the

temperature of the extremities diminished
Treatment. The Arcanum should be administered ac
cording to directions. If there ara strong indications that
Worms are the cause, Jet the patient take in the moruing
.

—

before meals two tea-spoonfuls of equal parts of pulverized
alum, table salt, and the filings of iron in molasses, to be
repeated four or five mornings in succession, then take the
cathartic pills to produce a thorough evacuation of bowels.
The patient should drink freely during the process and for
a considerable length of time afterwards a strong decoction
oft he roofs of blue cohosh and the herb of smart weed.
In
addition to the above, take of the the antispsmodicelixir in potions from twenty to thirty drops in the cohosh
tea.
Bathing the breast with alkohol at the approach of
the fit generally prevents the paroxysm ; dashing cold water
The patient
has the .most happy effects.
on the body
should bathe the surface daily with alkohol in which has
been dissolved two ounces each of gurn myrrh and beef's
gall in the proportion of f»ur ounces to one quart. A clove

garlic taken every morning proves a good auxiliary.
Tonics composed of equal parts of hercures heal all genfour ounces of the powders, infused in
Han and unicorn
in half wine glass potions
one quart of spirits and taken
three times a day, to perfect the cure.
of

—

ERYSIPLIAS,
or

st.

Anthony's

fire.

This disease generally makes its appear
small white pimples or bunches resembling
the bites of insects, on the face neck or breast; some times
it extends over the whole body, and is usually attended
with headache, nausea and chills, succeeded by fever, red
ness of the skin, and an itching,
burning sensation. About
the third day, the pimples fill with a yellowish fluid, aud
disappears about the fifth.

Symptoms.

ance

—

in

<Trcaimml.

—

The

patient should drink freely of a strong

\\r6
Miiosion of sauVon
flowers, at the same time give a syrup or"
the bark of white ash, in table
spoonful potions several
times a day, until the bowels are
gently evacuated; during
the administration bathe the uiTected
parts with the same

preparation.
The vapour bath may be

applied in any stage of tha
The sudorwithe alkaline wash.
ificks and the antis-corbuticks should be constantly em
ployed to neutralize the acrimonious fluids, and 'stimulate
the exhalants, and permit the excrementitious substances
to be
discharged from the system.
If the exhalants become torpid, and the surface assumes
gangrenous appearance, bathe with camphorated spirits,
with the addition of one ounce each of gum myrrh and
beef's gall, to one pint of the spirits, taking freely of the
surlorificks, with the addition of one table spoonful of the
«rutick extracts, to be repeated every fifteen minutes until
complaint, accompanied

relief is obtained.

DISEASES OF THE EYE.

subject to diseases from a variety of cau
viewing luminous bodies, reading or sewing
by candle or fire light, and frequently from a peculiar state
The eyes

ses; such

are

as

of the atmosphere.
In cases of inflamation, wash the eyes with
Treatment
milk and water con
a weak peail«sh water., and apply cold
stantly until the constriction is removed, and inflamation
—

abated.
In chronic

cases

the

following

may be

applied,

lake

spoonful each of white vitriol and table salt, burn
irring it until it be
them together on earthen or cupper,
three
add
then
gills of soft water in
comes a grey powder,
several thicknesses of fine
a proper vessel, strain thiough
i.f refined sugar, and a
cloilt, then add two table spoonfuls
one

table

-

of

A few
iiRii.m o". ;,s.
time a day, and the
act on the bowel*, often

piece of blue vitriol the size
several
drops is to be put in;o the eyes
two

cathartic pills taken sufficient to
The opihalticks should be applied ac
facilitates the cure.
the patient should put
cording to directions ; every morning
and shut Ins eyes
his face into a vessel of water, and opeu

R
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white he could hold his breath ; the process to be several
times

repeated.
FAINTING AND SWOONING.

This, is a sudden suspension of all the muscular powers,
while the vital functions feebly perform their office.
Although this disease rarely proves fatal, yet it is very
alarming to those that witness it ; and the patient frequent
ly suffers more from the harsh and improper treatment of
the frightened attendants, than from the disease.
This affection may arise from loss of blood,
Causes.
frights, breathing air of confined rooms when a large num
ber of persons are assembled, owing to a lack of oxygen,
external injuries, wounding of tendons, a sudden change of
tho body from a long exposure to a cold atmosphere to a
warm room, and sometimes from a
slight contusion on the
ulnar nerve at the elbow.
The first object is to quietly remove the
Treatment.
person to a cool pure atmosphere, and place him in a hor
izontal position, with head a little elevated ; all tight
clothes, and every impediment to a free circulation, and
lull expansion of the lungs removed without delay, and im
mediately sprinkle cold water on the face and breast, and
If the patient
salt water lavements applied to the bowels.
does not recover under these administrations, spirits of
heart's horn or lavender should be applied to the nose, and
a few
drops of the essence of peppermint in a table spoon
ful of spirits and water administered to the stomach; the
surface of the body should be rubbed with flannel dipped in
It must always be borne in mind,
cold spirits or vinegar.
that all powerful stimulants of every kind, violent agitation
of the body ,or raising it to a sitting position, should be careful
ly avoided. For a further knowledge of the better mode of
treating diseases of this kind, the reader is referred to the
—

—

remarks

on

resuscitation.

FEVER.

By

this term is

generally

understood

a

deranged

the system, accompanied with an increased heat
face, and anirh arterial excitement.

on

state of

the

sur
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Although

the term fever has been confined

to a

few

re

ticular

diseases, yet the number of febrile diseases has been
gradually increasing, and Dr. Rush has added dysentery to
the list.
Dr. Jameson calls canine madness
hydrophobick
lever, and Dr. Willick says that measles is

an
eruption fe
ver, and I think with strict propriety.
Probably no good
reason could be
assigned why all other diseases attended
with febrile symptoms should not assume the name of
fever,
as the
principle iu the production and distribution of heat. is
the same in all animal hodies,and under all the

derangements

which the system is liable.
Having previously given a
short disseitation on animal heat,to which the reader is re
ferred, it will only be necessary to point out the cause of the
increased temperature of the surface and the high arterial
action under febrile diseases.
The incipient cause of fever may be attributed to inha
to

a vitiated
atmosphere arising from the decomposition
of animal and vegetable substances a^d stagnant water.-.—
Ti.-is gas which is of greater specific gravity than atmos
pheric air being received into the system, deranges and les
sens its
chemical operations by its deleterious qualities,
producing spasms, or a constriction on the extreme nerves,
thereby preventing a proper excretion of the viscid and
prelatinous portions of the blood & conversion of solids into
fluids; also it prevents a regular and uniform dissipation of
the accumulated heat, accounts for the increased heat of the
consequently the venous blood which is transmitted

ling

surface,

the heart is lessened about two degiees in temperature
by being circulated through the extreme vessels in a heal
thy subject now assumes an equal temperature with arterial
blood : the heart thus stimulated by the increased temperature of the venous blood, aided by the more frequent respi
all cau
rations, aud the excitement of the nervous system,
to

in connection accounts for the hirjh arterial excitement.
Under this deranged state of the nervous system, rill the
vessels are rendered torpid, there
secretory and excretory
as
fore the excrementitious substances are not removed
ses

basis of putrefaction)
of the sys
increases in proportion to the increased wastes
other alkaline secre-*
tem, and the dinnniiion of bile and
in tho i'S
This fact is clearly demonstrated not only
aoii.

they accumulate septic acid, (the
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creased fetor of

stools, but from the pulmonary and uua*
transpirations.
Notwithstanding the broad view we have taken of the
term fever, it is thought most proper to confine our ro*
marks particularly to those infectious diseases that arise
from a contaminated atmosphere, such as intermittents,
bilious and yellow fever, which will give the reader »
knowledge of the better mode of treating all other disease
neous

which have been ranked under the head of fever.

FEVER INTERMITTENT.
This infectious disease is produced by inhaling the efflu
via of low marshy situations and drinking impure water.
which debilitates the nervous system, producing a constric
tion and derangement in its functions.
The spinal mar
row, in which the first sensation of chiiluess is felt, cease?
to secrete and distribute an usual equal proportion of ner
vous fluid, owing to spasms or constriction in consequence
of the more minute vessels being robbed of a due supply of
this peculiar fluid (the principle of animation) render tor
pid a portion of the muscular system, while the other re
ceives a full supply,and maintains its usual or increased ac
tion, gives rise the agitation of the muscular system which
continues until the increased heat produced upon the prin
ciple already explained, relaxes the spasms, and the circu
Then the febrile part of the parox
lation becomes equal.
ysm commences, as it is termed, although the surface of
the body is no warmer than it was during the agitation.
This part of the paroxysm continues until the extreme ves
sels become relaxed, which permits the viscid and excre
mentitious portions of the blood, and the accumulated heat
Then the sweating staga
to pass off as they accumulate.
commences; that is, the perspirable matter becomes visi
ble to the naked eye in consequence of the diminished tem
perature of the surface upon the principle heretofore ex
plained. This stage continues until the nervous system
measurably regains its tone and enegy.
Administer the Arcanum according to di
Treatment.
rection: then take of the powders of peruvian bark, black
and the root< of blue cohoSh, equal
pepper, ginger, alum,
—

—
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table spoonful, with the add.. ion of ou«.
sulphate of Quinine in masses every four
hours, during the intervals of the paroxysms,
i he patient

S«aiititics;

one

gram ofthe

should use the shower bath
every
the lebnle s'
the

morning, and while in
paroxysm, pour a bucket of water
over the miked
body; then apply several thicknesses of
cloth wrung out of cold
peailash water to the breast and
stomach, to be repeated every few minutes until the fever
abates.
Make a constant drink of the roots of blue cohosh.
Egg shells dissolved in sharp vinegar, adding an

igeof

equal

quantity of horse-radish root, in be taken in half
wino glass potions twice a
day, often facilitates a cure.
Preventive.— Take from half to a tea spoonful of tha
powders of black pepper every morning before going abroad for a week, then omit it for several
days, then re
sume it
again ; so continue through the sickly season.
Take occasionally one pill on retiring, of the extracts of
the whcle plant of golumscal to regulate the tone- of the
—

bowels.

Take the tonick bitters

once or

twice

a

day.

FEVER YELLOW.

CeaiiC,

—

This infectious disease arises from the effluvia

of moist

vegetable and the remains of animal substances.
acted upon by 80 or 90 degress of heat for a long period
of time.
The air impregnated with this noxious vapour is
heavier than pure air, as experiments have shown that mi
Hence the
asma does not rise more than six or eight feet.
importance of high, airy situations.
Symptoms. Pain in the back part of the head, loins.
distended eye-balls, fever, sickness and burning at the stom
ach, frequent bilious greenish stools, yellowness in the vyt^.
face, and sometimes the whole surface, the urine often of
the .same tinge; pulse less frequent than natural, deep and
difficult respiration, with sighing, confusion of intellect.
vomiting of matter like coffee-grounds, stools sometimes
—

mixed with the same kind of matter.
The first symptoms are a disagreeable taste in the mouth,
furred tongue, great prostration of strength, soretiess in the
muscles and particularly about the large joints
The first object :i this (b^rrr-'r rs to r.er>
P refitment.
—
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trabse the septic tendency of the fluids, and restore tho
The Arcanum, adminis
strength of the nervous system
tered according to directions, is
admirably calculated for
this purpose, adding half a
tea-spoonful of magnesia to each
-potion until acidity and fcetor subsides.
During the pro
cess, apply to the bowels a poultice, strong vinegar satura
ted with common salt,
adding the powders of charcoal to
bring it to the consistency of a poultice, to be repeated as
often as it gets warm.
Frequently bathe the body with icewater in which has beerl^dissolved some
pearlash, not so
strong as to excoriate. Beef's gall and alcohol, three parts
of the latter to one of the former, with the addition of one
fourth part of gum myrrh, should also be
occasionally ap
plied to the surface. Lavements of the same in haif gill
potions, diluted with half a pint of a strong decoction of the
of the wine bark should be frequently administered.
A strong decoction of the blue cohosh
may be frequently
taken in table-spoonsful potions.
The emetic extracts administeied agreeably to directions, frequently has the most
happy effects All drastic cathartics should be carefully
avoided, and every thing calculated to debilitate the ner
roots

vous

system.
Preventive.

—

Avoid

much exposure in the hot

sun

or

evening air, live temperately, use no lean animal food or
spirituous liquors except in bitters or saturated with the
fumes of brimstone, prepared in the following manner:
take a quart bottle, put in one" pint of good spirits, then
light a match and put it into the bottle and continue it as
long as it will burn ; then stop the bottle, and shake the
bottle to incorporate them ; repeat the process several
times, then add two ounces of the powders of black pep
per. Take half a wine glass three times a day, and occa
sionally take three or four pills of the extract of butternut,
during the hotter parts of the season. Avoid low, dirty,
confined lanes or houses, also sleeping on the ground floor.
FELONS.
This distressing affection is generally seated in'lhe joints
6f the finger or thumb on the periteneum, and is attended*
Tito swelling and inflamation.

R2
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Treatment.
corns, and
ed parts ;

an

Take quick lime the size of two Indian
equal quantity of soap, hind it on the affect

—

renew
eveiy half hour until the flesh is killed
the matter, then run a needle under the dead
fle>h, raise it up and cut it off.
It the affected
parts are immersed iu hot lye, not so

down

to

strong

as

excoriate

to

at

the commencement, it will gener

ally remove them. In cases where matter has formed, ap
ply a salve made of equal parts of allum, brimstone and
blue vitriol, powdered in a brass or marble
mortar, then
add alcohol, honey and the white of an
egg, to bring it to
the consistency of a salve.
Should pain and inflamation
accompany the process, place the parts over the vapor of
boiling lye in which the roots of blue flag have been boiled.
FLOUR

ALBUS,

OR WHITES.

This disease is peculiar to females, and consists in a se
cretion of a mucus substance from the vagina.
Causes.
Debility of the nervous system, produced by
a sedentary life, an immoderate use of hot tea or coffee,
frequent miscarriages, &c.
At the commencement of the disease, a
Treatment
strong decoction of white plantainc, drank freely, often
gives great relief.' If the complaint is of considerable stan
ding, a course of the Arcanum should be resorted to ; then
take a strong decoction of the roots of blue cohosh, unicorn
and carpenter's square, three times a day, in table-spoonful
potions. Syringe the parts affected with a strong decoction
Administer to the stom
of crane's bill and winter brake.
ach a table-spoonful of the same preparation twice a day.
Exercise on horseback, cheerful company, a generous diet,
cold bathing, and cold water injected to the parts, seives
—

—

as a

great auxiliary.

following chalybeate in tea
day. Take of the recent
Colombo root eight ounces, Virginia snake root one ounce,
half a pound of nails and three pints of strong vinegar, sim
a moderate fire, and let it stand
mer in a close vessel over
then press out the liquor and add one
hours,
forty-eight
mid one ounce of gum
pound of honey, half pint of spirits,
In chronic cases, take of the
potions, three times

spoonful

a

*J00>

iiiynii, simmer as before to the consistence of molasscsy
and bottle for use.
This preparation is also an excellent
remedy for all female weakness,
asthma,
consumptions,
dropsies, jaundice, derangement, suppression
menses, and in all low cases after fevers, &c.

worms,

of the

GOUT, (PADAGRA.)
This is

of the most distressing affections to which the
is subject. The paroxysms generally make
their appearance in the night, and most frequently in the
feet and hands, and often in tho great toe.
Causes.
Acid diet, an immoderate use of wine, cider,
and other fermented liquors, luxurious living, excessive in

human

one

family
—

dulgences, downy beds, a sedentary life, great anxiety, ex
cessive fitigue, late hours, a continued use of
spices, hot
stimulating drinks, fat rancid dishes, &c. may be ranked
among the inducing causes.
This disease rarely visits the youth or the female ; but
those gentlemen that lead an indolent life, indulge in the
use of wine and sumptuous living from their youth to the
meridian of life, are particularly subject to its ravages.
A course of the Arcanum is particularly
Treatment
serviceable to la}' the foundation of cure.
During the par
oxysm, foment the afflicted parts over boiling lye in which
the roots of blue flag have been boiled, shielding the parts
at the same time from the external air by a proper covering.
This course generally gives immediate relief in the most
obstinate cases.
The poultice should be applied according
to directions.
Bathe tho parts several times a day with
alcohol and beef's gall, equal parts, with the addition of a
The baths are of singular service in this
little capsjeum.
—

disease, and should be daily used. The charcoal cathar
tick, in table-spoonful potions, with the addition of one tea
three times a day, until the bowels
Half a gill of lime water in new
milk, two or three times a day, to aid in neutralizing the
acidity of the stomach. Strong vinegar, saturated with
common salt, added to an equal quantity of horse-radish
root scraped, in table-spoonful potions, is an excellent rem
edy. The scokc-root wash applied to the whole surface of

spoonful of magnesia
are gently evacuated.
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fuo

body,
applied to
gates the

•

and
the

draughts of seoke, blue flag and horse-radisT;
feet, wrists and calf of the legs, greatly miti
sufferings of the patient, and often prevents the

paroxysms.
When the disease is located in the stomach, hot brandy
toddy, with one tea-spoonful of ginger, half a tea-spoonful
of grated nutmeg an,d two tea-spoonsful of lettuce lauda
num should be
given in a cup of a strong decoction of the
Lavements of the same materials, in
roots of blue cohosh.
twice the quantities, should be applied to the bowel* ; at
the same time apply biuised mustard-seed moistened with
This course giver
vinenar over the region of the stomach.
Olive oil, in large
great relief, and allays violent vomiting
several times a day, is highly recommended.

draughts,.

Dr. Warren prescribes the following for gouty patient*,
"Take opium
being the result of experience on himself:
six drachms, castile soap one ounce, nutmeg in powders
one drachm,
camphor three drachms, saffron two scruples,
Digest all these
sweet spirits of salnioniac nine ounces.
heat for ten days,
in
a strong bottle in a sand
ingredients
two days, then pour
shaking it now and then until the last
off the clear liquor and bottle for use."
the Doctor) which no gouty
Of this noble
it

medicine, (says

should be without, Jake thirty or forty drops one hour
of strong mint wa
before it is wanted to operate, in a glass
into the stomach for
received
been
has
after
nothing
ter,
is no:
and a half; and if in one hour the pa.-n
an hour
more and drink some
greatly mitigated, take twenty drops
1 he number ot
time after of warm sage tea at pleasure.
of the pain, to
violence
the
to
be
proportioned
drops must
lessen
the
until
paroxysms abate,
be repeated every night
at a time, as the pain
the number of drops two or three
man

ing

abates, till

the dose is reduced to

may desist

altogether."

GRAVEL, OR STONE,

twelve,

when the patient

(CALCULUS )

from concretions of uric
This disease often arises

J

aou

substances cemented by galat.r
calcarious and saline
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ous

and albuminous matter in consequence of the urine bawith a greater quantity than it can hold in so

ing charged
lution.

Phosphate of lime and phosphoric salts are sometimes
the constituent principles of urinary calculi, particularly in
old people, whose systems evidently have these substances
in excess, which fact is demonstrated by the ossification of
the cartilages, arteries, &c.
».
Old people and children are more subject to this com
plaint than the middle aged, in consequence of an increas
ed secretion of urine during those periods ; as according to
the general law of nature iu animal bodies, those organs
that are most cal'ed into action are most subject to disease

derangement in their function*.
As a testimonial in support of the premises established,
a reference may be had to history, from which we learn
that cutaneous diseases are more particularly confi.ied tn
From
hot climates, where the calculi is rarely known.
the same source we discover that in the low damp coun
tries of a temperate climate, which are unfriendly to per
spiration, the calculi prevails, and cutaneous diseases are
equally rare. Thus, the leprosy, yaws, &c. had their ori
gin in Judoa and Java, where no traces of the calculi ap
at the instance.
pear on record ; while we are astonished
that the celebrated lithotomist, Raw, operated successfully
on fifteen hundred patients laboring under calculi, in the
or a

countries of Holland.
In addition to the causes

damp

already enumerated, may be
impure water, unwholesome, flatulent diet, luxuri
ous
living, indolence, long retaining the urine, acidity in
the stomach, &c.
Sympt-jms. Pain in the lower part of the abdomen, more
particularly at the time of voiding urine, which frequently
streaked with blood, and
passes only in drops, sometimes
occasionally a discharge of u thick fetid matter, accompan
noticed

—

ied with s nidlike particles.
At the commencement of this disease, take
Treatment.
freely of a strong infusion of mountain mint in gill potions,
sweetened with honey ; at the same time uke the ch ireoil
cathartick, in table-spoonful potions, three times a da),
—

•with the addition of

one

tea-spoonful

of

magnesia

to

each
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be continued until the bowels are
gcutly evac\T
saturated with common
salt, in tablespoonful potions, with an equal quantity of honey diluted
with warm
water, taken several times a day, gives great
relief.
Should these mild administrations
prove ineffectu
al, a course of the Arcanum and the Lithontripticks should
be resorted to.
Magnesia, castile soap, lime-water and
honey, in half wine glass potions, should be taken several
times a day, to neutralize
acidity and aid in dissolving the
calculi and prevent its accumulation
It should be contin
ued until the sediment
disappears. Horseradish and spike
nard roots bruised and infused in
vinegar saturated with
common salt, with an
equal quantity of honey, for a potion,
take half a wine glass three" times a
day. The vapour bath
and alkaline wash ought to be freely used, to
promote per

potion,

ated.

to

Strong vinegar

spiration.
Preventive.

Make

a constant use of
honey in all your
in your tea or coffee.
Use the char
coal cathartick with the addition of a little magnesia. Avoid
low damp places. Wear flannel next the skin. Live
—

drinks, particularly

tempo

rately.
HEMORRHOIDS,

OR PILES.

This unpleasant complaint consists in small cxcresenccs
When no
formed about the termination of the rectum.
discharge attends the complaint, it is called blind piles;
when accompanied with a discharge of blood, they are
termed open or bleeding piles.
This affection may arise from costiveness,
Causes.
drastick catharticks, particularly aloe*, corpulency, a sed
luxurious
entary life, an immoderate use of ardent spirits,
—

living, lifting heavy burdens, &c.
Take of golden seal
'Treatment.

the whole plant, three
all one part, wild lettuce four parts,
heal
herculus
parts,
bruise and add one quart of spirits ; to four ounces of these
and bot
ingredients then add half an ounce of red pepper,
tle for use ; to bo taken in half wine glass potions three
should make a constant drink ol
The
limes a
—

patient
day.
bark
cuckold, ele'rampan, crane's hill, beach
a strong decoction of beach boughs twenty

; also sit

over

thirty

nun.-

or

$104
utes every night before
retiring to bed, as hot as can be
conveniently borne. This gives relief in most cases.
Should this fail, the cause may be a constriction on the
sfiincter muscles.
To remedy it, pass some smooth sub
stance up the rectum, a
pledget of tow brought to a point,
dipped in warm oil introduced and continued there for an
hour or two at a time. Apply the Hemorrhoid ointment
according to directions. Keep the bowels gently active
—

with the charcoal cathartick.

II ERNIE A, OR RUPTURE.

This affection is a partial protrusion of the
peritoneum
and intestines through the
layers of the abdominal muscles
or
pelvis. The parts most subject to injury are the navel,
scrotum and
groins, in consequence of a relaxation of the

overtapsed edges of the muscles, which by violent strain
ing give way and suffer the bowels to escape with other

parts of the viscera.
Treatment.
Wi'en the bowels protrude through the ab
dominal muscles, Miended with pain, fomentations of weak
—

should be applied to the parts as warm as can be com
borne ; the patient being placed on a matrass, with
a little elevated
during the application ; lavements
of a strong.decenion of angelica often administered in
large
quantities also taken into the stomach. This course will
relax the constricted muscles through which the parts piotrudeti, and permit them to return, aided by a gentle pres
sure if the hand.
After the parts are replaced, wash with
a
strong decoction of yellow oak and box wood bark.
Then apply a plaster of equal parts of crane's bill, winter
brake, beaten fine; the white of eggs, salt and balsom of
fir, sufficient to bring it to a proper consistency. A ban
dage or truss should be applied, to prevent the parts from
again protruding. The plaster ought to be renewed every
two or three days,and trie parts bathed with
alcohol, beef's
i is course should be
continued un
gall and gum myrrh.
r he
til a cure is effected,
patieut avoiding all exposure.
intemperance, flatulent diet and a costive habit. The bod
ily health maintained by the use of the tonicks and restor
atives. A constant driuk should be made of craoe's Li!!

lye

fortably
the hips

—

and birth

root.
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HERPES, OR

ERUPTIONS OF THE SKIN.

There is a great
variety of affections of this kind, assu
ming different names, according to their location, malignan
cy and external appearance, such as the
following: Ihrpc
fustulosus, scald head or milk crust of infants. Ihrr>c<
or
venereal disease.
syphihtius,
Herpes miliaris, or ring
worm, generally on the face and neck, and
c
or

a

body.

dry mealy eruptiou, affecting

We

Herpes simple

various

parts of the

shall, however,in

this place, confine our reniraks to
last mentioned species; and for the better mode of
treating the scald head and venereul,the reader is referred
to another
part of the work.
These affections are merely cutaneous ; and
may, when
the

of

two

origin, he cured by external applications only ;
when of considerable
standing, the blood becomes
charged with acrimonious fluids, in consequence of a de
ranged state of the exhalants ; they require the addition ef
recent

but

internal remedies.
The vapour bath arid the alkaline washes, with a free
use of the antiscorbutics
will be particularly serviceable.
The cathartic pills in small potions, and the tinea ointment
applied to the surface, generally proves efficacious. Fre
quently washing the surface with castile soap and water.
then applying powdered charcoal, starch or sulphur, after
the body is wiped dry, greatly relievos a smarting and
itching sensation. The charcoal cathartic, with the addi
tion of one tea spoonful of magnesia, taken two or three
times a day, removes acidity, and gives tone to the bowels.
A course of the Arcanum must be administered when the
other applications are inefficacious.
Mucilage* should be
freely used during other administrations. The diet com
posed principally of vegetables, milk, broths, soups, jel
lies, &c.
Ring Worms, may be remover! by washing them with
the expressed juice of the leaves of icoke,with the acldiri^ii
of one fourth (he quantity of gun powder; or apply tbe ex
of
cellendine; or the cuncpt suJve. or

pressed juice

a

garden

,'rong solution of alkaline

crowfoot.

s

salts,

or

the bruised1

root*

>1
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HYSTERIA,

OR HYSTERICKS.

This convulsive disease is peculiar to females, and is at
tended with a choking sensation, as if some substance was
rising from the stomach into the threat, accompanied with
suffocation and difficulty of swallowing. The patient often
falls, convulsed with sobbings and faintings, and sometimes
vvith alternate laughing and crying. Although the symp
toms aie very alarming, they are seldom attended vvith fa
tal consequences. Females of weak delicate constitutions
are most
subject to this truly distressing complaint, and the
paroxysms may be excited by fear, grief, anxiety, angry
passions, or obstructions in the customary evacuations.
Treatment.
During the paroxysms, throw cold water
on the stomach and face, remove all tight clothes, remove
the patient to a spacious room, with the doors and windows
open; apply lavender, camphor or vinegar to the forehead
and temples, hartshorn to the nose. The patient may
take a tea spoonful of the lettuce laudanum, and repeat it
every half hour, until relief is obtained, in a cup of a strong
decoction of the roots of blue cohosh and carpenters square;
this course will relieve <he most distressing cases. The
charcoal cathartic, together with the cold bath, are very ef
ficacious in lestoring tone to the bow'els,and strengthening
the nervous system. A constant drink, made of the roots
of blue cohosh and carpenters square, should be used until
health is restored. Exercise on horse back, pure air, ear
ly rising, nourishing diet and cheerful company contribute
—

greatly

to a

speedy

cure.

ICTERUS,

OR JAUNDICE.

Symptoms. Debility of the nervous system, loss of ap
petite, costiveness, a bitter taste in the mouth, yellow sur
face, particularly of the eyes, high coloured urine, dry
—

%kin, &c.
This disease owes its origin to a deranged state
Causes.
of the liver, consequently impure bile is secreted, which
passing into the circulation, and giving colour to the skin.
Treatment A course of the Arcanum generally reli«?Ves
the most obstinate cases. The restoring bitters should
—

—
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then be taken three times a
day, in half wineglass potions,
with the addition of one fourth of a tea
spoonful of beef's
At

gall.

intervals, take a wine glass of strong cider, in
pint of black cherry bark, and half a pint of soot,
to two quarts of cider, has been infused.
A table spoonful
of strong vinegar saturated with
salt, and diluted with warm
water, is an excellent remedy when the surface is dry.
The antidispeptic pills taken according to directions, is ve
which

a

—

serviceable.

ry
tea

he taken for

bed

A syrup of the green herb of lobelia iu
excites action of the liver, and should
considerable length of time on retiring to

spoonful potions,
at

a

night.
ITCH.

This

cutaneous

vails when

affection is

strict attention is

contagious, but seldom pre
paid to cleanliness, pure air,

and a nutritious healthy diet.
Take black pepper,
Treatment.
—

salt, tar, gun-puwder,

table spoonful each, pulverize iu a morit to the consistency
ter, add fresh butter sufficient to bring
of an ointment, to be applied to the hands and joints everv night for a week: or apply the itcli ointment according
taken to gently
to directions; the cathartic pills should be
After the administration, the whole
evacuate the bowels.

and

sulphur,

one

surface of the body Should be washed with castile soap and
water, and the apparel changed.

PALPITATIO,OR PALPITATION

OF THE HEART.

This disease is a violent beating of the heart, accompa
nied with febrile symptoms.
of the ner
Causes.— This comp!aint,arises from debility
contusions on the
vous system, excessive exercise, strains,
and an immoderate use ot ardent

breast, taking poison,
SP

of
Treatment.— Lemon juice in table spoonful potions,
be
should
A
relief.
plaster
shielding
ten gives temporary
around on the
applied over the pit of the stomach extending
half a table spoonlul of eleft side The patient should take
ot

qual parts

of

cofiinibo, elecampane and

unicorn

in u

cup
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mucilaginous tea three times a day. The bowels
gently evacuated with the cathartic pills and the
daily used. Moderate, but constant exercise,
particularly enjoined, with a strict avoidance of every spe
cies of intemperance.

*omo

should be
cold bath

PLEURITIS,

OR PLEURISY.

Thi3 disease is a constriction on the pleura (the mem
brane that lines the lungs) aud is seated principally on tho
left side, attended with the most acute pain, quick full
pulse, nausea, pain in tho head, slight cough, high coloured

urine,'&c.
Causes. This disease is generally confined to healthy
cold climates, aud robust constitutions; and arises from ex
posure to cold and wet, while the body is in a state of ex
haustion from fatigue, or a warm atmosphere, wet feet,
—

contusion or injuries of the side, night air,&c.
The first object is to remove the constric
Treatment.
tion, and allay the increased excitement. For this purpose,
bathe the affected side with a strong decoction of butterfly
root, as warm as can bo borne, or a weak solution of pearl
ash, «in which the roots «f blue flag have been infused.
The patient should take freely ofa strong decoction of but
terfly roots and mountain flax. Lavements should also be
administered to the bowels in much larger quntities. The
cathartic pills should bo administered to evacuate the bow
els. Should this application prove insufficient, a course of
the Arcanum must be resorted to, together with the vapour
—

—

bath.

POISONS, MINERAL,

VEGETABLE AND ANIMAL.

poisons are much more fatal in their offects on
family, than vegetable. And those to which
they are most exposed, are corrosive sublimate, arsenic,
tartarized antimony verdigris, preparations of lead, &c.
Those of the vegetable kingdom are the seeds of stramo
nium, wild parsnip, garden hemlock, &c. In addition to
Mineral

the human

these may be enumerated some medicines, producing deletorious effects when taken in too large quantities^ such as
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dogitales, (foxgloves)
others.

Carolina pink, opium, and

some

few

Treatment.— One

principle of application will be adop
all cases of
poison, with some little variations in the
different kinds of poison.
But tho most important consid
eration in all
cases, is to remove the substance from the
This will most readily be effected
system.
by an emetic.
When there is any indications that
poison has been intro
duced into the system, take
immediately a tea-spoonful
of the pulverized seeds of
and
the
ted

in

lobelia,

every

ten or

repeat

fifteen minutes until the stomach is

potion

thoroughly
evacuated. During the administration, take
large quanti
ties of charcoal diluted with the alkaline
draught ; lave
ments of tho same materials in much
larger quantities

should be made to the bowels.
Sweet or linseed oil, new
milk, melted lard, mucilages, castile soap, &c. may be free
ly used. This course of treatment not only removes a
great portion of the substance, but neutralizes the remain^
ing part, and renders it less corroding.
The symptoms attending the effects of mineral poisons
which act more particularly on the solids, corroding the
coats of the stomach, are a burning sensation in the stom
ach, attended with the most excruciating pain in the bow
els, unquenchable thirst, parched tongue, a distension of
the abdomen, discharge of foetid matter from the stomach
and bowels, delirium, spasms, &c.
It must be borne in mind, that acids are wholly inadmis
sible in cases of mineral poisons, on account of their oxyating qualities, as the violence of the deleterious salt de
pends on the number of particles that come in contact with
the coats of the stomach.
Vegetable poisons more particularly affect the nervous
system, producing giddiness, loss of sight, a dilatation of tho
pupil of the eye, loss of recollection, stupor, and sometimes
convulsive vomitings, &c.
A table spoonful of ground mustard seed diluted with
vinegar or warm water often gives immediate relief. The
bowels should bo genlty evacuated with the charcoal
cathartic, but drastick purgatives carefully avoided.
Animal poisons. Having made a few remarks on tha
bites of venomous reptiles, it remains to make a few obser—
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on the bite of a mad
dog, and the stings of insects.
Canine madness, or Hydrophobia, literally signifying
dread of water," a circumstance peculiar to the human

vations
c;

family.
The peculiar symptoms characterising this disease is
dread of water. The patient is suddenly seized, and every
attempt to swallow liquids is attended with the most pain
ful suffocation. At the appioach of the disease, a pe
culiar twinging pain shoots from the affected parts towards
the throat.
Treatment. As this disease is often attended with fatal
consequences,- no time should be lost in removing the virus
when it is apprehended it has been communicated to the
blood. Cutting should be immediately resorted to, (if prac
—

hot lye, not so strong as to excoriate,
length of time. Then apply the hidrophobic powders, or the Alsine redchick-weed,in a strong
decoction from half a wine glass to a gill, bathing the parts
at the same time, and keeping it constantly wet with the
decoction for several days, and occasionally taking some
into the stomach, and administering it to the bowels in
much larger quantities.
The Spanish flotant indigo, diluted to the consistency of

ticable) pouring
for

a

a

on

considerable

thick paste, which is

an

antidote for the bite of

venom

reptiles, stings of insects,bites of spiders, &c. when ap
plied to the affected parts should also be tried for bites of
mad dogs. The indigo is to be moistened with strong vin
egar, and applied to the parts: if performed immediately,
prevents alt dangerous symptoms tand fatal effects from
snakes, spiders, bees, &c.

ous

PROLAPSUS UTERI.
a very unpleasant affection ; and may arise from
carrying heavy burdens, particularly after confine
ment, before their strength is restored, or whatever is cal
culated to debilitate the nervous system may be regarded
as predisposing causes.
Treatment. The patient should be placed over the va
pour of a strong decoction of beach boughs, as warm as can
Durir? the application, a decocbe comfortably borne.

This is

lifting

or

—

(
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tion of blue co'.iosh wiih a little ginger should be freely
drank. After the application,which should continue twen
or thirty minutes; the
patient should retire,and the parts
gently placed back to their natural position, then syringe
the parts with a strong decoction of yellow oak bark.
Emolient lavements should be occasionally applied, and
gentle tonicks, as in other cases.

ty

—

QUINSEY.
This disease is a swelling of glands of the throat, attenden with pain and inflammation, and a difficulty of breath
ing and swallowing.
foment the throat over strong lye, while
Treatment
in a state of ebullition, then apply a poultice of roasted
seoke root, as warm as can be borne, generally gives im
if matter
mediate relief, if applied in its forming stages,
has already formed, it will hasten supuration, and relieve
va
pain and inflammation. In haling through themouth the
on some hot substance ; or
of
poured
vinegar,
strong
pour
of a strong infusion of sage sweetened with honey
—

gargles

the volatile linament; prepared by adding one part each
of the spirits of hartshorn, lettuce, laudanum, and two of
fresh butter, o» sweet oil, and a small quantity of camphor.
Under this head may be noticed" other diseases of the

or

throat; the

anginosa,

malignant of which,
malignant sore throat.

most

or

is the

scartalana,

This disease affects the tonsils, (small glands, situate. in
tho upper part of the throat,) giving them a highly inflam
in suppuration or mor
appearance which terminates

matory

tification. Few diseases more particularly require
mediate and pioper administration than this.

an

im

Treatment.— In addition to the applications already re
the throat with a strong decoction ot
the root of the blue cohosh, the whole plant of goldenseal
sweetened with hon
two parts and one part of blood root
The emetic solu
a little frequently.
and
swallowing
ey,
relief
tion administered according to directions gives great
the prin
constitute
should
of
A strong infusion
spikenard
rubbed with
cipal drink. The parts should ba thoroughly

commended, gargle

F

S2
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swab several times to remove all putrescent matter.
It
may be proper to observe that all external applications
made to the throat should be cold instead of warm, as re
commended for the quinsey.
Gargle of charcoal, beef's
gall, gum myrrh, gold thread, seeds of lobelia and honey,
properly diluted with yinegar is an excellent remedy.
The bowels should be gently evacuated with the charcoal
cathartic, with the addition of one fourth of a tea-spoonful
of beef's gall.
The most grajteful staulants and tonioks
together with a nutritious diet particularly enjoined.
a

—

RHEUMATISM.
This disease is

generally

located in the

large joints

; it

sometimes, however, affects the whole system.
Causes.
A sudden exposure of the body to a wet or
cold atmosphere, while in a state of exhaustion from fa
tigue, damp clothes, excessive exercise, lifting heavy burdess, Sec.
—

Treatment.

—

The Rheumctick

directions, relieves the

extracts

administered

to

most

obstinate

ac

In
of extreme pain, foment the parts over strong lye,
in which has been infused a quantity of the roots of blue
flagjwhile boiling, or apply the roots from the tye sufficient
ly diluted with water, to prevent excoriation, as warm as
The shielding plaster should be ap
the patient can bear.
sensations are removed, and an
all
after
painful
plied,
equilibrium in the circulation established. The Rheumatick bitters are to be taken three times a day and the
washes occasionally until health is fully established.

cording

cases.

cases

RACHITIS,

OR RICKETS.

This disease is peculiar to children, and those between
nine months and three years, are most subject to its rava
ges, and it rarely continues till the age of puberty.
Symptoms. The peculiar characteristical features at
this disease, are a protrosion of the breast bone,
—

tending
an enlargement of the head and joints, a
prominent fore
head, an extension of the abdomen, a relaxation of the

ciirtilages,:md a general

emaciation of the system.
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Causes.— The immediate

cause

oftho

of this

disease,

is

a

lack

deposition of the phosphate of lime, (the principle
constituent of
bone) in the cartilaginous substances to givo
them a sufficient
solidity and strength to support the in
creased we.ght of the
body, and the elasticity of the mus
cles hence the
curvation and
deformity of the bones.
1 he
incipient cause of this defect in the deposition of
> Us animal
gluten, in the cartilaginous bones, is acidity in
"e
alimentary canal, which produces debility in the assim
ilating Junctions

and neutralizes in some measure this al
Bad nursing, want of
exercise, an exposure
damp or confined air, &c.
Ireatment. The only requirement in this
complaint, is
neutralize the acidity, restore tone in tho
or

kaline salt.
to

—

to

digestive
accomplish
fourth, tea-spoonful

gans, and strengthen the nervous system.
this object, the emetic extract in oue

potions should

To

be administered
every fifteen minutes in
of limo water, until the stomach is
thoroughly evacuated. The bowels must bo kept active
with charcoal and
magnesia ; and the cold bath applied
The restoring bitters, are to be taken in
overy morning.
small quantities, several times a
day, and tho scoko wash

half a table

spoonful

occasionally applied. The
pally of milk and eggs.
RUBEOLA,

diet

ought

to

consist

princi

OR MEASLES.

This

contagious disease, which affects a person only
life, frequentfy makes its appearance iu the form of
an epidemic, without any
exposure to a person labouring
under the complaint.
Symptoms. This eruptive fever of Dr. Willich, generally
commences with chills, succeeded by an increased heat ot

oucc

in

—

the surface ; thirst, nausea, headache, inflamed eye balls,
And about the fourth day,pusdry skin, quick pulse, &c.
tules make their appearance on the face, and gradually ex
tending over other parts of the body. At this period,
a
cough,
nausea and vomiting ceases, but is succeded by

and

an

tumors

increase of

gradually

fever,

with

a

difficulty

of breathing. 1 ho

scales off with the cutielc.
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An emetic at the commencement of the
of the cathartic pill and a free use of the
antiscorbuticks and sudorificks, accompanied with a light
but nourishing diet, cool room, fresh air, and a careful
avoidance of all exposure, would prevent any fatal conse

Treatment.

disease;

a

—

potion

quences.

The great desideratum in this as well as irijall other
diseases is to keep up a proper excitement iu the
nervous system, and enable the exhaling arteries to excrete
the excrementitious and acrimonious fluids from the blood.

eruptive

But if from exposure to a damp or cold atmosphere, the
exhalants become constricted from confinement to a warm
room the
nervous
system becomes relaxed, the most
powerful stimulants must be resorted to. In cases of con
striction the emetic extracts in table spoonful potions
should be immediately administered,aocomppnied with the
vapour bath and a free use of the sudorificks and stimula

ting

lavements.

If relaxation is

the cause,

give

a

cup

of

strong decoction of blue cohosh, with the addition of one
table spoonful of the lettuce laudanum; lavements in twice

a

the quantities must be applied to the bowels, and the seoke
wash to the surface.
Tonics composed of hercules, uni
and
as in other cases.
taken
corn,
gentian

I shall conclude by making a few remarks on the sudden
disappearance of the eruption before the deleterious fluids
The prevailing idea, even
are removed from the blood.
among the most srientific, that when eruptions suddenly
strike inwards: is wholly unfounded, and it

disappear they
will require but

little reflection to discover its

falsity.

It

is contrary to the laws of nature, in animal bodies, for ves
sels or ducts to act in a two fold capacity, therefore the

can no more perform the office of absorb
capillary vessels, even the veins are finished
with valves, the principal circulation) than water can be
forced down a pump against the valves, which would be
%3trictly analogous. This sudden disappearance is much

excretory vessels

ents

more

(as

all

rationally accounted

cretions, arising from

a

for in the diminution of the
of the exhalants.

torpidity

ex
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SCROFFULA OR KING'S EVIL.

This is a swelling of the conglubate glands more parti
of the neck ; under,the chin, behind the ears, and

cularly

sometimes in other parts of the body.
Low damp habitations, a
Causes.
—

sedentary life,

acid

water, or what ever tends
to debilitate the nervous system and produce viscid co-agulable- lymph any be considered exciting causes.
In cases of considerable standing a couise
Treatment.
Then apply a
of the Arcanum should bo administered.
poultice of the roasted roots of white lilly and mandrake

indigestible diet, drinking impure
—

The patient should take freely
to the tumours.
of the anliscorbuticks and the cathartic pills in small quan
tities for a considerable length of time, to excite action of
The baths and the seoke wash
the glandular secretions.
daily applied to stimulate the excretory vessels and
the nervous system. The cancer plaster should

bruised,

strengthen
be applied

in obstinate

cases.

STRANGURY.
This disease consists in a difficulty of voiding urine, and
is generally attended with excruciating pain.
This complaint may proceed from the appli
Causes.
cation of blisters, gravel ; and sometimes from the use of
spirits of turpentine either taken, or externally applied.
Treatment. The diureticks should be taken fieely in
of strong vinegar saturated with salt and
a table spoonful
diluted with a wine glass of hot water ; dashing cold water
Should these administra
on the parts, often gives relief.
tions prove in-effectual, a catheter must be introduced to
draw off the water.
—

—

SYPHILIS, OR VENEREAL DISEASE.
arisen relative to the
to the
human
record of its being found

Many speculative suggestions have
origin of this disease, which is peculiar

appear on
creation.
animal
the
amongst
This monstrous scourge, which can be purchased only at
or the other, has gener
the expense of virtue on one part
to the credit of the French nation.
been

species,

ally

as no accounts

placed
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This filthy and often fatal malady ,it scorns was designed
for a barrier against a violation of the sacred principles,
so
dearly prized by all nations in every age
grade, from the highest state of civilization
literary improvement down to the most abject slavery

Chastity,

of every

and
and
and

barbarism.

Symptoms. A smarting sensation in voiding urine are
its first indications.succeded by a discharge of a yellowish
mucous matter from the arethra : pain and
swelling of the
glands of the groins : small ulcers make their appearance
in the throat, fauces uvula and various parts of the
body in
the form of blotches accompanied with itching : pain it
the bones, particularly in the shins, and sometimes little
knots on the shin bones are attending symptoms. This
description with the known exposure of the patient will en
—

able him to distinguish syphilis from scrofula.
Treatment. This disease in a special manner claims
early attention,as it yields to simple remedies iu its forruin"
stages; but if suffered to progress it often baffles every ef
fort to eradicate the poison.
A strong infusion of the bark of the root of babary tak
en several times a day in gill potions ; also
applied by a
small svringe to the urethra generally gives immediate re
lief. The salivating powders with a free use of the antiscorduticks and syphilis preparations and a mucilage of
the twigs of sassafras are eflicacious remedies in cases of
standing; the oil of balsam ten drops on loaf sugar several
times a day; the scocke wash and the baths greatly facilitate
the cure. If Chancre (venereal sore) make tbeir appear
ance
apply equal parts of seoke and mandrake roots, bruis
ed and moistened with pearlash water.
If fungus flesh
should arise in the ulcers,apply the cancer plaster sprinkled
with the powders of blood root. In cases of long standing
Arcanum should be administered, and re
a course of the
peated until the vcrus is eradicated. Tonicks composed
of lion's foot, snake root, hercules Unicorn and sarsaparilla
should be taken three times a day.
—

TETANUS,

OR LOCK JAW.

Cauttt. This affection consists in an involuntary con
traction or spa?ms of the muscles of the face, without af—
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.fectingthe

senses r

and

generally from slight wounds, such
ortendon, slight lacerations of the
splinters under the nails, or fro» irri
the stomach or bowels, &c.

punctures of a nerve
hands or feet, or from
as

tating substances
Treatment.

in

If the cause arises from
punctures* apply
in which a quantity of the roots of blue
flag
have been infused at the same time, take a
strong infusion
of tho roots of blue cohosh in
gill potions, to be repeated
every ten minutes until the spasms arc released; lavements
should be also administered to the bowels in much krrger
quantities, with the addition of one table spoonful of let
tuce laudanum and one table
spoonful of (he emetic ex
tract, to be repeated every twenty minutes, if required.
hot

—

lye brine,

Whon the cause is due to internal causes, the emetic
in table spoonful potions or the pulverized seeu\
of lobelia, in half the quantity, should be administered in a
cuj) of a strong cohosh tea, with the addition of the anthalminticks.
The patient should be placed over the va
pour of boiling lye, shielded from the dense air by a blank
A hot substance enclosed in a cloth wet with pearlash
et.
water, applied to the bowels, oTten gives relief.
extracts

Very little variation will be
any other cases of spasms.

THRUSH,

required

in the treatment of

OR CANKER.

This is a common complaint among children, arising
from acrimonious fluids in the blood, excoriating tender
parts, particularly of the mouth, and sometimes the wholo
alimentary canal is affected.
Treatment.
Gargle with blue •ohosh roots, and the whole
of golden seal, sweetened with honey, adding a little
luni.
The mouth should be frequently rubbed with a
cloth moistened with the gargle, swallowing a little fre
quently ; this geuowdly gives immediate relief. A strong
be given in teasyrup of the herb of golden seal, should
are jrently
the
bowels
until
hour
spoouful potions every
—

plant

evacuated.

T
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TINEA

CAPILIS, OR.SCALD

HEAD.

This infectious

complaint is seated in the roots of the
secretion of an icherous mucus forming
scab, spreading over the head.

hair, producing
into a crust
Causes:

or

—

a

Uncleanliness, acid, indigestible foodj

or

from

acrimonious fluids of wet nurses ; also from contact with a
person infected with the virus.
Treatment. Incases of long standing, a course of the
Arcanum must be administered. Then shave the head
and wash with castile soap and water several times a day,
then anoint with neat's foot, or some soft animal oil, to
dissolve the crust. The head should then be washed as clean
dusted with
as possible as before, and wiped dry, and
powdered charcoal to absorb or neutralized septic mucus.
After the coal is saturated with the viscid matter, it should
be washed off as before, and anointed with the Tinea oint
A cap should be worn to shield the head from the
ment.
air,and preserve a suitable degree of warmth and promote
perspiration. The patient should make a free use of the
antiseorbulicks, and the cathartic pills in small quantities,
to promote a general action ih the glandular secretions also
This course should be pursued
take the restoring bitters.
for a considerable time after the complaint is apparently
—

—

removed.

TOOTH-ACHE.
Treatment.
Take strong vinegar saturated with salt,
and alcohol, hold a table spoonful in the mouth fifteen
minutes aud renew it ds occasion requires. After the
pain has subsided apply bees-wax to the cavity; or apply a
poultice of the powders of slippery-elm and ginger as hot
—

the person can bear, in table spoonful potions, to be re
every two or three minutes,increasing the tempera
ture at each renewal until the neive is killed.
as

peated

WHITE SWELLING.
This
or

complaint is generally located about tho hip, knee,
joints ; and commences with severe pain, sue-

elbow

2l5
eeded

by a tumour or swelling with very little inflammation.
complaint is neglected the swelling increases, assum
ing a smooth glossy appearance, changing very little the
colour of tho skin.
The tumour at length suppurates and
discharges a fetid humour.
Causes.
This affection may arise from scroffula, rheu
matism, &c. or from a long continuance in cold water when
the body is in a state of exhaustion from
fatigue ; or from
external injuries.
Treatment. At the" commencement, place the parts
over the
vapour of strong lye, in which the roots of blue
flag have been infused as warm as the patient can con
veniently bear, shielding him from the air during the pro
cess.
Then apply a poultice of the bruised roots of blue
flag, and seoke boiled in lye, saturated with salt, adding the
powders of slippery-elm, to bring it to proper consistency.
This process generally gives relief, and prevents the form
If the

—

—

ation of matter ; or take alcohol one quart, salt and the
dirt from the back of a chimney one pint each in powders,
and tobacco four ounces finely cut, stirring in rye-meal, to
bring it to the consistency of a poultice. After applying
this preparation for one or two hours, wash the parts with
strong vinegar, then apply the roots of crowfoot and horse
radish roots bruised. During these administrations the
patient should drink freely of ginger tea or some other
sudorificks, and tonicks.

WORMS.
A short extract from that scientific writer, Dr. Rush,
interesting to the reader.
When we consider how universally worms are found in
all young animals, and how frequently they exist in the
human body without producing disease of any kind, it is
natural to conclude that they serve some useful and neces
Do they consume
sary purpose in the animal economy.
the superfluous aliment which all young animals are dis
posed to take before they have been taught by experience
or reason the bad consequences which arise from it ? It is
no
objection to this opinion, that worms are unknown in
The laws of nature
the human body iu some countries.
may be

are

diversified,

and often

suspended,

under

peculiar

cir-

.
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in many cases where the departure from uni
is still more unaccountable than in the present ill-

cuaistatices ;

formity
stance.

Nine often cases which I have seen of worms, have been
in children of the grossest habits and
vigorous constitu
tions.
In weakly children, I have often known the most
powerful anthelmintics given without bringingaway a single
worm.
If these medicines have afforded any relief, it has
been by their tonick qualities.
From this fact, is it not
probable the conjecture I am afraid is too bold, but I
will ri.sk it is it not probable, I say, that children are
sometimes disordered from tho want of worms? Perhaps
the tonick medicines which have been mentioned rendered
the bowels a more quiet and comfortable asylum for them,
and thereby provide the system with the means of obvia
ting the effects of crapalas to which children are disposed.
I confine the salutary oflice of worms only to that species
of them which is known by the name of the round worm,
and which occurs most frequently in children."
The species of worms most frequent iu the human body
the Ascarides,- a small white worm;
are the following:
Teres, or common round worm ; and Taenia, or tape
—

—

worm.

Causes. Improper and an over quantity of diet; con
sequently indigestion, distension of the abdomen, starting
during sleep, an insatiable appetite, acid eructations, fetid
breath, and generally attended with some degree of fever.
Take alum and salt, equal quantities, in
Treatment.
powders, one tea-spoonful, and cane molasses one tablespoonful, to be taken every morning one hour before
breakfast for one week.
Then take the cathartick pills
sufficiently to thoroughly evacuate the bowels. Take also
the anthelminticks according to directions.
In cases of
considerable standing, these administrations must be pre
ceded by an emetick ; and cathartick tonicks are very im
portant, and should be freely used in all stages of the dis
ease, such as poplar bark, lion's foot, snake root, Hercules,
beef's gall, &c.
But of all the medicines that I have administered, says
Dr.'Rush, I know of none more safe and certain than the
aitnple preparations of irou, whether they are given in the
—

—
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form of filings or rust of iron. If they ever fail of success,
it is because they are given in too small quantities.
I gen
erally prescribe from five to thirty grains every morning,
to children from one to ten
years of age.
OF

PARTURITION,

OR LABOUR.

It is considered impracticable, in a publication calculated
for general circulation, to give an anatomical description
of all the organs concerned in the reproduction of the spe
cies, or to enter into a detail of midwifery sufficiently oxtensive to enable a person to manage in difficult cases of
But I shall endeavor to give eve
unnatural presentation.
common
ry necessary information to qualify any person of
capacity to manage in all common cases in their own fam
ilies ; (and if proper attention and prudence should be ob
unnatural and difficult cases would
served

during gestation,
rarely occur.)

Labour is a natural process, arising from a contraction
of the uterine organs to expel its contents ; and in ninetynine cases out of an hundred, would be fully competent
for the purpose, without any artificial aid, provided a prop
er excitement be kept up in the nervous system.
The immediate cause of labor, is doubtless owing to an
irritation produced by a distention of the uterine system.
are pains
Symptoms ottending the approach of labour,
in the loins and back, terminating in the pub es ; afterwards
cf mucus, often streaked with blood from the
a

discharge
vagina, called

the shews.
But all of these symptoms are not conclusive evidences
of labour ; yet every necessary preparation must be made,
afnd the patient should take a potion ef the Parturitient,
and repeat it every ten "minutes until the pains (if false)
If the
subside ; or if they are true, are greatly mitigated.
be administered in
are severe, the potions should
pains

much larger quantities and more frequently.
as con
The patient should keep an erect posture as long
labour has actu
that
ascertained
is
it
when
and
venient ;
she should
al!* commenced and considerably progressed,
or some other
be placed on the knees of her husband
ib
no particular choice
strom* t>orson, (provided she has

T2
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the position) with her feet firmly placed on chairs each
side of the operator.
After having guarded against every thing calculated to
disturb the mind of the patient, and frequently consoling
her with the prospects of a safe and probably easy delivery,
he should patiently wait until some part of the foetus or
the membrane filled with a fluid protrudes.
If any inter
position is made, it should be to satisfy the patient, and not
to hasten parturition.
At the presentation of the foetus, if the fluid membrane
has not been ruptured spontaneously, it must be done by
the operator, which generally suspends the pains during
the discharge of the water, and sometimes the foetus is ex
pelled with the fluid.
In tedious labour, particularly with first children, when
a laceration of the
perinaeum is apprehended, the progress
of the foetus should be retarded by counter pressure.
After the foetus is discharged, it should be removed a
convenient distance and laid on the side, to remain till pul
sation and circulation is fully established, and the funis
The funis should be tied one
becomes soft and flaccid.
inch from the body of the child.
Management of the Placenta. Having given the child
to some of the attendants, the placenta next claims attention.
After a short interval, the uterine organs are again called
into action to expel the remainder of its incumbrance.
The same gentle means should be used as before directed,
taking advantage of the pains, aided by a gentle effort of
—

the

patient

;

the

operator should by moderately pulling

the funis, facilitate its removal. But if the placenta resists
the mild efforts, the operator should desist, and place the
patient over the vapour of strong lye, or hemlock boughs,
while in a state of ebullition, or apply fomentations of a
weak solution of pearlash and water to the bowels, as warm
as can be conveniently borne, and wait thirty or forty
minutes, or even an^hour ; during the interval, gentle pres
sure on the abdomen in different directions should be made
to stimulate the uterine system to a contraction.
Th.en
again take hold of the funis, aud in the manner before di

rected, aided by
centa.

th^

pains,

effect the removal of the

pla
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The introduction of the hand

to

separate the adhesion,

assist the expulsion, is cruel and unnatural, and is not
necessary in one case of several thousand. We had better
wait an hour or two, than resort to so harsh and
a
or to

painful

process.

After the patient has been put comfortably in
bed, she
should be left to herself to g ;t a little repose, and restore
the exhaustion of the nervous system which will be consequentl}' produced by the labor throes.
The patient should take once or twice a day of a
strong
decoction of the roots of carpenter's square, in wine glass
to
a
potions,
produce proper discharge of the Lochia, the
obstruction of which is the origin of what is termed child
bed fever.
If flooding should ensae, apply a cloth wet with cold
salt and water to the bowels, and drink freely of some hot
leas, such as blue cohosh and ginger, or the sudorificks.
In cases of protracted labour, attended with rigidity of
the vagina and os-externum,in addition to the fomentations
recommended, administer the emetick extracts in tablespoonful potions in a cup of a strong decoction of the parturitient, with the addition of one table-spoonful of spirits
sweetened with loaf sugar, to be repeated every fifteen or
twenty minutes until the parts are sufficiently relaxed.
Emolient lavements applied to the bowels, proves a great
—

auxiliary.
For

further information

preparatory to
Parturitients.

labour, the

the subject, particularly as
reader is referred to the articlo

on
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for the instruction of
concise and simple plan of treat
ment in all cases of disease at their commencement, which, if
strictly observed, would remove ninty-nine cases of an hun
dred immediately, and greatly mitigate every other, so
that fatal consequences would rarely be known.
The great desideratum in the healing art, according to
our theory, is to maintain a proper
energy and excitement
in the neivous system, and thus preserve an equilibrium in
the circulating fluids, and tone in all the glandular secre
tions and excretions.
The first sypmtoms indicating disease are langour, drow
siness, loss of appetite, sometimes accompanied with slight
chills, nausea and aversion to exercise, &c. arising from
debility and torpidity of the nervous system.
Treatment.
Take from one teaspoonful to a table
spoonful of the lettuce laudanum in a cup of a strong de
coction of the roots of the blue cohosh, to be repeated
two or three tiroes if necessary every hour ; during the
interval take a potion of pills composed of the extracts of
the barks of butternut, white ash and the whole plant of tho
golden seal, evaporated to the consistency of molasses, and
brought to a state of pilling by adding the powdets of gin
ger and black paper in equal quantities: to be Repeated
If these administrations prove inevery hour if required.
efHcacious,tl»epatlent should retire to bed and take the emet
ic extracts ia a cup of sage tea, and repeat it every twenIT has been

families,

to

lay

thought advisable,

down

—

a
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ty minutes until the stomach is thoroughly evacuated, at the
time apply gomo hot stfbstanccs
wrapped in a cloth
wet
with
vinegar to the feet. The patient should
drink freely of ginger and sage tea, and occasionally
of the alkaliue draught and the sudorificks.
This course
should be continued for several hours, and until all painful
sensations are removed and the perspirable matter becomes
limpid. After the process is over, wash the surface with
a cloth wet
with cold salt and water, and the apparel
changed. The patient should take the lettuce laudanum
in the cohosh tea, once in seven hours with the addition of
half a tea sppconful of the powders of Hercules' heal-all,
Colombo or golden seal, to each potion.
same

After the

of the process, should febrile symp
of the Arcanum must be resorted to,
to be accompanied with the vapour bath, and the alkaline
wash, followed with the cold bath and the restoratives,
which should be repeated every day if occasion requires.
The restoratives should be continued for some time after
the patient is apparently well, and all exposure carefully avoided for one or two days. The patient should take ev
ery morning, half a teaspoonful of strong vinegar saturated
with common salt, diluted with half a wine glass of boiling
toms

completion

continue,

a course

water.

Prevention.
Take a bottle half full of good spirits, and
burn a brimstone match in the bottle until it goes out, then
remove, the match, close the bottle and shake it till tho
smoke is incorporated with the spirits ; repeat the process
several times, then add the bruised plant of wild lettuce, half a
pint and one gill of the powders of the roots of the blue cohosh;
take one table-spoonful every morning with an equal
quantity of honey and half a teaspoonful of the powders of
black pepper during the sickly season, also take every oth
er
day, one of the butternut pills to excite a proper action in
the piimavia, and occasionally the charcoal cathartick.
The surface of thebody should bo bathed twice a week
with the alkaline wash. The diet should consist principally
of vegetables with an occasional use of salted fat pork with a
little pepper and vinegar. Loan fresh meat should be whol
ly rejected during the hotter parts of the season ; pure
—

—
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water
a

little

ought to be the principal drink,
honey or molasses and ginger.

with the addition of

If symptoms of worms make their appearance, give three
fourths of a teaspoonful of equal parts of alum and salt in
a table
spoonful of molasses every morning one hour be
fore breakfast for a few days, then a potion of the cathar
tic pills.
Having omitted several valuable preparations in their
proper place, it is deemed advisable to insert them in the

appendix.
MINERAL WASH.
Take crotius

Martus,

one

table

spoonful,

then add the

powders of jwhite vitriol sufficient to bring it to a peach
blow colour; one teaspoonful of the powders are to be dis
solved in half a pint of spring water; to be applied to recent
Wounds, and wetting the bandage frequently, prevents sore
ness or inflammation and causes it to heal; it is also service
able applied to foul ulcers, cancers, fever sores, &c.
—

FOR COUGHS.
Take balm of gilead buds and sun flower seeds bruised,
half a pint, and cow-foot half an ounce, and add one quart
of gin, to be taken in half wine glass potions several times
a

day.

Or, Take equal parts of the bark of the root of sassafras,
skunk cabbage, cow-foot and wild turnirJ, in powders :

—

mix,
day.

and take

■

one

teaspoonful

in

honey several times

a

ANTI CALCULOUS POWDERS.

Take the blood of

live

Rabbit, put it into a close ves
place it over a moderate heat
until the skin is crisped or brought to a state of
pulveriz
ing without burning. The powders are to be taken in tea
sel,

a

then add the skin and

in a cup of a strong infusion of horse mint
the expressed juice, with the addition of one
tablespoonful of honey, to be repeated as circumstances
It is

spoonful potions

or

f" said to dissolve

a

g«n flint in

require.
twenty-four hours.

2°Z1

«

OINTMENT FOR PILES.
Take the seeds of lobelia, reduce them to
then add opossum oil, or oil of butter, to

consistency

of

an

parts severa1 times

ointment,
a
day.

to

be

applied

fine

powder,

bring

it to the

a

to

the affected

CANCER SALVE.
Take the bark of the roots of ivy (laurel,) boil in a suf
ficient quantity of water to extract the strength, then evap
orate over a moderate heat to the
consistency of molasses,
then add lard and simmer it to the thickness of a salve, to
be applied to cancers in any stage, and renewed daily un
til cured.

This is said

to

be

a

sovereign' remedy-

OINTMENT FOR BURNS.
Take half a pound of fresh butter or lard, and half a
of tar, melt and stir them until properly blended, then
add one tea-spoonful of verdigris and two of sulphur, and
This is a remedy for scalds, burns, hu
stir until cold.
morous old sores, &c.

gill

FOR THE HOOPING COUGH.

scruple of crude tartar in a gill of soft wa
grains of Cochnieal (obtained at the
druggist's) finely powdered, sweetened withloaf sugar, to be
taken in tea-spoonful potions every hour, until relief is
produced. This generally proves a sovereign remedy in
Dissolve

one

fer, then add

one

ten

week.

FOR THE ASTHMA.
and annis seed one oncae each, pulverized,
of tartar, and one ounce each of
spermaceti, sulphur, and skunk cabbage, to be taken in po
tions, from one to two tea-spoonfuls in a tabic spoonftil of

Take

senna

two ounces

honey,

on

of

cream

roXiring

to

bed

at

nifht.

2n
FOR THE

TETTERS,

OR OBSTINATE ERUPTIONS OF THE SKIN.

Take half a pint of brandy, half a gill of tar, and three
tea-spoonfuls of poarlash, beat and stir them together until
thoroughly incorporated and bottle for use ; apply it to the
parts affected several times a day with a feather until a cure
is effected.

FOR VENOMOUS
Take

BITES, OR

STINGS.

tea-spoonful of indigo, moistened to the Con
of a thick paste with strong vinegar, apply it to
the parts affected ; if done immediately all fatal consequen
ces will bo
prevented.
one

sistency

FOR A FELON.
Take

sulphur, alum and blue vitriol, equal parts, in pow
be pieistened with equal quanthies of spirits, honey
and the whites of eggs, to bring it to a proper consistency,
applied to the affected parts, and changed occasionally, will
extraot the core in two or three days, without injuring the
joint. It will also dissolve fungus flesh, and cures cancers.
ders,

to

ADHESIVE SALVE.
Take linseed oil and fresh butter half pint each, and
\rhite pine turpentine one gill, boil them together until it
would scorch a feather, then add red lead finely pulverized
until it is brought to the consistency of soft wax. This
plaster is to be spread on thin leather, and may be applied to
recent ctrts, or foul ulcers, which is not to be taken off un
til it comes off of itself. If matter collects under the plas
ter, a hole should be made through it withaa awl, and per
mit it to discharge.
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